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Summary

This thesis draws on the writings of a number of nineteenth-century musical 
commentators, including Richard Pohl, Hermann Deiters, Selmar Bagge, Adolf 

Schubring, Franz Brendel, and Eduard Hanslick. These critics were writing for the 
Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik in the 1860s, the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung in the 
1860s and 1870s, and the Neue Freie Press from the 1860s to the turn of the century.

The major findings are that there are traces of the ‘revisionist’ views of recent 
commentators on Brahms in these nineteenth-century writings. Thus these writings 

can be understood as a significant part of Brahms Rezeptionsgeschichte.
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Note on the translations

All translations throughout this text are my own unless otherwise indicated in the 
footnotes. In nearly all cases the original German has been included in the footnotes. 
Original orthography is maintained, except where primary material is cited from a 
later edition.



Brahm s’s Critics:
Continuity and Discontinuity in the Critical Reception o f Johannes Brahms

Introduction

The reception history o f Brahms’s music is an area o f Brahms studies that has been given 

only marginal attention. Angelika Horstm ann’s 1986 text Untersuchungen zur Brahms- 

Rezeption der Jahren 1860-1880  provides an impressive starting point, in that it collates and 

critiques a formidable body o f critical writings on Brahms in this period. By its very scope 

and nature such a study cannot explore these writings in any real depth, however. Norbert 

Meurs has further contributed to the field in his 1996 text Neue Bahnen? Aspekte der Brahms- 

Rezeption 1853-1868. Building on Horstm ann’s endeavours, this study gives detailed 

discussion to the writings o f Brahms’s early critics, and traces in great detail the consequences 

o f Schum ann’s 1853 article on the young composer. Moreover, by 1868, the year that saw the 

premiere o f Ein deutsches Requiem, Op. 45, Brahms had written many o f the works that fit 

into what has been referred to as his first m aturity,’ and thereby provided ample material for 

critical evaluation. Yet studies on the critical reception o f Brahm s’s music after this date are 

scant, and the lack o f a study in this field in English language publications is becoming 

increasingly more noticeable by its absence.

The present study redresses this issue. It makes no claims to be a comprehensive study 

of the reception history o f Brahms. Such an endeavour would be futile, if  not close to 

impossible, in light o f the volume o f material evidenced in Horstm ann’s text. Rather it 

focuses on a number o f critics who can be understood to have been major players in the 

reception o f Brahm s’s music during the com poser’s lifetime. These critics are Robert 

Schumann, Franz Brendel, Richard Pohl, A dolf Schubring, Hermann Deiters, Selmar Bagge, 

and Eduard Hanslick.

‘ The phrase was coined  by James W ebster in his 1978 article ‘Schubert's Sonata Forms and Brahms's First 
Maturity I.’ 19"’-C e n tw y  M u s ic2 ! \ (July 1978): 18 -35 .
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Recent ‘revisionist’ scholarship on Brahm s has witnessed the unveiHng o f a number of 

identities for the composer, each o f them highhghting an aspect o f either Brahms’s personal, 

professional, or compositional persona; from  ‘Brahms the Allusive’, ' to ‘Brahms the 

Programmatic’;̂  ‘Johannes Brahms, Solitary A ltruist’;'' and Brahms the ‘Liberal Modernist’.̂  

Each o f  these commentators draws our attention to an aspect o f  Brahms’s music that has been 

overlooked in the twentieth-century scholarly literature on Brahms, thereby providing a re- 

evaluation o f Brahm s’s compositional process, and providing us with challenging and ever- 

new ideas with which to approach the com poser’s music.

The current study is carried out from a different perspective. Rather than looking for 

aspects o f Brahm s’s music that have not been elucidated in earlier scholarly writings, it 

revisits the critical writings o f  Brahms’s contemporary press— particularly those in the Nene 

Zeitschrift fiir M usik in the 1860s, those in the A llgem eim  musikalische Zeitung in the 1860s 

and 1870s, and the critical writings o f Eduard Hanslick, originally written for the Neue fre ie  

Presse between the 1860s and the turn o f the century— and draws continuities between what 

his contemporaries said about his music and more recent scholarly writings.

The best way to understand the title ‘Brahm s’s Critics: Continuity and Discontinuity 

in the Critical Reception o f Johannes Brahm s’ is by locating the emphasis. The continuity to 

which I refer exists between the nineteenth century writings on Brahms by his contemporary 

press, and the more recent ‘revisionist’ Brahms scholarship referred to above. The 

discontinuity, I argue, lies in the fact that the view o f Brahms perpetuated in these nineteenth- 

century writings was largely suppressed in scholarly writings in the twentieth century until 

they re-emerged in the last two decades in the guise o f a ‘revisionist’ view o f Brahms. In

 ̂ Kenneth R oss Hull. ‘Brahms the A llusive: Extra-Com positional Reference in the Instrumental M usic o f  
Johannes Brahm s’. PhD D iss. Princeton U niversity (1989).
 ̂ D illon R. Parmer. ‘Brahms the Programmatic: A  Critical A ssessm ent’. PhD D iss. Rochester. U niversity o f  

Rochester 1(995).
** Peter F. Ostwald. ‘Johannes Brahms, Solitary Altruist’, in Walter Frisch, ed. Brahm s an d  His W orld  
(Princeton; Princeton U niversity Press, 1990), 2 3 -3 6 .
 ̂ Walter Frisch. ‘M usical Politics Revisited: Brahms the Liberal Modernist Vs. Wagner the Reactionary 

C on serva tive ', A m erican  Brahm s S oc ie ty  NeM'sletler 13/1 (Spring 1995): 1-3.
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other words, I argue that there are traces o f all of the above-mentioned ‘revisionist’ views of 

Brahms in the contemporary criticism; contrary to widespread opinion, I find elements of 

Brahms the Programmatic in the discussions o f Eduar d Hanslick, as discussed in Chapters 3 

and 4; I recognise in the writings of Deiters, Bagge, and Schubring a significant 

foreshadowing of Schoenberg’s ‘Brahms the Progressive’, and a championing o f the modem 

aspects o f Brahms’s music, as discussed in Chapter 2; I see Hanslick advancing the notion, 

along with Ostwald, that in his compositions Brahms sought to establish connections between 

people and, moreover, I find continuities between the "view of Brahms’s liberal modernity as 

espoused by Walter Frisch in 1995, and Hanslick’s discussion of his own and Brahms’s 

shared liberal Viennese Weltanschauung.

These nineteenth-century views of the composer were suppressed in twentieth-century 

scholarly writings. 1 suggest that this was in part due to periods o f political tension and 

unease; while the reception o f Brahms’s music experienced increasingly nationalistic and 

even racist trends between the composer’s death and World War 1, post 1918 critics felt the 

need to extol Brahms’s ‘German-ness’ as a bulwark against a semitically tainted modernism.^ 

Yet, following World War II, hermeneutic or cultural studies o f the composer were 

suppressed in favour of documentary and analytical studies that were privileged by West 

German, and subsequently Anglo-American, musicological writings in a climate charged with 

domestic politics, in the wake o f National Socialism.

The modem concept o f Brahms as a progressive and modern composer owes much to 

Schoenberg who, in 1933, sought to rescue the composer from the conservative dead-end into 

which the view of his music had fallen in the early-twentieth century. Schoenberg’s view of 

Brahms as espoused in the Brahms Lecture o f 1933, the revision of this lecture as ‘Brahms the 

Progressive’ o f 1947, and the discussion o f Brahms in his didactic writings, provides a 

cornerstone of the view o f Brahms perpetuated in twentieth-century scholarly writings.

Daniel Beller-McKenna. ‘The Rise and Fall o f  Brahms the German’, Journal o f  M usicological Research 20/3 
(2001): 187-210(190-191).



In the essay ‘Criteria for the Evaluation o f  M usic’, Arnold Schoenberg writes that 

‘style in art changes every ten to fifteen years, and almost inevitably evaluation changes with 

style’7 Certainly changes in current compositional style alter the way we hear the works of 

the past. Yet, while the reception o f every work o f  art is in a constant state o f flux, elements 

that are integral to a work o f art remain more constant. The critical evaluation o f Brahm s’s 

music has undergone many changes, but in re-evaluating the writings o f  Brahms’s 

contemporaries the current study sees it come full circle to the extent that the aspects o f 

Brahms’s music that stimulated his contemporary critics continue to do so in the ‘revisionist’ 

writings outlined above.

Many o f these nineteenth-century critical writings on Brahms have been confined to 

the bottom drawer o f Anglo-American Brahms Studies. Having blown the dust off them, it is 

seen that these contemporary writings are engaging, and indeed compelling, in that they allow 

us to see how Brahms’s music was received by his contemporaries in light o f its allusive 

references, its poetic adjuncts, its socio-political or even nationalistic underpinnings, elements 

that have been overlooked in earlier twentieth-century writings on the composer. Moreover, 

they allow us an insight in to how the critics grappled with Brahms’s compositions, and what 

difficulties they had in understanding his compositional language. In this sense they form an 

integral part o f the critical reception o f Brahms.

More than this, however, they allow us to look critically at what it is that drives 

musicological endeavours in our own time, and in the more recent past. In retuming to the 

writings o f these contemporary critics, and comparing them to more recent writings on 

Brahms, we get a better understanding o f  what a piece o f  music can express or reflect about 

the people who use it. Thus, what resonates most about an age that vetoed the expressive 

writings o f Brahms’s contemporary critics is the cultural preoccupations they sought to 

suppress.

’ Arnold Schoenberg, ‘Criteria for the Evaluation o f  M usic’, St\’le and Idea (London: Faber, 1975), 124-136  
(126).
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Summary of Chapters

The dissertation is divided into two parts. Part I is concerned with the critical writings on 

Brahms in the Neue Zeitschrift fu r  M usik and the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung in the 

1860s and 1870s. Chapter 1 compares and contrasts the editorial policies o f Schumann (1835- 

1844 ) and Brendel (1845-1868). It explores subjective/objective trajectory o f Brendel’s 

writings in the context o f his view o f music history and o f music criticism. I argue that 

Schumann’s 1853 essay ‘Neue Bahnen’ engages with Brendel’s critical discourse and 

philosophy o f history. Thus, the essay did not emerge in a historical vacuum, but rather 

responded to a clearly defined and well understood strain in the critical discourse o f  mid

century.

The decade from 1850-1860 was marked by strident critical debate over musical- 

aesthetic questions. The journal that Schumann founded increasingly promoted the aesthetic 

tendencies and compositions o f the Neudeutsche Schule o f Wagner, Berlioz, and L iszt Whilst 

Brendel continued Schumann’s policy o f promoting new and promising talents, his editorial 

policy diverged from Schumann’s in a number o f respects including his view o f the status of 

the works o f past masters, and his exclusivity in promoting the Neudeutsche Schule.

An exploration o f Richard Pohl’s article on Brahms o f 1853 argues that these were 

concerned with both responding to Schumann’s 1853 essay, and perpetuating Brendel’s 

editorial policy. Hence much o f the early criticism on Brahms in the journal is embroiled in 

the mid-century partisanship, reacting to Schumann’s ‘Neue Bahnen’ rather than critiquing 

Brahms’s compositions on their own merit.

Brahms remained aloof from these controversies throughout his compositional career 

with the exception o f  one brief affair in the form o f the 1860 manifesto. Although this 

Erkldrung has been widely discussed in the Brahms literature, the episode on Brahms and the 

Neue Zeitschrift merits further consideration. This chapter, for the first time, explores the 

events surrounding the Leipziger Tonkunstler-Veisammlung  o f 1859, and gives a detailed



discussion to the polemical and provocative writings o f Brendel in the run up to this national 

assembly. Brendel’s philosophical approach to music criticism— couched in the Hegelian 

dialectical principle o f  thesis, antithesis, synthesis— harboured a nationalist agenda that 

argued that German music was a central feature o f German identity. Yet he denied such an 

identity to composers outside o f the Neudeutsche Schule. Throughout his editorship Brendel 

gave to critical writings a leading role in participating actively in the progress o f music. Thus 

his philosophical writings were accorded an independent position in relation to art, bestowing 

on music criticism an aesthetic significance that was formerly unthinkable.

This reached its pinnacle in the Leipziger Tonkunstler-Versammlung o f June 1859 

where Brendel crowned the achievements o f the Neudeutsche Schule and o f  his philosophical 

approach to music.* By inaugurating the Neudeutsche Schule o f Wagner, Liszt, and Berlioz, 

as the spiritual and musical heirs o f the altdeutsche Schule o f Bach and Handel, and the 

Viennese masters o f Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, he promoted their compositions as a 

practical manifestation o f his own philosophical contribution to the progress o f music. 

Joachim and Brahm s’s 1860 manifesto can be understood as a response to such vociferous 

writings, arguably invited by Brendel h im self Thereby Chapter 1 presents the manifesto in 

the context in which it was written, exploring in detail for the first time the aesthetic 

principles o f all o f the parties involved. Brahms him self abstained from any further forays in 

musical polemics. However the aesthetic principles evidenced in this chapter forni the 

philosophical underpinnings o f much o f the subsequent reception o f Brahm s’s music by his 

contemporary press, as discussed in the following chapters.

Chapter 2 is concerned with the notion o f  organicism as applied to music, and in 

particular with the pervasiveness of this notion in the writings o f  a number o f  Brahms's 

contemporary critics including Hermann Deiters, Selmar Bagge, and A dolf Schubring in the 

1860s and 1870s. I argue that these writings can be understood as a significant foreshadowing

* The L eipziger T onkiinstler-V ersam m liw g, and Brendel’s speech are discussed in Chapter 1.
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of Schoenberg’s view of Brahms the Progressive and, moreover, that it was these nineteenth- 

century commentators, and not Schoenberg, who were the first to point out and give an 

account of a compositional process in Brahms’s music of developing a musical idea, of 

generating a work from a basic motive so as to imbue the work with an underlying motivic

unity.

Schoenberg’s writings on Brahms (whom he considered to epitomise the concept of 

developing variation) serve a didactic purpose. Therefore, they amount to sketches that deal 

with various aspects of compositional procedure in isolation—harmony, motivic and thematic 

coherence, and rhythm—for the purpose of demonstrating each of these compositional 

techniques. The downside for those currently studying Schoenberg’s writings on Brahms is 

that there is no discussion of these various aspects in the context of the work as a whole. To 

this extent Schoenberg’s writings on Brahms can be regarded as sketchy or somewhat 

fractured.

The nineteenth-century writings explored in this chapter consider Brahms’s works as a 

whole. A close reading of these writings alerts us to the fact that attempts to view Brahms’s 

music through the lens of Schoenberg’s concept of developing variation can also lose sight of 

the larger musical arguments in an effort to categorise Brahms’s music according to this 

concept. In other words, while Brahms’s contemporary commentators pursue the development 

of each of the works discussed from the seed or the few related seeds (in a marmer that 

adumbrates Schoenberg’s concept of developing variation), their discussions of Brahms’s 

works consider each one as a whole, and in that sense their discussions of Brahms are 

comprehensive, and not fractured .

Therefore, this study critiques the ‘Schoenberg critical and analytical tradition’ that 

finds its most ardent champions in Carl Dahlhaus and Walter Frisch. I dispute the notion 

(which is tacitly endorsed in a Schoenberg analytical and critical tradition) that Schoenberg 

was the first modem thinker with the acuity to grasp Brahms’s musical language. Rather, I

7



argue that a number o f  nineteenth-century commentators pointed out the modem and 

progressive aspects o f Brahm s’s music that are central to Schoenberg’s notion o f ‘Brahms the 

Progressive’. It is further argued that on the basis o f  a fundamental similarity o f outlook on 

the part o f Schoenberg and his nineteenth-century counterparts, we should more accurately 

speak o f a German critical and analytical tradition, albeit it one in which Schoenberg played a 

valuable role.

Also explored in this chapter is how the writings o f these critics respond to the 

polemical debates o f  the 1850s that still resonate in the musical press o f the late 1870s. Bagge 

was the most explicit in his critique o f the works o f the Neudeutsche Schule that he considers 

to be morally reprehensible. For the most part Deiters remained dispassionate to polemical 

matters, concentrating instead on the compositions themselves. Nonetheless after almost two 

decades o f writing on Brahm s’s music, his 1878 review o f the String Quartets unleashes a 

potent assault on the aesthetic stance taken by Brendel in the Neue Zeitschrift in the 1850s.

Part II is concerned with a revision o f  what Constantin Floros refers to as Das 

Brahms-Bild Eduard Hanslicks. The received view accords to Hanslick sole responsibility for 

the view o f Brahms as a composer o f  ‘absolute’ music; moreover it disproportionately 

emphasises H anslick’s pitting o f Brahms against Wagner, and the composers o f  the 

Neudeutsche Schule. Such a formalist view o f Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms stems 

from an over emphasis on Hanslick’s 1854 monograph Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen and, 

furthermore, conceals a lack o f familiarity with the critical writings themselves. Indeed since 

Hanslick, and until recent decades, a scholarly tradition has been enforced that disregards not 

only the extra-musical adjuncts in Brahm s’s music, but also Hanslick’s discussion o f  these 

features.

Chapter 3 is divided into two parts. The first explores the relationship between 

Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms and his 1854 monograph Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen. It 

examines his terminology in this monograph in relation to matters o f form and content, clearly

8



explicating the philosophical distinction Hanslick made between “leere Form” (empty form), 

and “beseelte Form” (form in music imbued with spirit). It disputes the notion that Hanslick’s 

1854 tract can be understood as anti-metaphysical, a view that postulates that Hanslick 

transformed the romantic metaphysics o f instrumental music into formalism and, moreover, 

that he defended instrumental music as an art form that no longer embodied spirituality. On 

the contrary, it is argued that Hanslick’s notion o f  absolute music is inexplicably bound up 

with the “absolute,” in the form o f geistige Gehalt (spiritual content), and very much reliant 

on philosophy and religion.

Discusssion o f the relationship between absolute and programme music, from the mid

nineteenth century to the present day, have tended to misrepresent some o f the main writers 

who participated in the polemical debate raging in the mid-nineteenth century. In particular 

H anslick’s role has been misrepresented. A discussion o f Hanslick, Brahms, and the 

Neudentsche Schule shows that the received view o f Hanslick as the champion o f Brahms the 

absolute on the one hand, and Hanslick as the opponent o f  programme music and the 

Neudeutsche Schule on the other, are not as mutually exclusive as has heretofore been 

supposed.^ In a number o f Hanslick’s Brahms reviews he pits Brahms against the composers 

o f the Neudeutsche Schule . However, a reading o f  Hanslick’s entire critical output on Brahms 

reveals that the number o f reviews in which he engages in this opposition is significantly 

fewer than those in which there is no mention o f any o f  the composers o f  this school. 1 argue, 

therefore, that this is an aspect o f Hanslick’s ‘Brahm s-Bild’ that has been given 

disproportionate attention.

As a corollary to this I highlight the fact that Hanslick is not opposed to programme

music per se, as formalist writing has suggested. Rather, it is argued that what he is opposed

to is music that seeks to be understood in tenns o f its extra-musical programme, rather than its

musical content— thus more accurately he is opposed to what he refers to as ‘an abuse o f

® A m ong the authors w ho have contributed to this received view  o f  H anslick are Hans Gal, Peter Latham, 
Kenneth R oss Hull, D illon Parmer, and Constantin Floros. For a more detailed discussion see Chapter 3.
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programme m usic’. Therefore, I argue for a more moderate, and indeed philosophically and 

metaphysically more rooted, view o f Hanslick’s position on programme music. A close 

reading o f the writings on programme music by August W ilhelm Ambros, Richard Wagner, 

Franz Brendel, and Felix W eingartner reveals that Hanslick stands on common ground with 

his contemporary aestheticians in this regard.

Chapter 4 explores Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms. I dispute the notion—  

pervasive throughout the Brahms literature— that these are formalist writings (concerned only 

with that which lies within the formal parameters o f the work), and argue that they can be 

more usefully understood as hermeneutic writings (concerned with m usic’s cultural context). 

The discussion o f  H anslick’s view o f  Brahms entails a discussion o f the Violin Sonata in G 

major whereby I show that Hanslick embraces the poetic aspects o f Brahm s’s music. I also 

consider Brahm s’s works with suggestive titles such as the Akademische Fest Ouvertiire, and 

the Tragische Ouvertiire, titles that invite listeners to hear the works in a particular way. I 

explores Hanslick’s autobiographical and poetic discussions o f these works. Indeed although 

Brahms gave no clues as to the poetic idea embodied in the Tragische Ouvertiire, Hanslick 

suggests a poetic counterpart for the piece that, rather than providing a programme for the 

work, provides the reader with a number o f ways o f understanding the work spiritually.

This is followed by a discussion o f  the shared liberal Viennese Weltanschauung o f 

Hanslick and Brahms. They shared a tendency to be unobservant in their respective religious 

faiths, Lutheranism for Brahms, Catholicism for Hanslick. They embraced the liberal 

propensity to view Biblical stories as valuable lessons in moral conduct, regardless o f the 

specific faith o f  the reader. I argue that on account o f their shared political and cultural 

outlook and due to the fact that Hanslick was among Brahms’s intimate circle o f friends, he 

was amenable to understanding the com poser’s position on matters o f faith, and his 

preoccupation with death and bereavement during this period.
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The focus in this section is on a number of single movement works for chorus and 

orchestra that Brahms composed between 1872 and 1883 including the Alto Rhapsody, 

Schicksalslied, Gesang der Parzen, and Ndnie, settings of texts by Goethe, Holderlin, and 

Schiller that each deal with the transience of life and the inevitability of death. Hanslick’s 

critical writings portray Brahms as one who took a Liberal approach to his Lutheran heritage, 

and sought to universalise the spiritual messages embodied in these ‘fate-related’'® choral 

compositions in a manner that did not discriminate between religious faiths or between 

secular and sacred. A broader discussion of Hanslick’s writings on Brahms in outlines a 

central tenet in Hanslick’s reception of Brahms; that many of his compositions can be 

understood to embody a spiritual message of the acceptance of the inevitability of death, of 

providing comfort to the bereaved in the form of reconciliation and transfiguration.

When compared with the analytical writings of Deiters, Bagge, and Schubring in 

Chapter 2, the argument that Hanslick was the formalist advocate of Brahms the ‘absolute’ 

can no longer be sustained. He embraces the poetic aspects of Brahms’s music, couching his 

judgements of Brahms’s works in descriptive and metaphorical language that rarely discusses 

the analytical or technical (formalist) aspects of the works. Moreover, Hanslick’s critical 

writings can be understood as a cultural commentary on the late nineteenth-century musical 

world of Vienna, and they illuminate the cultural, religious, and political context in which 

Brahms’s works were composed and received, albeit from Hanslick’s Liberal perspective.

The chapter ends by investigating the basis for the received view. Recent scholarly 

writings on the impact of the Cold War on musicological writings form the basis for the 

argument that portraying Hanslick as a critic of Brahms the ‘absolute’ in the aftermath of 

World War II obviated the need to discuss extra-musical adjuncts in Brahms’s music. The 

musicological writings o f West Germany in the years of the Cold W'ar, in contradistinction to 

those of East Germany, can be understood to promote structural analysis o f instrumental

The phrase is borrowed from Eric N elson, ‘Johannes Brahms N dnie Op. 82: An A nalysis o f  Structure and 
M eaning,’ PhD D iss., Indiana U niversity (1991).



music, and to suppress hermeneutic approaches to music. In this socially functionless, non

authoritarian climate, Hanslick’s hermeneutic style descriptions o f Brahms’s music—be they 

poetic, socio-political, or even nationalistic— fit less comfortably than a discussion of the 

formalist aspects of Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen. To this end I argue that such a formalist view 

of the hermeneutic writings of Hanslick goes hand in hand with what Daniel Beller-McKenna 

describes as a ‘nationally neutral view of Brahms [that] has largely persisted for the past fifty 

years.’"

Two appendices follow the main body of the text. The first is a translation of a 

selection of Eduard Hanslick’s Brahms reviews. This consists mainly of texts never before 

translated into English or else unavailable in English in complete form. It brings together 

much of Hanslick’s professional criticism of the works of Brahms. The second appendix 

reproduces a selection of the contemporary reviews referred to throughout the text.

" Daniel Beller-M cK enna, ‘The Rise and Fall o f  Brahms the Germ an,’ 206.
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Chapter 1

Brahms and the Neue Zeitschrift f i ir  M usik

1.1: Initroduction

The first phase o f the reception history o f Johannes Brahms is inextricably linked to writings 

in the N eue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik. The journal was founded by Schumann in 1834, remaining 

under Ms editorship until 1844. Schumann’s aim in founding the journal was to provide a 

platform  for a new generation o f m.usicians v.'ho deserved critical acclaim. It was explicitly 

conceived o f  as an alternative to the perceived critical indifference o f some earlier music 

journals. Furthermore, for Schumann, the essence o f the beautiful in music was the originality 

o f  artistic statements, in combination with the avoidance o f  lifeless mechanics and empty 

virtuosity. Toward this end, the journal sought to discredit the cult o f virtuosity that was 

gaining prominence in musical circles.'^

Under the editorship o f Schumann’s successor, Franz Brendel,'^ the journal changed 

substantially. It became a more philosophical and scholarly journal, with long, theoretical 

articles and historical overviews being regularly published in it. Furthermore, it increasingly 

prom oted the works and aesthetic tendencies o f the Neudeutsche Schule. Indeed, more and 

m ore o f  its contributors were in keeping with the aesthetic tendencies o f this ‘progressive’ 

party. Articles on composers outside o f this school o f composition were printed noticeably 

less often. While Brendel continued Schumann’s policy o f supporting new, emerging artists 

he did so exclusively for members and followers o f the Neudeutsche Schule. Thus while there 

are c ontinuities in the editorial policies o f Schumann and Brendel, their approaches to the

For an interesting discussion o f  the phenomenon o f  virtuosity in German-speaking lands see James Deaville, 
‘The Politics o f  Liszt’s Virtuosity; New Light on the Dialectics o f  a Cultural Phenomenon’, m Analecta  
Liszti.ana III: Liszt and the Birth o f  Modern Europe: Music as a Mirror o f  Religious, Political, Cultural, and  
Aesthetic Transformations, ed. Michael Saffle (Hillsdale, New York: Pendragon Press, 2003), 115-142.

Karl Franz Brendel (18! 1-1868) was bom in Stolberg (Holz) and died in Leipzig. He studied philosophy with 
Hermann Christian W eisse, among others (more on this below) and was a piano student o f  Friedrich Wieck. His 
studies were initially in Berlin before he transferred to the Bergakademie in Freiberg where he graduated with a 
dissertation in medical philosophy in 1840. In 1841 he began studying music history in Freiburg, Dresden and 
Leipz'.ig. At the end o f  1844 he began writing for the Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik, and in 1845 became its lead 
editor, a position he held until his death in 1868. For further information on Brendel see Robert Determann, 
B e g ri/f  und dsthetili der “Neudeutschen Schule” (Baden-Baden: Verlag Valentin Koemer, 1989), 57-70.
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editorship o f the journal are in stark contrast. These kinships and contrasts are explored 

below, and form the background to a discussion o f Brahm s’s treatment in the Neue Zeitschrift 

fu r  Musik.

Schumann’s introduction o f Brahms to the journal, and to the musical world, followed 

almost a decade o f silence on his part in the pages o f  the Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik. On 28 

October 1853 he published an article entitled ‘Neue Bahnen’ in which he hailed Brahms as 

the new messiah o f m usic.’"' Jurgen Thym contends that ‘Schumann’s paean to Brahms on the 

front pages o f the journal must have appeared like an exotic bird; a voice like this had not 

been heard for a long tim e.’ Indeed in ‘Neue Bahnen’, Schumann not only gave a glowing 

public letter o f recommendation to a little-known composer, he also provided a list o f 

promising composers whom he considered to have been neglected in the journal. He thereby 

took the opportunity, as will be discussed below, to voice his protest over Brendel’s editorial 

policy.'^

Following Schumann’s article, Brahms was to receive no further attention in the Neue 

Zeitschrift until a series o f  articles written by Richard Pohl in 1855 under the pseudonym 

‘H oplit’.'^ Pohl’s aesthetic outlook in these articles can be understood to appropriate

Schumann, ‘Neue Bahnen’, Neue Zeitschrift fUr Musik (October 28 1853); 185-186. There are many 
translations o f Schumann’s essay including ‘New Paths’, in Florence May, The Life o f  Johannes Brahms, 2 Vols. 
(London: Reeves, 1905), Vol. 1, 131-32; ‘New Roads’, in Robert Schumann, On Music and Musicians, ed. 
Konrad Wolff, trans. Paul Rosenfeld (New York: Pantheon Books 1946), 252-54; ‘New Paths’, in Robert 
Schumann, Schumann on Music: A Selection from  the Writings, ed., trans. Henry Pleasants (New York: Dover, 
1965), 199-201; ‘New Paths’, in Daniel Beller-McKenna, ‘Brahms, the Bible, and Post-Romanticism: Cultural 
Issues in Johannes Brahms’s Later Settings of Biblical Texts, 1877-1896’, PhD Diss., Harvard University Press, 
(1994), 25-26. Due to this wide availability the article will not be quoted in full here.

Jiirgen Thym, ‘Schumann in Brendel’s Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik', in Mendelssohn and Schumann: Essays on 
Their Music and Its Context, eds Jon Finson and Larry Todd (Durham N. C.: Duke University Press, 1984), 2 1 - 
36. These composers included Joseph Joachim, Ernst Naumann, Ludwig Normann, Woldemar Bargiel, Theodor 
Kirchner, Julius Schaffer, Albert Dietrich, F. E. Wilsing, Niels. W. Gade, K. A. Mangold, Robert Franz and St. 
Heller.

Richard Pohl (1826-1896), critic with the Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik. He wrote under the pseudonym ‘Hoplit’, 
(a heavily armed foot soldier in ancient Greece). This was in contrast to ‘Peltast’ (a species of troops between 
heavy-armed and light-armed, fiirnished with a pelta (or light shield) and short spear or javelin. These soldiers 
engaged first fi-om longer ranges), the pseudonym adopted by Hans von Biilow. See for instance ‘Die Opposition 
in Siiddeutschland’, Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik 39/22 (25 November 1853): 229-230; 23 (2 December): 240- 
243; 24 (9 December): 252-255; 25 (16 December):265-266; and 26 (23 December): 276-279. I am grateful to 
Professor James Deaville for drawing my attention to Billow’s pseudonym.

Pohl and Schumann had planned to write an oratorio, with Pohl providing the libretto, and Schumann 
the music. The plan was not realised, partly because Pohl changed his outlook having come under the influence
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Brendel’s dialectical view o f music history. The discussion o f Pohl’s articles is followed by 

an exploration o f  the events surrounding the ill-fated manifesto written by Brahms and like- 

minded colleagues in 1860 protesting against the activities o f the Neudeutsche Schule and the 

writings o f  Franz Brendel. The publication o f this famous Erkldrung  has been well 

documented.'^ Yet the chapter on Brahms and the Neue Zeitschrift merits further 

consideration in that while much literature has stated what it was that Brahms and his 

colleagues were protesting against, the details o f  the writings and activities that prompted 

such a strong response have been given scant attention. Here, Brendel’s writings on Liszt in 

the run up to 1860 are explored. Moreover, for the first time, I discuss in detail the 

Tonkunstler-Versammlung held in Leipzig in June 1859 championing the composers o f the 

Neudeutsche Schule. Thus, for the first time, I present the manifesto in the context in which it 

was written, exploring the aesthetic principles o f  all o f the parties involved.

1.2; Schum ann’s editorial Policy

One o f the main tenets o f Schumann’s critical agenda, as evidenced in his inaugural 

statement to the journal in 1835, was that new composers should have a comprehensive 

training in the form o f a thorough knowledge o f  the works o f past masters. According to 

Schumann, such works should form the foundations upon which new music was built. 

Schumann was undoubtedly influenced in this regard by Anton Thibaut, as Mark Burford has 

pointed out.'^ Thibaut is best known for his 1825 publication Reinheit der Tonkunst. Here he

o f  W agner’s w ritings. See W olfgang Boetticher, ‘Das ungeschriebene Oratorium Luther von Robert Schumann 
und sein Textdichter Richard P ohl’, in B eitrage zu r G esch ich te des O ratorium s se it H andel: F estschrift G unther 
M assenkeil zum  60. G ehurtstag  (Bonn: Voggenreiter, 1986), 2 9 7 -3 0 7 . From here on, he w as an avid promoter o f  
the works and tendencies o f  the N eudeutsche Schule. On Pohl and the N eudeutsche Schule  see Martin Geek, 
‘“Haben S ie sich w ohl uberlegt, w as Sie geschrieben haben?” Robert Schumann und Richard Pohl als 
Kontrahenten im Diskurs uber eine “neudeutsche” M usikasthetik’, M usik-K onzepte  (N ovem ber 2006): 19 -28 .

For d iscussions o f  the m anifesto see M ichael M usgrave, A Brahm s R eader  (N ew  Haven and London: Y ale 
U niversity Press, 2000). The full m anifesto is translated on page 97; Norbert Meurs, N eue Bahnen? A spekte der  
B rahm s-R ezeption 18 5 3 -1 8 6 8  (Koln: Franz H olsen, 1996), 7 6 -8 2 . The m anifesto also forms the centre o f  
discussion in Robert T. Laudon’s essay ‘The Debate about C onsecutive Fifths: A Context for Brahms’s 
Manuscript “Octaven und Quinten’” , M usic & L etters  73/1 (February 1992): 4 8 -6 1 , and Daniel Beller- 
McKenna, ‘Brahm s’s M otet “Es ist das Heil uns kom m en her” and the “Innermost E ssence o f  M usic” ’, in 
Brahms S tudies  2 , ed. David Brodbeck (Lincoln and London: University o f  Nebraska Press, 1998), 3 1 -6 2 .

Anton Friedrich Justus Thibaut (1 7 2 2 -1 8 4 0 ) was a professor o f  law with whom  Schumann studied at the 
University o f  Heidelberg in 1829, and the w ell-respected director o f  the seventy-m em ber Singverein  (w hich was
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espouses the notion that ‘the groundwork o f all true knowledge necessarily lies in the 

historical study and acquisition o f standard works that have come down to us’. He deplores 

the fact that it is only in music, o f all the arts, ‘that an arrogance that disdains all history is the 

order o f the day’,'^ and is firm in his conviction that the past forms ‘the groundwork to all true 

knowledge’, advocating the procedure o f ‘going back to our great ancestors and borrowing 

from them ’.̂ ®

Schumaim cites extracts from Thibaut’s book as an epigraph for a number o f issues o f

21the Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik, and the two share the view that the ‘mechanical technique’ o f 

the recent past is fundamentally ‘unartistic’. In the Spring o f 1830, shortly after his 

acquaintance with Thibaut, Schumann pronounced in his diary that ‘the future should be the 

higher echo o f the past’.̂  ̂Moreover, Schumann’s belief that through the study o f a ‘classic’ 

work one could ‘gain strength from the bearing and dignity o f  it as a w hole’ resonates with 

Thibaut’s w r i t i n g s . I n  his inaugural statement in the journal Schumann claimed that;

Our intentions have been firm from the beginning, and they are quite simple: to be mindful of former 

times and their contributions, and to point them out as the only pure source at which present artistic 

endeavour can find renewed strength. Further, we propose to attack the inartistic tendencies of the 

immediate past, which has nothing to offer by way o f compensation except for great strides in

attended by such esteemed artists as Zelter, Goethe, Mendelssohn, Louis Spohr, Weber, and Schumann). See 
Mark Burford, “ T he Real Idealism o f History” : Historical Consciousness, Commemoration, and Johannes 
Brahms’s “Years o f Study’” , PhD Diss., Columbia University (2005), 198-210.

Anton Friedrich Justus Thibaut, On Purity in Art, trans. William Henry Gladstone (London: J. Murray, 1877), 
1-3.

Thibaut, On Purity in Art, 59. Being an avid collector o f early music scores, he championed such earlier works 
as the Ambrosian and Gregorian chants o f the Roman Catholic church, the ‘genuine old chorales’ o f Protestant 
Germany; the strict contrapuntal ‘pure church style’ o f Palestrina; the late seventeenth-century sentimental style 
of Northern Italian and Neapolitan composers such as Antonio Lotti, Alessandro Scarlatti, and Pergolesi; and the 
best national songs (that is folk songs) from around the world. He advocated ‘treating the works o f antiquity, as 
such, with the deepest respect’, as ‘this is the sole means by which health and purity o f manners can be 
preserved’.
■' See Bodo Bischoff, ‘Das Bach-Bild Robert Schumanns’, in Bach und die Nachwelt, eds. Michael Heinemann, 
Hans Joachim Hinrichsen (Laaber: Laaber-Verlag, 1997), 421-499 (424).

‘Die Zukunft soli das hohere Echo der Vergangenheit sein’, Robert Schumann in Robert Schumann, 
Tagebiicher,3 Vols., ed. Georg Eismann (Leipzig; Deutscher Verlag fur Musik, 1971), Vol. 1, 304.

Schumann as quoted in Leon Plantinga, Schumann as Critic (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1967), 85.
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m echanical technique. Finally, w e wish to prepare the way for a youthful, poetic future, and to speed its 

realisation.""

This tripartite music-iiistorical credo is rooted in an intense involvement with the music o f the 

past, bolstered by the expectation o f  a ‘poetic future’, and shaped by a critical awareness of 

the present. Contrary to a mere antiquarian approach to music, Schumann espoused the notion 

that the study o f the work o f past masters was not to ‘muster erudite astonishment at every 

minute detail’, but ‘to trace the expanded artistic means o f today back to their sources, and to 

discover how they can be intelligently employed.’ Hand in hand with such a historical 

consciousness, in Schumann’s view, must go knowledge o f  the music o f one’s 

contemporaries. He who neglects to keep abreast o f developments in contemporary music

26‘must remain in uncertainty with regard to his own relation to the present’.

1.3: Brendel’s editorial policy 

Brendel’s View o f Music Historj'

Brendel’s approach to music history is informed by Hegelian philosophy, specifically the 

dialectical principle o f  thesis, antithesis, synthesis. Brendel was part o f a leftist group known 

as the Young Hegelians. This group, which included such figures as Ludwig Feuerbach, 

David Friedrich Strauss, and Bruno Bauer championed Hegel’s absolute spirit as the spirit of

77humanism rather than o f Christianity. Brendel studied with the Hegel disciple Hermann 

Christian Weisse,^^ a philosopher who owed much to Hegel’s dialectical system, but also

‘Unsere G esinnung war vorw eg festgestellt. Sie ist einfach, und diese: die alte Zeit und ihre Werke 
anzuerkennen, darauf aufmerksam zu m achen, w ie nur an so reinem Q uelle neue Kunstschonheiten gekraftigt 
werden konnen -  sodann, die letzte V ergangenheit als eine unkiinstlerische zu bekam pfen, fur die nur das 
H ochgesteigerte des M echanischen einigen Erfatz gewahrt habe -  endlich die junge, dichterische Zukunft 
vorzubreiten, beschleunigen zu helfen .’ Schumann, N eue Z eitsch riftfu r M usik  2/1 (2 January 1835), 3. 
Translated in Leon Plantinga, Schum ann as Critic, 99.

Schumann, translated and quoted in Plantinga, Schumann as Critic, 85.
Schumann, On M usic an d  M usicians, trans., ed. Fanny Raymond Ritter (Freeport, N Y .; Books for Libraries 

Press, 1972), 76.
For an interesting discussion o f  the young H egelians in the context o f  m usical ‘anti-rom anticism ’, see Sanna 

Pederson, ‘Romantic M usic Under S iege in 1848’, in M usic Theory’ in the A ge o f  Rom anticism , Ian Bent, ed. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge U niversity Press, 1996), 5 7 -7 4 .

Hermann Christian W eisse (1 8 0 1 -1 8 6 6 ) lectured at the U niversity o f  Leipzig from 1823 until his death in 
1866. He is best known for his System  der A sthetik  als W issenschaft von  der Idee der Schdnheit (Leipzig: Findel, 
1830). For further reading on W eisse in relation to music see A d o lf N ow ak, ‘R elig iose B egriffe in der 
Musikasthetik des 19. Jahrhunderts’, in R elig iose Musik in n icht-liturgischen Werken von Beethoven bis R eger,
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significantly diverged from it. For Hegel, history was divided into three periods— the 

Symbolic, Classical, and Romantic. He argued that in the Romantic phase o f art the spirit 

becomes sure o f its truth by withdrawing from the external into its own intimacy with itself 

In his aesthetics, Hegel pronounced that ‘the true content o f Romantic art is absolute 

inwardness, and its corresponding form is spiritual subjectivity with its grasp o f its

9 Qindependence and freedom’. However his view o f art is ultimately pessimistic in that 

according to his historical categorisation, art had already reached its most perfect form in the 

Classical period. The Weltgeist had moved onto philosophy and religion in the Romantic 

period. Therefore, whilst he considered music the most romantic o f all the arts owing to its 

emancipation from dependence on any actual texts or the expression o f any specific content, 

and thereby to be the purest embodiment o f a romantic subjective inwardness or spirituality, 

this spirituality was condemned as empty subjectivity because the spirit had moved onto 

religion and philosophy.

For Weisse, on the other hand, the periods o f art are Ancient, Romantic, and Modem. 

He designates the Ancient as the first stage o f dialectical development; the second stage is the 

antithesis Romantic, and as the third positive synthesising stage the Modern. Weisse viewed 

the M odem period as not only the culmination o f art but also o f the Weltgeist in art.̂ *̂  Whilst 

for Hegel, m usic’s independence from specific subject matter was a flaw, for Weisse, this 

very feature made pure instrumental music the purest embodiment o f the M odem Ideal. And 

in contradistinction to Hegel who considered the spirit to have progressed to religion and 

philosophy in his third dialectical stage, Weisse portrayed the modem  period as the 

culmination o f  the spirit in art itself. In other words, pure instrumental music was a direct

Gunther Massenkeil Klaus Wolfgang Niemoller Walter Wiora, eds (Regensburg: G. Bosse, 1978), 47-58; see 
also Sanna Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German Music Criticism’, PhD. Diss., University o f  
Pennsylvania (1985), 188-89.

G. W. F. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Art, T. M. Knox, trans. (London: Oxford University Press,
1975), Vol. 1, 518. On Hegel’s use o f  the terms Inhalt, Gehalt, and Gegenstand, and Knox’s translation, see 
Pederson, ‘Romantic Music Under Siege’, 59, note 5.

Nowak, ‘Religiose Begriffe in der Musikasthetik des 19. Jahrhunderts’, 50. See also Pederson, ‘Enlightened 
and Romantic Music Criticism’, 188.
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manifestation o f the modem ideal in that it already contains beauty as in the nature o f the 

divinity, but through music the independent, autonomous appearance o f the divine spirit 

becomes possible. Weisse refers to pure instrumental music as ‘ein Gottesdienst der reinen 

Schonheit’ (‘a worship o f pure beauty’).

From the time that Brendel took over the editorship o f the Neue Zeitschrift, his 

philosophical and historical articles altered the direction o f the journal from what Schumann 

had envisioned and enacted in his editorship. Brendel’s approach to music history can be 

understood as a dialectical synthesis o f the objective and subjective elements o f music. In 

accordance with Hegel, he considers the ‘subjective’ in music to be the spiritual, the most 

intimate, private thoughts o f the artist that contribute to the Idee o f the com poser’s music. 

Quite literally, Brendel understands ‘spiritual’ in this context to mean ‘coming from within’. 

In other words, it is through the com poser’s subjectivity that we witness their uniqueness and 

individuality. A useful comparison can be drawn between Brendel’s notion o f the ‘subjective’ 

in music, and Eduard Hanslick’s notion o f ‘G ehalt’, as discussed in Section 3.2, in that these 

notions each embody the particular characteristics, spiritual depth, and individuality o f the 

composer. The ‘objective’ in music, on the other hand for Brendel, is the formal structure on 

which the composer presents the subjective content. This is comparable to Hanslick’s

31category o f ‘form ’.

Brendel considers Beethoven’s contribution to the history o f music to lie in his 

successful synthesis o f the subjective and objective elements o f music in a manner that he 

believed to be appropriate to the Zeitgeist. Prior to Beethoven, one or other o f these elements 

usually predominated in a given com poser’s output, as Brendel outlines in his 1845 article 

‘Robert Schumann mit Rucksicht auf M endelssohn-Bartholdy’. He considers the music o f 

C.P.E. Bach to be subjective, whilst the works o f J.S. Bach and Handel are cited as examples 

o f objectivity whereby the techniques o f the composers are considered to have become

For a discussion o f  a comparable elem ent in H anslick’s aesthetic see Section 3.2, p. 139.
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‘pedantic’ and ‘rig id’. According to Brendel, Beethoven, who was ‘prevailingly subjective’ 

and ‘entirely dependent upon his own spirituality, withdrew him self more and more into the 

area o f  the purely spiritual’ at a time in music history that called for a more subjective

T O

approach to composition. The dilemma for composers following Beethoven was whether to 

become even more subjective, a path that he considers Schumann to have taken, or whether to 

take a bow turn towards a more objective kind o f music, the path he considers Mendelssohn to 

have chosen. For Brendel, Schumann’s path was more appropriate.

Brendel’s View o f music Criticism

Brendel’s editorship o f the Neue Zeitschrift fur M usik  ran from 1845 until his death in 1868. 

The critical culture within which Brendel was writing, however, can be divided into two 

phases, the dividing factor being the failed revolutions o f 1848. Brendel’s writings betray a 

preoccupation with the political events o f the day, and consequently we can speak o f a 

Vormdrz and a Nachmdrz phase in Brendel’s writings. It would be misleading to assume, 

however, that these phases o f  Brendel’s critical output are mutually exclusive, or that there 

are not continuities in his thinking. There are aspects o f Brendel’s critical and historical 

outlook that remained steadfast throughout his editorship o f the journal.

Brendel’s agenda in assuming the editorship o f the journal in 1845 was to establish a 

new music criticism that could be understood as a synthesis o f what had gone before. Music 

criticism, as Brendel portrays it in his inaugural article, had taken two approaches up to this 

point. The first was the objective, thoughtful period o f the late eighteenth century.^'' This 

criticism focussed on rules and theoretical matters at the expense o f more spiritual aspects.

The second was the enthusiastic, spiritual criticism o f the early nineteenth century, as 

evidenced in the writings o f Schumann and E. T .A. Hoffmann among others. The downside

Brendel, ‘Robert Schumann mit RQcksicht au f M endelssohn-Bartholdy’. N eue Z eitschrift fu r  M usik  23 /15  (19  
February 1845): 6 3 -6 7  (64).
”  Brendel, ‘Robert Schumann mit Rucksicht au f M endelssohn-Bartholdy’, 64.

For an in-depth study o f  the m usic criticism o f  the late eighteenth century see Mary Sue M orrow, G erm an  
M usic C riticism  in the L ate E ighteenth  C entury  (Cambridge: Cambridge U niversity Press, 1997).
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of th is spiritual approach is that it deals more with feelings and the critic’s emotional response 

to the music than it does with principles and rules. Brendel now saw fit to unite the two in a 

third standpoint, a synthesis o f such a spiritual approach with objectivity. As discussed, this 

com bination o f objectivity and subjectivity (spirituality) had already been achieved in music 

by Beethoven. While a more subjective approach was what Brendel now sought in 

com position, in criticism he sought a synthesis o f the current subjective approach with 

objectivity.

Brendel took music criticism a step further than it had gone before in that he held

■j c

critical writings up as an integral element in his notion o f progress, which is in four stages. 

The first is that a composer must be in sympathy with the progress o f one’s own age.

Secondly a composer must attempt to further the tendencies o f a previous age. The third stage 

requires that new musical ideas and combinations o f ideas could not be presented in old 

forms. The fourth stage has to do specifically with music criticism, and awards critical 

writings a significance in the progress o f music that was formerly unthinkable:

Criticism now has the task to participate actively in the course o f  events, it holds its own independent 

position in relation to art.^^

In other words, criticism would now take a leading role, presenting the current musical 

situation in the progress o f history. It was necessary for critics to judge works according to 

whether they were timely or out-of date. As such, critics could be understood as a necessary 

guide to composers, allowing them to be in sympathy with their own age, and accordingly to 

compose works that would express the current Weltgeist.

The period before the revolutions was marked by unrest and an increasing uneasiness 

on the part o f Germans at the disparity between sharing one cultural heritage, thus belonging

Sanna Pederson’s discussion o f  Brendel’s notion o f  progress has been helpful in the formation o f  my own  
view s on the subject. See Sanna Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German M usic Criticism , 2 0 5 -2 1 4 .

‘Die Kritik erhalt jetzt die Aufgabe, lebendig in den Gang der Ereignisse einzugreifen, sie behauptet ein 
selbststandige Stellung der Kunst gegeniiber’, Brendel, ‘Fragen der Zeit. IV. Der Fortschritt’, N eue Z eitschrift 

f i ir  M usik  29 /37  (4 N ovem berl848): 2 1 3 -2 1 7  (216). This translation is taken fi'om Pederson, ‘Enlightened and 
Romantic German M usic C riticism ’, 207.
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to one nation, but living in 39 separate states. There was a broad liberal Vormdrz movement 

that called out for national unity. A frequent theme in Brendel’s writings (a theme that 

resonated with the political situation) was the need for unity in the face o f fragmentation. 

Brendel believed that musicians, in particular, needed this unity as in no other realm did he

■37

witness such ‘splintering o ff o f viewpoints than in music’.

The attitude o f  the respective parties to the works o f past masters is one o f Brendel’s 

examples o f  this fragmentation. He observes that fanatics cling to Mozart, Haydn and 

Beethoven and refuse to hear anything new. His four-stage philosophy o f music history 

rejects such an adherence to the works o f past masters. Rather, he views these works as points 

to be overcome by current composers. This epitomises the task o f the critic in Brendel’s 

system in that they would judge whether works were timely or out-of-date, and guide 

composers accordingly. In borrowing Hegel’s term iiberwundene Standpunkt (a point to be 

overcome) for the works o f past masters, his intention was to ensure the progress o f music 

without an over-reliance on that which had gone before. Thus, writing in 1848 he proclaimed 

that it was necessary for composers to pursue ‘new paths’ (neue Bahnen) and to ‘leave the 

well-beaten tracks’ behind.

Brendel’s historical and critical outlook was met with resistance by musical 

commentators writing for other contemporary journals, particularly the Allgemeine 

musikalische Zeitung?^ In an 1848 article entitled ‘Fortschritt’ ( ‘Progress’), J. C. Lobe

‘.A.uf keinem  G ebiet herrscht groBere Zersplitterung der Ansichten, als au f m usikalischen.’ Brendel, ‘D ie erste 
Versainm lung deutscher Tonkilnstler und M usikfreunde in L eipzig’, N eue Z eitsch riftfu r M iisik  27 /18  (30  
A ugust 1847), 105.

‘ ... als Fortschrittspartei, in dem  BewuBtsein, daB es nothw endig sei, neue Bahnen einzuschlagen und 
ausgetretene W ege zu verlassen’, Brendel, ‘D ie Tonkiinstler-Versam m lung in L eipzig’, N eue Z eitschrift fu r  
M usik  29 /17  (20 A ugust! 848), 92.

As Pederson points out, w hen Schumann founded the N eue Z eitschrift in opposition to the A llgem eine  
m usikalische Zeitung, the tw o had different m usical tastes, but basically the sam e format and readership. 
H ow ever, under B rendel’s editorship the N eue Z eitschrift becam e increasingly more scholarly and political. 
Brendel politicised  m usic in that he sought to promote it as a scientific subject, one that w ould actively  
participate in the reform o f  the nation and could be considered on a par with other scholarly subjects, in an effort 
to rescue it fi'om its designation as a romantic art w hich, in the revolutionary years, was tantamount to passive, 
ineffective escapism . The A llgem ein e m usikalische Z eitung  regularly fought with the N eue Z eitschrit over this 
politicization o f  m usical matters. By 1848, with the revolutions loom ing, these journalistic battles were most 
pronounced. See Pederson, 'R om antic  M usic U nder S iege
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satirised critics who presumed they could guide composers while they themselves could not 

compose. Lobe’s concern was that young composers would neglect the study o f the masters in 

striving for innovation.'^^ He feared that such musical lawlessness, without having climbed the 

levels o f artistic training, could lead to an inability to distinguish freedom from licentiousness. 

In this same issue o f the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, J. Schucht expressed similar 

concerns in an article that explicitly dealt with Brendel’s concept in its title, ‘Der 

iiberwundener Standpunkt in der Tonkunst’. He argued that while Hegel had established the 

notion o f a Weltgeist being superseded in philosophy, for music the idea was ‘preposterous’, 

as com positions did not become obsolete."*' Furthermore, Brendel’s historical outlook can be 

understood as being antithetical to Schumann’s view o f the work o f past masters as the ‘only 

pure source at which present artistic endeavour can find renewed strength.’"*̂

These reservations, however, did not deter Brendel from pursuing his progressive and 

teleological historical narrative. On the contrary, they provided one side o f  the dialectic 

against which he would argue, and an opportunity to present his own views as a synthesis o f 

such opposing views. The principles expressed in his inaugural address o f 1845 formed the 

basis o f his critical writings in the journal, and the main tenets o f Brendel’s philosophy of 

music remained steadfast throughout the two decades o f his editorship. He continually 

campaigned for progress in terms o f spiritual freedom for the political as well as the musical 

world, and unity in the face o f fragmentation. In what seems at first glance to be a 

contradiction o f terms, this unity could only come about through disagreement and opposing 

view points. By soliciting responses from his opponents, Brendel would then counter them

‘*°J. C. Lobe, "FortschnU\ A llgem eine m usikalische Z eitung 50IW  (15 March 1848): ‘Dritter A rtikel’, 169-173 . 
This passage quoted and translated in Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German M usic Criticism ’, 212.

J. Schucht. ‘Der uberwundene Standpunkt in der Tonkunst’, A llgem eine m usikalische Zeitung  50/33 (16  
A ugust 848): 5 3 6 -3 8 . This passage quoted and translated in Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German 
M usic C riticism ’, 208. Both these articles appeared in the final year o f  publication for the A llgem eine  
m usikalische Zeitung. This year was marked by alm ost continuous fighting with the N eue Z eitschrift fu r  Musik.
In one o f  these hostile exchanges, Brendel described the A llgem eine m usikalische Z eitung  as the journal o f  the 
conservative party, and the N eue Zeitschrift f i ir  M usik as the organ o f  the reform m ovem ent. See Brendel,
‘Fragen der Zeit. III. D ie Forderungen der Gegenwart und die Berechtigung der V orzeit’, N eue Z eitschrift fu r  
M u sik 2 9 ! \9  (2 September 1848): 101-102 .

Schumann, translated and quoted in Leon Plantinga, Schum ann as C ritic , 99.
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with rebuttals. It is in these rebuttals, in the form o f a synthesis o f  the opposing view points, 

that he quite frequently makes his m ost influential and persuasive pronouncements.

Brendel’s actions towards reforming the musical world o f  Germany in the late 1840s 

were practical as well as academic. He gave a platform to music and music criticism on a 

national level with the founding o f an assembly to discuss and act upon issues that concerned 

the progress o f music, which he first discussed in his new year’s address to the journal in 

1847."^  ̂Modelled on national scholarly conferences that were taking place in Germany at the 

time, a Tonkunstler-Verein w as formed, with local chapters that met throughout Germany.'''* 

The wider scholarly com m unity understood their conferences to symbolise and further 

German unity in the period leading up to the revolutions o f 1848. Thus, the founding o f the 

Tonkunstler-Verein can be understood in the context o f a broader Liberal Vormdrz movement 

to politicise music. Brendel’s efforts were part o f a plan for how ‘music and music criticism 

could actively take part in the reform  o f the nation’. H e  believed that the Germans lacked a 

common style because com posers were out o f touch with one another."*^

The Tonkunstler-Verein would give German musicians a base from which to unite 

their efforts, ranging from m usic education, to lobbying the government for funding for the 

printing and publication o f music, and the promotion o f new music. With the introduction o f 

examinations for music teachers it was hoped to implement a consistent standard o f teaching 

throughout the country. Brendel further hoped the organisation would help to transform the 

status o f music from am usem ent to science. He envisioned a national forum on music that 

would elevate purely theoretical, abstract endeavours into concrete action. This Tonkiinstler- 

Verein, it w'as hoped, would form  a united front for music that would match the Vormdrz 

political efforts o f other professional and intellectual organisations.

Brendel, ‘Ein Vorschlag als Grul3 zu m ntM sn  , N eue Z eitschrift f i ir  M usik 2 6 !\ (1 January 1847), 1.
^  Pederson, ‘Enlightened and R om antic German M usic C riticism ’, 221.

See Pederson, ‘Enlightened and R om antic German M usic C riticism ’, especially  Chapter 6, ‘The Liberal 
Politics o f  Vorm drz M usic C riticism ’, 226—267 (227).

Pederson, ‘Enlightened and R om antic German M usic C riticism ’, 230.
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The first national Tonkiinstler-Versammlung took place on August 13 and 14 1847 in 

the Gewandhaus in Leipzig.''^ In 1848 Brendel formed a commission under the auspices o f the 

Torhunstler-Verein  which submitted a report to the government for re-organising its role in 

musical affairs."^^ Meetings proceeded in 1848 and 1849. In the aftermath o f the 1848 

revohutions, however, the Tonkiinstler-Versammlung was suppressed. The Tonkiinstler-Verein 

(the organisation behind the festivals) continued to exist until at least 1851, but its activities 

after th is  point cannot be traced. The meetings resumed in 1859, at which time the political 

and m usical situation was less bleak than that o f the revolutionary years.'^^

The immediate impact o f the failed 1848 revolutions on the state o f musical life was 

far-reaching and, according to some commentators, still reverberates to d a y .S a n n a  Pederson 

gives the title ‘The End o f Revolution -  the End o f A rt’ to her discussion o f the subject, 

alluding to Hegel’s pronouncement on the end o f art, and the implications o f the death o f a 

vital tradition. Indeed, immediately following the revolutions there was a decline in the 

number o f  large works published, and music criticism also s u f fe re d .T h is  was not a 

subsequent prognosis— it was noted with anxiety in the contemporary press. Brendel him self 

acknowledged the downfall in productivity, and while his disappointment was evident, he 

continued to call for ‘recognition o f modem tim es’ and ‘sympathy for its great ideas’.'

Notwithstanding this (somewhat dejected) optimism, in the years between 1849 and 

1853 the implications o f the revolutions seem to have taken their toll on Brendel. Although he 

remained editor o f the journal, he did not appear to be as active in that role as he had been in

See Brendel, ‘D ie erste V ersam m lung deutscher Tonkunstler und M usikfreunde in L eip zig ,’ N eue Z eitschrift 
f i ir  M usik 2 7 /16  (23 August 1847), 9 3 -9 6 ; 27 /18  (30 A ugust 1847), 105-108; 27 /20  (6 Septem ber 1847), 1 1 7 -  
119; 27/21 (9 September 1847), 121-126; 27 /24  (20 Septem ber 1847), 141 -144 ; 27 /26  (27  Septem ber 1847), 
153-156; 2 7 /28  (4 October 1847), 165-167; 27 /30  (11 October 1847), 177 -180 .

Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German M usic C riticism ’, 239.
I am grateful to Professor James D eaville for sharing his unpublished research with me in w hich he discusses  

the activities o f  the Tonkunstler- Versam mlung  after the 1848 revolutions.
See for instance Sanna Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic Gem ian M usic C riticism ’, 249.
W hilst this decline in artistic activity was largely caused by the revolutions, w e must also bear in mind other 

factors. In terms o f  the decline in com position, M endelssohn (1 8 0 9 -1 8 4 7 ) and Chopin (1 8 1 1 -1 8 4 9 ) died at this 
time. In terms o f  criticism , the A llgem eine m usikalische Zeitung, the journal that had sparked a lot o f  debate with 
the Neue Z eitschrift f i ir  M usik  in the preceding years, closed  its doors for business at the end o f  1848.

Brendel, ‘Fragen der Zeit (SchluB) .V. D ie Stellung der Tonkunst in der G egenw art’, N eue Z eitschrift f i ir  
Mwirt 30/41 (21 May 1849), 223.
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previous years. The ‘Zeitgemasse Betrachtungen’ for instance, a regular contribution in which 

Brendel commented on current issues in musical life, was now frequently contributed by 

Theodor Uhlig, a critic who took an increasingly prominent role in the journal at this time. It 

was in these years, as Pederson notes, that the Neue Zeitschrift made its transition from being 

a revolutionary journal to one that advocated Wagner. Pederson attributes this transition to 

three main factors: the zealousness o f Uhlig who was a Wagnerian; the failure o f Schumann’s 

opera Genoveva; and the political and historical vacuum caused by the collapse o f left- 

Hegelian politics and aesthetics.

Certainly in the years immediately following the revolutions, Schumann’s 

productivity, and positive reception in the press seemed to be peaking. A number o f critics 

invested in him as the composer o f the future, looking to him to lift music out o f the demise o f 

the failed revolutions.'^^ However, Pederson charts the gradual shift in the journal, observing 

how the reviews devoted to Schumann competed in frequency with the writings o f Uhlig. 

Following this gradual fall from a position o f prominence in German musical life, it was the 

failure o f Schumann’s opera Genoveva in 1850 that saw his popularity plummet and was the 

cause o f his downfall in the journal (and e lse w h e re ) .B re n d e l’s review o f this work marked 

the last major review in the Neue Zeitschrift fu r  M usik  on this composer. Following 1850,

Liszt and W agner began publishing with increased frequency in the journal. In January 1853 

Uhlig died o f  consumption,^^ and Brendel’s role in the journal became as active as it had been 

prior to the revolutions. From this point on, the journal was indisputably the party organ for 

the composers who were to become known as the Neudeutsche Schule. It was for Wagner, 

Liszt, and Berlioz that Brendel now placed his vote o f  confidence for the future o f music.

T hese critics included Emmanuel K litzsch, B em sdorf and Ernst Gottschald.
A  very usefxil chart o f  these review s is provided in Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German M usic 

C riticism ’, 2 5 5 -5 7 .
Brendel gave the opera an equivocal review , w hile other journals were more scathing. Brendel, ‘R.

Schum ann's O per G en o veva ’, N eue Z eitsch rift fu r  M u sik 3 3 l]  (2 J u ly l8 5 0 ):  1 ^ ;  33/4 (12 July 1850), 17-18; 
27 /10  (2 A ugust 1850), 4 9 -5 0 . The N eue B erlin er M usikzeitung, for exam ple, explicitly  stated that the work was 
a disappointm ent. N eue B erliner M usikzeitung  4 (1850), 222.

For U h lig ’s obituary in the journal, see J. Ruhlmann, ‘Theodor U h lig ’ with an afterword by Brendel, N eue 
Z eitsch riftfU r M usik  38/4  (21 January 1853): 3 3 -3 7 .
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Thus, in October 1853 Schumann published his ‘Neue Bahnen’ article in a journal that bore 

no resemblance to the one he had founded in 1835. As Thym contends, it must ‘have appeared 

like an exotic bird’ on the front pages o f  the j o u r n a l . I t  marked a break in Schumann’s 

absence in his career as a journalist, and reverberated loudly in the relative silence in the 

journal on his career as a composer.

1.4; Brahms in the Neue Zeitschrift fiir Musik 

Neue Bahnen

After almost a decade o f witnessing the journal become increasingly supportive o f the 

Neudeutsche Schule, Schumann broke his journalistic silence. On 28 October 1853 he 

published the article ‘Neue Bahnen’ in which he hailed Brahms as the Messiah o f  music. 

Schum ann’s public letter o f  recommendation for Brahms has been widely discussed in the 

Brahms literature.'*’̂  I will restrict myself, therefore, to a number o f observations pertinent to 

the discussion o f Brahms and the Neudeutsche Schule.

In ‘Neue Bahnen’, Schumann did more than introduce Brahms to the musical world.

He also, in no uncertain terms, stipulated that the one chosen to carry on the German musical 

heritage was to be German. The question o f the criteria for national affiliation would become 

more pressing in 1859 with Brendel’s inauguration o f Wagner, Liszt, and Berlioz as the 

Neudeutsche Schule. Schumann’s 1853 essay on Brahms, when considered in this context, 

seems prescient.

Constantin Floros and Daniel Beller-McKenna have both drawn attention to the 

particularly messianic implications o f ‘Neue Bahnen’.̂ ® They point to the mixture o f biblical 

and mythological imagery in the essay, a mixture that they note was typical o f Romantic 

writing. The phrases that are understood to resonate with Christian Gospels, and indeed would

Thym, Schumann in Brendel’s N eue Z eitschrift fu r  Musik, 33.
Schumann, ‘N eue Bahnen’, N eue Zeitschrift f i ir  M usik 3 9 / \ S  (2S October 1853): 185-186 .
See in particular Thym, ‘Schumann in B rendtV s N eue Z e itsch rift’, 2 1 -3 6 .
Constantin Floros, Brahm s u nd Bruckner (W iesbaden: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1980), 102-107; Daniel Beller- 

M cKenna, ‘Brahms, the Bible, and Post-R om anticism ’, 2 4 -3 4 .
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have been widely understood as such by Schumann’s readership, and particularly by Brahms, 

are: ‘one would and must appear’; ‘by whose cradle heroes stand guard’; ‘this is a chosen 

one’. '̂ Moreover, Floros points to the fact that Schumann frequently used the nickname 

“eagle” for Brahms {Adler or Aar^^). Eagle had for centuries been a well known attribute foi 

John the Apostle, the author o f  the Book o f Revelation— the great apocalyptic book o f the 

bible. As Beller-McKenna argues, such striking imagery o f  destruction and renewal are 

promment themes in Revelation, and in apocalyptic literature in general. Consider, for 

instance, Schumann’s depiction o f Brahms appearing on the musical scene ‘fully arm ed’, w;th 

musical compositions ‘like a rushing current, as if  in a waterfall, over whose cascading waves 

peaceful rainbows were drawn’.

Furthermore, aspirations for a German national state, as Beller-M cKenna aptly notes, 

‘developed from long nurtured nationalistic sentiments in Pietistic thought, and they led to a 

typically apocalyptic dualism, in which Napoleon and the French were viewed as the 

personification o f “evil” while the German nation represented “good”.’ '̂' Therefore Brahms, 

and Schumann’s readership, would have understood from Schumann’s essay that the “one to 

give the highest expression to the time in an ideal manner” , was to be German, and was to 

lead German music forward on the path laid out by Bach, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. If 

his introduction to Brahms with such apocalyptic and messianic imagery was not explicit 

enough to indicate that Schumann thought the German musical heritage should remain in 

German hands, the list o f composers he gave as those who had been neglected in recent years 

in the journal were mostly German.

The title ‘Neue Bahnen’ was well observed on Schum ann’s part. It had become a 

regular phrase that Brendel used in promoting new music. Also, for one who was as well read

Beller-M cK enna, ‘Brahms, the B ible, and Post-R om anticism ’, 28.
Brahms, o f  course, w as aware o f  this nicknam e, as is evidenced in a number o f  letters. See for exam ple 

Brahm s Briefn’echsel 5: 35, where he writes ‘D er Aar steigt einsam , doch das Volk der Krahen schart sich; gabe 
doch Gott, daB mir die Fliigel noch tuchtig w achsen und ich einst der andern Gattung zugehore.’

Beller-M cK enna, ‘Brahms, the B ible, and P ost-R om anticism ’, 30.
Ibid., 32.
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as Schumann, being steeped in the knowledge of German philosophical and literary writings, 

it camot have escaped his attention that in his inaugural address to the journal in 1845, 

Breidel explicitly promoted himself as a young Hegelian, citing a famous quote from the 

preface to Hegel’s Philosophy o f  Right: ‘The owl of Minerva spreads it wings only with the 

falling of the dusk’.̂  ̂Minerva, the Roman goddess o f wisdom, was associated with the owl, 

traditionally regarded as wise and hence a metaphor for philosophy. When Hegel wrote this, 

he meant that philosophy understands reality only after the event. It cannot prescribe how the 

world ought to be.^^ Yet central to Brendel’s concept o f progress was the notion that 

philosophy, in the form o f music criticism, was to prescribe how the musical world ought to 

be. Such a concept would have been preposterous to Schumami. In one section o f ‘Neue 

Bahnen’, he adapts Hegelian terminology in speaking of one who would ‘give the highest 

expression to the age in an ideal manner’. The passage merits extensive quotation:

1 thought, having followed the paths o f  those chosen ones with the greatest interest, that following this 

precedent at some point there would and must appear one who would be called on to give the highest 

expression to the age in an ideal manner, one who would not unfold his mastery to us gradually, but 

rather, like Minerva, would spring fully armed fi'om the head o f  Kronus. And he has come, a young 

blood, by whose cradle heroes and graces have stood guard. His name is Johannes Brahms.^’

In choosing to represent Brahms as Minerva, Schumann, arguably, banished Minerva’s owl,

returning to the goddess herself (which can be understood in this context as music) the 

importance she was due, but that had been eclipsed in recent years in the journal in favour of 

the significance of the owl. In other words, Schumann questions the significance Brendel 

accorded to his critical writings in 1845, and had put into practice in the pages of the journal 

since then. For Schumann, Brendel’s philosophy overstepped the mark in guiding present

‘Ernst mit einbrechender Dammerung, erst wenn eine Gestalt des Geistes schon gereift, schon gealtert ist, 
beginnt die Eule der Minerva ihren Plug’. Brendel, ‘Zur Einleitung’, Neue Zeitschrift f iir  Musik 22 /1 -2  (1 
January 1845), 1. This translation is taken from G. W. F. Hegel, H egel's Philosophy o f  Right, trans. T. M. Knox 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1967), 103.
^  Peter Singer in The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, ed. Ted Honderich (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1995), 638.

Schumann, ‘Neue Bahnen’. This translation is taken from Daniel Seller McKenna, ‘Brahms, the Bible, and 
Post Romanticism’, 25-26 .



artistic endeavours.^* Furthermore, just as Hegel’s Weltgeist has never found a permanent 

home, fleeting from the world view o f Plato, to Kant, to Fichte, the niche it found in the 

journal Schumann had founded was tenuous. Banishing philosophy from the role it had been 

accorded in dictating the progress o f music, Schumann presents Brahms as ‘fully armed’, as 

independent o f Brendel’s ‘progress’ o f the age, and not reliant on the dictates o f Brendel’s 

philosophy. Thereby Schumann reinstates music in its rightful place, promoting Brahms as 

the new Messiah o f music, and giving due recognition to a list o f promising talents that he felt 

had been overlooked in the pages o f the journal.

Schumann would have realised, moreover, that he was not the only one to undermine 

the Hegelian stance Brendel took in the journal, which was increasingly viewed as an old- 

fashioned, historical humanistic s ta n c e .T h e o d o r  Uhlig condemned criticism as a sign that 

music had lost touch with its listeners, and envisioned a utopia where there would be no music 

criticism because music would communicate directly to the people;^°

We place our highest pride in the recognition that criticism has a very conditional authority with regard 

to art, that it must ultimately destroy itself; we also long above all for the conditions o f  immediacy 

[Unmittelbarkeit], that must with necessity enter after the destruction o f  criticism.’ ’

Expressing similar sentiments, W agner wrote in an open letter to the editor in 1852 that the 

fact that he lived in an age o f criticism was an indication o f how corrupt artistic life had 

become. While he concedes that the goal o f a music journal should be to prepare for the 

artwork o f the future, he argues that when this is achieved ‘we will be delivered from critics

While Hegel discusses the subject o f  music in Vorlesungen iiber die Aesthetik, he does not discuss any actual 
pieces o f  music. His philosophical writings, however, informed the Lieder aesthetics o f  both M endelssohn and 
Schumann. Yet while Schumann’s aesthetics follow a three-stage historical model, he does not adapt H egel’s 
pessimistic view, rather espouses an optimistic belief in progress. See Gerhard Dietel, ‘M usikgeschichtliche 
Aspekt der Liedaesthetik bei Robert Schumann und Robert Franz’, in Konstanze Musketa, ed. Robert Franz, 
1813-1892: Bericht iiber die wissenschaftlicher Conferenz anlasslich seines 100. Todestag am 23. und 24. 
O ctober 1992 in Halle (Halle, Germany: Handel-Haus, 1993), 188-95.

See Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German Music Criticism’, 261.
Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German Music Criticism’, 264.
‘In der ErkenntniB, dal3 die Kritik der Kunst gegeniiber nur eine sehr bedingungsweise Berechtigung hat, daB 

sie selbst endlich vemichten muB, setzen wir unsem hochsten stoltz; auch sehnen wir vor Allen uns nach dem  
Zustande der Unmittelbarkeit, der nach Vemichtung der Kritik mit Notwendigkeit eintreten muB’, T. U. 
[Theodor Uhlig], ‘Eine Neue Zeitschriftfiir Musik 35125 (19 December 1851), 275. This translation
is taken fi'om Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German Music Criticism’, 264.
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to artists and art-loving people, and then, honoured friend, you may close your music journal: 

it dies, because the artwork lives

The Neue Zeitschrift fu r  M usik  does little to help us understand any technical aspects 

o f  Brahm s’s music. Indeed apart from A dolf Schubring’s series o f articles published in 

1862. ' the writings on Brahms in the journal do not discuss the compositions themselves. 

However the articles in the journal do help us to understand how Brahms was viewed by its 

commentators in terms o f his impact on the history o f music. Furthermore it informs us o f  his 

role in mid-century partisanship, with the journal being at the centre o f much o f the 

controv ersy o f  Brahm s’s early career.

‘Hoplit’ on Brahms

Following Schumann’s article, Brahms was to receive no further attention in the Neue 

Zeitschrift until a series o f articles written by Richard Pohl in 1855 under the pseudonym 

‘Hoplit’ .̂ '* This series exemplifies how Brendel’s contributors perpetuated his view o f music 

history. Penned a year and a half after Schumann’s ‘Neue Bahnen’, Pohl charts the 

com poser’s success up to 1855 without actually discussing any o f  his works. Much can be 

learnt from these articles about the editorial policy o f the journal at this time. Pohl’s 

concentration on style and on ‘objective expression’ reveals a great deal about Pohl and the 

thinking that he represents. Moreover Pohl’s discussion is informed by Brendel’s dialectical 

notion o f  the subjective and objective elements in music.

Pohl’s articles deal with two main areas. The first is a critique o f ‘Neue Bahnen’. The 

second is an assessment o f where Brahms’s works fit in the current schools o f composition, 

and the consequences for Brahms o f being a Schumannianer. With regard to the former, Pohl

‘Dann sind wir aus Kritikern erlost zu Kunstlem und kunstgeniel3enden M enschen, und dann, verehrter 
Freund, schlieBen Sie die Zeitsciirift fiir Musik: sie stirbt w eil das Kunstwerk lebt!’, W agner, Bin B rief an der 
Redacteur der N euen Zeitschrift fu r  M u s i k N e u e  Z eitschrift f i ir  M usik  36/6  (6 February 1852): 5 7 -6 3  (63). This 
translation is taken from Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German M usic Criticism ’, 265.

; ‘D ie Schum ann’sche Schule, IV. Johannes Brahm s’, N eue Zeitschrift f i ir  M usik  56/12 (21 March 1862): 9 3 -  
96; 56/13 (28 March 1862): 101-104; 56/14 (4 April 1862): 1 0 9 -1 1 2 ,5 6 /1 5  (11 April 1862):117-119 , 56/16  
(18 April 1862): 125-128 .

F ora  discussion o f  Pohl’s pseudonym  ‘H oplit’, see footnote 16.
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quotes extensively from ‘Neue Bahnen’, and questions the benefit o f giving a composer such 

a public and promising introduction to the musical world at such an early stage in his career. 

Indeed, Brahms himself shared these concerns as he admitted to Schumann in a letter written 

three weeks after the publication o f the article:

The public praise that you have spent on me will have raised the expectations of the public on my 

achievements so extraordinarily that 1 do not know how I can do justice to them to the same degree/^ 

Pohl admits that he was wary o f voicing his opinion on Brahms too soon after Schumann’s 

article in this same journal, and he explains that ‘where personal sympathy is available, 

caution and restraint in judgement must be exercised all the more’.̂  ̂He had further 

reservations in making an open judgement on a composer after the publication o f just one, or 

a few works. Only when a larger body o f works is available can one judge whether there is 

any evident progress.^^ Indeed he notes ‘how few opus Is there are, and were, on which the 

stamp o f genius is so purely and unmistakably printed that one could build a whole future 

with certainty on it.’ *̂

Pohl takes a dubious view o f Schumann’s motivation in writing the article. He doubts 

the value o f Schumann’s most recent compositions, claiming that in these works the composer 

is no longer ‘absolutely represented’. In Pohl’s opinion, if  Schumann proceeded to create in 

this manner— ‘creating in himself instead o f outside o f  h im self— the ‘future’ o f his artistic 

direction would have been jeopardised.

‘Das offentliche Lob, das Sie mir gespendet, wird die Erwartung des Publikums auf meine Leistungen so 
auBerordentlich gespannt haben, dal3 ich nicht weiB, wie ich denselben einigermaBen gerecht werden kann’, 
Johannes Brahms to Robert Schumann, 16 November 1853, in Clara Schiimann-Johannes Brahms: Briefe aus 
den Jahren 1853-1896, Band I, 1853-1871, ed. Berthold Lirzmann (Leipzig: Breitkopf& Hartel, 1927), 1.

‘Wo personliche Sympathie vorhanden, Vorsicht und Zuruckhaltung im Urtheil um so mehr geubt werden 
mul3’, Pohl, ‘Johannes Brahms’, 13.

‘Weil die Bedeutung einer kiinstlerischen Individualitat. die mit solchem Aufsehen in die Kunstwelt eingefiihrt 
wird, nach einem oder nach wenigen einzelnen Werken uberhaupt nicht erschopfend erkannt werden kann. Erst 
wenn eine groBere Reihe von Werken vorliegt, kann man beurtheilen, ob eine Steigerung vorhanden, ein stetiger 
Fortschritt ersichtlich ist; ob der Machtspruch, den einer unserer hervorragendsten Meister schon vor dem 
Erscheinen jedes Werkes offentlich kundgab, durch die Werke selbst hinlanglich gerechtfertigt erscheint; und ob 
die spateren Werke halten, was Opus 1 verspricht’, Pohl, ‘Johannes Brahms’, 14.

‘Wie wenige Opus 1 giebt es aber und hat es gegeben, welchen der Stempel des Genius so rein und 
unverkennbar aufgedriickt ist, das man mit Bestimmtheit darauf eine ganze Zukunft bauen konnte!’ Pohl, 
‘Johannes Brahms’, 14.
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This uncertainty on Pohl’s part in Schumann’s latest compositions echoes Brendel’s 

position on the com p oserA ssu m in g  Schumann him self to have been aware o f this jeopardy, 

he conjectures that the need arose ‘to incorporate fresh, strong blood into the Schumann 

family tree.*® Thus, it was ‘a single, and deep-seizing fate’ that he found Brahms shortly 

before he was cruelly carried away from the world o f  art, ‘at exactly the time o f which one

Q 1

could say “That is he who must come!”’ In this sense he suggests that Brahms became ‘a 

bequest that the noble master left to his pupils and friends’. In more explicit ternis, Pohl 

conjectures that the Schumann party that is represented ever more strongly among young 

musicians, ‘felt the need to exalt one belonging to their direction in order to provide a prophet 

of the new times on their side’.*̂  For ‘Hoplit’, such a public introduction o f Brahms to the

In 1848 and 1849 Schum ann’s popularity was peaking as he published new works o f  every kind, from piano 
pieces including Album fu r  die Jugend, Bilder aus Osten, Op. 66; cham ber works including the Piano Trios,
0 p p . 63 and 80; Lieder including Spanisches Liederspiel, Op. 74; Lieder-Album fu r  die Jugend. Op. 79; and 
orchestra with chorus, Adventlied, Op. 71, Beim A bsch iedzu  singen, Op. 84. Having scrutinised Schum ann’s and 
M endelssohn’s works for a synthesis o f  a subjective and an objective approach to music, in term s o f B rendel’s 
notion o f  progress, he considered neither Schumann nor M endelssohn to have progressed beyond their own 
limitations. See Brendel, ‘Robert Schumann mit Rucksicht au f M endelssohn-Bartholdy und die Entwicklung der 
modernen Tonkunst uberhaupt’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  M usik 22/15 (19 February 1845): 63-67 , 22/19 (5 March 
1845): 81-83 ,22 /21  (12 March 1845): 89-91, 22/27 (2 April 1845): 113-115, 22/29 (9 April 1845): 121-23, 
22/35 (30 April 1845): 1 4 5 ^ 7 ,2 2 /3 6  (3 May 1845): 149-50. Yet in May 1849 he wrote a glowing article on 
Schumann stating that the reason Schum ann’s works do not move people as they might is that audiences are still 
bound up with the old way o f  thinking, and not ‘receptive to the new state o f  mind that characterises the age’.
See Brendel, ‘Das BewuBtsein der Neuzeit, der m odem e Ideale’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  M usik 30/44 (31 May 
1849) 238-39 , as quoted and translated in Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German Music C riticism ’, 258. 
As Pederson suggests, however, the article stands out as an anom aly in Brendel’s judgem ents on Schumann; ‘he 
seems to have written it in an attempt to convince h im self o f  Schum ann’s viability as the leading com poser o f 
the age. The premiere o f  Genoveva  on 25 June 1850 in Leipzig saw Schum ann’s popularity plummet. For details 
o f  the reviews o f  Genoveva  in 1850 see footnote 55. For the rem ainder o f  the year the Neue Zeitschrift published 
no further articles on Schumann, and thereafter its judgem ents on his music were reserved and ambiguous. For 
an in depth discussion o f  Brendel’s reception o f  Schumann, and the factions in the journal that Pederson 
describes as the ‘Uhlig (pro-W agner, anti M eyerbeer)’ and ‘partisan reviewers o f  Schum ann’ see Sanna 
Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German Music C riticism ’, 251 -67  (252-53).

‘Denn man fiihlte wohl, daB Schumann in m ehr als einem seiner neuesten W erke nicht m ehr absolut zu 
vertreten sei, und daB, wenn er so fortfahre, in sich hinein, anstatt aus sich heraus zu schaffen, die “Zukunft” 
seiner Richtung sehr gafahrdet sei. Deshalb mochte es M anchem nothig erscheinen, ein frisches kraftiges Blut 
dem Stamm baum au f diese W eise einzuverleiben’, Pohl, ‘Johannes B rahm s’ HI, 262.

‘Es war ein eigenes, uns tiefergreifendes Geschick, daB Robert Schumann gerade um jen e  Zeit den Jiingling 
fand, von dem er sagen konnte: “Das ist der, der kommen muBte” !— als seine Stunde nahe war, wo er au f lange 
Abschied nehmen muBte von der Kunst und seinem rastlosen W erken!’, Pohl, Johannes Brahms, 15.

‘So wurde Johannes Brahms gleichsam ein VermachtniB, welches der edie M eister seinen Schiilern und 
Freunden hinterlieB, bis er selbst wieder erscheinen wiirde au f dem Schauplaz der Kunst, dem er ploBlich so 
grausam entriickt w urde’, Pohl. ‘Johannes B rahm s’, 15.

‘W ir wollen nicht in Abrede stellen, daB die exclusiv Schum ann’sche partei, die unter den jungeren M usikem  
noch immer stark vertreten ist, das BedilrfniB fuhlte, einen ihrer Richtung Angehorenden zu erheben, um auch 
ihrerseits fiir einen Propheten der neuen Zeit zu sorgen, und fur ihm das Panier erheben zu konnen’, Pohl, 
‘Johannes B rahm s’ III, 262.



musical world, based on such questionable motivation, amounts to ‘well-meant but

84inappropriate politics’.

In relation to the discussion o f Brahm s’s compositions, apart from Op. 1, he does not

85refer directly to any o f  Brahm s’s works, nor does he consult any o f the scores. In this respect

his articles are more useful in terms o f what they tell us about Pohl’s expectations, and by

extension those o f the journal, o f  an emerging artist. Pohl maintains that while Brahm s’s

music displays ‘skill in form, technical handling o f instruments, harmonic boldness and

86rhythmic diversity’ (all objective elements in Brendel’s dialectical synthesis), these amount 

to nothing more than prerequisites for every gifted, talented musician, and are ‘to be viewed

07  ,
as still very little, or no progress’. They are an indication, moreover that ‘the mdividuality is

88  * •thereby represented, but not yet characterised’, and merely give Brahms a ‘visiting card’

into the world o f art.*^ He considers his work at this stage, up to and including the Schumann 

Variations, Op. 9, to be ‘unequal’, with ‘the invention varying’, and at times assuming ‘a 

strange appearance’.A c c o rd in g  to Pohl, Brahm s’s output is not consistent because the 

composer does not deliberate enough. In essence Pohl maintains that Brahms has mastered the 

technical aspects o f his craft, but has not yet arrived at a point where he can express the 

subjective element o f music— that which embodies the spiritual depth o f his own individuality 

His main reservation about Brahm s’s music is that it ‘still lacks style, which allows the 

artistic subjectivity to arrive at objective expression’. '̂

‘ . . .  gutgem einten, aber verfehlten Politik Pohl, ‘Johannes Brahms’ III, 262.
This is despite a promise in the last article published that one further article would exam ine Op. 1 to 9 in 

detail. This article never appeared.
‘D ie Formgewandheit, die technische Behandlung der Instrumente, die harmonische Kiihnheit, die 

rhythm ische M annigfaltigkeit, sind Elem ente, die jeder begabte, talentvolle M usiker jezt w om oglich  schon mit 
au f die W elt bringen muB, wenn er uberhaupt “mit fortkom m en”, wenn er beachtet werden, und eine Stellung in 
der M usikwelt sich griinden w ill’, Pohl, ‘Johannes Brahm s’ 111, 261.

‘ . . .  noch sehr w enig oder keine Aussicht, bemerkt zu werden .. .  ’, Ibid. , 2 61 .
** ‘D ie Individualitat ist dadurch w ohl vertreten, noch nicht aber charakterisirt’. Ibid., 261.

‘Er hat damit gleichsam  nur seine Visitencharte in der K unstw elt abgegeben’, ibid., 261.
‘Seine arbeit wird dadurch ungleich, die Erfindung schw ankend, sie erhalt zuw eilen den A nschein  des 

grillenhaften’. Ibid., 263.
‘S ie ist nicht stetig, w eil nicht genug iiberlegt, und vor A llem  fehlt ihr noch der Styl, der die kiinstlerische 

Subjectivitat zum objectiven Ausdruck gelangen laBt’, Ibid ., 263.
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Pohl’s articles are similar to Brendel’s music criticism in that there is no analytical 

engagement with the scores. Rather he is concerned with the development o f music history 

and Brahms’s place within that development. Consistent with Brendel’s conviction that 

progress in music currently called for a more subjective approach to composition, Pohl 

considered Brahms, as yet, to lack such subjectivity. He views his compositions as technically 

adept, but argues that they do not yet embody the particular characteristics, individuality or 

spiritual depth o f Brahms as a composer— in other words Brahms had not yet found his

92essence

Pohl ends the series with the promise o f one further article that will examine Op. 1 to 

9 in detail. This article never appeared. Nonetheless (without a discussion o f the works 

themselves) he summarises his judgement on Brahms by proclaiming that he understands to a 

certain degree why the composer earned the honour bestowed on him by Schumann, but he 

disputes the claim that Brahms came into the world fully armed, suggesting rather that he 

earned his auspicious introduction ‘not as a qualified, rather as an emerging artist’. His reason

q - j

is that for a master he still lacks the ‘main requirement; style’.

Pohl next turns his attention to a discussion o f the consequences for Brahms o f 

following in Schumann’s compositional footsteps. He maintains that ‘a nature such as that o f

Certainly it is difficult to make a definitive judgement on a composer after nine published works, and a 
discussion of the works themselves would have helped to clarify Pohl’s judgement on the composer. A number 
of Pohl’s contemporary critics had, at this point, published articles on Brahms, many of them bound up with the 
consequences o f ‘Neue Bahnen’, but many o f which give a detailed, critical discussion to Brahms’s music. See 
for instance [Anonymous] ‘Opus 1 ^  von Joh. Brahms’ in Siiddeutsche Musikzeitung (1854): 69-70, 73-74, 77- 
79; O., ‘Johannes Brahms, Sonate (C-dur) fur das Pianoforte, Op. 1. Leipzig, bei Breitkopf & Hartel’, Rheinische 
Musikzeitung (\S54): 78-79; Gustav Engel, ‘Johannes Brahms, sechs Gesange fur eine Tenor- oder 
Sopranstimme mit Begleitung des Pianoforte. Opus 3. Leipzig, bei Breitkopf & Hartel, Niederrheinische 
Musikzeitiing (1854): 11; ‘Ker’ [Louis Kohler], ‘Johannes Brahms und seine sechs ersten Werke, Signalefiir die 
musikalische Welt (1854): 145-151; Ibid., ‘Sechs Gesange fiir eine Singstimme mit Pianoforte componirt von 
Johannes Brahms Op. 7 ’, Signale fiir  die musikalische H^e//(1855): 65-66; Ibid., Trio fiir Pianoforte, Violine und 
Violoncell von Johannes Brahms’, Signale fiir die musikalische V/elt (1855): 89-90; Ibid., ‘Variationen fiir das 
Pianoforte iiber ein Thema von Robert Schumann componirt von Johannes Brahms, Op. 9 ’, Signale fiir  die 
musikalische Weh {\%55)\ 97-98. For an overview o f the initial reception o f Brahms Op. 1-10 see Angelika 
Horstmann, ‘Die Rezeption der Werke Op. 1 bis 10 von Johannes Brahms zwischen 1853 und I860’, Hamburger 
Jahrbuch fiir Musikwissenschaft VII (1984): 33-44.

‘Zum Meister fehlte ihm vor alien Dingen noch das HaupterfordemiB: der Styl’, Pohl, ‘Johannes Brahms’ III, 
262.
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Schumann can exist only once because it is quite final in itse lf  Acknowledging that 

Schumann’s individuality or, what is the same thing in this context, his subjectivity 

{subjectivitdt -  that which com es from within) possesses a ‘completely unquestionable high 

worth’, he warns that it will be held in high regard ‘only in its originality, not in imitation’.̂""’ 

Indicating some expectation in Brahms’s compositional career, he claims that just as each 

artistic individuality has something inestimable which cannot be emulated, so Brahms also 

has an element that is particular to him, and that Schumann does not possess, a feature that 

promises that he will follow  ‘his own courses when it is granted to him to attain full 

developm ent’.̂  ̂ In this sense he considers Brahms to be ‘no Schumann imitator, rather a 

Schumannian nature’. T h e  two composers, he contends, share ‘that internal brooding and the 

longing course o f  the indefinite vagueness that the romantics characterise in such a particular

no
w ay’. Yet this similarity with Schumann is an element that, in Pohl’s opinion, could impede 

Brahms’s p rogress.C on seq u en tly  he sees Brahms’s progress to be conditional on his ability 

to ‘purge him self o f  the Schumann consequences’.'̂  ̂ In other words, it is only if  Brahms 

follows his own particular individual essence that he will reach his full potential. Indicating 

that Schumann’s article carried no special weight in the estimation o f  the journal he states that 

i f  they perceived ‘nothing o f  a Schumannianer’ in Brahms it would give them reason to

‘Und daB eine Natur, wie die Schum annische, eben nur einmal vorhanden sein kann, weil sie in sich durchaus 
abgeschlossen ist’, Ibid., 262.

‘W er strenggiaubig genug ist, um in Schum ann’s FuBtapfen treten zu woilen, oder zu beschrankt, um etwas 
anders zu konnen, der bannt sich freiw iliig in denselben Cirkel, in den er selbst sich festbannte, nur m it den 
Unterschied, daB Schum ann’s sehr bedeutende Subjectivitat einen ganz unzweifelhaften, hohen Werth besizt, 
und fiir die geschichte der Kunst im m er behalten wird -  aber nur in ihrer Originaiitat, nicht in der N achahm ung’, 
Ibid., 262.

‘W ie nun aber jede achte kunstierische Subjectivitat etwas Unberechenbares und nicht N achzuahm endes 
enthalt, so hat auch Brahms ein Element in sich, das Schumann nicht besizt, jenes Etwas, das uns verheiBt, er 
werde seine eigenen Bahnen suchen, wenn es ihm uberhaupt vergonnt ist, zur volligen Entw ickelung zu 
geiangen — eine Bedingung, deren Erfullung teilw eise von ihm selbst abhangt’, Ibid., 263.

‘Brahms ist kein N achahm er Schum ann’s, sondern eine Schum ann’sche N atur’, Ibid., 262.
‘Auch Brahm s hat das innerlich Griibelnde und den sehnsiichtigen Zug nach dem Unbestim m ten, N ebelhaften, 

der die Rom antiker au f so eigenthiimliche W eise charakterisirt’, Ibid., 263.
‘Die Klippen fur Brahms liegen also in dem, was seine A ehnlichkeit und V erwandtschaft m it Schumann 

begriindet’, Ibid., 263.
‘Brahm s steht nicht auBer dieser Gefahr, und hat sich daher wohl zu hiiten, nach dieser Seite dem starken 

Drange seiner Subjectivitat nachzugeben und so auch in die Schum ann’schen Consequenzen zu verfailen’, Ibid., 
263.
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consider iiis future, ‘not however to treat it with special honour’.'®' Ultimately reserving his 

judgem ent on Brahms, he claims that ‘it is less what he carries out now, as what he promises

1 0 9for the future that draws us to him .’

1.5: Brendei’s Championing of Liszt

An opportunity for Brendel to defend his historical outlook, and by extension his 

notion o f progress, came in the form o f an accusation that his party neglects the work o f past 

masters, a judgem ent Brendel considers to be ‘basically false’ and ‘absurd’. T h e  difference 

he sees in the attitudes o f the parties towards older works is one o f perspective. He argues that 

his party have every reverence for the work o f  the older masters, however, that reverence is in 

the form o f recognising these works as a point which the Nendeutsche Schule must overcome. 

What he objects to is the ‘misinterpretation’ o f  works. Writing in 1857 he explains that ‘our 

remarks against the performance o f a Haydn oratorio have been considered as attacks against 

the work itself, while these remarks should only condemn the laziness by which first the 

Creation, then the Seasons and then again the Seasons and next the Creation are performed 

year in, year out.'**'* Such works, in Brendel’s view, ‘belong to a standpoint to be overcome 

{uberwnmdenen Standpunkt), not however to be thrown into the junk room, rather to stand as 

immortal shapes in the pantheon o f history.''*^

The extent to which Schumann and Brendel differed in their historical outlooks is 

perhaps best evidenced in Brendel’s 1857 article ‘Franz Liszt’s neueste Werke und die

‘Es ist w eniger das, was er jetzt leistet, als das, was er fiir die Zukunft verspricht, w as uns zu ihm hinzieht. Je 
mehr es ihm gelingt, sich von der ihm charachteristischen Schum ann’schen Natur zu befreien, je  energischer er 
uber den, seinem Vorganger eigenthiim iichen Ideenkreis hinausschreitet, desto vielversprechender wird seine 
Zukunft sein ’. Ibid., 263.

‘Sahen wir also in Brahms N ichts einen Schumannianer mehr, so ware das hochstens ein Grund fur uns, seine  
Zukunft zu bezw eifeln , nicht aber, ihn mit besonderer A uszeichnung zu behandeln.’ Ibid., 263.

Franz Brendel, ,Franz L iszt’s neueste W erke und die gegenw artige Parteistellung. D ie Stellung der Partei’, 
N eue Z eitsch riftfiir  MusiJi A H \ i  (25 September 1857): 129-133  (132).

‘Man glaubte, es gelte den W erken selbst, was nur dem MiBbrauche zugedacht war, und hat z.B . unsere gegen  
die Auffuhrung H aydn’scher Oratorien gerichteten Bemerkungen fiir A ngriffe gegen die Werke gehalten, 
wahrend sie jene Faulheit zu riigen die Bestim m ung hatten, die zuerst die “Schopfung”, dann die “Jahreszeiten” 
und dann wieder die “Jahreszeiten” und zuletzt die “Schopfung” jahrausjahrein auffiihrt’. Ibid., 132

‘Die alten GroBen gehoren dem iiberwundenen Standpunct an, nicht aber um in die Rumpelkammer geworfen  
zu werden, sondem  als unsterbiiche Gestalten in dem Pantheon der G eschichte dazustehen’.
Ib id , 132
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gegenwartige Parteistellung’. This article, ostensibly a review o f a performance o f Liszt’s 

Faust symphony in Weimar on 5 September, sees Brendel completely won over by the 

symphony, and again defends his progressive outlook. Each reveres the work o f past masters, 

Schumann regarding such works to be the bedrock o f progress, Brendel regarding them as a 

standpoint to be overcome:

The first task o f  a music journal -  I often rem ark -  consists o f  breaking new  paths ( ‘neue Bahn’). 

However, the same should also be to protect the rights o f  what already exists. It is therefore a great 

m isconception if  one believes only in achieving this by fighting against progress. Such Zionsguards o f 

art do the opposite o f  what they seem to intend; they kill the life o f  the art and look for it in the 

petrifaction, which praises it as living.'®®

In this same article, Brendel responds to the charge (which at this point was a regular 

charge) that the journal privileges the works o f Liszt, and the Neudeutsche Schule. He denies 

that ‘party considerations’ are a factor in Liszt being in the foreground, claiming that ‘at 

present we would have turned the same attention to everyone who would arrive outwardly and 

inwardly to the same importance’. H i s  statements in defence o f Liszt’s music can be 

understood as his championing o f works which exemplify a subjective approach to 

composition, and which draw on other art forms, such as poetry and drama, music which he 

considered to be ‘spiritual, poetic’ music. Indeed, as Robert Determann posits, the 

combination o f  music and poetry was an indispensable prerequisite for a progressively

‘Die erste Aufgabe einer m usikalischen Zeitung— bem erkte ich schon ofter— besteht darin, dem neuen Bahn 
zu brechen. Allerdings soli dieselbe auch die rechte des Bestehenden wahren. Es ist jedoch  ein groBer Irrthum, 
wenn man dies lediglich durch Ankam pfen gegen den Fortschritt zu erreichen glaubt. Solche Zionsw achter der 
Kunst thun das Gegentheil von dem, was sie vorgeben zu beabsichtigen; sie toden das Leben der Kunst und 
suchen es in der Erstarrung, diese als das Lebendige preisend’, Brendel, ‘Franz L iszt’s neueste W erke und die 
gegenwartige Parteistellung 11’, 129-133 (131).

‘Wenn jetzt L iszt’s W erke in den V ordergrund stehen, so ist dies allein schon auBerlich sattsam motivirt. 
Liszt’s ist im Augenblick derjenige, der ohne alle Frage am meisten producirt, und dessen W erke am schwersten 
ins G ew icht fallen. N icht Parteiriicksichten sind es dem nach, die zur ofteren B eschaftigung dam it V eranlassung 
geben, im Gegentheil Jedem, der auBerlich und innerlich zu gleich bedeutender Thatigkeit gelangt ware, w urden 
wir dieselbe Aufm erksam keit zuzuwenden haben’, Brendel, ‘Franz Liszt’s neueste W erke und die gegenw artige 
Parteistellung IT, 131.
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108orien'.ed music. On the other hand, his critique o f ‘instrumental music’ can be understood in 

relation to the fact that Brendel regarded this genre o f music -  including sonatas, symphonies, 

and chamber music -  to have come to its natural end. Furthermore, in terms o f advancing 

music as a national artform he considered ‘purely musical productivity’ to be a dead end:

I regard the new efforts nevertheless, as the great end point o f  the development; if  I 

expect a rich beautiful flower in the area o f  instrumental music, then I recognise in the 

same at present only an after flowering. Instrumental music appears to me in general 

to have passed through its main course, and the external conditions concerning the 

general efforts o f the nation seem to me, now more so, no longer suitable to support a 

purely musical productivity, as so far.'*^^

He therefore steered the emphasis away from traditional instrumental forms in the journal, the 

very forms to which Schumann turned for many o f his large-scale works in the 1840s."° 

Liszt’s setting o f Schiller’s ‘An die Kiinstler’ exhibits a number o f the features that 

were prerequisite to Brendel’s notion o f  progress. He considers this work to offer ‘a much 

preferred position, and a preferred character [to pure instrumental music]’ which was evident 

in the ‘greatness o f  the conception, the mastered attitude, the manly strength and energy, the 

weight o f the thought that is brought to expression in the music’" Moreover, this work

‘Die Verbindung von Musik und Poesie gilt ihnen als unabdungbare Voraussetzung flir eine fortschrittlich 
orientierte Komposition’. Robert Determann, B egriff undAsthetik der „Neudeutschen Schule" (Baden-Baden: 
Verlag Valentin Koemer, 1989), 58.

‘Ich betrachte die neuen Bestrebungen uberwiegend doch nur als die groBen Endpuncte der Entwickelung, 
und wenn ich auch nach eine reiche, schone Bliithe auf dem Gebiete der Instrumantalmusik erwarte, so kann ich 
in derselben zur Zeit doch nur eine Nachbltithe erkennen. Die Instrumentalmusik scheint mir in der Hauptsache 
ihre Bahn durchlaufen zu haben, und auch die auBeren Bedingungen beziiglich der allgemeinen Bestrebungen 
der Nation wollen mir jezt und weiterhin nicht mehr so geeignet vorkommen, eine rein musikalische 
Productivitat, wie bisher, zu unterstiitzen’, ‘Franz Liszt’s neueste Werke und die gegenwartige Parteistellung’, 
124.

Such works o f  this period include the First Symphony, Op. 38 (early 1841), the String Quartets, Op. 41 
(1842), the Piano Quintet, Op. 44 (late 1842), and Piano Quartet, Op. 47 (late 1842).

‘Dafiir aber besitz es eine andere Seite, die ihm eine sehr bevorzugte Stellung, einen herrvoragenden 
Charakter verleiht, das ist die GroBartigkeit der Auffassung, die BewuBte Haltung, die mannliche Kraft und 
Energie, die Schwere des Gedankens, die darin musikalisch zur Anschauung gebracht wird’, Brendel, ‘Franz 
Liszt’s neueste Werke und die gegenwartige Parteistellung’, 121.
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epitomises a subjective approach to music at a time in music history that demanded such 

112subjectivity;

When set against the trivial music-matcing, which measures all o f the most powerful and rich in thought 

by their ordinary yardstick, and pulls it down into the normal musical sphere, this work is highly 

important as an attempt to bring out another new, opposing side, to draw the music nearer to the side of 

thought. And this relationship, especially characteristic o f the new school, is to be defined as the 

outstanding feature o f the intellectually seizing poetic functions."^

The work that was most exemplary however, in terms o f Brendel’s notion o f progress, was 

Liszt’s setting o f Goethe’s Faust. Here was a crucial document o f Weimar Classicism, set to 

music by Weimar’s Kapellmeister “in extraordinary service”. Brendel extols the combination 

o f music and poetry in the work, and invokes Beethoven to legitimate its musical heritage; 

This conclusion is a true sunrise, and I can only compare my rapture to the one I felt 

when the poetic meaning o f the ninth symphony became clear for the first time. In 

truth, the thought is conceived here in a similar way from instrumental means as in the 

ninth symphony, but by new and creative means and not through imitation.

Leipziger Tontkiinstler-Versammlung 1859

The opulence and grandeur o f  the Leipziger Tonkiinstler- Versammlung, which took 

place from June \-^  in the elegance and splendour o f some o f  Leipzig’s finest buildings 

highlights the contrast between the more dejected Vormdrz years o f the Tonkiinstler- 

Versammlung and the current assembly. Following the suppression o f the organisation.

"■ Liszt’s subjective approach to music, viewed in a pejorative context in the contemporary press, was 
tantamount to musical anarchy. See Keith Johns, The Symphonic Poems o f  Franz Liszt (Stuyvescant NY: 
Pendragon Press, 1997), 94: A National-Zeitung critic writing in 1855 considered ‘Liszt to have abandoned the 
architectonic principles of discursive music (so important to German music), only to replace them with 
subjectivity (i.e., anarchy).’

‘Der trivialen Musikmacherei gegeniiber, die alles das Schwungvollste und Gedankenreichste, auf ihren 
ordinaren Leisten schlagt und dasselbe in die gewohnliche musikalische Sphare herabzieht. ist das Werk 
hochbedeutend als Versuch, ein anderes, neues, das entgegensetze Element zur Geltung zu bringen, die Musik 
der Seite des Gedankens zu nahem, und in dieser Beziehung auch besonders charakteristisch fiir die neue Schule, 
als deren Hauptmerkmal dieses geistvollere erfassen poetischer Aufgaben zu bezeichnen ist’, Brendel, ‘Franz 
Liszt’s neueste Werke und die gegenwartige Parteistellung’, 121-22.

‘So ist dieser SchluB ein wahrer Sonnenaufgang und ich kann mein Entzucken nur mit dem vergleichen, das 
ich empfand, als mir die 9. Symphonie zum erstenmal in ihrer poetischen Bedeutung klar wurde. In Wahrheit: 
der Gedanke wird hier in ahnliche Weise aus dem Instrumentalen heraus erzeugt, wie in der 9. Symphonie, aber 
neu und schopferisch, nicht durch Nachahmung’, Ibid., 123.
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Brendel expressed his disappointment in 1849, continuing to call for ‘recognition o f  modem 

times’, and ‘sympathy for great ideas’."^ In his New Year’s column o f 1850 he buoyed up his 

readership, that was discontented following the eradication of any liberal hopes for political 

reform:

Despite everything we may harbour the expectation that the development of music is in no way over; 

under more desirable circumstances we could hope for a rejuvenation o f all life in a new blossoming of 

art; great tasks are still at hand that wait to be carried out.''®

By 1859 Brendel’s hopes for music had been realised. The whole undertaking o f the 

Tonkunstler-Versammlung was underwritten by Prince Constantin o f Hohenzollem- 

Hechingen, an enthusiastic supporter o f new music and Liszt patron. The Gewandhaus 

orchestra. Leipzig’s first-rate soloists and the city’s resident choir (or Gesang\>erein) were 

employed for the occasion. Foreign participants, invited guests, and thousands o f  members o f  

the public attended free o f charge."’

As the editor of the Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik, Brendel delivered a guest lecture at the 

Tonkunstler-Versammlung in recognition o f the journal’s twenty-fifth anniversary. He drew

his audience’s attention to the fact that viewing ‘the aspirations o f  [the Vormdrz era] in the

118present will bring us closer to the achievement o f our current task’. He outlines the reforms 

that he considers to have come about since then: relating directly to musical matters he 

highlights an improvement in the correct handling o f the singing voice, and the fact that in the

‘Ich verlange eine Anerkennung der Neuzeit, wie die hier ausgesprochene, ich verlange Sympathie fur die 
groBen Ideen derselben’, Brendel, ‘Fragen der Zeit, V., Die Stellung der Tonkunst in der Gegenwart’, Neue 
Zeitschrift fUr Musik 30/41 (21 May 1849), 223, translated in Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German 
Music Criticism’, 248.

‘Bei alle dem diirfen wir die Erwartung hegen, daB die Entwicklung der Tonkunst noch keineswegs beendet 
ist; wir durfen unter gunstigeren Bedingungen, bei einer Verjtingung des gesammten Lebens auf eine neue 
Kunstbliithe hoffen; groB Aufgabe sind noch vorhanden, die ihrer Losung harren’, Brendel, ‘Beim Beginn des 
Neuen Jahres’, Neue Zeitschrift fitr  Musik 32/1 (1 January 1850), 1. This translation is taken fi'om Pederson, 
‘Enlightened and Romantic German Music Criticism’, 248.

Keith Johns, The Symphonic Poems o f  Franz Liszt, 125.
‘Es liegt die Erinnerung nahe an jenes erste Untemehmen, indem ich Sie gegenwartig wieder versammelt 

sehe, und wenn ich eine Vergleichung anstelle zwischen Jetzt und Damals, so ist dies keine bios auBerliche und 
zufallige. Ein Blick auf das damals Erstrebte im Gegentheil wird uns der Erfassung unserer gegenwartigen 
Aufgabe naher bringen’, Brendel, ‘Zur Anbahnung einer Verstandigung’, Neue Zeitschriftfiir Musik 24 (10 June 
1859), 266.
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area o f pure instrumental music, form has been made independent o f  content."^ He notes an 

improvement in concert programming, where new music is included without a removal o f the 

old.'^'’ With regard to national recognition for music and the arts, he continues, ‘there has 

hardly been a time when Germany would have been so bent to support and promote music as 

now’. The current Tonkunstler-Versammlung was made possible, for instance, by the 

generous financial backing o f the King o f  Hannover, who has also, Brendel reports, pledged

1 9  1an annual stipend o f 1,000 Thlr to support the Hdndelgesellschaft. Further evidence o f  

progress in art since the Vormdrz meetings is the Weimar court. Harking back to the former 

glory o f Weimar he claims it has long been recognised and appreciated that 'the court has 

prepared for current art,’ which he hopes will gain as firm a foothold as in former times, so 

that ‘as at the time o f Goethe and Schiller, a new ideal o f art can be prepared throughout all o f  

Germany’.

The festival saw the works o f Liszt, more than any other composer, exalted on a grand 

scale. It involved four days o f concerts and public lectures,'^^ marking the official 

inauguration o f the Neudeutsche Schule in Brendel’s speech. The poet A dolf Stem wrote a

‘Dies zeigt sich -  urn einige Beispiel auzufiihren -  in der vie! correcteren Behandlung der Singstim me bei der 
Gesangsmusik, ein Umstand von auBerordentlicher W ichtigkeit, bei der reinen Instrum entalm usik in der 
Beseitigung der Schablone, in der Abhangigm achung der Form von dem Inhait’, Ibid.,, 270.

urn bessere Gestaltung der Concertprogram m e, Aufhahme des Neuen ohne Beseitigung des Alten . . . ’, 
Ibid., n o .

‘Es hat kaum eine Zeit gegeben, wo Deutschlands fiirsten so geneigt gewesen waren, die Tonkunst zu fordem  
und zu unterstutzen, als gerade jetzt. H ier finde ich Gelegenheit in dankbarer A nerkennung unseres hohen 
Macens, jenes deutschen Fiirsten, zu gedenken, durch dessen Unterstiitzung das gegenw artige Fest moglich 
wurde; Se. M ajestat der Konig von Hanover ferner, hat, wie Ihnen bekannt, eine Unterstiitzung von jahrlich 
1,000 Thlr au f lange Jahre hinaus der Handelgesellschaft zugewendet, ebenfalls ein A ct groBsinniger 
K unstprotection’, Ibid., 270.

‘Mit w elcher Liberalitat der W eim arische H of seit nun schon langen Jahren der gegenw artigen Kunst eine 
bereitet hat, so daB wo m oglich wurde daB dieselbe festen FuB fassen, und von dort aus, wie zu den Zeiten 
G oethe’s und Schiller’s, iiber ganz Deutschland ein neues Kunstideal sich vorbreiten konnte, ist langst erkannt 
und gewiirdigt’, Ibid., 270.

Am ong the lectures, which took place predom inantly on the third day o f  the festival were: A dolf Kullak, 
‘U eber musikalische A esthetik’; August W ilhelm Ambros, ‘Die M usik als culturgeschichtliches M om ent in der 
G eschichte’; Louis Kohler, ‘Die Bildung eines deutschen M usikvereins aus der Vereinigung aller Parteien, zum 
Zwecke, das W ohl der M usikvorhaltnisse und der M usiker thatkraftig zu befordem ’; Karl Friedrich W eitzmann, 
‘Geschichte der Harmonie und ihre Lehre’; Felix Draeseke, ‘Die protestantische Kirchenm usik und die 
Grundung einer festen Form fiir dieselbe, analog der katholischen MeBform’; A do lf Stem , ‘U eber die Dichtung 
der Gegenwart in ihrem VerhaltniB zur M usik’; Herr Raabe, ‘Tem pobestim m ung durch G edankenschw ingung’. 
Liszt gave an unscripted speech, and other speakers included Dr. Reclam, Dr. Schwarz, and Dr. D. Bach.
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poem for the official programme which speaks o f ‘German strength and glory’, ‘the genius 

o f  German song’,’^̂  ‘Lohengrin sent from God’,'^^ o f Berlioz’s ‘brilliance o f colours, that 

appears transfigured by light, that unites the passions with the pious’, a n d  does not stop 

short o f alluding to the polemical battles raging in Germany at the time:

Outside wild weather roars, sultriness goes through every heart,

The shrill tones o f  the sisters sound, roars o f  the battle’s rough bronze,

In the place o f  love com es together only anger, hate, controversy.

And peace flees lonely from an age thirsty for battle.'^®

The conspicuous absence o f Liszt’s name in S tem ’s poem was certainly compensated 

for in performances o f his works. The following table compiles a list o f the pieces performed 

throughout the festival.

Die Leipziger Tonkiinstler-Versammlung 
1-4 June 1859

Bach. Mass in B minor, BWV 232
Bach. Italian Concerto, BWV 971
D. Bach, Manuscript Trio for Piano, Violin and Cello
Berlioz, Rakoczy March {Damnation o f  Faust)
Berlioz, Aria o f  Teresa from Act 1 o f Benvenuto Cellini 
Franz Berwald. Duo for Piano and Cello in D minor 
Chopin, Nocturne in D flat major. Op. 27, No. 2
Robert Franz, ‘W illkommen mein W ald’, Op. 21, No. 1 and ‘Gewittemacht’, Op. 86, No. 6
Ferdinand Hiller, Psalm 137 (Op. 27, No. 1)
Alfred Jaell, Overture to Diana von Solange 

1 ^ 0Eduard Lassen, ‘Lose Himmel meine Seele’
Liszt, Leonore, S. 346
Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 in C sharp minor

‘ ... deutsche Kraft und H e r r l i c h k e i t T h e  poem is reprinted in full in Richard Pohl, ‘Die Leipziger 
Tonkiinstler-Versamm lung am I .-4 . Juni 1859, Evster ArtikeV, Neue Z eitschriftfiir M usik 50/25 (17 June 1859): 
281-283.

‘ ... der Genius deutschen Liedes ... ‘, Stem in Pohl, ‘Leipziger Tonkiinstler-Versam m lung’, 281.
‘ ... Lohengrin der Gottgesandte . . . ’. Stem in Pohl, ‘Leipziger Tonkiinstler-Versam m lung’, 281.
‘ ... Bietet gleichen G lanz der Farben, der von Licht verklart erscheint’ ... Jener, der die Leidenschaften mit 

der Gottergebung ein t.’ Ibid., 281.
'■* ‘DrauBen rauschen wilde W etter, Schwiile geht durch jedes Herz/ Klingt der Schrille Ton der Schwester, 
drohnt des Krieges rauhes Erz/ Statt der Liebe wird gem einsam  nur der Zom , der HaB, der Streit/ Und der Friede 
fluchtet einsam aus der schlachtendurstgen Z eit.’ A dolf Stern, ‘Eroffnung der Tonkiinstler-Versam m lung’, 
Gedichtet von A dolf Stern. The poem is reproduced in com pletion in appendix 2.3.

This list is compiled from Richard Pohl’s coverage o f  the festival. Richard Pohl, ‘Die Leipziger Tonkiinstler- 
Versammlung am 1.-^. Juni 1859, Erster A rtikel’, 50/25 (1 7 Ju n e  1859): 281-283; 50/26 (24 June 1859): 2 8 9 - 
296.

Eduard Lassen (1830-1904), studied at the Brussels conservatory and subsequently becam e Liszt's successor 
as music director o f  the W eim ar court theatre.
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Liszt, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 12 in C sharp minor
Liszt, Tasso
Liszt, Les Preludes
Liszt, Loreley
Liszt, Graner Festmesse
Mendelssohn, Meeresstille und gliickliche Fahrt Overture 
Moscheles, ‘Hommage a Handel’
Carl M u lle r,M an u scrip t Quartet in four Fugal Movements 
Schubert, Rondo for Piano and Violin in B Minor, D. 895/Op. 70 
Schubert, Miiller Lieder
Schubert, Piano Trio No. 1, D. 898 in B flat major, op. 99 
Schumann Manfred Overture
Schumann, ‘Der Haideknabe’Op. 122, No. 1 and ‘Schon Hedwig’, Op. 106 
Schumann, Genoveva (a complete staging)
Tartini, The D evil’s Sonata
Wagner, Prelude to Tristan und Isolde
Wagner, Duet from Act II o f Fliegender Hollander

The highlights of these performances were Liszt’s Graner Festmesse performed on the second

1 'K ')evening (with the composer conducting), and Bach’s B minor Mass performed on the third 

evening, both in the hall of the Thomaskirche, each to an audience of over 3,000 listeners.

The performance of Bach’s mass is significant in that it marked one of the first complete 

performances of the work, over a century after the composer’s death. The founding of the 

Leipziger Bach-Gesellschaft on 3 July 1850 is a testament to the high regard in which Bach 

was held as both a composer and as an icon of German nationalism. Both Schumann and Liszt 

were among the founding members. The aim of this organisation was to produce a complete 

edition of Bach’s music using all available primary sources, thereby setting a standard of

Carl Muller, com poser resident in M unster in 1860, and subsequently K apellm eister in Frankfurt. See Brahms 
B riefvech se l, 5; 264

L iszt’s G raner F estm esse, com posed to celebrate the dedication o f  the Hungarian cathedral at Esztergom  
( ‘Gran’ in German), w as premiered in 1856. See Ilona M ona, ‘Erste m usikalische A nalyse der ‘Graner M esse’ 
von Ferenc L iszt’, Studia  M usico log ica  29  (1987): 3 4 3 -5 1 , and Helmet L oos, ‘Franz L isztz Graner Festm esse’, 
K irchenm usikalisches Jahrbuch  67 (1983): 4 5 -5 9 .

A recent article by Hirmoi H oshino indicates that the first performance o f  the work took place in Frankfurt in 
1856, with the C aecilia  G esellschaft, conducted by F. J. M esser. Pohl h im se lf does not seem  to be aware o f  this, 
as he claim s (as do most recent sources with the exception o f  H oshino) that R iedel was the first to perform the B 
M inor M ass since the publication o f  the com plete score by the L eipziger Bach-G esellschaft. H oshino’s source is 
the A llgem eine m usika lisch eZ eitu n g  378. See Hiromi H oshino, ‘J. S. Bahha saku “M isa-kyoku-ro-
tancho” no 19 seiki zenhan ni okeru: Enso kiroku no kensho o toshite’, Senzoku-Ronso  24 (1995): 14 5 -5 9  (149). 
1 am grateful to Dr Y o Tomita for deciphering H oshino's Japanese script. An English translation o f  this article is 
planned for the proceedings o f  the International Sym posium  ‘Understanding B ach’s B Minor M ass’, Q ueen’s 
U niversity Belfast, N ovem ber 2007 .
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accuracy and authenticity that was to be a milestone in the history o f musical e d i t i n g . T h e  

intenti)n was to begin publication with the Mass in B minor, indicating the regard with which 

the work was already held. Due to unforeseen difficulties, the mass was published in the sixth 

volume o f the Gesamtausgahe in 1856, with a revised edition appearing in 1857.'^^

With the Tonkumtler-Versammlung  following the format o f a scholarly conference, a 

number o f academic papers were presented throughout the three days. It was in Brendel’s 

speech which was given on the third day o f the festival to a packed auditorium, that he 

inaugurated the Neudeutsche Schule o f  Wagner, Liszt, and Berlioz. This speech, titled ‘Zur 

Anbahiung einer Verstandigung’, can be understood as the culmination o f over a decade of 

rhetori;al strategy on Brendel’s part, and his use o f  the term Neudeutsche Schule can be 

undersood as a calculated, tactical manoeuvre to claim for these composers a German 

cultura heritage. Mary Sue Morrow has explored Brendel’s motivation in adopting such a 

term, aid refers to what may seem to be the ‘patent illogicality o f a New German School 

“led” ty a Frenchman, a German, and a Hungarian.’ Morrow examines the cultural 

tradition that anticipated the ideas Brendel espoused. She draws attention to the tendency on 

the par o f German critics, evident in instrumental music criticism from the 1760s and 1770s, 

to exto the serious, weighty side o f German music— its complex textures, its varied harmonic 

language, and its contrapuntal dexterity. This, she argues, was juxtaposed to the more trivial, 

and les; consequential Italian music o f the late eighteenth century.

This Italian/German polarity became increasingly evident in German music criticism 

o f the fallowing decades. On one side was the ‘true German style’, the music o f  connoisseurs, 

music tiat reflected the German values o f masculinity and moral worth. This was epitomised

John }utt, B ach: M ass in B M inor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 30.
Butt, 3ach: M ass in B Minor. 30. Car! Riedel, the director o f  the performance at the Tonkiinsller- 

Versamnlung, was the first to study and perform the work since the publication o f  this revised score. (Carl 
Riedel wis the founder and for many years the director o f  the R ied e l’scher-V erein , the m ost important oratorio 
society ii L eipzig in the second half o f  the nineteenth century. He used his ensem ble to make works o f  many 
alm ost firgotten com posers o f  the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries accessib le.)

MarySue M orrow, ‘Deconstructing Brendel’s “N ew  German” L iszt’, in A nalecta  L isztiana III: L iszt a n d  the 
Birth o f  Aodern Europe: M usic as a  M irror o f  R eligious, P olitical, Cultural, an d  A esth etic  Transformations, ed. 
M ichael iaffle (N ew  York: Pendragon Press, 1998), 157-168 .
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by the serious style o f Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and in particular by the genre o f the 

symphony that these German composers had rescued from triviality at the hands o f  Italian

1 ^ 7composers such as Gaudenzio Comi and Baldassare Galuppi (1706-1784). Across the

divide was the more trivial music, more suited to ordinary dilettantes and ladies, and not

associated with the masculine German character. Therefore choosing the “New German”

label. Morrow argues, put Brendel into a position o f considerable rhetorical strength in that

this label was not only appropriated for him self and the chosen composers, but it also

appropriated a ‘rhetorical world o f German criticism and used its particular logic to enhance

his arguments, thereby exploiting thought-pattems and concepts with which his readership

1 ^ 8was already (if  unconsciously) accustomed.’

This speech brought issues to a head that had been simmering in the musical press for 

the best part o f a decade, paramount among which was the issue o f whether Brendel had 

appropriated or misappropriated Schumann’s editorial policy, and the German cultural 

tradition in music. Brendel highlights continuities between Schumann’s editorial policy and 

his own. A result o f this continuity, he argues, is that he sees the present polemical stance 

arising naturally from the groundwork o f  Schumann’s criticism. His overview o f his 

editorship is that: ‘I made the principles o f my predecessor my own, above all I stressed the 

present, demanded the promotion o f our time and our art’. In so doing, his aim was to bring

I T Q

‘the side o f  the objective, scientific recognition’ o f works to a wider audience.

Certainly Schumann had criticised new composers for imitating Beethoven, and 

promoted the view that to further the German musical tradition they must not only imitate 

Beethoven, but also break free o f  the Beethovenian model, and move into a new realm. A 

composer he considered to be exemplary in this regard is Berlioz. Thus in his 1835 review o f

See Morrow, ‘Deconstructing Brendel’s “N ew  German” L iszt’, 166-167 .
Ibid.,, 164.
‘Indem ich spater diese Grundsatze m eines Vorgangers zu den m einigen machte, vor alien D ingen die 

Gegenwart betonte, Forderung unserer Zeit und unserer Kunst verlangte, war ich zugleich bestrebt, zu groBerer 
Bestim m theit der A uffassung vorzudringen, d. h., die Seite objectiv w issenschaftlicher ErkenntniU 
herauszuarbeiten’, Brendel, ‘Zur Anbahnung einer V erstandigung’, 266.
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Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique, just when he feared that the name o f the symphony was to 

be relegated to history, he could now announce that ‘in a darkened comer o f the Northern 

Coast o f  France a young medical student has thought o f something new’.''̂ '̂

Yet, this provides another example o f  how Schumann and Brendel are at odds in their 

editorial policies. While Schumarm praises many aspects o f Berlioz’s composition, he 

declines to call it a masterpiece. Furthermore he notes the cultural gulf that exists between 

Berlioz and the Germans. This is evident in his rebuke o f Berlioz’s programme: ‘All o f 

Germany makes him a present o f it. Such signposts always have something unworthy and 

charlatanistic. In a word, the delicately-minded, in their w'hole personality more ill-disposed 

German does not want to be so coarsely led through his thoughts.’ '"" He adds that ‘Berlioz

142  •wrote first o f all for his Frenchmen, who are little impressed by ethereal modesty’. In this 

same review, Schumann compiled a list o f important symphonic composers that included only 

German names. Schumann's favour (or bias) for German composers is apparent in his disdain 

o f the Italian influence in the works o f some German composers. He asserts that ‘the highest 

peaks o f Italian art do not even rise to the foothills o f the true German ones’. A l m o s t  

twenty years later, in his 1853 article ‘Neue Bahnen’, the list o f composers that Schumann 

provided o f promising talents were all German, bar one.'“̂̂

‘Es stand zu flirchten, der Name der Sinfonie gehore von nun an nur noch der Geschichte an’. ... ‘Einstweilen 
sinnt in einem dunkein Winkel an der Nordkuste Frankreichs ein junger Student der Medizin ilber Neues’,
Robert Schumann, Gesammelte Scbriften iiber Musik und Musiker (Leipzig: Reclam, 1914), 52.

‘Berlioz selbst hat in einem Programme niedergeschrieben , was er wunscht, daB man sich bei seiner Sinfonie 
denken soli. (55-56) [A page in which Schumann describes the music through the programme] Soweit das 
Programm. Ganz Deutschland schenkt es ihm: solche Wegweiser haben immer etwas Unwurdiges and 
ScharlatanmaBiges’, Schumann, Gesammelte Schriften, 55-57.
'''■ ‘Berlioz schrieb indes zunachst fur seine Franzosen, denen mit atherische Bescheidenheit wenig zu 
imponieren ist.’ Schumann, Gesammelte Schriften, 58. Mary Sue Morrow notes the increasing number o f snide 
references to the frivolity o f  French taste in German nineteenth-century periodicals. She also notes, however, 
that the French, unlike the Italians, were not the traditional enemy of Germany, and consistently these German 
comments about the French lack the bite o f those about the Italians. Morrow, ‘Deconstructing Brendel’s “New 
German” Liszt, 166.

‘Die hochsten Spitzen italienischer Kunst reichen noch nicht bis an die ersten Anfange warhafter deutscher’. 
Robert Schumann, Shriften iiber Musik und Musiker (Stuttgart: Reclam, 1982), 200. This translation in Mary Sue 
Morrow, ‘Deconstructing Brendel’s „New German“ Liszt’, 161

These German composers were Joseph Joachim, Ernst Naumann, Luwdig Normann, Woldmar Bargiel, 
Theodor Kirchner, Julius Schaffer, Albert Dietrich, F. E. Wilsing, K. A. Mangold, Robert Franz and St. Heller. 
The one non-German composer was the Danish Niels W. Gade.
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As a consequence to Schumann’s writings, as Brendel portrays it, it is a matter of 

stages until the current polemics are reached; the holding of certain principles leads to 

renewed areas of speciality, leading ‘not to a chaotic disorder, rather to self-conscious 

separation, to the development of special groups, and thus finally to factions’ Having 

perused earlier volumes of the journal he writes that ‘this same principle was already put 

forward’. His approach here is reminiscent of his inaugural address to the journal in 

1845. '̂ ’̂ At that stage his agenda had been to establish his own credibility and individuality as 

a music critic, while appearing to continue the Schumann tradition. At this point his agenda 

was to review the success of his career si^ce Schumann’s retirement, and to draw attention to 

the achievements of both himself and the Neudeutsche Schule in a highly publicised manner. 

Toward this end he sees the potential that was latent within Schumann’s view for a youthful, 

poetic future to have come to realisation in his own critical writings. Moreover, in terms of 

Brendel’s contention that music criticism was to participate actively in the course of events, 

and hold its own independent position in relation to art, he now hailed the works of the 

Neudeutsche Schule as a practical manifestation of his notion of progress.

Invoking a dialectical approach to music criticism, Brendel considers the polemicism 

to be positive in that he ‘sees a progress in such battles’. I n d e e d  it had become a trait of the 

journal to solicit responses to the statements appearing therein, ostensibly promoting the 

contribution of different outlooks, which always elicited rebuttals from Brendel.

‘Die groBere Bestimmtheit der Auffassung, welche angebahnt wurde, das Festhalten bestimmter Principien 
muBte selbstverstandlich zu emeuter Sonderung fiihren, diesmal jedoch nicht zu einem chaotischen 
Durcheinander, sondem zu selbstbewuBter Tremiung, zur Herausbildung besonderer Gruppen, und damit endlich 
zur Parteiung’, Brendel, ‘Zur Anbahnung einer Verstandigung’, 266.

‘Bevor noch von den neuesten Bestrebungen die Rede war, habe ich, wie Ihnen ein Blick in die fruheren 
Bande der Zeitschrift zeigt, zum Theil schon dieselben Principien aufgestellt, und es war nur die Erftillung des 
von mir Erstrebten, als die Meister der jungsten Zeit auftraten, und durch ihr Kunstschaffen den praktischen 
Beleg gaben’, Ibid., 266.

Brendel, ‘Robert Schumann mit Rticksicht auf Mendelssohn-Bartholdy und die Entwicklung der modemen 
T ovkm istuherhm pt'.N eue Zeitschrift fur Musik 22 (1845): 63-67, 81-83, 89-92, 1131-115, 121-23, 145-47, 
149-50. Translated in part as Appendix 2 in Thym, ‘Schumann in Brendel’s Neue Zeitschrift’, 32-33.

‘Ich beantworte die Frage unbedenklich im entgegengesetzen, im bejahenden Sinne und sehe in solchem 
Kampf einen Fortschritt’, Brendel, ‘Zur Anbahnung einer Verstandigung’, 266-67.

Thym, ‘Schumann in Brendel’s Neue Zeitschrift’, 25.
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Nonetheless, in apportioning blame for the current partisanship, which he understands 

to be the product o f misunderstandings, he declares that his party entered the polemics to a 

certain degree ‘against its w ill’.'̂  ̂He writes that ‘if  we follow the causes o f such 

misunderstandings, then we must make the other party almost exclusively responsible’.'^' He 

further elaborates his point in terms o f the subjective approach to music for which he 

campaigned, as opposed to the objective approach that he considers his opponents to have 

taken:

They did not notice tiiat a new, spiritual world was in the offing, one that has come to developm ent 

while they slept. Suddenly awoken, our opponents are now disoriented ... and do not know how to find 

themselves in the current stream o f time. They speak o f  colours like the blind, about things that they did 

not pursue at all in their development, and they do not notice that they always strike them selves with 

their own misunderstandings.'^^

Calling for a response from the opposing party, as had become his habit at this stage, he states 

that he wants ‘the removal o f misunderstandings in those extraordinarily numerous cases’, he 

wants ‘communication with reasonable opponents’, and a ‘removal o f the completely useless 

spitefulness in the press, a removal o f those unchivalrous battles’. H i s  requirement is ‘that

] ^4one argues honestly and with decency where one must argue’. '

There is a tendency in scholarly writings on Brendel to view his rhetorical strategy 

solely in a benevolent light. Certainly he encouraged dialogue as a source o f unity, and his

‘Die „Neue Zeitschrift fiir M usik“ ist dadurch in eine Parteistellung gekom men, im gewissen Sinne eigentlich 
gegen ihre W illen.’ Brendel, ‘Z ur Anbahnung einer V erstandigung’, 266.

‘Gehen wir den Ursachen solcher Miflverstandnisse nach, so mussen wir allerdings dafiir fast ausschiieBlich 
die Gegenpartei verantwortlich m achen’, Ibid., 269.

‘Sie hat nicht gemerkt, daB eine neue groBe Geisteswelt im Anzuge war, und wahrend sie schlief, zur 
Entfaltung gekom m en ist. Plotzlich aufgewacht, sind unsere G egner je tz t nicht orientirt, haben zu fluchtig, das 
Eine gar nicht, das Andere nur halb gelesen, und wissen sich darum nicht in die Zeitstrom ung zu finden. Sie 
sprechen wie der Blinde von der Farbe, uber Dinge, die sie in ihrer Entwicklung gar nicht verfolgt haben, und 
merken nicht, daB sie stets nur mit ihren eigenen MiBverstandnissen sich herum schlagen’, /b id , 269.

‘Ich will eine Annaherung durch Beseitigung der MiBverstandnisse in jenen auBerordentlich zahlreichen 
Fallen, wo die Differenzen wirklich rein nur au f MiBverstandnissen beruhen; ich will Annaherung, 
Verstandigung m it verstandigen G egnem  dadurch, daB man sich gegenseitig klarer wird, dadurch daB man sich 
einigt zum Besten der Kunst in alien jenen ebenfalls sehr zahlreichen Fallen, wo wirklich keine 
M einungsverschwiedenheit obwalten kann; ich will ferner Beseitigung der ganz nutzlosen Gehassigkeiten in der 
Presse, E n tfem ungjener unritterlichen Kampfe, selbst bei ausgesprochener und nicht zu beseitigender 
V erschiedenheit der M einung’, Ibid., 268.

‘Ich verlange, dafi man ehrlich und mit Anstand streite, wo gestritten werden muB’, Ibid., 268.
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system of criticism strived on synthesising opposing viewpoints. Whether by accident or by 

design, however, the parts o f  his speech inaugurating the Neudeutsche Schule that would have 

been most offensive to those not affiHated to this school have not, heretofore, been quoted or 

discussed in the scholarly literature on Brendel.'^^ Only a few sentences after his call for 

honesty and decency, he warns that an opposition against his party would be ‘quite useless, 

unfounded and mistaken.’ In a passage that puts one in mind o f Stem’s poem for the 

occasion that speaks o f ‘an age thirsty for battle’ Brendel claims that he would ‘mercilessly’ 

show that ‘their opposition is groundless, that their argumentation is empty twaddle’.'^’ 

Employing his rhetorical skills to their full effect he declares:

Our principles are so comprehensive and always so objective that the allegedly justifiable opposition 

merely has the unfortunate business to adhere to and support the weakness of each human action, to 

ignore, however, the positive in what we bring. A miserable, hopeless activity, o f which one could 

believe that it was only undertaken in order to say something else, and thereby to create an existence for 

themselves.'^*

This is the context in which Brendel officially inaugurated the Neudeutsche Schule. 

Citing a number o f musicians including Cherubini, Spontini,'^*  ̂and Mehul, who were not

Robert Determann for instance provides what, for the most part, is a comprehensive and unbiased report of 
the speech, however he does not quote the excerpts 1 am about to quote which give the speech a different 
complexion. See Determann, B eg h ff undAsthetik der "Neudeutschen Schule", 57-70.

‘Aus diesem Grunde muB ich auch die Nothwendigkeit einer Opposition gegen uns als durchaus zwecklos, 
unbegrundet, verfehlt bezeichnen’, Brendel, ‘Zur Anbahnung einer Verstandigung’, 269.

wenn wir diesen endlich unnachsichtlich nachweisen, daB ihre Opposition eine haltlose, daB ihre 
Argumentationen leeres Geschwatz’, Ibid., 268.

‘Unsere Principien sind so umfassend und stets so objectiv gehalten, daB die angeblich berechtigte Opposition 
bios das bedauerliche Geschaft hat, sich auf die Schwachen, die jedwedem menschlichen Thun anhaften, zu 
stiitzen das Positive aber, was wir gebracht, zu ignoriren; eine kilmmerliche, trostlose Thatigkeit, von der man 
glauben konnte, daB sie nur untemommen wurde, um etwas Anderes zu sagen und dadurch sich eine Existenz zu 
schaffen’. Ibid., 269. At no point throughout the entire speech does Brendel actually state who these ‘opponents’ 
are.

Brendel’s term continues to bring about controversial responses. Writing in 1982, Carl Dahlhaus considered 
the term to have been an unfortunate choice. See Carl Dahlhaus, Musikalischer Realismus (Munich: R. Piper, 
1982), 42. In the same year Piero Weiss and Richard Taruskin described the term as ‘drivel’. See Piero Weiss 
and Richard Taruskin, eds, Music in the Western World: A History in Documents (New York and London: 
Schirmer, 1982), 384.

Spontini’s reception by the German press at the time of his tenure in Berlin was complex. In general he was 
found wanting by virtue of his nationality (a French citizen bom in Italy). Both E.T.A Hoffmann and A.B. Marx 
wavered between finding the composer lacking the qualities inherent to German music, and in placing their 
hopes in him as a one who would counteract the influence of Rossini. Other critics were more hostile. Ludwig 
Rellstab’s ire was raised at the power wielded by Spontini in German concert life because, as Rellstab saw it, 
Spontini was a foreigner not chosen by the people themselves. For further discussion of Spontini in the German
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German by nationality, but who found their spiritual home in Germany, Brendel claims that

‘the place o f  birth cannot be the deciding factor in spiritual matters’.'^' Thus he appealed to a

sense o f  national pride, and cultural history, and, as Morrow sums it up, ‘claimed the previous

162century’s aesthetic and critical heritage for his own side’.

Turning the discussion to Berlioz and Liszt, Brendel claims that neither artist would 

have becom e what they are i f  they had not already nourished themselves on the German 

Spirit, and grown strong by it. Determann asserts that the fact that Brendel included two 

composers in this school whose foreign nationality cannot be denied in their music can be 

explained by Brendel’s double definition o f  the German national character: besides the 

specifically national, artworks o f  universal, foreign influence are justified and historically 

proven in the German character. This criteria o f  national affiliation is also applicable to 

foreign artists who, in their spiritual formation or education, show a genuinely Germanic 

b a s i s . T h e r e f o r e ,  Brendel announces that ‘Germany must also be the place o f  their work, 

and it is in this sense that I appropriated the designation Neudeutsche Schule for the whole  

post-Beethovenian developm ent.’ '̂ "* Tracing their musical lineage back as far as Bach (quite 

fitting for a festival that promoted Liszt’s Graner Festmesse  on the same platform as Bach’s 

B Minor Mass in the church where Bach had served as cantor) Brendel proclaims:

press see Sanna Pederson, ‘A.B. Marx, Berlin Concert Life, and German National Identity’, 19th-Century Music 
18/2 (Autumn 1994): 87-107, in particular 94-96.

‘Die Nation im Gegentheil hat in ihnen ihre Verherrlichung gefunden und erkannt, und es folgt hieraus, daB 
wir nicht bios das Specifisch-Deutsch im engeren Sinne als das eigentlich Nationale erkennen, die Beschrankung 
darauf, sondem das Entscheidende in die echtgermanische Grundlage setzten, mag dann auch das, was darauf 
gebaut wurde, uberwiegend deutsch oder universeller sein. Diese universelle Beschaffenheit der Nation hat aber 
andrerseits zugleich der Folge gehabt, daB umgekehrt hochbegabte Auslander, welche iiber die Schranken ihrer 
Nationalitat hinausragen, sich uns angeschlossen, ihre geistige Heimath in Deutschland gesucht und gefunden 
haben. Dahin gehoren Cherubini, Spontini, Mehul und viele Andere, um mich nur auf Musik zu beschranken. ... 
Nicht der Geburtsort kann in geistigen Dingen entscheidend sein, ebenso wenig, als in anderen Fallen die 
Jahreszahl, denn es trifft sich sehr oft, daB ein spater Lebender geistig einer fi'iiheren Richtung angehort, also 
dahin zu stellen ist, und umgekehrt’, Brendel, ‘Zur Anbahnung einer Verstandigung’, 272.

Morrow, ‘Deconstructing Brendel’s “New German" Liszt’, 167.
Determann, Begrijff undAsthetik der „Neudeutschen Schule", 69-70.
‘Der vorliegender Fall ist sonach ein durchaus analoger. Beide Kiinstler waren nichts das geworden, was sie 

sind, wenn sie nicht friih schon durch den deutschen Geist sich genahrt hatten, und an ihm erstarkt waren. So 
muB auch die Statte ihrer Werke in Deutschland sein. und in diesem Sinne schlug ich daher die Bezeichnung: 
neudeutsche Schule, fiir die ganze nach-Beethoven’sche Entwicklung vor’, Brendel ‘Zur Anbahnung einer 
Verstandigung’, 272.
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Protestant church music up to and including Bach and Handel has long been named: Altdeutsche 

Schule. The epoch o f  the Viennese masters under the influence o f  the Italians is the age o f  Classicism, 

the equal supremacy o f  idealism and realism. Beethoven holds out his hand once more to the 

specifically German N orth, and inaugurates the Neudeutsche Schule.

That the Neudeutsche Schule was to meet fierce resistance from opposing parties can have 

come as no surprise to Brendel. He was promoting a group o f composers who were widely 

thought to be challenging the very foundations o f the serious style inherited from Haydn, 

Mozart, and Beethoven. Various composers who were not under the banner o f Brendel’s 

school (and who were consequently excluded from what Brendel referred to as the ‘whole 

post-Beethovenian development’) were eager to rectify what they perceived as a 

misappropriation o f their German musical tradition. The group centred around Johannes 

Brahms and Joseph Joachim were to become major players in this dispute.

1.6; Brahms’s Response to the Tonkunstler-Versammlum

For those who did not have the opportunity to attend the festival, coverage o f its 

events was provided, in a report by Richard Pohl, on the front pages o f two consecutive issues 

o f the joumal, and thereafter his articles continued to appear until the end o f November 

1859 166 the Mass in B Minor, Pohl writes that ‘this masterpiece is to be regarded

as the foundation o f the whole new music’, and as ‘the starting point o f our modem artistic 

consciousness’. From this, as he understands it, Liszt’s mass follows as ‘the artistic result o f  

the newest musical reform movement’. The extensive development o f the musical art o f ‘our 

time’, he claims, ‘could not be more precisely designated than through these two masses’.

‘Die protestantische K irchenm usik bis mit EinschluB von Bach und Handel fiihrt langst schon den Namen: 
altdeutsche Schule. Die unter dem EinfluB Italiens stehende Epoche der W iener M eister ist die Zeit der 
Classicitat, der ebenmaBigen D urchdringung von Idealem und Realem. Beethoven reicht dem specifisch 
germ anischen N orden wieder die Hand und eroffnet die neudeutsche Schule’, Ibid., 272.

Richard Pohl, ‘Die Leipziger Tonkiinstler-Versam m lung am 1 Juni 1859, Erster A rtikel’, Neue Zeitschrift 
fu r  M usik sms (17 June 1859): 281-283; 50/26 (24 June 1859): 289-296; ‘Die Leipziger TonkUnstler- 
Versam m lung am 1 .-4 .  Juni 1859, Zw eiter A rtikel’, Neue Z eitschriftfitr Musik, 51/1 (July 1859): 3 -5 ; 51/3 
(July 1859): 12-13; 51/5 (29 July 1859): 33-35; 51/6 (July 1859): 63 -64 ; 51/12 (1859): 72-73; 51 /19(4  
N ovem ber 1859): 157-159; 51/22 (25 N ovem ber 1859): 185-187.

‘Dieses M eisterwerk ist gleichsam  als Fundament der ganzen neueren, durch VA Jahrhunderte weiter 
entwickelten M usik, als Anfangspunkt unseres kunstlerischen BewuBtseins zu betrachten. Alle M itglieder der 
Kirchenm usik nothgedrungenen uberspringend, wurde hieran als zweiter, die unm ittelbare Gegenwart
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This clearly incensed those with alternative musical and aesthetic leanings as 

evidenced in the 1860 Manifesto, which will be explored in greater detail below. Indeed 

Kalbeck speaks o f  Brahms’s ‘horror’ when he read Pohl’s report o f the performance o f 

Bach’s and Liszt’s masses next to one another, designed ‘to set the old and the new in the 

most obvious contrast.’ The awfulness o f this for Brahms can be understood m the context 

o f both his reverence for Bach, whose music he had studied extensively,'^^ and his disdain for 

Liszt, w^hose compositions he considered to be contrary to the ‘true essence o f music’. 

Drawing attention to Brahms’s derision o f the proceedings o f the Tonkunstler-Versammlung, 

Kalbeck reports that Brahms smiled at the ‘tedious and solemn’ reports o f Liszt’s Symphonic 

Poem Tasso which, in Pohl’s account, ‘was performed with all o f the brilliant advantages o f 

these ingenious creations in one, designed boldly in monumental outline, and performed with 

an Italian glow o f colour and dazzling splendour, which combine the most nobly breathing 

tone paintings’, and was coloured by ‘the artful thematic work, w-hich is so completely 

characteristic o f Liszt’s Symphonic Poems’.' '̂ Brahms’s disdain was further fueled by the 

report o f Liszt’s Graner Festmesse, o f a work whose ‘thoroughly new church-dramatic style’ 

would only find ‘an approximate model in Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis and o f the

bezeichnender Endpunct, das kunstlerische Resultat der neuesten musikalischen Reformbestrebungen, die 
Liszt’sche Festmesse angereiht. Zwisciien beiden liegt auBerordentlich Vieles und GroBes, aber die Grenzpuncte 
der ganzen, Vergangenheit und Gegenwart der musikalischen Kunst unseres Zeit umfassenden Entwickelung, 
konnten nicht pragnanter, als durch diese beiden Messen bezeichnet warden.’ Pohl, ‘Die Leipziger Tonkiinstler- 
Versammiung’, 294.

‘Brahms, dem es ein Greuel war, dafi (bei der Leipziger Tonkunstler-Versammlung) in der Thomaskirche 
Bachs Hohe Messe und Liszts Graner Festmesse nebeneinander aufgefiihrt wurden, um das Alte und Neue in 
moglichst sinnfalligen Kontrast zu setzten, lachelte gleichwohl nur, als er den durch vier Nummem der 
Zeitschrift fortlaufenden, dreiBig Spalten langen Festbericht Richard Pohls las’, Kalbeck, Johannes Brahms I, 
417.

On Bach’s years o f study, which incorporated his extensive study o f the music o f Bach see David Brodbeck, 
‘The Brahms-Joachim Counterpoint Exchange; or, Robert, Clara, and “the Best Harmony between Jos. And 
Joh.’” , in Brodbeck, ed. Brahms Studies I, 30-80.; and Robert T. Laudon’s essay ‘The Debate about Consecutive 
Fifths: A Context for Brahms’s Manuscript “Octaven und Quinten’” , Music & Letters 73/1 (February 1992): 48 - 
61.

As explicitly stated in the drafting o f the manifesto. See the discussion of the manifesto below.
‘Da wurde ein umstandliches und feierliches Wesen gemacht von Liszts symphischer Dichtung “Tasso”, die 

“alle die glanzenden Vorziige dieser genialen Schopfungen in einem, in monumentalen Umrissen kiihn 
entworfenen und mit italianischer Farbenglut und Pracht blendend ausgefiihrten, die edelste Poesie atmenden 
Tongemalde vereinigen”, und gefabelt von der “kunstvollen thematischen Arbeit, welche Liszts symphonische 
Dichtungen so ganz eigentiimlich ist’” , Ibid., 417.
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‘tremendous’ impression o f the work, ‘from which even the most reluctant and disbelieving

1 nowould not be able to extract themselves.’

The Manifesto

Traces o f Joseph Joachim’s dissatisfaction with the music o f  Liszt are evident in the Brahms- 

Joachim Briefwechsel from 1857.’’  ̂ In a letter to Brahms in July, Joachim speaks o f the

‘von Liszts “groBartiger” G raner Messe, fiir deren “durchaus neuen tcirklich-dramatisciien Stil man nur in 
Beethovens M issa Solemnis ein annaherndes Vorbild finden konnte” von dem “gew altigen” Eindruck des 
W erkes, dem “selbst der W iderstrebendste und Ungiaubigste sich nicht zu entziehen vermag” .’ Ibid., 417. On the 
relationship between Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis  and L iszt’s G raner Festmesse, see W illiam Drabkin, 
‘Beethoven, Liszt, and the M issa So lem nis', in Analecta Lisztiana III: L iszt and the Birth o f  M odern Europe, 
237-252.

Joachim ’s dissatisfaction with Liszt and his com positions stems fi'om 1855, however, directly following a 
concert in the Berlin Singakadem ie on 6 Decem ber in which Liszt conducted a num ber o f  his symphonic poems. 
A short digression is in order here to contextualise the relationship between Joachim and Liszt prior to this. 
Following Joachim ’s visit to W eimar in 1852, a relationship began between the two musicians that was based on 
mutual respect and adm iration. The dynamic o f  the relationship was such that Liszt was the master, and Joachim 
the student. This is evident in their correspondence where Joachim seeks L iszt’s guidance on a number o f  
musical matters, and advice on his com positions including his Hamlet Overture. (I refer here to Joachim ’s 
Hamlet overture, not to be confused with L iszt’s Hamlet.) However, Joachim ’s opinion o f  Liszt was always 
som ewhat divided, as is clear from a num ber o f  letters to G isela von Arnim in whom he regularly confided. On 

Decem ber 1853 he confessed that he had ‘a weakness for the spoilt man, although I cannot deny that there is 
no very sharp distinction in his nature between pride and vanity. There is much in him also which is quite 
incom prehensible to me— but I feel it my duty to defend him against the charge o f  thoughtlessness towards many 
o f  his colleagues.’ Letters To and  From Joseph Joachim, trans. Nora Bickley, (New York: Vintage House,
1972), 47. Similarly on June I 1854 he wrote that ‘with his gifts o f  heart and mind Liszt might spread happiness 
around him— and in spite o f  this he requires the most com plicated m achinery to hide from him self that he is, 
indeed, unhappy owing to his confusion o f  mind. There is a tendency to restlessness in his every action that has 
som ething unholy about it, in spite o f  all his moral aim s’. Letters to and  fro m  Joseph Joachim, 7 0 -7 1.

On 6 Decem ber 1855 Liszt returned to Berlin as a revolutionary com poser, to the city in which he had 
won over the Berlin critics as a revolutionary perform er in 1840. As Keith Johns reports, Liszt’s visit was treated 
with great enthusiasm on the part o f  the concert organisers and his hosts. However, the concert itself, in which he 
conducted Les Preludes, his first Ave M aria  for mixed choir with organ accom panim ent, the E-flat M ajor Piano 
Concerto (played by Biilow), Tasso and Psalm XIU, was a critical failure. See Johns, 92 -95 . The general feeling 
am ongst the critics is encapsulated in a review in the National-Zeitung  (8 December 1855) where the anonym ous 
critic announced that Liszt had abandoned the architectonic principles o f  discursive music (so important in 
German music), only to replace them with subjectivity (i.e. anarchy).’ Johns, 94. And not only Liszt’s 
com positions, but his manner o f  presentation were criticised. As Johns remarks, ‘Liszt attempted to 
com m unicate the full spirit o f  his intentions through his conducting [ ...]  and strove to increase the orchestra’s 
expressive capacity. To this end, therefore, he em phasised what the Neue Zeitschrift called “the spiritual” .’
Johns, The Sym phonic Poems o f  Franz Liszt, 90.

Joachim related his reaction to this concert to G isela von Arnim on 9 December, speaking o f  the ‘pain 
o f  seeing a man whom I had often called a friend, in whom I had gladly pardoned colossal follies out o f  respect 
for his powers, cringing contem ptibly to the public and acting with revolting hypocrisy towards himself. Shame 
on those who are bent on succeeding and cannot refrain from heightening the effect and m aking them selves 
cheap with groans and shrieks o f  woe to heaven because they know they are misusing their powers.’ Letters to  
and fro m  Joachim, 113. The following day he wrote to Clara Schumann that ‘a more vulgar misuse o f  sacred 
forms, a more repulsive coquetting with the noblest feelings for the sake o f  effect, had never been attem pted’. He 
continued that ‘Liszt makes a parade o f  the moods o f  despair and the stirrings o f  contrition with which the really 
pious man turns in solitude to God, and mingles with them the most sickly sentimentality, and such a m artyr-like 
air, that one can hear the lies in every note and see them in every m ovem ent’. He confessed that he could never 
m eet Liszt again because ‘instead o f  taking him for a m ighty erring spirit striving to return to God, 1 have 
suddenly realised that he is a cunning contriver o f  effects, who has m iscalculated’. Letters to and fro m  Joachim ,
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people in Liszt’s camp as scheming and opportunistic, claiming that ‘Liszt understands all too 

well how to excite enthusiasm and abuse it for himself, as though an honest combat was 

possible with these bacchants and sycophants’. In relation to the music o f Liszt and his 

followers, Joachim predicts that ‘their overbearing fanaticism and false harmonies will dig 

their own grave’. I n  August, in what can either be understood as an unusually honest, or 

unusually audacious letter, Joachim conveyed these same thoughts to Liszt himself, 

confessing that his music was ‘entirely antagonistic’ to him, and that it ‘contradicts 

everything’ with which the work o f revered masters have ‘nourished his m ind’ from the 

earliest age. With a candour that anticipated the content o f the manifesto he told Liszt that he 

could no longer allow him to think that ‘the aims for which you and your pupils are working

. ]75are mme .

By 1859, there is evidence o f Brahms sharing Joachim ’s disdain for Liszt and his 

school. For the opening o f the fiftieth volume o f the journal in January 1859 (the twentieth- 

fifth anniversary o f the journal), Brendel ran a competition for the best essay to establish 

foundations for the harmony found in the works o f Schumann. Liszt, Berlioz, Wagner and 

o t h e r s . K a r l  Friedrich Weitzniann won the competition, much to Brahm s’s c h a g r i n . T h i s

114. It was not until 27 August 1857 that Joachim confessed these feelings to Liszt in a letter, despite having 
received, and not responded to, a number o f  letters fi'om Liszt in the intervening time.

‘Die Leute in Liszts Lager sind zu schreibgewohnt, zu sehr au f  im m erwahrender Lauer, zu grob, zu 
sophistisch, und Liszt versteht es uberhaupt zu gut, den Enthusiasm us zu erregen und fiir sich zu miBbrauchen, 
als daB ein ehrlich Gefecht mit diesen Bacchanten und Sykophanten moglich ware. Aber es tut auch nicht notig -  
ihr plum per Fanatism us und ihre falschen Harmonien werden sich selbst die G rube graben’, Joachim to Brahms, 
July 1857, Johannes Brahms Briefn’echsel, 5: 190.

Joseph Joachim to Franz Liszt, August 27, 1857, Letters to and from  Joseph Joachim, Nora Bickley, 147.
The essay had the rather long-winded title ‘Erklarende Erlauterung und m usikalisch-theoretische Begriindung 

der durch die neuesten Kunstschopfungen bewirkten Um gestaltung und W eiterbildung der Harm onik’ 
( ‘Explanations and M usic-Theoretical Foundations o f the Transform ations and Continuing Developments o f  
Harmony Caused by the Most Recent Artistic C reations’), Brendel, ‘Zur Eroffnung des 50. Bandes’, Neue  
Zeitschrift fu r  M usik  50/1 (1859), 1. For a discussion o f  this com petition in the context o f  B rahm s’s m anuscript 
Octaven und Quinten, see Robert T. Laudon, ‘The Debate About Consecutive Fifths: A Context for Brahm s’s 
M anuscript ‘O ctaven und Q uinten” , M usic & Letters 73/1 (February 1992): 48-61 .

Karl Friedrich W eitzmann (1808-80), violinist and a learned writer on musical subjects. Among his 
publications are ‘Geschichte des Klavierspiels und der K lavierliteratur’, published by Seiffert. See Brahms 
Briefwechsel 5: 248. He was also an important m em ber o f  the Liszt circle. His essay was published in 
installments as ‘Gekronte Preisschrift’ Neue Zeitschrift fu r  M usik  (1860): 2 -3 , 9 -12 , 17-20, 2 9 - 3 1, 37-39 , 45— 
46, 53-54, 65-66 , 73-75. It was also published in its entirety as Harmoniesystem  (Leipzig: Kahnt, I860).
Laudon points out that he chose ‘only one example (not o f  consecutives) from Liszt, and none at all from Berlioz 
and W agner, the ostensible subjects o f  his essay’, Laudon, ‘Octaven und Q uinten’, 54.
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coupled with the TonkUnstler-Versammlung o f  1859, and the honour bestowed on Liszt at that 

festival raised Brahms’s ire. Shortly afterwards he wrote Joachim that ‘the Weimar people 

continue to make their noise’. Having ridiculed Weitzmarm’s essay, he proceeded to attack 

Liszt’s compositions, which he considered were ‘becoming more and more dreadful, e.g. 

DanteV̂ ^̂

It was in early 1860 that Joachim and Brahms resolved to write a manifesto protesting

against the com positions o f  Liszt, and the activities o f  Brendel in the Neue Zeitschrift fu r

Musik. On a number o f  occasions during the drafting o f  the manifesto, Brahms expressly

stated his wish to distinguish between Wagner, Berlioz, and Robert Franz on the one hand,

and Liszt on the o t h e r . I n d e e d ,  the draft o f  the manifesto in the Brahms-Joachim

• 180correspondence on 8 May explicitly refers to ‘Dr Fr. Liszt’, and his musical Verirrungen.

On realising that their protest had been sabotaged, having been parodied in the Neue

Zeitschrift on 4 May and prematurely published without the requisite signatures on 6 May, on

18122 May Brahms wrote Joachim that it would be so villainous that he could hardly believe it. 

According to Hans von Billow, it was Weitzmann him self who composed the parody.'*^ 

Clearly Brahms realised that the impact o f  the declaration was now lost. The chronology o f  

events is as follows:

‘Die Weimarianer machen ihren Larm fort. Weitzmann beweist jetzt, dal3 vom ersten Jahriiundert nach 
Christus an aile Genius verkannt waren, vergiBt aber, dal3 von Hucbald bis Bach und weiter alle Herm 
Reformatoren als gute und die besten Musiker und Komponisten anerkannt wurden und mann nur ihre 
“Absonderlichkeiten” oder was sonst angriff. Da man nun Liszt nie den Titel eines ziemlich guten Komponisten 
gegeben hat, so m.uBte wieder einiges Weitere erklart werden.’ Brahms to Joachim, 7 August 1859, Brahms 
Briefwechsel 5: 248. This translation is taken from Styra Avins, Johannes Brahms, Life and Letters. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1997, 196.

‘Bei unsrer Abwehr kann niemand an Wagner denken. Jedenfalls milfite man fiir Berlioz und Franz ebenso 
sorgen. Abfertigen, wie wir, kann man nur Liszt’, Brahms to Joachim, 5 May 1860, Brahms Briefwechsel 5: 
273-74. See also Brahms to Joachim, 9 May 1860. Brahms Briefwechsel 5; 279; ‘Wie wir schreiben und 
abfertigen, kann man nur Lisztsche Sudelein abfertigen. Uber “Verirrungen” usw. kann man debattieren und sich 
streiten. Eben wir konnen und brauchen uns durchaus solchem ScheiBzeug gegenuber auf keine 
wissenschafllichen Erorterungen einzulassen. Ich wiinschte hauptsachlich, wir konnten den Namen Liszt 
anbringen, damit man uns nicht Verstocktheit gegen Wagner usw. vorwerfen kann.’

Brahms Briefwechsel 5: 278. See figure 3 below.
‘WeiB Du was uber eine vorzeitige Veroffentlichung unserer Erklarung in dem Echo? Es ware so biibisch, 

daB ich’s bis jetzt gar nicht glauben kann’, Brahms to Joachim, 22 May 1860, Brahms Briefwechsel 5: 284.
Hans von Billow to Felix Draeseke, 6 May 1860, Hans von Biilow: Briefe undSchriften, Vol. Ill, ed. Marie 

von Biilow (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel,l 898), 312-13, cited in Laudon, ‘Octaven und Quinten’, 58.
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• 30 April 1860: A notice appears in the Berliner Montags Post announcing that a
183statement is circulating among musicians.

1 R 4• 3 May 1860: the above notice is copied in the Signale fu r  die musikalische Welt.
• 4 May 1860: A parody o f the manifesto appears in Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik, (see 

figure 1), an action arguably bereft o f  the honesty and decency Brendel had called for
1 g c

less than a year beforehand.
• 6 May 1860: The manifesto is leaked and printed in the music journal Echo (See 

figure 2).'*^
• 8 May 1860: A new draft o f  the manifesto with the new title ‘defence’. (See figure 3)
• 15 May: Preparations are still ongoing
• 22 May: Realisation by Brahms and Joachim that the plan had been compromised.

Figure 1: Parody of Manifesto in NZfM  4 May 1860^®^:

‘Public Protest’

The undersigned desire to play first fiddle for once, and therefore protest against everything 
that stands in the way o f their coming aloft, including, especially, the increasing influence o f 
the musical tendency described by Dr. Brendel as the New-German School, and in short 
against the whole spirit o f the new music. After the annihilation o f these, to them highly 
unpleasant things, they offer to all w'ho are o f  their own mind the immediate prospect o f a 
brotherly association for the advancement o f monotonous and tiresome music.
(Signed) J.Fiddler, Hans Newpath, Slipperman.

Packe, Dick. Tom and Harry 
‘Office o f the Music o f  the Future’.

Figure 2: Leaked Manifesto as  printed in Echo on 6 May 1860:

The undersigned have for a long time followed with regret the activities o f a certain party, 
whose organ is Brendel’s Zeitschrift fu r  M usik  The said journal constantly disseminates the 
opinion that seriously striving musicians are in agreement with the position it represents and 
recognise in the compositions o f the leaders and students o f this movement works o f artistic 
worth, and that generally, especially in North Germany, the argument for or against this so- 
called Music o f the Future has been fought out and decided in its favour. The undersigned 
consider it their duty to protest against such a distortion o f the facts and declare, at least in 
their opinion, that they do not recognise the principles that Brendel’s journal expresses, and 
that the products o f  the leaders and students o f the so-called New German school, who put 
these ideas partly into practical application and partly into the formation and imposition of 
ever newer and outrageous theories, can only be condemned and deplored as contrary to the 
innermost essence o f music.
Johannes Brahms 
Joseph Joachim 
Julius Otto Grimm 
Bernhard Scholz

Figure 3; Draft of m anifesto on 8 May 1860 in Brahms Briefwechse!^^^:

Berliner M ontags P ost 6 /18  (30 April 1860), 4.
Signale fu r  d ie  m usikalische Welt, xviii (1860), 211.
‘Correspondenz’ and ‘O effentlicher Protest’, N eue Z eitschrift f t ir  Musik, 3 (1860), 169-70 . 

'“ £c/?o, X (1860), 142.
Translated in James Burnett. Brahms: A C ritica l S tu dy  (London: Dent, 1972), 188.
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Defence
The Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik, edited by Dr. Fr. Brendel, continually disseminates the 
opinion, that the controversy over the representation o f their art direction, particularly in 
North Germany, has been decided in its favour, and that for this reason all seriously striving 
musicians are in agreement with the so called Neudeutsche Schule.

The undersigned hereby explain that they do not belong to this alleged majority, and 
consider it their duty to protest against such a distortion o f the facts; they must deplore errors 
(VeriiTungen) such as those in the works o f Dr. Fr. Liszt and other leaders and pupils o f the 
Neudeutsche Schule, that are contrary to the innermost nature o f music, and a harmful 
influence on the development o f art (perhaps this is too polemical, and too much honour!)

A reading o f the Brahms correspondence reveals that there were a further nineteen

189people who agreed to sign prior to the premature publication. On the other hand there were 

also those who declined to sign, such as Robert Franz. In a letter to Joachim o f March 23 

1860, setting aside his concerns for Liszt’s disposition and the impact that such a manifesto 

would have on the composer, he explained that although he thought the manifesto ‘justified 

by the circumstances’, and considered it an ‘action taken in self-defence’, personal reasons 

prevented him from ‘severing [himself] publicly from L[iszt]’. He doubted that the “New 

Germans” were a ‘serious and lasting menace to art’. In assessing the impact o f this school he 

wrote: ‘the “music o f  the future” has found its place by reason o f its own poverty, and the 

only further use we have for it will be to make the genuine music stand out more clearly.’ A 

meeting ensued with Brahms, Joachim, Scholz, and a number o f their other allies in which

‘Die “Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik”, redigiert von Dr. Franz Brendel, verbreitet fortwahrend die Meinung, als 
ware der Streit iiber die von ihr vertretene Kunstrichtung namentlich in Norddeutschland zugunsten derselben 
bereits entscheiden, und als stimmten im Grunde alle emst strebenden Musiker mit der sogenannten 
„Neudeutschen Schule" uberein.

Die Unterzeichneten erklaren hiermit, daB sie zu dieser vermeintlichen Majoritat nicht gehoren, und 
halten es fur ihre Pflicht. gegen eine solche Entstellung der Tatsachen zu protestieren, da sie Verirrungen wie sie 
in den Werken von Dr. Fr. Liszt und anderen Fuhreren Jiingern der „Neudeutschen Schule" vorkommen, als dem 
innersten Wesen der Musik zuwider und von schadlichem EinfluB auf die Kunstentwicklung (?) (vielleicht zu 
polemisch, und zu viel Ehre!) beklagen miissen.

Folgen die Namen.’
Joseph Joachim to Johannes Brahms, 8 May 1860 in Brahms Briefwechsel 5; 278. The translation is my own.

These included Carl, Freiherr von Perfall; Carl Reinecke; Emil Naumann; Ludwig Meinardus; Gustav 
Schumann; Julius Hermann Krigar; Karl Liihrsz; Selmar Bagge; Moritz Hauptmann; Julius Rietz; Max Bruch; 
Woldemar Bargiel; Albert Dietrich; Carl Gradener; Theodor Kirchner; Franz Wiillner; Ferdinand Hiller; Lachner 
(Franz or Vincenz). See Brahms Briefwechsel 5: 247-285. See also Styra Avins, Johannes Brahms, Life and  
Letters, 749-50.

Robert Franz to Joseph Joachim, 23 March 1860, in Letters frorri and to Joseph Joachim, 196-197. Hans von 
Billow conjectured that there were a number o f  other people who did not sign out o f  cowardice, although they 
wanted to. See Hans von Billow to Louis Kohler, 12 May 1860, Hans von Btilow: Briefe undSchriften, Vol. Ill, 
317.
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they discussed how to proceed with their war against Brendel and Liszt. It is reported that 

Ferdinand Hiller had the last word in his suggestion that ‘the best means o f  struggle would be 

to create good music’.

Beller-M cKenna persuasively argues that this is just the approach Brahms took in 

1860 in composing the motet ‘Es ist das Heil uns kommen her’, Op. 29, No. 1, in that the 

work displays compositional techniques that would have represented the ‘innermost essence

192o f m usic’ which, Beller-M cKenna argues, he considered Wagner to distort. While Beller- 

M cKenna acknowledges that the manifesto was targeted at Liszt, he nevertheless claims that 

‘[Brahms], more than anyone else, would have been sensitive to the Wagnerian drift o f the 

journal Schumann founded and to the assertion that W agner’s style (not Schumann’s) was the 

rightful successor to Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven’.

This requires some clarification. Following the revolutions o f 1848 the divisive issue 

in the journal was whether one belonged to the Uhlig faction (pro-Wagner, anti-Meyerbeer), 

or whether they were partisan reviewers o f S c h u m a n n . B y  1850, following the failure o f 

Genoveva, Schumann was no longer a topic o f discussion in the journal. By 1860 the question 

was certainly no longer whether Schumann was to be to be considered the rightful successor 

to these earlier German composers. The emphasis in the journal was now on the composers 

that Brendel considered to exemplify a subjective approach to music. It is for this reason that 

we can, as Beller-McKenna argues, understand Brahm s’s Op. 29 No. 1 as a musical rebuttal 

o f Brendel’s misappropriation o f the lineage o f German art music. We should be wary, 

however, o f seeing Brahm s’s objection as being against Wagner, whose compositions Brahms 

admired. It is more likely that this work is a musical rebuttal o f what Brahm s’s considered to 

be Liszt’s Verirrungen, perhaps specifically in the Graner Festmesse. In this context, it is

Bernhard Scholz as quoted in David Brodbeck, Brahms Symphony No. I (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997), 96 n. 28. Hiller is reported to have been opposed to the struggle at this point.

Beller-McKenna, ‘Brahms’s Motet “Es ist das Heil uns kommen her” and the “Innermost Essence o f  Music’” , 
in Brahms Studies 2, ed. David Brodbeck, 31-62.

Beller-McKenna, ‘Brahms’s Motet “Es ist das Heil’” , 38-39 , note 18.
See Pederson, ‘Enlightened and Romantic German Music Criticism’, 247-259.
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reasonable to speculate that Brahms intended Op. 29, No. 1 to provide an example, with 

musical integrity, o f how one ought to ‘to set the old and the new in the most obvious 

contrast.

Coda

At the time o f the manifesto fiasco, Brendel and his colleagues were planning a Schumann- 

Feier to be held in Zwickau on 7-8  June 1860, marking the fiftieth anniversary o f Robert 

Schumann’s b i r t h . T h e  festival was given the cold shoulder by Brahms, Clara Schumann, 

and Joachim, and as the last episode in the events surrounding the manifesto, will be 

discussed briefly. In a letter to Brahms on 29 April 1860, Joachim informed Brahms that Frau 

Schumann had received an invitation to the Erinnerungsfeier, which he would ‘decidedly 

advise against’, as he presumed Brahms would. Clara Schumann felt that ‘the participation of 

the Weimarites would have contradicted too much the wishes o f her Robert .’ Brahms 

subsequently criticized the organisers o f  the festival for leaving ‘the personal friends and the 

brother-in-law [presumably W oldemar Bargiel] unconsidered in their celebration’.'^^ In his 

announcement o f the festival in the Zeitschrift on 25 May, which called for all who ‘had stood 

near to the immortal m aster’, Brendel claimed that ‘Frau Clara Schumann, whose 

participation had to be the com mittee’s first task to win, has shown her lively interest in the 

festival, to be sure, but has declined to participate’.'^^ Following the festival, where the three 

were conspicuous by their absence, Brendel wrote ‘If  something o f a shadow was cast on an 

otherwise unclouded festival, it was the observation that some o f Schumann’s special friends

The phrase is borrowed from Pohl’s review o f  Bach’s and Liszt’s masses at the Tonkiimtler-Versammlung.
For details o f  this festival see Helmut Loos, ‘Die Zwickauer Schumann-Feier 1860’, in Schumanniana Nova: 

Festschrift G erd Nauhaus zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Bernhard R. Appel, Ute Bar, Matthias Wendt (Sinzig: Studio, 
2002 ).

‘Frau Schumann kommt erst spater. Sie hat mir eine Einladung nach Zwickau an sie zu einer Erinnerungsfeier 
mitgeteilt, zu der ich entschieden abraten will, wie Du wohl auch tiist. Sie hat selbst keine Lust. Bei dieser 
Gelegenheit kann sie einmal aussprechen, dal3 die Beteiligung der Weimaraner dem Sinne ihres Robert auch zu 
sehr widersprechen hatte’, Joachim to Brahms, 29 April 1860, Brahms Briefwechsel 5: 271.

‘Da sie bei der Feier nun die personlichen Freunde und gar den Schwager unberticksichtigt lassen, so steht’s 
noch gar empfindlich gegen die Zwickauer aus.’ Brahms to Joachim, May I860, Brahms Briejwechsel 5: 275.

Brendel, Neue Zeitschrift f iir  Musik 52 (25 May 1860), 200. This translation is taken from David Brodbeck, 
Brahms Symphony No. 1, 8.
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and admirers had not com e.’ Calling for an inclusiveness in the pantheon o f art (an 

inclusiveness that, arguably, did not extend to composers outside o f the Neudeutsche Schule) 

in the pages o f  his journal he observes:

[T]here is now a little circle o f Schumann’s admirers which seems to want to take his cult as its private 

possession ... The unquestionable one-sidedness that is implied by this, which is intensifying to the 

point o f becoming pathological, is quite apparent, and no impartial person will agree with this faction if 

it maintains that the spaces in the temple of art are so limited that there is room only for itself and 

Schumann.

‘Wenn etwas einen Schatten auf den sonst ungetrubte Feier werken konnte, so war es die Wahmehmung, daB 
einige spezielle Freunde und Verehrer Schumanns nicht gekommen waren, obschon ich diesen Vorwurf nur mit 
Vorsicht aussprechen darf, da ich nicht wissen kann, ob Privatabehaltung dabei im Spielen waren’. ... ‘Es gibt 
aber jetzt einen kleinen Kreis von Schumann-Verehrern, die den Kultus desselben als ihr Privateigentum im 
Besitz nehmen zu wollen scheinen und jede Schattierung der Richtung und Anschauungsweise sogleich 
desavouieren mochten. Die unzweifelhafte, bis zur Krankhaftigkeit gesteigerte Einseitigkeit, welche darin liegt, 
springt sofort in die Augen, und kein Unbefangener wird dieser Fraktion beipflichten, wenn sie die Raume des 
Kunsttempels fiir so beschrankt halt, um nur fiir sich selbst und Schumann darin Raum zu erblicken’. Brendel, 
Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 52/25 (15 June 1860), 224. This translation is taken from Brodbeck, Brahms 
Symphony No. 1, 8.
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Chapter 2

The Schoenberg Analytical and Critical Tradition: 

A Twentieth-Century Construct?

2.1: Introduction

Current scholarship accords to Schoenberg sole responsibility for revealing the extent o f 

Brahms’s thematic work. Certainly, both Schoenberg’s Brahms lecture o f  1933 and its 

revision as the seminal essay ‘Brahms the Progressive’ o f 1947 not only rescued Brahms from 

the conservative dead-end into which the view o f his music had fallen in the early twentieth 

century; it also inaugurated a way o f explaining how his music was crafted according to the 

technique o f developing variation.

Schoenberg outlines a number o f criteria in ‘Brahms the Progressive’ by which he 

considers a composer to be progressive. These are harmony; form; iixegularity of 

phrase/period structure; musical prose, that is a direct and straight forward presentation of 

musical ideas; knowledge o f the consequences which derive from problems existing in 

material (conscious or subconscious); and the ability to penetrate the most remote possibilities

907o f an idea. Schoenberg, thus, gave powerful expression to a compositional process in 

Brahms’s music o f generating a work from a basic motive.

Schoenberg’s writings have had an immense impact on the literature on Brahms in the 

second half o f the twentieth century. There is a tendency in these writings, however, to 

assume that Schoenberg was the first to understand Brahms’s musical language, and to 

disregard nineteenth-century writings that deal with Brahm s’s music in detail. Focussing on 

the musical discussions o f a number o f critics writing for the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung  

and the Neue Zeitschrift fu r  M usik  in the 1860s and 1870s, I aim to bring to light a store o f

For a translation o f  Schoenberg’s original Brahms lecture o f  1933, which was to be revised and became the 
1947 essay, see Thomas McGeary, ‘Schoenberg’s Brahms Lecture o f  1933,’ Journal o f  the Arnold Schoenberg 
Institute, XV/2 (November 1992), 5 -99. See also Arnold Schoenberg, ‘Brahms the Progressive’, in Style and 
Idea (London: Faber and Faber, 1975), 398-441.

Schoenberg, ‘Brahms the Progressive’.
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critical writings on Brahms that provides evidence o f how his music was received by his 

contemporaries, what attributes were admired in his music, and what difficulties the critics 

had in understanding his musical language. Unlike much o f the critical writings on Brahms by 

his contemporary press that deal with polemical or aesthetic debates as explored in Chapter 1, 

and do not discuss the music itself in any detail, these writings very much focus on the music 

texts themselves. They give careful consideration to the influences o f earlier works that 

Brahms may have used as models for his own compositions, thereby drawing attention to the 

Austro-Germ anic lineage these critics consider Brahms to be perpetuating. The critics I 

discuss are Hermann Deiters (1833-1907), A dolf Schubring (1817-1893), and Selmar Bagge 

(1823-1896).

In exploring these writings 1 have found that Brahms’s musical language is discussed 

and analysed in a manner that adumbrates the writings o f Schoenberg. To put it another way, 

the manner in which Schoenberg discusses Brahm s’s music draws on the nineteenth century 

notion o f  organicism. More specifically, the notion o f a compositional process o f  developing 

or elaborating a musical idea— of generating a work from a basic motive— so as imbue the 

work with an underlying motivic unity is one that was deeply embedded in musical thought in 

the nineteenth century. It is present in Brahms’s music and was recognised by his 

contemporaries. Moreover, this recognition stems from the nineteenth century preoccupation 

with organicism as applied to music. This is further compatible with, if  not dependent on, the 

eighteenth-century notion o f organicism in art — one that may be traced back to Goethe and 

the Fruhromantiker. Thus, the writings o f these nineteenth century critics provide a link in the 

history o f  ideas between the eighteenth and the twentieth centuries.

As will be discussed below, Schoenberg’s writings on Brahms are largely didactic, 

and due to their pedagogical function they amount to sketches that deal with various aspects 

o f compositional procedure in isolation— harmony, motivic and thematic coherence, and 

rhythm. The writings by these nineteenth-century critics, on the other hand, have no such
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didactic function and deal with the works in their entirety and in the context o f their initial 

reception. The observations these critics make about Brahms’s music resonate with 

Schoenberg’s comments on Brahms. More than this, however, they provide the historical 

weight that is lacking in Schoenberg’s view o f Brahms.

I will explore the writings o f each o f  the respective critics independently as their 

approaches to, and interpretations of, Brahm s’s music were informed by separate critical 

outlooks and philosophical approaches. This will be preceded by a discussion o f two topics: 

the first is nineteenth-century organicism as applied to music. An understanding o f this 

concept is a prerequisite to appreciating these writings on Brahms. Moreover, it will 

demonstrate how deeply embedded the notion o f organicism is in the nineteenth century 

discourse on music, and thereby will illustrate the link in the history o f  ideas from G oethe’s 

notion o f organicism to Schoenberg’s concept o f developing variation.

The second topic concerns a number o f musical commentators in the second half of 

the twentieth century who perpetuated Schoenberg’s view o f Brahms. This branch o f  Brahms 

studies has become known interchangeably as the ‘Schoenberg analytical and critical 

tradition’ or the ‘Schoenberg-Brahms critical tradition’. Its studies have put flesh on the 

bones o f  what Arnold Whittall refers to as Schoenberg’s ‘seminal yet sketchy’ analyses o f 

Brahms’s w o r k s . I  argue that Deiters, Bagge, and Schubring adumbrate Schoenberg’s view 

o f Bralims; furthermore, the views espoused by these critics finds a resonance in more recent 

views o f Brahms in the last half century. Together, these nineteenth- and twentieth-century 

writings illuminate aspects o f Brahms’s music previously overlooked. Such instances are 

clearly indicated throughout the text.

The term was coined by Walter Frisch, ‘Brahms, Developing Variation and the Schoenberg Critical 
Tradition’, Music V/3 (Spring 1982): 215-32; See also Brahms and the Principle o f  Developing  
Variation, 26. Among the discussions o f  Brahms that draw on the Schoenberg analytical and critical tradition are 
Frisch, as cited above; Arnold Whittall, ‘Brahms’s Op. 51 Finales’, in Brahms II: Biographical, Documentary 
and Analytical Studies, Michael Musgrave, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 145-164 (147), 
Christopher Wintle, ‘The “Sceptred Pali”: Brahms’s Progressive Harmony’, in Brahms II: Biographical, 
Documentary and Analytical Studies, 197-222.

Whittall, ‘Brahms’s Op. 51 Finales’, in Brahms II: Biographical, Documentary and Analytical Studies, 145- 
164(147).
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2.2: Organicism as Applied to Music

The use o f the organic metaphor in art can be traced as far back as Aristotle and Plato, but its 

m ost recent manifestation has its roots in the writings o f the Fruhromantiker and in particular 

those o f Goethe. In the 1760s Jean Baptiste Robinet developed the concept o f an original life 

form: a small primal element, a cell possessed o f a will to develop into higher f o r m s . T h i s  

was followed in the 1780s by Goethe’s theory o f  evolution based on the notion that there are 

several different prototypical forms, or Urtypen (including Urpflanz (generating plant) and 

Urtier (generating animal)) from which all forms o f  life originate. Indeed, Goethe’s 

subsequent comparison o f  art works to organisms enabled him to explore the artist’s creative 

process, as the means by which an entire work is developed out o f one component part or

207structure. As David Montgomery puts it, ‘in the Goethean prototype all motivic material 

forms a connective entity that presents an appreciably whole s t a t e m e n t . T h i s  notion was 

adopted by musical writers and composers in the nineteenth century to form an organic view 

o f musical structures, whereby an entire composition was to blossom forth from some 

germinal tonal or motivic structure.

The notion o f organicism as a model for musical structure found early expression in 

E.T.A Hoffmann; his 1810 review o f Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony is a case in point.^'^ 

Hoffmann’s musical historiography, and the importance he attributed to organic unity as an

Jean Baptiste Robinet (1735-1820), historical and natural philosopher, early evolutionist. Author o f  De le 
nature {\16 \-6% ). See David L. Montgomery, ‘The Myth o f  Organicism: From Bad Science to Great Art’, 
M usical Quarterly 76/1 (Spring 1992): 17-36 (18, particularly note 3).

Montgomery, ‘The Myth o f  Organicism’, 18.
Abigail Chantler, E .T  .A. Hoffmann's Musical Aesthetics (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 66 -72  (68).
Montgomery, ‘The Myth o f  Organicism’, 40.
For a discussion o f  the notion o f  organicism in music, see Ian Bent, Music Analysis in the Nineteenth  

Century: Fugue, Form and Style, Vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 1 1-14; David L. 
Montgomery, ‘The Myth o f  Organicism’; and Justin Landon, ‘Phrase Structure in 18"'- and 19*- Century 
Theory: An Overview’, Music Research Forum, 1990, Vol.5, 13-50.

Ian Bent, Music Analysis in the Nineteenth Century’: Hermeneutic Approaches, Vol. 2 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1994), 12. For a discussion o f  E. T. A. Hoffmann’s musical hermeneutics in 
relation to the Frtihromantiker and the thinkers o f  the Sturm und Drang  movement see Abigail Chantler, 
‘Revisiting E. T. A. Hoffmann’s Musical Hermeneutics’, International Review o f  the Aesthetics and Sociology o f  
Music, 33 (2 0 0 2 )1 ,3 -3 0 .
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aesthetic ideal harboured a nationalist ideology.^" Just as earlier critics compared the 

compositions o f French composers unfavourably with those o f their German counterparts (as 

discussed in chapter 1), Hoffmann extolled the instrumental music o f Haydn, M ozart, and 

Beethoven as evidence o f the ascendancy o f German culture with the revival o f  the 

spirituality which had been stifled by the ‘unparalleled frivolity’ o f  the French 

Enlightenment.^'^ Furthermore, by championing Haydn and M ozart as ‘the creators o f modern 

instrumental music’, and Beethoven as ‘the one who regarded it with total devotion and 

penetrated to its innermost nature’, he contributed to the nationalism inherent in the theory o f

213absolute music to which the ascendancy o f the symphony as a genre was central.

The nineteenth century preoccupation with organicism which is pervasive in German 

art and literature is equally evident in the compositions o f the time. M ontgomery’s remark 

that most o f the writing about its influence has concentrated on twentieth-century theorists 

(Schenker and Reti) and composers (Schoenberg and Webern) is particularly relevant to the 

present study. Indeed, as M ontgomery suggests, musicology goes a step beyond other art 

forms in suggesting that organicism is not merely a matter o f  content, but that it is a structural 

process as well. Thus ‘in identifying a phenomenon often called “organic form”, many 

musicologists imply that a given structure actually arises from and derives its logic from the 

original motivic material instead o f from a larger formal plan’. '̂"' In an effort to set the record 

straight, Montgomery reintroduces the organic metaphor to the nineteenth-century music it 

first served and examines the effectiveness o f that service without the aid o f an intervening 

system. His examples o f this ‘organic form’ span the century, some well known in this

This nationalist ideology is rooted in Hoffmann being one o f  Herder’s ‘nineteenth-century d iscip les’, and as 
such he shared the nationalistic sym pathies o f  the ‘father o f  the fatherland’. On H offm ann’s nationalist agenda  
see Chantler, E. T A. H offm ann's M usica l A esthetics, 1 7 2 -1 7 8  (172). See also Stephen Rumph, ‘A K ingdom  
N ot o f  This World: The Political Context o f  E. T. A. H offm ann’s B eethoven C riticism ’, 19th-C entury M usic  
19/1 (Sum mer 1995): 5 0 -6 7 , and Sanna Pederson, ‘A. B. Marx, Berlin Concert Life, and German National 
Identity’, 19th-C entury M usic  18/2 (Autumn 1994): 8 7 -1 0 7 .

E. T. A. Hoffmann, H offm ann’s M usica l W ritings: K reisleriana, The P oet an d  The C om poser, M usic  
Criticism , David Charleton, ed., Martyn Clarke, trans. (Cambridge: Cambridge U niversity Press, 1989), 353. See  
also Chantler, E. T. A. H offm ann’s M u sica lA esh te tics, 175.

Pederson, ‘A. B. Marx, Berlin Concert Life, and German National Identity’, 89.
M ontgom ery, ‘The Myth o f  O rganicism ’, 24.
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regard— Schubert’s Wanderer Fantasie (1822), Liszt’s Preludes (1848) and the Sonata in B 

M inor (1853), Schoenberg’s Verkldrte Nacht (1899)— and others not so well known— Berger, 

^onsLidifiguratura (1802), Mendelssohn, Octet in E flat for Strings, Op. 20 (1825), Schumann, 

Fantasie, Op. 17 (1836), Cesar Franck, Symphony in D Minor (1888).

I wish to pursue a parallel avenue, to reintroduce the organic metaphor that was given 

powerful expression by Schoenberg in the twentieth century to the nineteenth-century critical 

writings on Brahms in which it was first elucidated. This will give historical weight to 

Schoenberg’s view o f Brahms, and will rectify the anachronistic notion that Schoenberg 

was— by 1933— the only “m odem ” thinker since Brahms’s time with the acuity to grasp his 

musical language.

Schoenberg and the Concept of Developing Variation

Arnold Schoenberg’s concept o f ‘developing variation’, which forms one o f the many aspects 

o f his overall theory o f music, was first discussed in his writings in 1917 in the unpublished

215manuscript “Zusammenhang, Kontrapunkt, Instrumentation, Formenlehre” , hereafter ZKIF. 

Here, in the first section o f the manuscript dealing with ‘coherence’, in a section with the 

heading ‘variety’, Schoenberg states that the following ways o f producing variety are 

available:

A) rhythmic changes (including tempo)
B) intervallic changes (direction, size)
C) harmonic changes
D) phrase changes

upper voice
E) changes in the instrumentation lower voice counter voice etc.

middle voice
F) dynamic changes^

Arnold Schoenberg, C oherence, C ounterpoint, Instrum entation, Instruction in Form {Zusamm enhang, 
Kontrapunkt, Instrum entation, F orm enlehre), ed. and with an introduction by Severine N eff, Charlotte M. Cross 
and Severine N eff, trans., (U niversity o f  Nebraska Press: Lincoln and London, 1994).

Schoenberg’s m ethods o f  varying a m otive, o f  course, are comparable to earlier methods. See for instance the 
list com piled by Heinrich Koch in 1793 o f  ways to handle repetition aesthetically: ‘(1) through increasing or 
decreasing the strength o f  the tone in the execution o f  the repeated section; (2) through the varying o f  figures in 
w hich the principle m elodic notes are decorated; (3) through new configurations in the accom panying voices; (4) 
through the increasing or decreasing o f  the accom panying instruments; and (5 ) through the combination o f  
several o f  these individual m eans’, cited in Elaine Sisman, ‘Small and Expanded Forms: K och’s M odel and
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Schoenberg proceeds in ZKIF to make a distinction between ‘two methods of varying a 

motive’. It is here that Schoenberg defines what is particular to the notion of developing 

variation:

With the first, usually the changes seem  to have nothing more than an ornamental purpose; they appear 
in order to create variety and often disappear without a trace, (seldom  without the second m ethod!!)

The second can be termed deve lop in g  varia tion . The changes proceed more or less directly toward the 
goal o f  a llow ing new ideas to arise, (to liquidate, unravelling.)"'’

Another application of the principle o f variation prevalent in the nineteenth century is

thematic transformation. This can be defined as the musical expansion of a theme achieved by

218varying its melodic outline, its harmony, or its rhythm. Its purpose is to impart internal 

cohesion to the music, both between and within separate movements of multi-movement 

works, whilst preserving a substantive relation between the contrasting passages.

Developing variation, on the other hand, allows new ideas to arise out of the material 

of the theme. These ideas evolve, allowing further ideas to arise. Because of this constant 

development, a substantive relation between the passages does not occur as it does in thematic 

transformation. Rather, developing variation is teleological or goal-oriented, with the material 

constantly developing in a manner that it does not in thematic transformation. A useful 

analogy to explain the difference between developing variation and thematic transformation is 

that of an organism as opposed to a work exemplifying organic unity: an organism grows in a 

teleological or goal-oriented manner.

Thus, Schoenberg clearly considers the concept of developing variation to be one that, 

while dependent on variation techniques, is in a category o f its own, and represents a further 

stage in the evolution of his thinking. Moreover, in terms of its relationship to earlier 

techniques of variation, it can be seen as a significant advancement of these techniques, and

Haydn’s M usic’, M usical Q uarterly  X L V llI/4 , October 1982, 4 4 4 -7 5 , (453). Sism an regards this as ‘the m ost 
explicit statement o f  variation techniques in the eighteenth-century literature’.

Schoenberg, C oherence, C ounterpoint, Instrum entation, Instruction in Form, 39.
■'* Examples o f  thematic transformation can be found in L iszt’s B M inor Sonata, Les Preludes, and the F aust 
Sym phony.
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indeed is ‘the epitome o f Schoenberg’s theory o f artistic coherence as discussed in 

“Zusam menhang” ’.^’^

Schoenberg proceeds to illustrate his theory using the first movement from M ozart’s C

major String Quartet K. 465, which he considers to be ‘one o f the most perfect examples o f

developing variation’. T a k i n g  the section from bars 44 to 57, Schoenberg points out bar 57

as the ‘goal’, ( ‘a l /2 ’) (by which he refers to the manifestation o f the development o f a new

motive from the basic material o f the opening idea); ‘a sixteenth-note figure that moves 

221upwards in thirds’. His discussion o f composers o f several periods does not consider 

progress as teleological as in a Hegel-influenced concept o f progress. That is, Schoenberg 

sees it as continuous and open ended. Indeed in his essay ‘New Music, Outmoded Music, 

Style and Idea’, Schoenberg writes ‘while Bach was still living a new musical style came into 

being out o f which there later grew the style o f the Viennese Classicists, the style o f 

homophonic-melodic composition, or, as I call it. the style o f developing variation.’" The 

use o f M ozart’s C major String Quartet K. 465 is a corollary to this. However, he considers 

Brahms to have employed the method to its most sophisticated level.

Schoenberg refers to the ‘Bralimsian School’ as those who employ the technique of 

‘connecting ideas through developing variation, thus showing consequences derived from the 

basic idea, and remaining within the boundaries o f human thinking and its demands o f 

logic’. Central to the concept o f developing variation is Schoenberg’s assertion that ‘in the

N eff, in the introduction to C oherence, Counterpoint, Instrum entation, Instruction in Form , Ixviii.
Ibid., 43.

~^^Ibid.,4\. For an explanation o f  Schoenberg’s rather sPceletai analysis o f  Mozart K 465, see N e f f s  
introduction, Ixvi-lxviii.

Schoenberg, ‘N ew  M usic, Outmoded M usic, Style and Idea’, Style an d  Idea, 113-123  (115).
Schoenberg, S tyle  an d  Idea, 130 -31 . The theory o f  developing variation also appears in a number o f  his 

pedagogical w ritings, including F undam entals o f  M usical C om position  (London: Faber and Faber, 1970), and 
Structural Functions o f  H arm ony (London; Faber, 1983, c l  969). It is dealt with in a number o f  his essays, in 
particular his 1931 essay ‘Linear Counterpoint’, his 1946 essays ‘Criteria for the Evaluation o f  M usic’ and 
‘Heart and Brain in M usic’, and o f  particular interest to the present study, his 1947 essay ‘Brahms the 
Progressive’. ‘Brahms the Progressive’, ‘Linear Counterpoint’ , ‘Criteria for the Evaluation o f  M usic’ and ‘Heart 
and Brain in M usic’ are all reproduced in Arnold Schoenberg, Style an d  Idea, pages 3 9 8 ^ 4 1 , 2 8 9 -2 9 4 , 12 4 -  
136, and 5 3 -7 5  respectively. For a translation o f  Schoenberg’s original Brahms lecture o f  1933, which was to be 
revised and becam e the 1947 essay, see Thomas M cGeary, ‘Schoenberg’s Brahms Lecture o f  1933’, Journal o f  
the A rnold  Schoen berg  Institute, X V /2  (N ovem ber 1992), 5 -9 9 .
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succession o f motive-forms produced through the variation o f a basic motive, there is 

something which can be compared to development, to growth’. There are clear continuities 

between Schoenberg’s thinking and nineteenth-century ‘organic’ thinking. Compare for 

instance, the following two statements, the first made by Peter Lichtenthal in 1826, and the 

second by Schoenberg in 1947:

Amongst the works of the great masters may be found innumerable pieces that are built upon a single 
m otif What marvellous unity there is in the structure of these compositions! Everything relates to the 
subject: nothing extraneous or inappropriate is there. Not a single link could be detached from the chain 
without destroying the whole. Only the man of genius, only the learned composer can accomplish such 
a task, one that is as admirable as it is difficult."^

Whatever happens in a piece o f music is nothing but the endless reshaping o f a basic shape. Or, in other 
words, there is nothing in a piece of music but what comes from the theme, springs fi-om it and can be 
traced back to it; to put it still more severely, nothing but the theme itself Or, all the shapes appearing 
in a piece o f music are foreseen in the ‘theme’.

Relating specifically to Brahms Schoenberg maintains:

The most important capacity o f  a composer is to cast a glance into the most remote future of his themes 
or motives. He has to be able to know beforehand the consequences which derive from the problems 
existing in his material, and to organise everything accordingly. Whether he does this consciously or 
subconsciously is a subordinate matter. It suffices if the result proves it.^"’

Of all the texts referred to above, the explication in ZKIF is regarded as ‘one o f the 

most precise illustrations o f  [the developing variation] technique in all [Schoenberg’s] literary 

works, published or unpublished’. The ‘progressive’ aspect that Schoenberg argues is

Schoenberg, Fundamentals o f  Musical Composition, 8.
Peter Lichtenthal cited in Bent, Musical Analysis in the Nineteenth Century, 13.
Schoenberg, Style and Idea, 290
Schoenberg, ‘Brahms the Progressive,’ in Style and Idea, 422.
Neff, Coherence, Counterpoint, Instrumentation, Instruction in Form, (Introduction), xx\’. For a discussion of 

Schoenberg’s concept of developing variation see Michael Musgrave, ‘A Study o f Schoenberg’s Response to 
Brahms’s Music as Revealed in his Didactic Writings and Selected Early Compositions’, Ph.D. Diss., University 
of London (1980), \0 3 -\9 \;W a \te r  Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  Developing Variation', 1-35. For a list 
of Schoenberg’s statements on developing variation see Rainer Wilke, Brahms, Reger, Schdnberg, 
Streichquartette: Motivisch-thematische Prozesse undformale Gestalt, Schriftenreihe zur Musik, Band 18 
(Hamburg: Verlag der Musikalienhandlung, Karl Dieter Wagner, 1980), Appendix, pages 193-198, and David 
Epstein, Beyond Orpheus (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), Appendix A, ‘Schoenberg’s Studies of 
Motive, Motive-Forms, and Developing Variation’, 207-212. Those of us writing since the publication o f 
Coherence, Counterpoint, Instrumentation, Instruction in Form have benefited greatly from the availability of 
this material. In particular it has made available this more lucid explication o f Schoenberg’s notion of developing 
variation, which was not available to earlier writers. (In his 1980 dissertation Michael Musgrave holds that the 
first dated reference to the term developing variation seems to be in 1946, pointing out that the term is 
conspicuously absent from Models fo r  Beginners in Composition (New York, 1942). (See in particular p. 110.) 
Similarly Walter Frisch, in his text Brahms and the Principle o f  Developing Variation, does not draw on the 
unpublished manuscript, citing the 1923 essay ‘Twelve Tone Composition’ as the first dated discussion o f the 
concept o f developing variation in Schoenberg’s writings. Rainer Wilke and David Epstein omit the ZKIF 
source o f 1917.)
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central to Brahms’s compositional process means ‘a further development o f the musical 

language toward an unrestricted, though well balanced presentation o f musical ideas.’^̂  ̂This 

can be further understood in his concept o f musical prose:

Great art must proceed to precision and brevity. It presupposes tiie alert mind o f  an educated listener 

w ho, in a single act o f  thinking, includes with every concept all associations pertaining to the com plex. 

This enables a m usician to write for upper-class minds, not on ly  doing what grammar and idiom  

require, but, in other respects lending to every sentence the full pregnancy o f  m eaning o f  a maxim , a 

proverb, o f  an aphorism. This is what musical prose should be— a direct and straightforward 

presentation o f  ideas, without any patchwork, without mere padding and em pty repetitions.^^®

The Schoenberg Analytical and Critical Tradition

Schoenberg’s view o f Brahms as a progressive composer has been variously 

interpreted, with commentators tending to concentrate on one or more o f  Schoenberg’s 

criteria. Christopher Wintle, for instance, focuses on the harmonic aspects o f Schoenberg’s 

discussion and maintains that ‘in singling out harmony as the dimension most appropriate to 

frame a discussion o f  the ‘progressive’ aspects o f Brahm s’s musical language, he attributed to

• 231It nothing less than the capacity to revitalize music-drama. More frequently, however, it is 

the motivic aspects o f Schoenberg’s argument, and Brahm s’s music, upon which 

commentators focus. ‘W ith Brahm s’, writes Carl Dahlhaus following Schoenberg, ‘the 

elaboration o f a thematic idea is the primary formal principle, on which depends the 

integration o f the movement as a whole, preventing it from appearing as a mere pot-pourri. 

Musical form takes the shape o f  a discourse in sound in which motives develop out o f  earlier 

motives like ideas, each o f which is a consequence o f  its predecessors’.

Schoenberg, ‘Brahms the Progressive’, 439.
Ibid., A \5.
Christopher W intle, ‘The “Sceptred Pali” : Brahms’s Progressive H arm ony’, in M ichael M usgrave ed. Brahms 

II: B iographical, D ocum entary a n d  A n aly tica l Studies, 197. In m y reading, Schoenberg’s claim  w as not so much 
that Brahms could revitalise m usic-dram a, but that the procedures that Brahms em ployed for creating large scale  
structures in m usic were com parable to those o f  W agnerian Leitm otif, and in that sense Brahms could be 
considered to be equally as progressive as Wagner. For further d iscussion o f  this v iew  see Dahlhaus, ‘Issues in 
C om position’, in B etw een R om anticism  a n d  M odernism , F our S tudies in the M usic o f  the L ater N ineteenth  
C e n tu y  Mary Whittall, trans. Berkeley: U niversity o f  California Press, 1980, 4 0 -7 5 , in particular 4 5 -5 2 .

Ca-| Dahlhaus, ‘Issues in C om position’, 50.
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Including and following Dahlhaus, there is a tendency to underline the emphasis on 

motivic coherence in Schoenberg’s writings on Brahms on the one hand, and tonal coherence 

in Schenker’s writings on Brahms on the other. Those in the former group include Walter 

Frisch,^^"* Klaus Velten,^^^ Michael Musgrave,^^^ and Jonathan Dunsby.^^^ Of course in his 

early writings Schenker referred to Knupftechnik—a particularly Brahmsian technique by 

which a new idea evolves spontaneously from a preceding one." As Michael Musgrave 

posits, however, ‘the kind of motivic logic Schoenberg demanded in his writings was steadily 

dismissed by Schenker.

What these commentators have in common is that they are concerned with putting 

flesh on the bones of what Arnold Whittall refers to as ‘Schoenberg’s seminal yet sketchy 

demonstrations’.'"'  ̂(These can be understood as sketchy due to the fact that they serve a 

didactic purpose. Therefore, rather than examining a work in its entirety, Schoenberg’s aim 

was to use parts of Brahms’s works to illustrate a particular compositional technique or skill.) 

In other words, taking Schoenberg’s writings on Brahms as an analytical starting point, they 

seek to understand Brahms’s music in terms of Schoenberg’s thematic models. It is in this 

sense that we can understand why Frisch ‘attempts to show that a careful clarification, 

refinement, and enlargement o f Schoenberg’s concept of developing variation can yield a

Among the discussions on Brahms in relation to Heinrich Schenker see Peter H. Smith, ‘Brahms and the 
Shifting Barline: Metric Displacement and Formal Process in the Trios with Wind Instruments’, in David 
Brodbeck, ed. Brahms Studies 3 (Lincoln and London: University o f  Nebraska Press, 2001), 119-229; Ibid., 
Expressive Meanings in Brahm s’s Instrumental Music. Bloomington University Press: Indiana University Press, 
2005; and Kevin Korsyn, ‘Schenker’s Brahms: Composer, Critic, and the Problem o f  Creativity in Late 
Nineteenth-Century Vienna’, Journal o f  M usicological Research  24/2 (April-June 2005): 145-176.

Walter Frisch, ‘Brahms, Developing Variation and the Schoenberg Critical Tradition’, 19'^'-Century Music 
V/3 (Spring 1982): 215-32; and Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  D eveloping Variation.

Klaus Velten, ‘Das Princip der entwickelnden Variation bei Johannes Brahms und Arnold Schoenberg’,
Musik und Bildung 6 (1974): 547-55.

Michael Musgrave, ‘A Study o f  Schoenberg’s Response to Brahms’s Music as Revealed in his Didactic 
Writings and Selected Early Compositions’; and ‘Schoenberg’s Brahms’, in Brahms Studies: H istorical and  
Analytical Perspectives, George Bozarth, ed., (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990), 123-138.

Jonathan Dunsby, ‘Brahms the Progressive and intermezzo Op. 119 No. I ’, in Dunsby, Structural Am biguity 
in Brahms: Analytical Approaches to Four Works (London: UMI Research Press, 1981), 85-105.

Heinrich Schenker, Harmony, Oswald Jonas, ed., Elisabeth Mann Borghese, trans. (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1973), 9-10.

Michael Musgrave, ‘The String Quartets Op. 51 Nos. I and 2 ’, in Brahms II: Biographical, Documentary and  
Analytical Studies,

Arnold Whittall, ‘Brahms’s Op. 51 Finales’, 147.
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valuable tool for exam ining not just brief themes by Brahms, but larger portions o f 

movements, and even entire works.

I would add to this that an exploration o f the critical writings that adumbrated 

Schoenberg’s view o f Brahms further clarifies Schoenberg’s view o f Brahms in that it 

demonstrates that Schoenberg’s notion o f developing variation stems from the deeply 

embedded notion o f organicism in German critical culture. The insights gleaned from such an 

exploration give historical weight to Schoenberg’s writings and, moreover, to subsequent 

writings on Brahms in the Schoenberg analytical and critical tradition.

2.3; The Contemporary Writings 

Hermann Deiters '̂'^

Throughout his critical career Deiters reviewed a large number o f Brahm s’s 

compositions across a range o f  genres. The instrumental music that he reviewed includes the 

Schumann Variations, Op. Piano Quartet in G minor, Op. Piano Quintet in F 

minor. Op. 34;"'^  ̂ String Sextet, Op. String Quartets, Op. 51, Nos. 1 and 2, and Op.

Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  Developing Variation, xiv.
Hermann Deiters (1833-1907). His initial studies were in philology, and at the behest o f his parents he turned 

to the study o f jurisprudence. Following a brief legal career, he returned to his philological studies under the 
directorship o f Otto Jahn. (Otto Jahn (1813-69), Rector of the University o f Bonn, Professor of Classical 
Philology and Archaeology, also an important early biographer o f  Mozart. He was a friend of Julius Otto 
Grimm, Joseph Joachim, and the Schumanns.) Deiters went on to have a thriving career as a critic, publishing for 
the Deutsche Miisikzeitung from 1860 to 1862, and the AUgemeine musikalische Zeitung in the 1860s and 1870s. 
Among his larger publications are Beethovens dramatische Kompositionen {\^65), R. Schumann als 
Schriftsteller (\865), and Otto Jahn  (1870). He revised Otto Jahn’s biography of Mozart, and translated the 
Beethoven biography o f A.W. Thayer (1866-79). In 1898 he was the first to publish a short biography on 
Brahms. See Hermann Deiters, Johannes Brahms (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1898). Deiters got no help from 
Brahms in the preparation o f the biography, despite informing Brahms o f his intention to write it. See Styra 
Avins, Johannes Brahms: Life and Letters, 560. For biographical information on Deiters, see Angelika 
Horstmann, Untersuchungen ziir Brahms Rezeption der Jahre 1860-1880 (Hamburg: Wagner, 1986), 302-304.

D. [Hermann Deiters], ‘Johannes Brahms, Variationen iiber ein Thema von Rob. Schumann, fiir das 
Pianoforte zu 4 Handen, Op. 23 . . . ’ AUgemeine musikalische ZeitungNeue Folge 1/42 (14 October 1863): cols. 
708-11.

H. D. [Deiters], ‘Kammermusik. Joh. Brahms, Quartett fur Pianoforte, Violine, Viola und Violoncello, Op. 25 
AUgemeine musikalische Zeitung Neue Folge3/\ I (15 March 1865): cols. 182-88.

H, D. [Deiters], ‘Recensionen. Johannes Brahms, Quintett fiir Pianoforte, zwei Violinen, Viola und 
Violoncell, Op. 34 . . . ’ Leipziger AUgemeine musikalische Zeitung 1/17-18 (1866): 134-37 and 1 42^5 .

H. D. [Deiters], ‘Recensionen. Kammermusik. Johannes Brahms. Sextett ... Op. 36 . . . ’ Leipziger AUgemeine 
musikalische Zeitung 2/11 (March 1867): 87-90 and 95-98.
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61?'^'' Of Brahms’s choral compositions he reviewed the Ave Maria for Women’s Chorus and 

Orchestra, Op. 12; Begrdbnisgesang, Op. 13; Marienlieder, Op. 22; The 13th Psalm for 

Three-voice Women's Chorus with Organ or Piano, Op. 23; Two Motets for Five-voice mixed 

Chorus a cappella. Op. 29; Geistliches Lied, op. 30; and Drei Geistliche Chore, Op. 37. In 

1870 he reviewed Brahms’s cantata Rinaldo, Op. and among the vocal works that he 

reviewed are the Nine Songs for Voice and Piano, Op. 32 and the Magelone Lieder, Op. 33, ‘ 

the Lieder Op. 46^9,^^ ' the Lieder, Op. 43 and 0pp. 57-59,^^^ and in 1870 the Liebeslieder 

Walzer, Op. 52.^^^

From his earliest reviews of Brahms in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung in 1863, 

Deiters emerged as an ardent, but not indiscriminate, supporter o f the works of Brahms. His 

1863 review of Op. 23 reads:

Resolute and independent [yes, he is], and we would also express our conviction for his ingenious gift, 

the complete secure control o f form and the fine severity o f self examination, evidence of which can be 

taken fi'om each o f his new works. The truth and warmth of feeling which pulls through these give him 

a claim to affectionate and obliging consideration, and allows us to have a hopeful confidence for him, 

that has not occurred in musical production since Schumann’s death.

H. D. [Deiters], ‘Streichquartette von Johannes Brahms’, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 13 (28-30 July 
1878); cols. 433-39, 449-53, 465-72.

All o f the above spiritual works are reviewed in two articles by Deiters [H. D.] titled ‘ Anzeigen und 
Beurtheilungen. Johannes Brahms, geistliche Compositionen,’ Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 4/34 (25 August 
1869); 266-68 and 4/35 (1 September 1869); 275-78.

H. D. [Deiters], ‘Anzeieen und Beurtheilungen. Rinaldo ... Op. 50’, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 5/13 
(30 March 1870); 105-107.

H. D. [Deiters], ‘Recensionen. Joh. Brahms, “Lieder und Gesange von A. v. Platen und G.F. Daumer”, Op. 32 
... Romanzen aus Ludwig Tieck’s Magelone" ... Op. 33’, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 4/\4  (30 August 
1865); cols. 572-80.

H. D. [Deiters], ‘Anzeigen und Beurtheilungen. Johannes Brahms, “Lieder und Gesange mit Begleitung des 
Pianoforte” . . . ' Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung At] A {1 April 1869); 106-109

H. D. [Deiters], ‘Neue Lieder von Johannes Brahms’, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 10/39 (29 September 
1875); cols 613-619.

H. D. [Deiters], ‘Anzeigen und Beurtheilungen. Liebeslieder ...’, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 5/21 (25 
May 1870); 163-64.

‘Mit Freude wird der Theil unseres Publikums , dem die Beobachtung der Pfiege und der Schicksale der 
wahren und echten Kunst auch in unserer Gegenwart eine Herzenssache ist, wiederholt dem Namen Brahms in 
diesem Anzeignen begegnen. Wir gehen hier nicht noch einmal auf die in dieser Zeitung mehrfach besprochenen 
Entwickelungsphasen ein, welche dieser ausgezeichnete Kiinstler wahrend der kurzen Zeit seines Schaffens 
sehen durchgemacht hat. Die entschiedene und selbstandige, ja  wir sagen unserer Ueberzeugung nach geniale 
Begabung desselben, die voile sichere Herrschaft uber die Form und die feine Strenge Selbstpriifung, von 
welcher jedes seiner neueren Werke neues Zeugniss ablegt, die Wahrheit und Warme der Empfindung, welche 
dieselben durchzieht, giebt ihm Anspruch auf liebevoll und vorurtheilsfi'ei entgegenkommende Betrachtung und
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Noting Brahms’s ‘skill in formal organisation and thematic work’ in the larger works he had 

composed up to that point— t̂he two Serenades, the Sextet Op. 18, Piano Quartet Op. 26—he 

also attributes to Brahms a ‘particularly pleasing wealth of melodic invention and the 

fortunate talent of giving a clear impression to certain moods in shorter forms’, referring in 

particular to variation form.^^^ Deiters considers the Schumann Variations to not ‘only line 

themselves up in a row in dignity’ with the Handel Variations and the Variations for Piano on 

a Hungarian Song in D major. Op. 21, rather he considers them to ‘exceed the first two sets by 

richer and deeper content’. Deiters admires ‘the great succinctness of expression’ of each 

variation. He considers the four-handed arrangement to allow for ‘greater harmonic richness’, 

‘polyphonic treatment’ and ‘for a rich detail of charming harmonies and contrapuntal 

omaments’. He refers to a ‘notable mastery and genuine talent’ and claims that an organic 

feeling belongs to the ‘intellectual thoughts themselves’, and ‘broadens and invigorates the 

spiritual thought’

Present throughout Deiters’s critical writings on Brahms is an awareness of the 

partisanship raging in musical-political circles at the time. Defending himself in 1866 against 

accusations of a bias toward Brahms’s works, Deiters claims that he ‘never allowed mere 

enthusiasm’ into his discussions of the composer. There is nowhere that he has stated his

lasst uns vorzugsweise an ihn die Hoffnungsreiche Zuversicht kniipfen, dass in der musikalischen Production seit 
Schumann’s Tode kein Stillstand eingetreten sei.’ Hermann Deiters, ‘Johannes Brahms, Variationen iiber ein 
Thema von Rob. Schumann, fur das Pianoforte zu 4 Handen, Op. 23 ... ’ Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung Neue 
Folge MAI (14 October 1863): cols. 708-11 (708).

‘Wenn die grosseren Arbeiten Brahms’, die beiden Serenaden, das Sextett, das kilrzlich angezeigte 
Clavierquartett unter anderm auch die Geschicklichkeit in formeller Gestaltung und thematischer Arbeit 
documentiren, so offenbart sich in den Werken kiirzerer Form in besonders erfreulicher Weise der Reichthum 
melodischer Erfmdung und das gliickliche Talent, bestimmten Stimmungen in kurzer Form deutlichen Ausdrack 
zu geben. Unter diesen ist es besonders die Variationenform, die Brahms mit Vorliebe cultivirt; wir erinnem an 
seine Variationen iiber ein ungarisches Thema, die in D-dur uber ein eigenes und besonders die iiber das 
Handel’sche Thema’, Ibid., Col. 708.

‘Die hier zu besprechenden Variationen iiber ein Schumann’sches Thema reihen sich jenen nicht nur wiirdig 
an sondem ilbertreffen die beiden ersten durch reicheren und tieferen Gehalt entschieden, und scheinen uns auch 
vor den Handel-Variationen den Vorzug grosserer Pragnanz im Ausdrucke der einzeben zu haben. Sodann giebt 
ihnen die vierhandige Einrichtung Gelegenheit zu grosserer harmonischer Fiille, vielfach auch zu polyphoner 
Behandlung oder wenigsten Responsion zwischen grosseren Klangmassen, und zu einem reichen Detail 
anmuthiger harmonischer und contrapunctischer Verzierungen. Und gerade hier zeigt sich rilhmliche 
Meisterschaflt und echte Begabimg vomehmlich darin, dass wir nirgendwo bei der Befriedigung iiber das 
Formolle als iiber etwas Selbstandiges Berechtigtes stehen bleiben, sondem dasselbe ilberall empfmden als 
organisch dem gestaltenden Gedanken selbst angehorend und den geistigen Gehalt selbst erweitemd und 
belebend,’ Ibid., Col. 709.
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opinion without good reason, and his opinions are formed through intensive study o f  

Brahms’s scores. Indeed, as opposed to those who make such an accusation, he claims he has 

one advantage: that he actually knows the works o f  Johannes Brahms. 

Deiters compares the gradual acceptance o f Brahms’s music by the public to that o f  

the reception o f Mozart and Beethoven, claiming that ‘Mozart’s quartets appeared to the

“y e n
critics o f his day to be too strongly peppered.’ With regard to Beethoven, he refers to the 

difficult reception o f the late string quartets, claiming that these are still generally not 

u n d ersto o d .D e iters’s agenda is not to ‘deliver a conclusive opinion on Brahms in relation 

to the artists o f the past and the present’. As one o f  ‘few with the appreciation of the true 

value o f Brahms’, he wishes to share his view with his readership in the face o f criticism that 

is ‘not always conscientious’, and in contrast to judgements that are ‘ not always impartial’.

2^9‘It must be left to the future’, he declares, ‘to decide what is lasting and what is genuine’. ' 

Deiters’s Discussion o f Brahms Piano Quintet in F minor. Op. 34 

Deiters lauds Brahms’s thematic development, and comments on the harmonic 

language, and the instrumentation, often making quite perceptive and subtle observations. The 

review o f the Piano Quintet in F minor, Qp. 34 is exemplary in this regard, in particular the

‘A ber auch fiir die allmalige Anerkennung des Talents und der Tuchtigkeit der Brahm s’schen Compositionen 
machen uns jene Vorwurfe nicht besorgt; denn dergleichen ist zu alien Zeiten da gewesen. M ozart’s Quartette 
erschienen den Kritikern seiner Zeit zu stark gew urzt.’ Deiters, ‘Johannes Brahms, Quintett fur Pianoforte, zwei 
Violinen und Violoncell, Op. 34 ’, Allgem eine m usikalische Zeitung  1/17 (25 April 1866): 134-137 (134). 
Hereafter, Deiters, Op. 34.

‘Beethoven erhielt nach seinen ersten Sonaten von einem wohlm einende Recensionen in der A. M. Ztg. den 
Rath, sich m ehr an die N atur zu halten. Als seine herrlichen Trios Op. 70 erschienen waren, setzten sich drei 
vorzugliche M usiker, unter ihnen des M eisters Schuler F. Ries (wir wissen dies aus zuverlassiger M ittheilung) 
zusamm en, um dieselben zu spielen, und was war das Resultat dieser ersten K entnissnahm e?— Beethoven miisse 
wahnsinnig geworden sein. N icht viel gelinder lauteten die Urtheile uber seine letzten Quartette, deren 
Verstandnis noch je tz t kein allgem eines ist.’ Ibid., 134.

‘Man verstehe uns. W ir haben m it all dem Gesagten keine Vergleichung anstellen wollen; es steht weder uns 
zu, noch ist es uberhaupt an der Zeit, iiber die Stellung von Brahms zu den Kilnstlem der V ergangenheit und 
Gegenwart eine endgultige M einung abzugeben; wir wollten nur zeigen, wie wenig bei der W iirdigung des 
wahren W erthes desselben au f den G eschm ack des Publicum s, au f die A uslassungen der keinesw egs immer 
gew issenhaflen Kritik, au f das Urtheil der keineswegs im m er vorurtheilsfreien, zur Erfassung fremder 
Individualitat sofort fahigen Kunstgenossen unbedingter Werth zu legen sei und dass es hier wie uberall der 
Zukunft uberlassen bleiben mtisse, zu entscheiden, was bleibend und acht war. Unterdessen wollen wir wie 
bisher versuchen, durch detaillirte Betrachtung des Gebotenen uber den Inhalt und die Absicht des vorliegenden 
W erks zu bestim m ter A nschauung zu gelangen.’ Ibid., 134.
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first movement. The following chart represents the form o f this movement as outlined by 

Deiters:

Table 1: Johannes Brahms, Piano Quintet in F minor. Op. 34/1 (Deiters 's thematic outline):

Exposition I II
Bar 1 23 35 39 (47) 74
Subject la lb 2a 2b (2a’) 2c
Key f bi> c# c#/C# (c#) Di>

Development I II
Bar 96 122 137 150
Subject la 3a/tr 2a 2a
Key f bi> bi> c

Recapitulation
Bar 166 184 196 200 208 235 261
Subject la lb 2a 2b 2a’ 2c’ coda
Key f bi> f# f# f F F-Bi> -f

As with a number o f  more recent commentators who have discussed this work. Deiters 

considers a number o f compositional models that Brahms may have had in mind. Noting 

the ‘pathetic-tragic, dark and gloom y’ tonality o f F minor, he finds a musical analogy in 

Beethoven’s String Quartet in F minor. Op. 95. He notes that in both works the close o f the 

first group is in the subdominant B flat minor. Apart from such individual similarities, we are 

repeatedly reminded in Brahm s’s works o f the ‘particular intimate nature o f  late Beethoven’.

It is not only ‘reminiscences and resemblances’ that Deiters thinks we recognise, but much 

more importantly ‘an inner course o f relations’ that Brahms’s talent ‘allows to appear more 

versatile and more deep than his contemporaries.’ He attributes to Brahms not only a 

‘complete control o f the Romantic style’, but more importantly recognises that the ‘spirit o f 

the great past’ is alive with Brahms whereas with the vast majority o f contemporary

See in particular James Webster, ‘Schubert’s Sonata Form and Brahms’s First Maturity’, 19'''-Century Music 
lll /l  (July 1979): 52-71; Walter Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  Developing Variation, 83-95.
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composers he sees only a ‘one-sided emulation o f  a Mendelssohnian or Schumannian 

nature

Deiters’s discussion o f Brahms’s use o f sonata form merits further consideration, in 

particular his discussion o f the end o f the exposition, and the development section. Drawing 

attention to the rhythmic dislocation at the end o f the exposition, he observes ‘uncertainty and 

doubt’ in the conclusion by the continual emphasis on weaker beats o f the bar. For this 

reason, he argues, this conclusion ‘forms an inner, well motivated connection between the last 

theme and the repetition o f the opening’.D e i t e r s  remarks that at the beginning o f the 

development section this ‘uncertain, timid movement goes a long way forward’. He continues 

that ‘between the quiet chords o f  the strings played on the offbeat’ one hears ‘a legato figure 

on the piano’, and twice the appearance o f the first theme, but not with the ‘pathetic strength’ 

with which it was played initially, rather like the piano motif it is ‘doubtful and fearful.’ 

Another factor contributing to this ‘timid, almost sinister’ character is the ‘surprisingly 

changing modulations’.̂ '̂* After the ‘close on B flat minor [bar 122]’ he observes that the 

music ‘yields a restless theme put together from broken figures, which supplies in hasty 

motion a strong conclusion on the dominant o f B flat minor [bar 135], at which point the

‘In den Figuren glaubten wir einige Verwandschaft mit entsprechenden Partien des Beethoven’schen F moll- 
Quartetts (Op. 95) zu erkennen; auch findet sich eine Analogic m it dem selben in der Folge der Tonarten, indem 
der Abschluss des ersten Theiies nicht in der Paralleltonart, sondem  in der Unterdom inante derselben, erfoigt. 
A ber abgesehen von einzelnen Aehnlichkeiten sind wir m ehrfach sowohi in diesem wie andern W erken Brahms 
an die eigenthum lich-innige W eise der spateren Beethoven’schen Werke erinnert worden, und glauben, dass 
darin mehr wie Reminiscenzen und Anklange, dass vielm ehr ein innerer, verwandtschaftiicher Zug darin 
erkannt werden darf, der, wenn wir uns in dieser Beobachtung nicht tauschen, Brahm s’ Talent schon darum ais 
vielseitiger und tiefer als das der meisten seiner Zeitgenossen erscheinen iasst, weil ihm sich neben vollstandiger 
Beherrschung des m odem -rom antischen Stils der Geist der grossen V ergangenen lebendig erweist, wahrend wir 
bei der grossen Mehrzahi der Lebenden nur einseitige N achahm ung M endelssohn’scher und Schum ann’scher 
W eise finden.’ Deiters, Op. 34, 135.

W hile Deiters uses the term ‘developm ent section’, he does not use the term s ‘exposition’ or ‘recapitulation’, 
how ever it is evident from the review that these are the categories to which he refers.

‘Der Schluss erhalt durch die fortwahrende Betonung der schwacheren Takttheile etwas unsicheres, 
zweifelndes und bildet dadurch eine, wie man flihlt, innerlich wohl m otivirte Vermittlung zwischen dem letzten 
Them a und der W iederholung des A nfangs.’ Ibid., 136.

‘Die unsichere, zaghafte Bewegung geht im Anfange des zweiten Theile noch lange fort, man hort zwischen 
den leise, gegen den Takt angeschlagenen Accorden der Instrumente eine gebundene Figur des Claviers, 
zweimal erscheint auch die Bewegung des ersten Themas, aber nicht mit der fruheren pathetischen Kraft, 
sondem  ebenfalls zweifelnd und angstlich; und die oft und iiberraschend wechselnde M odulation in diesem 
Abschnitte vollendet den Charakter des Zaghaften, fast U nheim lichen’, Ibid., 136.
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second theme [2a] begins a g a i n . I n  this second part o f the development section the theme 

is ‘developed in different situations, with many changes, in particular the extensions, until it 

begins again in full strength in C minor [bar 150], and ends there.

It is  here that Deiters makes a particularly perceptive observation. He draws a 

comparison between Beethoven’s and Brahms’s treatment o f the development section. ‘This 

is rem iniscent’, he suggests, ‘o f  many Beethoven works, in particular the great symphonies 

(Eroica [Symphony No. 3 in E flat Major, Op. 55], C minor [Symphony No. 5 in C minor, 

Op. 67]), that in the development section o f the second part a place occurs in which the 

expression o f the whole piece, as it were, reaches its peak, on which the expression 

concentrates itself, and intensifies to the highest strength and wealth. Also in Brahms’s 

compositions it is easy to find this peak, to which everything preceding leads, and he knows 

how to prepare the same with great skill.

A comparison o f the respective sections in Brahm s’s Piano Quintet and Beethoven’s 

Symphony No. 3 gives credibility to Deiters’s observation. Unlike the division o f Brahms’s 

development section, which Deiters considers to be in two parts as outlined in Table 1,

' ) f . O

Beethoven’s development section is divided into four parts. In bar 236 o f this second 

section a fugato develops which brings about a dislocation o f the rhythm, effectively moving 

the downbeat from the first beat o f the bar to the second, and subsequently from bar 248 to

‘Nach einem Abschluss auf B-molI weicht dasselbe einem unruhigen, aus gebrochenen Figuren 
zusammengesetzten Thema, welches in eiliger Bewegung einem kraftigen Schlusse auf der Dominante von B- 
moll zufiihrt, worin dann das zweite Thema (fruher Cis-moll) wieder einsetzt’, Ibid., 136.

‘In verschiedener Lage, mit manchen Veranderungen, namentlich in den Anhangen, wird desselbe 
durchgefiihrt, bis es noch einmal in voller Kraft in C-moll einsetzt und darin ausklingt’, Ib id , 136.

‘Jeder wird sich aus vielen Werken Beethoven’s, namentlich der grosseren Symphonien {Eroica, C-moll) 
erinnem, dass in der Durchfuhrungspartei des zweiten Theiles einmal eine Stelle eintritt, in welcher der 
Ausdruck des ganzen StUcks gleichsam seinen Hohepunkt erreicht, an welchem der Ausdruck sich gleichsam 
concentirt und zur hochsten Kraft und Fulle steigert. Auch in der Brahms’schen Compositionen ist es leicht, 
diesen Gipfeipunkt, zu welchem alles Vorhergehende hinleitet, zu fmden, und er weiss denselben mit grossem 
Geschick vorzubereiten’, Ibid., 136.

My discussion of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 3 is largely based on the 1970 article by Philip G. Downs, 
‘Beethoven’s “New Way” and the Eroica', Musical Quarterly 56/4 (October 1970); 585-604. Downs divides the 
development section into four parts as follows: I: 170-223; II: 224-288; III: 288-342; IV: 342- Walter Frisch 
discusses the metrical displacement in Beethoven’s Op. 55 in relation to Brahms’s Op. 34. He seems to have 
observed the same influence on Beethoven that Deiters did in 1866. Frisch’s discussion is concerned with a 
comparison of the rhythmical displacement, and does not make the observation about the second part o f the 
development section that Deiters does.
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271 Beethoven alternates 6 beats (2 bars) of the dislocated triple meter with 12 beats (6 bars) 

of duple meter. (See example 1)

Example 1: Beethoven Symphony No. 3/1 , bars 248-271^^°:
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The seeds o f this metrical tension were sown earlier in the movement when in bars 25 

and 26 the second beat of the bar is marked sf. Bar 27 reverts to the emphasis on the first beat 

of the bar, but from bar 28 to 34 this hemiola style dislocation continues, with temporal order 

being restored on the real downbeat of bar 37, and the return of the main theme. The emphasis 

on the second beat of the bar returns, however, at bar 45 with the fragmented melody that is 

heard initially on the oboe before being transferred to other instruments. The downbeat is 

restored this time following a f f  on the second beat of bar 55, and crotchet movement leading 

to the notated downbeat o f bar 57. From bar 95 to 101 the second beat is again emphasised 

with the entry o f each of the instruments. A return to an emphasis on the notated down beat 

ensues, with the emphasis on the second beat returning when from bar 109 to 116 the second 

beat is again marked sf, and from this point to bar 131 the metrical irregularities are striking.

Example 1 is taken from Downs, ‘Beethoven’s “New Way” and the Eroica, 595.
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It is in this sense that we can understand Beethoven to arrive at the peak on which the 

expression concentrates itself in the second part of the development with the arrival of the 

fugato at bar 236, and the immense dislocation of rhythm that ensues, intensifying the piece, 

to use Deiters phrase, ‘to the highest strength and wealth.’

It remains to chart the skill with which Brahms prepares his analogous peak. The seeds 

for metrical displacement are sown from the beginning of Brahms’s exposition. In the first 

theme the ‘powerful chords’ that answer the semiquaver movement in bar 5 occur initially on 

the second and third beats of the bar. These powerful chords next occur on the fourth beat of 

bar 6 and the first beat of bar 7. However, if  we consider time to be frozen on the rests, as I 

hear it, then the chords occur in an analogous place to their first voicing in bar 5 in that they 

interrupt the semiquaver motion on the second beat o f the sequence.

Example 2: Op. 34/1 , bars 5 -9 :
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It is in this sense that we can understand the connection Deiters draws between the end o f the

970exposition and the repetition o f the beginning. Indeed throughout the exposition Brahms 

employs a number o f subtle ways o f indicating the significance o f the second beat. In the first 

theme o f the second group the emphasis on the second beat in bars 37 and 38 is unsettling. 

Similarly the dynamic markings in bars 51 and 52 underline the second and fourth beats. 

Again in bars 57 and 58, and 61 and 62, the sound swells on the second beat only to retreat to 

the end o f the bar. With the entry o f theme 2c at bar 74 the descending piano figure leads to 

the a c c e n t e d o n  the second beat, joined at that point by the strings. All o f these factors are 

leading towards the downbeat on the second beat o f bar 86. What follows this bar is 

comparable to the striking metric displacement discussed in Beethoven’s Eroica.

Walter Frisch, writing in 1984, discusses this rhythmic displacement in the exposition 

o f Op. 34. Operating within the framework o f the Schoenberg-Brahms critical tradition, 

Frisch maintains that ‘we see Brahms adapting the techniques o f  developing variation’ in a 

manner that reflects ‘the influence o f Beethoven’, pointing to the Eroica Symphony, as 

Deiters had done in 1866, as a possible model. Unlike Deiters, Frisch speaks o f a dual

271heritage, considering Schumann’s Symphony No. 3 to be another possible source. He sees 

the effect o f Brahms’s metric displacement lying solely in its relationship to the beginning o f 

the work. He writes, ‘in the last bars o f  the exposition, the piano mediates quietly upon a 

fragment o f the opening theme (F-G-A flat). The motive climbs slowly in rising sequence, 

when suddenly the double bar thrusts us back to the beginning o f the exposition. This is a 

shocking moment for as the D flat o f bar 95 (first ending) moves to the F o f bar 1, and the 

theme begins its hollow course, we comprehend the deception: the metrical framework has

‘Der Schluss erhalt durch die fortwahrende Betonung der schwacheren Takttheile etwas unsicheres, 
zweifelndes und bildet dadurch eine, wie man fiihlt, innerlich wohl motivirte Vermittlung zwischen dem letzten 
Thema und der Wiederholung des Anfangs’. Deiters, Op. 34, 136.

My own discussion o f  the relationship between the Eroica  and Op. 34 was formulated as a result o f  reading 
Deiters review, and not Frisch’s passage. 1 note that Frisch refers to the same Philip Downs article on the Eroica  
as 1 do, and that his musical examples are derived from Downs’s in his discussion o f  Beethoven’s Op. 55.
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abruptly been s tra ig h te n e d .F r is c h , like Deiters, understands that the ‘displaced motive of

bars 91-93 reflects or embodies the metrical-rhythmic process that has in part shaped the

' ) 1 '\exposition.’ What follows is Brahms superimposing the opening theme above the displaced 

rh>thm in the legato piano figure. When the main theme returns at bar 96 beginning on the 

notated downbeat with the displaced pattern underneath, Frisch claims that we can perceive 

the superimposition, but suggests we do not experience any real metrical conflict, ‘for when 

the violin enters in the notational framew'ork, we immediately perceive the displaced pattern

, 274once again as syncopation .

For Deiters the metric displacement of the exposition has further reaching implications 

for the development section. He sees the return of the opening theme above the displaced 

piano figure to be ‘doubtful and fearful’ and for this reason does not consider the tension to be 

resolved. (See example 3)

Exam ple 3: Op. 3 4 /1 , b a rs  9 1 -1 0 0 :

In other words, for Frisch the tension that was mounting towards the end of the exposition is 

dissipated by the start of the development section. For Deiters on the other hand, this metric 

displacement is but one o f the factors on the way towards the work’s highest peak. The

Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  D eveloping Variation, 94.
Ibid., 94.
Ib id , 94.
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tension continues to mount through the restless theme o f broken chords, and the rhythmic 

intensity continues through the restatement o f 2a, in particular through its extensions. It is at 

the restatement o f  2c in C minor that ‘the expression o f the whole piece, as it were, reaches its 

peak’, the point ‘to which everything preceding leads’. Herein lies the significance o f the 

Beethoven reminiscence. It is only now after the //^at bar 150 that ‘slowly and unexpectedly, 

the return to the first theme b e g i n s . H e  describes the ‘almost veiled re-entry to the 

descending chords o f the piano and the C o f the bass, deliberating, as it were, between major 

and minor’, which just once reminds us o f the ‘doubting and anxiety’ at the second part o f  the 

development, ‘until the piano breaks in with the semiquaver figure that is familiar to us, and 

with completely the same modulations as the beginning leads to the strong repetition of the

276main theme.’

While Deiters understands the effect Brahms was aiming to achieve in the second part 

o f the development, he refers to this particular effect as a ‘c lif f  that occasionally poses a

")77
danger to ‘Brahms’s inclination towards harsh modulations and rational working out’." He 

notes that special caution is necessary that beauty does not come second to the intention o f  a 

great effect.’^̂  ̂The success o f such an effect, he writes, depends not only on ‘the same 

developing organically from the basic thematic elements and the character o f  the piece’, but 

also depends on these remaining ‘continually recognisable and perceptible, that they summon

‘Nach diesem jfb e g in n t nun, schnell und erwartet, der Ruckgang zum ersten Them a, dessen gleichsam 
verdeckter W iedereintritt zu den absteigenden Accorden des Claviers und dem C der Basse, einmal sogar 
zw ischen Dur und Moll sich gleichsam besinnend, und noch einmal an jenes Zweifeln und Zagen zu A nfang des 
zweiten Theiles zuruckerinnert, bis das Clavier mit jener uns bekannten Sechszehntelfigur durchbricht und mit 
denselben M odulationen, wie ganz zu Anfang, zu der kraftigen W iederholung des Hauptthemas flihrt.’ Deiters, 
Op. 34, 136.

See original German in preceding note.
‘Sagten wir oben, dass die Durchtiihrungspartei, namentlich der Hohepunkt derselben, eine Klippe sei, an 

w elcher B rahm s’ N eigung zu herben M odulationen und zuverstandesm assiger Durcharbeitung m itunter zu 
scheitern G efahr laufe’ Ibid., 136.

‘W ir glauben -  und mussen das aufrichtig aussprechen -  dass Brahms in einigen seiner friiheren W erke an 
dieser Stelle zu weit gegangen ist, und auch wenn wir die Stella betrachten, welche in unserm Quintett den oben 
angefiihrten starken Eintritt au f  C-moll vorbereitet, die Imitation mit dem M otive des zweiten Them as und die 
darauf folgenden punktirten Figuren, so glauben wir im Allgemeinen aussprechen zu diirfen, dass hier die Stelle 
ist, wo Brahm s zu jenen friiher erwahnten Herbigkeiten und Gewaltsam keiten, welche zum Theil in einem 
Vorwiegen der Reflexion vor dem ununterbrochenen Strome des Empfindens am meisten hinneigt, und wo daher 
besondere Vorsicht Noth thut, dass nicht vor einer beabsichtigen grossen W irkung die Schonheit zuriicktrette.’ 
Ibid., 136.
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up all strength— but not to forcefulness, to lead to a loss o f  musical beauty— and that at such 

places we do not feel completely distant from the basic type o f the piece.

There are no reservations about the recapitulation as there had been about the 

development section. For Deiters, the recapitulations are the ‘brilliant sections’ o f Brahms’s 

movements. He notes the ‘refinem ent’ with which Brahms uses ‘the main theme here and 

again for unexpected and marvellous effects’. In viewing all o f Brahms’s first movements up 

to this point, Deiters observes the ‘wealth o f independent, expressive them es’, their ‘skilful, 

preparation and developm ent’, and the overall ‘certainty o f  thematic, harmonic, and formal 

treatm ent’. In view o f these elements, Deiters contends that with Brahms ‘the conception is 

equally important to the execution, the content is equally as important as the form ’.

Deiters’s Discussion o f Brahms Piano Quartet in G minor. Op. 25

Deiters’s review o f the Piano Quartet No. 1, Qp. 25 is concerned with Brahm s’s 

compositional process. The most attention is given to the first movement, and o f that the 

exposition is given the most detailed discussion. Deiters outlines five main themes in the 

movement. I label them here as follows: la, bars 1 ^ ;  lb , bars 11-20; 2a, bars 50-54; 2b, bars 

79-84; 2c, bars 101-106. The following table outlines Deiters’s scheme for the movement:

Table 2: Johannes Brahms, Op. 25/1 (Sketch of Deiters's formal outline):

Exposition
Bar 1 11 27 41 50 79 101 130 161
Subject la lb la Strug. 2a 2b 2c C.G. la
Key g/i Bi> /III g/i g/c/ d/v D/V DV D/V g/I

F/d

Dev. Recap
Bar (ctd.) 171 181 237 259 281 304 332

‘Es kommt namlich darauf an, nicht nur dass derselbe sich organisch aus den them atischen Grundelementen 
und dem Charakter des Stucks entw ickele, sondem  dass dieselben auch in ihm selbst fortwahrend erkennbar und 
fiihlbar bleiben, dass nam entlich das Aufbieten aller Krai^ nicht zu G ewaltsam keiten, zum Verlassen der 
m usikalischen Schonheit fiihre, und dass wir uns an solchen Stellen nicht ganz von dem Grundtypus des Stucks 
entfernt flihlen’,/ft/t/., 136

‘W enn wir au f den ganzen ersten Satz zuruckblicken, au f den Reichthum selbstandiger, ausdrucksvoller, dem  
Ausdruck nach vollkom m en von einander verschiedener Themata, au f die geschickte, ganz ihrem Charakter 
entsprechende Vorbreitung und Entwicklung derselben, au f die Sicherheit them atischer, harmonischer und 
iiberhaupt formeller Behandlung, so  m iissen wir ihn ais der A niage w ie der Ausfuhrung, dem Gehalt w ie der 
Form nach bedeutend b ezeichnen ,’ Ibid., 137
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Subject (ctd.) lb  Strug. lb 2b 2c close
Key (ctd.) c/iv G/I g/I el? /VI g/i g/i
In his review he concentrates on the compeUing logic o f the movement, and his discussion

focuses on how one theme develops from the other. Deiters sees three motives in Brahms’s 

first theme, which are to have far-reaching implications for the movement as a whole. O f the 

first ten bars o f the work he writes:

The main them e o f  the first movem ent (G m inor Allegro 4/4) is contained in these four bars:

Example 4: Brahms Op. 25/1, bars 1-4:

espressivo

After the cadence on D minor, the cello takes up the first two bars o f  the theme in this tonality, the viola 

repeats the second motive o f  the same in B flat m ajor (1 bar), the violin brings G minor back, and 

therein closes."*'

The reader is urged not to ‘misjudge the characteristic o f this opening’; it is ‘a theme fully 

enclosed in itself in only four bars, which arrives at a parallel tonality within itself and reaches 

the dominant tonality’. Three themes are observed that later on will each be ‘treated 

independently; the first 10 bars consists o f four rhythmic sections, 4, 2, 1 and 3.’ The 

following figure represents Deiters verbal description as a musical example:

Example 5: Sketch of Deiters's description of Op. 25, bars 1-10:

‘Das H auptthem a des ersten Satzes (G-moll Allegro  4/4) ist in diesen vier Takten enthalten: [musical exam ple 
o f  bars \-A  as in the main text]. Nach dem Abschlusse au f D-moll nim m t das Violoncell in dieser Tonart die 
beiden ersten Takte des Them as auf, die Bratsche w iederholt das zweite M otiv desselben in B-dur (1 Takt), die 
Violine bringt G-moll w ieder und schliesst darin.’ Deiters, ‘Johannes Brahm s, Quartette fiir Pianoforte, Violine, 
V iola und V ioloncello. Op. 25 ’, Allgem eine musikalische Zeitung Neue Folge 3 /1 1 (15 March 1865): Cols. 182- 
188 (182). Hereafter Deiters, Op. 25.

‘Man wird die Eigenthiimlichkeit dieses Anfangs nicht verkennen. Ein in sich vollig abgeschlossenes Them a 
von nur 4 Takten, welches innerhalb derselben durch die Paralleltonart gelangt; in diesem Thema drei M otive, 
deren jedes spater eine selbstandige Behandlung findet; die erste 10 Takte aus vier rhythmischem Abschnitten 
von 4, 2, 1 und 3 Takten bestehend’. Ibid., Col. 182-183.
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Allegro morive 1 motive 2

Schoenberg did not discuss the Piano Quartet in G minor in either the essay ‘Brahms the

Progressive’ or in his didactic writings. His response to Op. 25 came in the form o f an

orchestration o f the work completed in 1937. He orchestrated the piece because he considered

it always to be played badly. ‘The better the pianist is’, he complained, ‘the louder they play,

and one does not hear the strings. I wanted for once to hear everything, and I have achieved

this.’ *̂̂  Walter Frisch claims that this ‘orchestral score represents more than just an eccentric

gesture o f homage. ‘In fact, it is a document o f critical analysis. Much like the examples from

his textbook. Fundamentals o f  Musical Composition, the orchestration becomes a purely

musical explanation o f  Brahm s’s motivic procedures.’

Deiters’s review o f Op. 25 anticipates that o f Dahlhaus who discusses the work in the

essay ‘Issues in Com position’, and the text Nineteenth-Century Music. Considering the first

ten bars, he states that ‘here Brahms takes developing variation to an extreme which

28^Schonberg, who arranged the piece for orchestra, must have found paradigmatic.’ ' He 

continues that ‘each note is based on the same initially inconspicuous four-note idea, whether 

in ordinary notation (mm. 1 and 5), in inversion (mm. 2-3 and 6-8), in cancrizans (m. 9), or 

with its two middle notes “verticalised” (m. 4 where F # -C # -E -D  = F -C -E  fla t-D ).’ *̂̂

283 ‘Das Stuck „wird immer sehr schlecht gespielt, weil der Pianist desto lauter spielt, je  besser er ist, und man 
nichts von den Streichen hort. Ich wollte einmal alles horen, und das habe ich erreicht.“ ’ Letter from Arnold 
Schoenberg o f  18. 03.1939 in A rnold Schoenberg Letters, Erwin Stein, ed. (California: University o f  California 
Press, 1987), 223.

Frisch. Developing Variation, 75.
Dahlhaus, Nineteenth Century Music, 256.
Dahlhaus, Nineteenth Century Music, 257. See also ‘Issues in Composition’ in Between Romanticism and  

Modernism, 45-52.
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Yet Walter Frisch does not consider the motivic treatment in Op. 25 to qualify as 

developing variation; in this work Brahms ‘does not treat his primary interval as flexibly as in 

the examples Schoenberg so admired.’ He continues that ‘the feeling is less o f development 

than o f repetition or reiteration, largely because the first group o f Op. 25 keeps returning 

stubbornly to theme la .’ Such contradictory understandings o f Schoenberg’s concept of 

developing variation highlights the lack o f  clarification o f  what exactly Schoenberg meant by 

the term, and alerts us to the fact that while Schoenberg gave powerful expression to the 

procedures he distilled from Brahms’s music, we should be wary o f applying the concept o f  

developing variation indiscriminately.

Deiters’s 1866 review o f the work, however, provides a way o f understanding 

Brahms’s musical argument as originating from la, whereby the logic o f the music is due to 

the fact (and not despite the fact) that he keeps returning to the opening theme. Continuing his 

discussion o f la  Deiters remarks that we have rarely ‘found a similar concision’ in a new 

work, such a concentration o f themes and harmonic content, that almost borders on bitterness, 

but here appears almost as a certain tendency o f an intentional and fortunate expression.

Frisch, Developing Variation, 67.
Because o f this lack of clarification on what exactly Schoenberg meant by the concept, the Schoenberg 

analytical and critical tradition has come in for some harsh criticism. Siegfried Kross, for instance, despite 
appreciating many of the details o f Walter Frisch’s work, fundamentally disagrees with Frisch’s writings on the 
topic in the basic matter o f what can be considered a manifestation of the principal o f ‘developing variation’. The 
problem o f defining ‘developing variation’, as Kross sees it, begins with Schoenberg, who never stated clearly 
what he meant by the term.’ See Siegfried Kross, ‘Thematic Structure and Formal Process in Brahms’s Sonata 
Movements’, in Brahms Studies: Historical and Analytical Perspectives, George Bozarth, ed. (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1990), 430, note 24. He goes on to say that the difficulty with Frisch’s approach is that ‘he interprets 
the term so broadly that it becomes applicable to virtually all o f Brahms’s works, thereby obscuring the 
coherence o f groups o f compositions previously delineated on historical and stylistic grounds.’ John Rothgeb has 
similar concerns, and offers his own definition o f the concept: ‘Developing variation, although less elusive than 
that other familiar Schoenbergian construct, the Grundgestalt, does not easily admit o f verbal definition in the 
abstract. Broadly speaking, the term refers to certain techniques o f organising diminution so as to yield a musical 
surface characterised by maximal fluidity and continuity. Most obviously, it involves operations on motivic 
components: expansion, contraction, fragmentation, variation o f metric position, and the like.’ See John 
Rothgeb, Review o f Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  Developing Variation, Music Theory’ Spectrum 9 
(Spring 1987): 204-215 (204). Rothgeb’s greater concern, however, is that ‘Schoenberg’s own analysis of 
Brahms is not just inaccurate: it leads directly away from Brahms’s music and towards Schoenberg’s own.’ He 
claims that ‘Schoenberg disregarded Brahms’s harmony and voice leading, and thus falsified even the motivic 
dimension with which he was exclusively concerned.’

‘ Wir haben selten eine ahnliche Knappheit, wir mochten sagen eine solche Concentration thematischen und 
harmonischen Gehaltes in neuereen Werken gefunden, die fast an Herbigkeit grenzt, aber hier wohl als 
beabsichtiger und glucklicher Ausdruck einer bestimmten Stimmung erscheint.’ Deiters, Op. 25, Col. 183
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He maintains that the continuation, a strongly contrasting theme that appears in the form o f lb  

in B flat major, ‘does not need to have an equally understandable reason’. T h e  material 

following lb  sees the restatement o f the first motive o f la , this time ‘performed by the string 

instruments with the greatest strength, accompanied on piano with a short, broken off 

semiquaver-figure and chords on the downbeat.’ In a manner that draws our attention to the 

development o f one theme from another, Deiters observes that this ‘is followed by a 

continuation that itself turns into semiquaver m otion’. From here the piano and string 

instruments lead a short imitation with that semiquaver accompaniment figure which closes

7QIthrough many modulations to A as the dominant o f D minor. At bar 41 Deiters highlights 

‘a new place’ that provides interesting ‘harmonic relationships’, and is ‘rich in new and 

beautiful idioms’. He describes a struggle between the string instruments that want to go back 

to G minor with the main theme [la], and the piano that answers with sorrowful chords and 

modulates to C. This exchange proceeds with the string instruments playing the main theme in 

F. It is ‘only after the third entry’ that the piano gets the space ‘to lead to D minor with an 

ascending, sorrowful figure [cadence at bar 50].’ It is out o f this struggle that Deiters 

understands theme 2a to arise. ‘The urging figure o f the piano’ that had been ‘halted and 

bound by the main theme becomes completely perceptible here. Now the cello brings a 

second theme in D minor which both arises from and is carried on by, the other instruments 

[2a at bar 50].

Example 6; Second subject, bars 5 0 -5 4  (my example, not D eiters's):

‘Einen nicht gleich verstandlichen inneren Grund muss nun auch der Fortgang haben.’ Ibid., Col. 183.
‘Das Thema wird nun von den Instrumenten mit grosster Kraft ausgefuhrt, vom C lavier mit einer kurzen, 

abgebrochenen Sechszehntelfigur und Accordschlagen begleitet; es schliesst sich eine Fortsetzung daran, die 
selbst in Sechszehntelbew egung iibergeht, und dann friiher Clavier und Instrumente eine kurze Imitation mit 
jener begleitenden Sechszehntelfigur durch, w elche nach m annigfaltiger M odulation au f A als Dom inante zu D- 
m oll schl i esst ’, C o l .  183.

‘Es folgt einer in harmonischer B eziehung interessante, an neuen und schonen W endungen reiche Stelle. D ie 
Instrumente w ollen  mit dem Hauptthema nach G -m oll zuruck, das C lavier antwortet mit klagenden Accorden  
und modulirt nach C, die Instrumenten bringen das Them a in F, und erst nach dem dritten Ansatze bekomm t das 
Clavier Raum zu einer aufsteigenden klagenden Figur, die nach D -m oll fuhrt.’ Ibid., Col. 183.

‘W ie durch das Hauptthema jenes Fortdrangen der Clavierfiguren gleichsam  aufgehalten, gefesse lt erscheint, 
wird hier ganz flihlbar..— Nun bringt das V ioloncell ein zw eites Thema in D -m oll, w elches von den anderen 
Instrumenten aufgekom m en und weitergefuhrt wird; es zeigt den Ausdruck klagenden D rangend.’ Ibid., Col. 183
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Here is one o f  the points where Deiters criticises Brahms’s writing for strings. He 

considers the instrumentation in bars 59 to 69 to lack unity, claiming that the string 

instruments ought only to embellish the melody on piano at this point. Deiters considers this 

to be a flaw o f  a pianist writing for string instruments, o f  one who ‘knows the efficiency o f  

the other instruments theoretically, but does not always have their full clear conception in 

writing, and is thereby easily inclined to transfer pianistic figures on to them.’^̂ ''

Observing that a modulation to D minor seems to be prepared at the close o f  theme 

2a, Deiters reports that we are unexpectedly led back to D major. It is in this tonality that ‘a 

new joyfully arising theme [2b]’ emerges, played in unison by violin and viola, and having as

90Sits basis the ‘motive o f  the above second theme [2a]’ :

Example 7: Op. 25/1, bars 79 -86 , 2b (my example, not D elters's):

‘ Wir machen hier zuerst eine Bemerkung, welche von der angefiihrten Beuertheilung des friiheren Quartette 
abweicht, und welche sich auf die Behandlung der Instrumente bezieht. Diesselben sind an dieser Stelle, wo sie 
die Melodie nur verzieren sollen, zu wenig als Einheit behandeit, jedes ubemimmt eine selbstandige Partei; die 
Vioiine hat Triolen, das Violonceli Achtel, die Bratsche eine Kette von Doppelgriffen in zum Theil recht 
unbequemer Lage. Man merkt an der Behandlung hier und anderswo der Clavierspieler, der die 
Leistungsfahigkeit der einzelnen Instruments zwar theoretisch kennt, aber beim Schreiben nicht immer die voile 
klare Vorstellung vom Klange derselben hat, und dabei leicht geneigt ist, claviermassige Figuren auf diesselben 
zu iibertragen’, Ibid., Col. 184.

‘Mit dem Schlussmotive jenes Themas wird nun in interessanter Modulation weitergearbeitet, bei starker 
Steigerung scheint ein Abschluss in D moll vorbereitet zu werden zu werden, aber unerwartet fuhrt uns ein 
kraftig bewegter Riickgang von der Dominante nach D-dur. In dieser Tonart setzt nun ein neues freudig 
aufstrebendes Thema (von Vioiine und Bratsche unisono gespielt) ein, dem das Motiv des obigen zweiten 
Themas zu Grunde liegt, und welches in seinem harmonisch schonen Gegensatz durch G-dur zur Dominante 
fuhrt’, Ibid., Col. 184.
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Deiters sees 2c as a further development o f the struggle out o f which 2b originated. He hears 

the ‘g lo o m y /’ entering again, with ‘the repetitive attempts o f the piano’, however D major 

has the victory and arrives at the conclusion after full and powerful courses. But it does not 

yet want to be silenced; it gladly moves a new melody upwards [2c]^^^:

Example 8: Brahms, Op. 25/1, bars 107-113 (D eiters's exam ple modified):

* I

r  p — -

xy

With regard to the recapitulation, Deiters witnesses the piano suggesting the opening 

figure [bar 130], which is answered by ‘broken-off harmonious figures in the strings’, with

‘Bei dem W iederholungsversuche des Claviers tont bald das triibe/ w ieder hinein, doch behalt D-dur den 
Sieg und gelangt nach m achtigen und vollen Gangen zum A bschluss. Aber es w ill sich noch nicht berhigen; froh 
bew egt schw ingt sich eine neue M elodie aufwarts’, Ibid., Col. 184.
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this exchange being developed for some time ‘in very attractive modulations’. Deiters does 

not elaborate on the modulations at this point, but instead notes that a ‘fuller, broader ending’ 

ensues, ‘from which a gradual reduction o f strength again develops the darker harmonies o f  G

707minor, and the return to the opening motive [bar 161].’

Deiters is by no means an uncritical observer. Having thus outlined the salient features 

o f  the exposition and focussed on its main themes, he now takes a broader look at the manner 

in which Brahms develops one theme from another. He considers the exposition to contain ‘a 

great diversity o f new and original m otives.’ Yet he fears that there may be an excess o f 

material considering that there are five main themes. Hence for the clear and secure 

impression o f the first theme, he claims that too much happens to allow this to form the centre 

point o f the movement.^^*

To summarise: the succession o f themes outlined by Deiters in this exposition is one 

that can certainly be compared to an organic growth. From the pregnant four bar theme (la) 

and its starkly contrasted counter theme in B flat major ( lb)  Deiters witnesses Brahms 

developing each o f  the ensuing motives. 2a is a product o f the battle between the semiquaver 

figure that arises from la  and the sorrowful lamenting figure that is a derivative o f  lb. 

Subsequently 2a forms the basis for the more joyful 2b, and 2c can be understood to have 

germinated from the same seeds as 2a, in that it is another victory call o f D major.

‘Nach dem Schluss deutet das C lavier das A nfangsthem a an, w orauf abgebrochene harmonische Figuren der 
Instrumente antworten, und dieser W echsel wird eine Zeit lang in der sehr reizender M odulation durchgefiihrt; 
dann folgt endiich ein volier breiter Schluss, aus dem sich bei allm aliger Abnahm e der Starke und dem Eintreten 
dunklerer Harmonien das G -m oll und die Riickkehr zum A nfange w ieder entw ickelt’. Ibid., C ol. 184.

‘B licken wir au f diesen ersten Theil zuriick, so finden wir eine grosse M annigfaltigkeit neuer und origineller 
M otive, w ir finden uberraschende Feinheiten und Schonheiten in harmonischen W endungen und Contrasten, und 
in grossen Partien desselben warmen lebensvollen Fluss und schone durch allm alige Steigerung des Ausdrucks 
hervorgebrachte Wirkung; w ir glauben aber ein Ueberm ass des Stoffes (man erinnere sich, dass vier, vielleicht 
sogar flin f selbstandige Themen auftreten) und eine daraus hervorgehenden Unklarheit als einen fur die 
Gesam m twirkung w eniger gunstigen Umstand bezeichnen zu durfen, und m iissen es namentlich beklagen, dass 
fur die deutliche und sichere Einpragung des ersten Themas, wodurch dasselbe den Mittelpunkt des Satzes 
bildete, zu w en ig  geschehen ist.’ Ibid., Col. 184.
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Deiters’s Discussion of Brahms String Quartet in B flat major. Op. 67

Norbert Meurs claims that Deiters ‘almost completely did without the general 

historical-aesthetic reflections’ that were common currency in contemporary writings, ‘in 

particular those influenced by the New Germans’.C e r ta in ly  in the period that Meurs covers 

in his book Neue Bahnen? Aspekte der Brahms-Rezeption 1853-1868 this is the case. 

However, in the 1878 reviews of Brahms’s String Quartets, Deiters becomes embroiled in the 

partisanship. Providing a lengthy preface in the first of a series of three articles, he outlines 

his stance in the polemical debates, frequently taking a cynical tone that is not present in any 

of his earlier w r i t i n g s . H e  argues that ‘thoughts, strongly constructed, musical thoughts full 

of contents!’ have become ‘extraordinarily rare in recent productions.’ Emphasising the 

point, he states that ‘thoughts with the ability to develop, and thereby the ability to develop 

large organic formulations’ are equally rare.̂ *̂  ̂What he wishes to see is ‘the development of 

musical laws, no blending of different areas of art, no bringing in objects of representation 

which oppose music’.

In this sense his writings hark back to the polemical debates that were raging in the 

1850s, as discussed in Chapter 1, the like of which had become less frequent in critical 

writings by the late 1870s. Brendel died in 1868, and the absence of the leader of the opposing 

party makes the outburst by Deiters in 1878 seem all the more anachronistic. Referring to a 

Hegelian stance that was perpetuated in the 1850s by Franz Brendel and the members of the

‘ A u f allgem eine historisch-asthetische R eflexionen, w ie sie in der gangigen, insbesondere von der 
N eudeutschen beeinflul3ten Praxis iiblich waren, verziciitete er fast v o llig ,’ Norbert M euers, N eue Bahnen?  
A spekte  der B rahm s-R ezeption  1 8 5 3 -1 8 6 8  {K.o\w. Schwere, 1996), 168.

Deiters, ‘Streichquartette von Johannes Brahm s’,/iZ /gew ew e m usikalische Zeitung, 13/28 (10 July 1878): 
4 3 3 -4 3 9 ; 13/29 (17 July 1878): 4 4 9 ^ 5 3 ;  13/30 (24 July 1878): 4 6 5 ^ 7 2 .

‘Was den jetzt schreibenden Com ponisten so vielfach abgeht, w as ist vorzugsw eise? Gedanken, selbstandige, 
klar concipirte und festgeform te Gedanken, und zwar m usikalische Gedanken; nicht etwa T onw eisen und 
Folgen, bei denen und durch die etw as anderes, den musikalischen-Kunstm itteIn an sich Fremdes, gezeichnet 
und vorgestellt sein soli, sondem  solche, in denen die Em pfindung sich in schoner Form fiihlt und ausspricht’, 
Deiters, ‘Streichquartette von Johannes Brahm s’, (10 July 1878), C ol. 433.

‘Gedanken also, festgefugte, inhaltvolle m usikalische Gedanken sie sind in der neueren Production 
ausserordentlich selten geworden. A ber auch entw icklungsfahige Gedanken, und dabei die Fahigkeit sie zu 
grosseren organischen Gebilden zu entw ick eln ’. Ibid., C ol. 434.

‘Und auch hier Entw ickelung nach m usikalischen G esetzen, kein Verm engen verschiedener Kunstgattungen, 
kein Hineinbringen von D arstellungsobjecten, w elche der M usik widerstreben’. Ibid., Col. 434.
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Neudeutsche Schule, he claims that ‘we are instructed in more recent times that the past 

development o f our art from form and content was only one preliminary stage to infinite 

heights, and that our great masters were to be content with the glory o f having been stages in 

the development o f an achievement o f  art for which they only showed a darkened 

presentiment’.̂ ^̂  Taking a disparaging tone he writes that ‘we ourselves could certainly not 

yet soar to the recognition o f these heights in our criticism, and therefore restrict ourselves on 

this occasion to a discussion o f  works that still follow provisionally on that imperfect 

preliminary stage’. G i v i n g  the impression that this diatribe may have been written decades 

before its publication, he disputes the notion that Beethoven recognised ‘the inadequacy o f  

pure instrumental music’ and hence included ‘words in Symphony No. 9 ’. He counters this 

with what by 1878 seems an outdated argument, that following the Ninth Beethoven supplied 

a ‘whole series o f pure instrumental compositions’, referring to the great quartets and the 

sketch o f a tenth symphony without choir.^°  ̂ ‘The real Beethoven’, he writes, and ‘not the one 

the theory loves to distort, remained o f the opinion that in the forms o f instrumental music, 

musical thoughts can present themselves and be allowed to develop organically.’ ®̂̂ He 

continues that ‘Schumann and Brahms, and all who strive in a similar manner to them, must 

consider musical dramas, such as the Neudeutsche Schule conceives and constructs, to be 

‘sadly mistaken’. ‘We others’, he continues, ‘who are convinced we have the most genuine

‘W ir werden zwar in neuerer Zeit belehrt, dass die bisherige Entwickeiung unserer Kunst nach Form und 
Gehalt nur eine Vorstufe zu einer unendiich hoheren gewesen, und unsere grossen M eister sich mit dem Ruhme 
begniigen mussen, Stufen in der Entwickeiung zu einer K unstleistung zu sein, wovon sie erst eine dunkle 
Ahnung zeig ten’, Ibid., Col. 434.

‘Zur Entkenntniss dieser Hohe haben wir uns freiiich bisher auch in der Kritik noch nicht em porschwingen 
konnen und halten uns daher auch diesmal in unserer Besprechung an Werke, welche sich voriaufig noch an jene 
unvollkom m ene Vorstufe aniehnen’, Ibid., Col. 434.

‘Beethoven hat freiiich, so will man uns belehren, die Unzulanglichkeit der reinen Instrum entalm usik selbst 
eingesehen, und dieses Gestandniss durch die Hinzunahme des W ortes in der neuenten Symphonie abgelegt, so 
dass nun eine reine Instrum entalm usik nicht m ehr moglich scheint -  so versichem  uns Leute, deren Theorie, 
vorher schon fertig, dieser Um form ung der Geschichte bedarf. Beethoven hat jedoch -  und das lehrt die 
unertbittliche wirkliche G eschichte -  die Hinzunahme des Chors zur Symphonie als einen Fehler erkannt, er hat 
nach derselben eine ganze Reihe reiner Instrum entalwerke geliefert (denn man wird ja  die grossen Quartette 
doch nicht der Theorie zu Liebe ignoriren wollen) und die zehnte Symphonie ohne Chor entworfen’, Ibid., Col. 
434-^35 .

‘Und an den wirklichen Beethoven, nicht einen der Theorie zu Liebe entstellen, haben sich die angeschlossen, 
w elche nach ihm der Ansicht blieben, dass in den Formen der Instrum entalm usik sich musikalischen Gedanken 
sehr wohl darstellen und organisch entwickeln lassen konnen’. Ibid., Col 435.
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and true art before us ... do not want to let our long certain aesthetic and artistic principles be

Q AO

revoked from a side that has no right to solely represent “German art”.’ 

What provoked such an outburst at this late stage in Deiters’s critical career that had 

hitherto steered clear o f  such polemicism we will never know.^°^ Nonetheless this is the 

platform on which he presents Brahms’s String Quartets, a genre that ‘is considered in far

T 1 A ^

higher degrees to be the blossom of pure instrumental music’. The string quartet, he writes, 

‘is awarded motives o f a much richer opportunity [than orchestral music], to show their 

richness o f spirit in artful interweaving between few defined individualities’. In describing the 

tonal language he borrows Goethe’s likeness o f the string quartet to a ‘dialogue between four 

intelligent people’.^" He compares Brahms’s quartets to Beethoven’s late style:

Just as Beethoven was cut o ff  from the world by suffering and fate, and no more felt the necessity to 

affect in powerful tones, he immersed h im self in this intimate language o f  four quartet voices, and in 

these created a rare series o f  deeply intimate, moving, for a long tim e m isunderstood com positions that 

are more open to the current w orld.'’'"

Brahms’s three works ‘are no doubt worth the great model’. E a c h  o f the three articles 

discusses a quartet in turn, beginning with the first. Friedhelm Krummacher, in his 1994

‘Die m usikalische Dramatik, wie die N eudeutsche Schule sie betrachtet und ausbildet, muss M anner wie 
Schumann und Brahms und alle, die ihnen gleich streben, fiir traurig verirrte halten. W ir anderen, die wir 
uberzeugt sind, hat die Fortentwicklung echtester und w ahrster Kunst vor uns zu haben, wollen zwar der anderen 
Entwicklung unsere aufm erksam e Beachtung nicht versagen, wollen uns aber nicht unsere langst feststehenden 
asthetischen und kiinstlerischen Grundsatze von einer Seite umstossen lassen, die keineswegs das Recht hat, 
allein die “deutsche Kunst” zu vertreten’. Ibid., Col 435.

Unfortunately the Brahms Briej\\’echsel is o f  little help to us here either. Brahms and Deiters did exchange 
letters, but Brahms rem ains true to his reticence on musical matters in these letters. For the correspondence 
between Brahms and Deiters see Johannes Brahms im Briefwechsel mit Karl Reinthaler, Max Bruch, Hermann 
Deiters, Friedr. Heimsoeth, Karl Reinecke. Ernst Riidorjf, Bernhard und Luise Schol: (BerVm: Verlag der 
Deutschen Brahm s-Gesellschaft, 1908), 115-130.

‘Das Streichquartett gilt bisher in noch hoherem Grade, als die Symphonic, als Bliithe reiner 
Instrum entalm usik’, Deiters, ‘Streichquartette von Johannes Brahm s’, (10 July 1878), Col. 435.

‘W eit weniger wie in der O rchestercom ponisten, ist hier W irkung der Masse, Steigerung der Tonfulle zu den 
Mittein der Kunstdarstellung hinzugenom m en; es erhalten die M otive eine viel reichere Gelegenheit, in 
kunstvoller Verflechtung zwischen wenigen, abgegrenzten Individualitaten ihren inneren Reichthum zu zeigen, 
und gehaltvoller, reicher, feinsinniger wie irgendwo erscheint die Tonsprache in dem “Dialoge von vier 
geistreichen Personen’” , Ibid., Col. 435.

‘Als Beethoven, durch Leiden und Schicksal von der grossen W elt abgeschnitten, kein Bediirfniss mehr 
fiihlte, in machtigen Tonen au f sie zu wirken, vertiefte er sich in diese vertraute Sprache der vier 
Quartettstimmen, und schuf in derselben eine seltene Reihe der tiefsinnigsten, ergreifendsten, lange 
unverstandenen, der jetzigen W elt im m er m ehr sich erschliessenden C om ponisten’, Ibid., Col. 435.

‘Ihm Brahms mit drei Werken, welche wohl werth sind des grossen V orbildes’, Ibid., Col. 435.
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article ‘Reception and Analysis: On the Brahms String Quartets Op. 51, Nos. 1 and 2 \  has 

discussed Deiters’s reviews o f the Op. 51 quartets. The current discussion o f Deiters will 

conclude with a study o f his review o f the String Quartet No. 3 in B flat major.

Walter Frisch has recently published an article on Op. 67 in which he quite 

rightly states that Brahms’s third quartet has been unaccountably neglected in scholarly and 

analytical literature on the composer, pointing to Friedhelm Krummacher’s 1999 article as the 

single modem study o f  the B flat quartet o f which he is a w a r e . P e r h a p s  part o f  the reason 

for this neglect is that Op. 67 was not discussed in Schoenberg’s writings. While both the Op. 

51 quartets have received an abundance o f scholarly attention in the wake o f  Schoenberg’s 

comments on No. 1 in Fundamentals o f  Musical Composition, and on No. 2 in 'Brahms the 

Progressive’, Op. 67 has been overshadowed in this r e g a r d . Y e t  while the thematic work in 

Op. 67 may not be considered to fit into the categor>' o f  developing variation, the structure o f 

the work and its thematic contents are no less compelling. Moreover, its structure is such that 

‘if  the elaboration o f a thematic idea is the primary formal principle, on which depends the 

integration o f  the movement as a w hole’, this work is paradigmatic o f musical prose. 

Indeed to borrow further Dahlhaus’s slogan, ‘the musical form takes the shape o f a discourse 

in sound in which motives develop out o f earlier motives like ideas, each o f which is a

Walter Frisch, ‘The Snake Bites Its Tail: Cyclic Process in Brahms’s Third String Quartet, Op. 67 ’, Journal o f  
M usicology 22!\ (Winter 2005): 154-172. Friedhelm Krummacher, ‘Von “allerlei Delikatessen”: Uberlegungen 
zum Streichquartett Op. 6 7 ’, in Johannes Brahms: Quellen -  Text -  Rezeption: Internationaler Brahms- 
Kongress, Hamburg, 1997, Krummacher and Michael Struck, eds. (Munich: G. Henle, 1999), 127-141. Elaine 
Sisman’s 1990 detailed study o f  Brahms’s use o f  variation form does not, unfortunately, consider the variations 
in the finale o f  Op. 67 in any detail. Elaine Sisman, ‘Brahms and the Variation Canon’, 19'^-Century> Music,
XIV/2 (Fall 1990): 132-153. In his 2004 article ‘Brahms and the Sense o f  Ending’ David Pacun discusses Op.
67 in the context o f  Brahms’s other variation movements. Pacun’s observations are insightful, but unfortunately 
too brief to explore the finale o f  Op. 67 in any detail. David Pacun, ‘Brahms and the Sense o f  Ending’, American  
Brahms Society N ewsletter XXII/1 (Spring 2004): 1 ^ .

For Schoenberg’s analysis o f  Brahms’s String Quartet in A minor, Op. 51, No. 2, see ‘Brahms the 
Progressive’, 430. For his discussion o f  Brahms’s String Quartet in C minor, Op. 51, No. 1, see Fundamentals o f  
Musical Composition, 30. The musical example is on 54. Among the literature that deals with Schoenberg’s 
discussion o f  the Op. 51quartets see Arnold Whittall, ‘Two o f  a Kind? Brahms’s Op. 51 Finales’, in Brahms II: 
Biographical, Documentary, and Analytical Studies', Rainer Wilke, Brahms, Reger, Schdnberg Streichquartette: 
M otivische-thematische Prozesse undform ale G estalt (Hamburg: Wagner, 1980); Friedhelm Krummacher, 
‘Reception and Analysis: On the Brahms String Quartets, Op. 51, Nos. 1 and 2 ’, I ̂ ''-Century Music 18/1 
(Summer 1994): 24-45; Walter Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  D eveloping Variation, 6 -8 , and 109-116.

Dahlhaus, ‘Issues in Composition’, 50.
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consequence of its predecessor’. This discourse takes shape not only within the first 

movem ent, but across the work as a whole in that the thematic material appearing in the 

expo sition o f  the first movement returns in the fourth movement, Poco Allegretto con 

Variazioni. Brahms fuses this thematic material with the variations theme in a manner that 

exem plifies thematic logic. Deiters’s 1878 review o f the work provides a thorough study o f 

Brahm s’s thematic coherence, couching his analysis in an exploration o f the expressive 

potential o f the work. He explicitly draws attention to the striking thematic logic evident in 

the relationship o f the first and fourth movements. Indeed many o f  the observations he makes 

find a  resonance in Frisch’s 2005 article.

The following table is useful in tracing the thematic scheme in the first movement as 

Deiters perceives it:

Table 3: Brahms, String Q uartet in B flat major, Op. 67/1 , D eiters's them atic outline:

Exposition Development Recap.

Bar 1 32 50 58 69 103 106 149^'^ 194 205

Subject la lb trans 2a trans. Dev.a Dev.b 2a Dev.a la

Key Bi? F F d F# F# g Bl»

The first theme, a ‘lively motive’, that Deiters considers to lie ‘as the basis o f  all diversity’, is 

played first by the middle instruments, violin II and viola, and repeated by all four 

instruments, followed by a continuation.^'*

Example 9: Op. 67/1 , bars 1 -4  [ la ]  (D eiters's example modified):

M usgrave claim s that the ‘thoroughgoing developm ent o f  the second subject’ appears at bar 161. This seem s 
to disregard the return o f  the second 2/4  subject at bar 149 where it is arranged in imitation. M usgrave, The 
M usic o f  Brahms, 182.

‘Ein munteres M otiv in 6/8-Takt beginnt der ersten Satz (B-dur, V ivace) und liegt dem selben bei alier 
M annigfaltigkeit stetig zu Grunde’, D eiters, ‘Streichquartette von Johannes Brahm s’, A llgem eine m usikalische  
Z eitung  13/30 (24  July 1878): Cols. 4 6 5 -4 7 2  (465), hereafter D eiters, Op. 67.
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V iolin 1

V iolin II

Viola

C ello

p

f  s f s /

/  s f s /

/  s f s /

/  s f s f

The contrasting material appearing next is ‘in altered rhythm and altered expression’, but like 

the first theme is also ‘in two two-bar periods’, a structure that permeates the first section.

Example 10: Op. 67/1 , bars 9 -1 0  (Deiters's' example modified):

Violm II

V io la

Following its repetition it closes in B flat. The restatement o f  la  at this point is joined to a 

‘lively course’, which is based on the theme. Deiters outlines the ‘short series’ o f  modulations 

through E flat minor, G flat minor, B flat minor to F major whereby the figure closes 

‘brilliantly’. He sees the motion remaining in the violin which creates ‘fine, graceful

m elism as’, while the second violin and viola again begin the next theme [2a] 320

Example 11; Op. 67/1, bars 3 2 -35  [lb ]  (Deiters's example modified):

‘Nun tritt in veradertem Rhythmus {tempo rubato) und verandertem Ausdrucke ein Gegensatz auf ebenfalls in 
zwei zweitaktigen Perioden, von denen jede in verstarkter Kraft wiederholt wird, worauf dann der zweitheilige 
Rhythmus wieder einsetzt und in B abschliesst’, Deiters, Op. 67, Col. 465.

‘Der Wiederholung des Anfangsthemas gelten sich nun lebhafte Gange, zu welchen jenes gewissermaassen 
die Grundlage bildet; es wird in kurzer Folge durch Es-moll, durch Ges-dur, B-moll nach F modulirt; die 
lebhaften Figuren schliessen glanzend (unisono), die Bewegung bleibt in der ersten Geige und gestaltet sich 
feinen, anmuthigen Melismen, zu welchen die Mittelinstrumente mit der Bewegung des Themas einsetzen’.
Ibid., Cols. 4 6 5 ^ 6 6 .
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Vuoliii I

V iolin  II

'V io la

(2 e I lo

Thiis section is ‘more graceful’ with ‘a more lively effect’. Following a repetition in the minor 

m ode, he witnesses the ‘most surprising and artful’ manner in which the accompaniment and

^ 7  1hairmonic progressions are stated in retrograde [3 9 ^ 3 ] , This is followed by a ‘more 

gloom ily  coloured, restless minor course’, a transition theme beginning at bar 50, that finally 

coimes to a halt with two bars o f  octave Fs. Drawing attention to the apparent interruption o f  

thiis ;heme by the Fs, for Deiters it is ‘as though it expected to find something still 

uniidentified’, but rather ‘closes u n e x p e c t e d l y A  new motive ensues in 2/4 [2a at bar 58], a 

tennpo which rules for the rest o f  the first part, interrupted once by two bars o f  6/8 motion 

[bairs 60-62].^^^

Exzarrple 12: Op. 67/1 , bars 55-60  [2a a t 58] (D eiters's exam ple modified):

“ D ese ganze Stelle ist von anmuthiger, das Gemiith belebender W irkung. Die Periode wiederholt sich in der 
MoHltonart und hochst uberraschend und kunstvoll werden sowohl das M otiv als die begleitenden ham ionischen 
Gamge in um gekehrter Bewegung gebracht’. Ibid., Col. 466.

... sie geht dann in triiber gefarbte, unruhige M ollgange aus, die endlich, wie wenn sie noch etwas nicht 
Geffurdenes erwarteten, au f F zwei Takte Halt machen. Da schliesst sich u n e r w a r t e t Ibid., Col. 466.

“ Di schliesst sich unerwartet, aber fiir das Geflihl verstandlich und motivirt, ein reizendens neues M otiv im 
2/4-T ckt an. welches, nachdem die 6/8-Bewegung noch einmal dazwischen getreten, fiir den Rest des ersten 
Thejilts zum herrschenden w ird’, Ibid., Col. 466.
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Deiters considers Brahm s’s contrast o f a ‘driving’ compound and ‘persisting’ simple duple 

time to be ‘one o f the courses o f real genius’ in that ‘what seems different and incoherent’ 

surprises us ‘through inner truth and refinement o f m otivation’. This puts us in mind, he 

claims ‘o f the calmed down mind that having reached its goal happily draws a deep breath. 

Implying that something further is to come o f  the relationship between this simple and 

compound duple time, he claims that it ‘does not yet lead to a perfect conclusion’. The section 

in 2/4 is developed with a long continuation (beginning at bar 69) that in D eiters’s 

interpretation ‘appears to seek and not find peace’ until the 6/8 figure penetrates the surface o f 

2/4 (at bar 97), to give a ‘renewed, firm direction’ by keeping a ‘logical’ hold on the

325  *material. This marks the end o f the exposition which, as Deiters remarks, ‘leads without

326conclusion’ either back to the repeat, or on to the development section’.

Deiters considers the development section in Op. 67 to be ‘simple and loosely 

arranged’ and thereby ‘more transparent’ than many others by Brahms. The figure that 

appears in bars 103-105 in 6/8 is derived from la , which ‘withdraws itself uncertainly’, to 

repeat itself after the appearance o f  new material. The new motive at bar 106 is one that 

Deiters refers to as ‘fundamentally determ ined’, which in ‘gloomy, restless searching’, does 

not arrive at the ‘desired conclusion’, and in that sense is ‘like a dark cloud shadow over

‘Das ist w ieder einer der Ztige des echten Genius; was scheinbar verschiedenartig und unzusam m enhangend  
erscheint, uberrascht den Eindringenden durch innere W ahrheit und Feinheit der M otivirung. Der C om ponist 
fuhrt uns den Unterschied des treibenden, strebenden 6/8 und des beharrenden, in sich zufriedenen 2 /4 -  
Rhythmus lebhaft ins Gemiith; wir m einen plotzlich die heitere Freude des beruhigten G em ilthes, w elch es an 
seinem  Z iele ist und froh aufathmet, m itzuem pfm den’, Ibid., C ol. 466.

‘A ber freilich flihrt diese Beruhigung noch nicht zu vollkom m enem  A bschlusse; sie verliert sich in ungew isse  
Ahnungen -  da macht sich Brahms M odulationsgeschick w ieder geltend -  die Sechszehntelbew egung des 2 /4- 
Takt wird zu einem  kurzen Durchfuhrungssatze verarbeitet und ergeht sich dann in einer langeren Fortsetztung, 
die Ruhe sucht und nicht zu finden scheint, bis ihr durch Hinzutreten des Sechsachtelm otivs eine em euerte, fest 
Richtung gegeben wird, die denn auch durch consequentes Festhalten sich Bahn bricht und durchdringt’, Ibid., 
Col. 4 6 6 ^ 6 7 .

‘Damit schliesst der erste Theil, oder vielm ehr er fuhrt ohne eigentlichen A bschlusse zur W iederholung oder 
zur Durchfuhrung im zw eiten ’. Ibid., Col. 467.

‘Der Durchfuhrungssatz ist in diesem  Satze einfacher und loser gestaltet und dadurch in seiner Entw icklung  
ubersichtlicher und durchsichtiger w ie in vielen  anderen’, Ibid., Col. 467.
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which the cheerful piece rushes’. It alternates with the ‘opening repelled figure ( la ) ’ which 

reappears from bars 114-117, and again at 127, at which point it ‘repeats itself in a period in 

F sharp major that is harmonically very attractive’. Deiters claims that if  we ‘do not lose sight 

o f the connection’ at this point between the cheerful opening theme, and the new motive o f 

restless searching, it is ‘as though all striving, all o f  the will for the instant, would withdraw 

us in a sweet dream o f impossible things’. I t  is only with the entry o f  the 2/4 motive already 

‘well known to us’ [2a] at bar 149, likewise in F sharp major, that ‘the mind gradually gathers 

itself up in fast harmonic changes and in short rhythm s’. With the arrangement o f  this motive 

in imitation, ‘we are brought to that high point o f the development’ in which ‘the conflict that 

is represented in the different motives appears in its complete sharpness’, leading to a 

‘passionate outbreak’.

Deiters cannot resist the urge to draw the polemical battles that are evidently still 

raging into his discussion. He comments that Brahms gives the impression ‘that we hear 

music, beautiful music that does not require a programme’. T h i s  lively period closes in the 

dominant o f G minor, and in this tonality the ‘half sad, half dissatisfied’ theme o f the 

development reinserts itse lf ‘Naturally’, he observes, ‘the mind seeks to save itself from such 

a storm again and returns slowly, devoted and resigned, to the initial tonality in which the

‘Es tritt als wesentlich bestimm end ein neues M otiv ein, welches in einer truben, unruhig suchenden und nicht 
an den gewunschten Abschluss gelangenden Weise, wie ein dunkier W oikenschatten, tiber das heitere Bild 
hinrauscht.’ Ibid., Col. 467.

‘Die anfanglichen M otiv ziehen sich unsicher zuriick, verlieren sich, nachdem jene Periode sich w iederholt 
hat, in eine harm onisch sehr reizvoll behandelte Periode in Fis-dur, so die anfangs abgestossenen Figuren in 
gebundener Bewegung einen kleinen Satz von reizendem  W ohllaute durchfuhren, die aber doch, wenn w ir den 
Zusam m enhang nicht aus dem Auge verlieren, die Em findung erregt, wie wenn sich alles Streben, alle W ille fiir 
den A ugenblick zuriickzoge in eine susse Traumerei von unmoglichen D ingen’, Ibid., Col. 467.

‘Mit dem Eintritt des uns bekannten 2/4- M otivs, ebenfalls noch in Fis-dur, rafft sich das Gemiith allm alig 
w ieder auf, in schneiien Harm oniewechseln und in kurzen Rhythmen, in welchen das 2/4-M otiv imitirend 
verarbeitet wird, werden wir zu jenem  Hohepunkt der Durchfiihrung gebracht, den wir auch sonst bei Brahm s in 
diesen Abschnitten finden, und welche den Conflict der in den verschiedenen Motiven sich darstellenden 
verschiedenen Stimmungen in seiner ganzen Scharfe und zu leidenschaftlichem Ausbruche zugespitzt erscheinen 
lasst’, Ibid., Col. 467.

‘Brahms versteht es, iiber die Schonheit setzt, zu gewagten Experimenten verleiten konnte, uns das Gefiihl zu 
lassen, dass w ir Musik, schone Musik horen, die keines Programm es b e d a r f , Ibid., Col. 467.
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more courageous 6/8 motive [la] rises again. Thus the recapitulation has begun, one m 

which, ‘as is expected’, there are ‘new, sensitive and characteristic courses, especially in 

harm ony’. Deiters notes an apparent increase in ‘power and skill’ that is particularly evident 

at the conclusion, notably ‘in the rhythmic doubling o f the theme, accompanied by syncopated 

m ovem ent’ (bars 316-317 and 322-323). He considers the movement to close with the tone 

o f ‘glad, courageous revolt’.

It is Deiters’s discussion o f the finale, Poco Allegretto con Variazioni, that is most 

outstanding because he relates the local aspects to the large scale continuity across the 

movements in a manner that we do not see in the writings o f Schoenberg or his followers. He 

outlines the form o f the movement as consisting o f a theme and eight variations. Furthermore 

he notes that the first three variations form a group in which the content o f the theme is 

illustrated, made more urgent, decorated, but in which the basic mood is not left.^^^ Indeed the 

tonality o f these three variations remains in B flat major. The following three are likewise 

inwardly connected and he depicts each o f the three in turn as portraying the ‘entry o f a 

gloomier, introspective, and finally a dreamy tone’.̂ ^̂  In variations 4, 5, and 6 we are led 

further away from the original key, variation 4 being in the parallel minor, variation 5 in D 

flat, and variation 6 in G flat. Furthermore, Deiters points out the intimate relationship o f the 

first and last movements. The return o f Brahms’s thematic material from the exposition o f the

‘D iese lebendige, ja  das Gemuth aufregende Periode schliesst in der D om inante von G-m oll; in dieser Tonart 
setzt dann noch einm al das neue, halb traurig, halb unzufrieden klingende Thema der Durchflihrung w ieder ein -  
natiirlich sucht sich das Gemuth auch aus solchem  Sturme w ieder zu retten -  und leitet langsam, hingebend und 
resignirend, in die Anfangstonart w ieder zuriick, in w elcher dann das m uthvollere 6 /8-M otiv  w ieder anhebt’, 
Ibid., Col. 467.

‘D ie W iederholung enthalt, w ie  zu erwarten, neue, feinsinnige und charakteristische Ziige, besonders in der 
Harmonic; dann macht sich auch in der Kraft und Fertigkeit der B ew egung eine Steigerung bemerkbar, die 
besonders gegen den Schluss in der rhythm ischen Verdoppelung des Them as, von synkopirter B ew egung  
begleitet, sich geltend macht. Mit dem Tone fi'oher, muthiger Erhebung schliesst der Satz’, Ibid., Col. 467.

‘D iese drei Variationen bilden eine Gruppe, in w elcher der Inhalt des Themas gleichsam  illustrirt, 
eindringlicher gem acht, ausgeschm uckt, aber die Grundstimmung nicht eigentlich verlassen w ird’. Ibid.,  Col. 
470.

‘In den drei folgenden, ebenfalls innerlich zusam m enhangenden Variationen, tritt ein triiberer, in sich  
gekehrter, schliesslich  ganz der Traumerei hingegebener Ton e in ’. Ibid., Col. 470.
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first movement is fused with the variation theme in Nos. 7 and 8, a procedure that Deiters 

understands to capture the ‘poetic idea o f the w hole’.

Musgrave and Frisch have both observed that Brahm s’s quartet evokes M ozart’s 

‘H unt’ Quartet, K. 458, with which it shares its theme, key, and a basic tempo, with the 

themes in the first movement presented in two voices -  two vioUns in Mozart, and second 

vioHn and viola in Brahms. Indeed it is certainly possible, as Musgrave claims, that Brahms 

may have used this work as a background model, given the classical period structure evident 

from the outset in two measure units that are given varied repetition. Deiters points to another 

musical analogy, however, in drawing a parallel with Beethoven’s String Quartet in E flat 

major. Op. 74, which likewise has an Allegretto con Variazioni as its finale. The parallels go 

even further in that the theme o f each o f the variations goes to V o f vi at the end o f  the A 

section -  G major in bar 8 in Beethoven, and D major in bar 4 in Brahms. (See example 13 for 

Beethoven and example 14 for Brahms in this regard.)

Exam ple 13: B eethoven , S tring  Q u arte t in E fla t m ajor. Op. 7 4 /1 , bars 1 -8 :

A llegretto con Variazoni.

cresc.

cresc.

cresc.

cresc.

" ‘ die poetische Idee des Ganzen Ibid., Col. 471.
M usgrave, The M usic o f  B rahm s, 179-82; and Frisch, ‘The Snake Bites Its T ail’.
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Moreover, just as Brahms’s variations are grouped in two groups o f three, so too are those of 

Beethoven’s Op. 74.^^*

Deiters’s discussion of the theme of the variations outhnes the structure clearly and 

concisely [A, B, A l], noting how in the ‘short run’ o f the theme ‘the feelings are already 

expressed in a terse form’. ‘A comfortable, friendly motive begins in B flat, to close already 

with its continuation in the fourth bar in D’ [A].^^^ He observes the second part [B] beginning 

in this tonality, and notes that it ‘secures a surprisingly longing tone in legato motion’, which 

then, with the ‘surprisingly fast return’ to B flat major leads back to the ‘friendly, peaceful 

tone’, of the opening [Al], and closes with two bars o f this m a te r ia l.D e ite rs  encapsulates 

this structure in depicting it as one in which ‘the shortest form’ has ‘a beginning, rich full 

development, and conclusion’, with a ‘rhythmic and harmonic evenness’. It ‘could hardly be 

more beautifully thought’, he writes, claiming that ‘only the truly appointed master’ could

^41achieve such brevity.

Example 14; Op. 67/IV , bars 1 -8  (D eiters's exam ple modified):

Nicholas Marston has further argued that corresponding sets o f Beethoven’s six variations are closely linked 
by other means, so that ‘in addition to the grouping I 3 5 / 2 4  6 there arises a grouping in pairs; 1-2, 3 ^ ,  5 -6 ’. 
See Nicholas Marston, ‘Analysing Variations: The Finale o f Beethoven’s String Quartet Op. 74’, Music Analysis 
8/3 (October 1989): 303-324 (306).

‘In dem kurzen Verlaufe des Themas sind diese Empfindungen schon in gedrangter Form ausgesprochen; ein 
behagliches freundliches Motiv in B beginnt um schon mit seiner Fortsetztung im vierten Takte in D 
abzuschliessen’, Deiters, Op. 67, Col. 469.

‘Diese Tonart nimmt der zweite Theil auf und schlagt in gebundener Bewegung einen uberraschend 
sehnsuchtigen Ton an, der dann mit dem uberraschend schnellen Ruckgange nach B-dur in das Thema und 
dessen freundlich friedlichen Ton zuriickleitet und mit den beiden Haupttakten desselben schliesst’. Ibid., Col. 
469.

‘In kurzester Form Beginn, reiche voile Entwicklung und Abschluss, dabei in einem rhythmischen und 
harmonischen Ebenmaasse, wie es schoner kaum gedacht werden kann; das vermag nur der wahrhaft berufene 
Meister’, Ibid., Cols. 4 6 9 ^ 7 0 .
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Deiters continues to describe each o f the variations individually. A table outlining his 

observations is useful in this regard.

Table 4: Op. 67, Deiters's outline for th e  form of th e  Finale of Op. 67:

Theme Var. 1 Var. 2 Var. 3 Var. 4 Var. 5 Var. 6 Var. 7 Var. 8 Coda

Key Bi» ei> B t Bi> bi> Di> g J? Bi> Di> G i»-B t

Meter 2/4 2/4 2/4 2/4 2/4 2/4 2/4 6/8 6/8 2/4

Bar 1 11 18 39 52 66 81 94 111 150

KJ5



In Variation 1 ‘the viola leads in semiquaver motion, to the pizzicato  accompaniment of the 

other instruments In Variation 2 the viola again takes the lead, after which the violin 

takes over the motive. The accompaniment and the whole motion is in legato f i g u r e s . B y  

Variation 3 Deiters notes ‘a livelier movement’, where ‘the first violin varies the theme in 

triplet m otion’, accompanied by chords in the remaining instruments. He observes the 

emphasis on the fourth quaver, which is stressed ‘in a remarkably astounding w ay’. In the 

second part o f this variation the other instruments take part in the triplet motion through

344imitation.

In the fourth variation, the first o f the second group o f three, the tonality changes to 

the parallel B flat minor. The violin and cello play unisono, in quiet, legato passages, whose 

conclusion is accompanied by a ‘richer harm ony’, with triplets in the accompaniment in the 

repetition at bar 57. In the B section o f  Variation 4, as Deiters hears it, the music ‘gets a 

dreamy, longing colour o f  inimitable attractions’. '̂ '̂ In the following two variations ‘this 

sweet dream ’, which is ‘sunken in itself in the wonderfully charming harmonies and the 

sensitive voice leading’, finds ‘a still more satisfied expression’. H e  notes the D flat 

tonality o f the fifth variation in which ‘the semiquaver passages are combined with triplet 

m otion’. This puts Deiters spontaneously in mind o f one o f the Beethoven variations, most 

likely Variation 6 in which Beethoven combines continuous quavers and triplet quavers

‘In der ersten Variation fiihrt die Bratsche, zu p /rr/ca /o-B egleitung  der ubrigen Instrumente, eine 
Sechszehntelbew egung durch’, Ibid., Col. 470.

‘In der zw eite  tritt auch w ieder zuerst die Bratsche selbstandig auf, nach w eicher dann die G eige das M otiv  
unem im m t; die B egleitung und ganze B ew egung erfoigt in gebundene Figuren,’ Ibid., Col. 470.

‘Eine lebhaftere B ew egung kommt durch die dritte Variation in das Stiick, w o die erste V ioline in 
T riolenbew egung das Thema variirt, und dir ubrigen Instrumente mit A ccorden, w obei in besonders frappirender 
W eise das vierte Achtel besonders betont wird, begleiten. Durch Imitation nehmen im zw eiten Theile auch die 
ubrigen Instrumente an der T riolenbew egung T heil,’ Ibid., Col. 470.

‘In B-molI setzen V ioline und V iolincell unisono  leise gebundene Gange ein, deren A bschluss vollere 
Harmonic begleitet, und zu deren W iederholung in der B egleitung Triolen auftreten; hier bekom m t jen e Stelle 
des zw eiten Theiles eine traum erisch-sehnsuchtige Farbe von unnachahmlichem R eize ,’ Ibid ., C ol. 470.

‘D iese siisse, in sich versunkene Traumerei fmden in den wunderbar reizenden Harmonien und den 
feinsinnigen Stimmfiihrungen der beiden folgenden Variationen einen noch gesattigteren Ausdruck; Brahms ist 
ja  M eister in der Behandlung d ieses eigenthum lich bestrickenden clair-obscur’, Ibid., Col. 470.
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simultaneously (bar Continuing with his images o f reverie, he claims that in

Variation No. 6 ‘the mind sinks still deeper in dreamy reminiscences’, while also the tonality 

itself ‘sinks to G flat’. Here, ‘to the chords o f the upper instruments, the cello suggests the 

theme pizzicato' In the B section o f the variation (from bar 89) the viola takes over the 

pizzicato  movement in wider intervals, with ‘increased movement’ in the chords. Describing 

the wonderfully tranquil quality o f the music at this point, Deiters writes that ‘finally, 

however, the composer completely soothes us in sweet dreams, where we forget everything 

around us.’^̂  ̂With this, the B section ‘is uniformly closed’.

It is the seventh variation that marks the pinnacle o f the movement, and indeed o f  the 

piece as a whole. According to Deiters ‘we are brought back to consciousness with a bang’ as 

the composer ‘with surprisingly fine and eloquent passages’ brings back the material o f  the 

‘fresh and driving motive o f the first movement for the new variation’, thus reverting to 

compound duple time and B flat major, ‘and now makes this the basis o f all further 

development’^^':

Example 15: Op. 67/IV , bars 9 4 -9 7  (D eiters 's exam ple modified):

‘Die fiinfte geht in Des; Sechszehntelgange werden mit Triolenbew egung verbunden -  die Erinnerung an 
eine, der Variationen bei Beethoven steigt hier unwiilkiirhch auf, ohne dass von einem Anklange in den Motiven 
gesprochen werden konnte’, Ibid., Col. 470.

‘Noch tiefer versinkt das Gemuth in traum erische Riickerinnerungen in der foigenden sechsten; die Tonart 
sinkt in Ges; zu den Accorden der oberen Instrumente deutet das Violinceil pi:z. das Them a an’, Ibid., Col. 470.

‘Im zweiten Theile iibem im m t die Bratsche die /j/rr/co/o-B ew egung in weiten Intervallen, die Accorde zeigen 
eine etwas gesteigerte Bewegung, schliesslich aber wiegt uns der Com ponist ganz in siisse Traumerei ein, worin 
wir ailes urn uns her vergessen’, Ibid., Col. 470.

‘Damit ist diese G ruppe einheitiich abgeschlossen’. Ibid., Col. 470.
‘M it einem Schlage werden wir w ieder zur Besinnung, zu frischem Aufraffen gebracht, und mit einem 

iiberraschend feinen und sprechenden Zuge bewirkt dies der Com ponist dadurch, dass er das frische und 
treibende A nfangsm otiv des ersten Satzes als M otiv zu der neuen Variation verwendet und nun zur Grundiage 
aller fem eren Entw icklung m acht’. Ibid., Cols. 4 7 0 ^ 7 1 .
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Doppio Movimento

arco >

/

It is here that Deiters understands the work to have reached its structural and 

expressive peak. He exclaims, ‘thus enters the poetic idea o f the whole, as far as it allows 

itself to be captured in w ords.’ Revelling in the catharsis he experiences through the work he 

continues that ‘we win the feeling o f an attained result, o f full satisfaction’ a feeling that is 

based on ‘an inner harmony and peace’. This harmony and peace is that which was denied 

in the first movement. It is at this point that we can understand the statement he made about 

the relationship between simple and compound duple time being ‘one o f the dictates o f real 

genius’,^̂  ̂ as we now experience the ‘inner truth and refinement o f m otivation’.̂ '”’"* For the 

remainder, ‘the composer leads us through small, certainly no longer serious difficulties’.

Moving straight on to the eighth variation (beginning in bar 111) ‘the memory o f the 

contents o f the first movement allow the gloomier, legato idioms again to emerge without 

clouding the mind more d e e p l y . T h e s e  legato idioms make their reappearance in the B 

section o f  variation 8 at bar 123. It will be remembered that at the initial appearance at bar 50

‘So tritt die poetische Idee des Ganzen, sow eit sie sich in Worte fassen lasst, in die Erscheinung, und wir 
gew innen das G eflihl eines erlangten Resultates, voller Befriedigung, in eifrigem , muthigem W ollen auf dem  
Grunde innerer Harmonie und Ruhe’, Ibid.,  Col. 471.

‘ ... einer der Zuge des echten G enius . . . ’, Ibid., Col. 466.
‘ ... innere Wahrheit und Feinheit der M otivirung . . . ’, Ibid., Col. 466.
‘N och fuhrt uns der C om ponist durch kleine, nun freilich nicht mehr em stliche Schw ierigkeiten’, Ibid., Col. 

471.
‘Die Erinnerung an den Inhalt des ersten Satzes lasst auch die truberen gebundenen W endungen w ieder 

auftauchen (Variation 8), ohne jedoch das Gemiith tiefer zu truben’, Ibid.,  Col. 471
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in the exposition o f the first movement Deiters commented that it is ‘as though it expected to 

find something still not identified’. T h u s ,  here, the expressive potential o f that which was 

not fulfilled in the exposition o f the first movement finds a more powerful expression in the 

culmination o f the work. See example 16 for the initial appearance o f this material, and 

example 17 for the reappearance in Variation 8:

Example 16: Op. 67/1 , bars 5 0 -54  (my example, not D eiters's):

îj I rTJ H
pp etc.

Example 17: Op. 67/IV , bars 122-29 (my example, not Deiters's):

I

m
m

Herewith we encounter a deceptive cadence (Trugschlusse). The cadence at the first time bars 

148-49 was a perfect cadence in Bi>. In the second time bar we are brought to the wrong

‘ .. .  w ie wenn sie noch etwas nicht G efundenes erwarteten ... Ibid., Col. 466.
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mode by a deceptive cadence on Gi> 7, which results in the coda beginning in G flat major at 

bar 150. The variation theme rises again in small sections, striving powerfully upwards, and 

the main tonality (B flat major) arrives again at bar 161, elevated to a peak by the triplet 

motion. Everything strives onward in a ‘more secure, conscious way’.̂ *̂ The music stops at 

bar 191. At this point Deiters expects ‘the short expression of longing desire’ from the B 

section of the initial variation (bars 5-6) to be heard, but rather the violin issues forth in a 

‘broad, aimless’ manner, quietly suggesting the main m o t i v e . I t  is at bar 198 with the upper 

string instruments playing in syncopation, that the viola and cello now allow the B section of 

the variation theme to sound quietly, in augmented rhythm to compensate for the Doppio

•J Z A

Movimento that was initiated in Variation 7:

Example 18: Op. 67/IV , bars 198-202 (D eiters 's exam ple modified):

p esp ress

p espress

‘A u f einem  Trugschlusse in G es erhebt sich ieise das Variationenm otiv in icleinen A bsatzen wieder, und dann 
wird in m achtiger Steigung bis zur hochsten H oiie, gehoben durch die Trioienbew egung, die Haupttonart wieder  
erreicht und alles strebt nun in sicherer bew ussten W eise, in vollem  Tone dem A bschiusse zu ’, Ibid., C ol. 471.

‘N och  einm al lasst der Tondichter Halt machen; der kurze Ausdruck sehnsuchtigen V erlangens im zw eiten  
T heile des Themas soil auch hier noch einmal voll und ganz ausklingen’, Ibid.,  Col. 471.

‘N och  einm al ergeht sich die V ioline in w eiten, ziellosen  Gangen, zu w elchen das Hauptmotiv nur leise 
angedeutet wird; dann bleibt sie in synkopirter B ew egung a u f einem  Tone, und die tieferen Instrumente lassen 
das leise erklingen’. Ibid., Col. 471.
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The \ ’iolin fades playing in syncopated rhythm. Each o f the instruments subsequently accepts 

the conclusion, allowing the second part o f the theme to fade in a ‘thoughtful and dissolved 

rhythm ’^^':

Example 19: Op. 67/IV , bars 206-212  (D eiters's exam ple modified):

m.

dim.

dim.

dim.

But with that it is now forgotten, allowing the A section o f the variation theme to emerge in 

bar 214, accompanied by the earlier triplets, which lead shortly and definitely to a

' I f . ' )

conclusion.

Deiters’s observations on Brahms’s thematic development and harmonic language are 

perceptive and subtle. Moreover, he understands Brahms to actively further the course o f 

Austro-Germanic music, recognizing the ‘spirit o f the great past’ to be alive in his 

compositions. His discussion o f individual aspects o f Brahm s’s works— the development of 

motives, the thematic development, and the harmonic language— feeds back into a holistic 

view o f the works that allows the reader, along with Deiters, to witness the musical logic 

unfold. Thus his discussion o f Op. 34/1 clearly charts the trajectory o f  the whole movement 

and where he considers the work to reach its highest peak. Likewise his discussion o f Op. 25/1 

allows us to understand how the logic o f this movement is due to the fact (and not despite the

‘D ie V ioline giebt es synkopirt w ieder und dann verkiingt, nachdenklich gieichsam  und in aufgelostem  
Rhythmus der Schluss, indem ihn die Instrumente nacheinander aufhehm en,’ Ibid., Col. 471.

‘A ber damit ist er auch vergessen, und schnell wird das Thema der Variationen w ieder aufgenom m en, von 
den Triolen des fruheren begleitet, und flihrt kurz und bestim m t zum A bsch lusse’, Ibid., Col. 471.

Deiters, Op. 34, 135.



fact) that Brahms continually returns to the opening theme. Whilst the disagreement between 

Dahlhaus and Frisch on whether this movement exemplifies the concept o f developing 

variation does not invalidate the concept itself, a reading o f D eiters’s review o f the work 

allows us to somehow reconcile this disagreement. Furthermore, his discussion o f  Op. 67 is 

the earliest (and one o f very few) discussions to grapple with this work, and provide a written 

account o f how the motives develop out o f earlier motives, this time not only within a single 

movement but across an entire work. Therefore, Deiters’s reviews o f the works o f  Brahms are 

an integral part o f the critical reception o f  Brahm s’s music. Moreover, in his ability to 

uncover the underlying motivic unity in Brahm s’s works, he anticipates Schoenberg’s view o f 

Brahms, which would gain great critical currency in the later twentieth century.

Selmar Bagge

The Neue Folge, or new series, o f the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung  was founded in 1863 

by Breitkopf und H M el, who wished to give new life to the journal that had been formerly 

active until 1848. The aim was to publish articles on the music o f contemporary composers 

without taking part in the polemics raging at mid-century. In its inaugural edition the journal 

claimed that, as in former times, it would be ‘thoroughly independent, in no way personal or 

interested in p a r t i s a n s h i p . I n  1866 the journal was taken over by the publishing house J.M. 

Rietemian-Biedermann, with the slightly altered name Leipziger Allgemeine Musikalische 

Zeitung, and in 1869 reverted to its original title. The journal continued to be published by 

this company until its disbandment in 1882. The editorial seat was initially occupied by 

Selmar Bagge, from 1863 to 1868. At the end o f October 1868 it was passed to Friedrich 

Chrysander, following a number o f shorter appointments o f Arrey von Dommer and Robert 

Eitner. Chrysander continued to edit the journal until the publication o f the last issue in 1882.

‘An unsere L eser,’ A llgem eine M usikalische Zeitung, N eue Folge, I, 1863. Quoted in Imogen Fellinger, ‘Das 
Brahm s-Bild der A llgem einen M usikalischen Z eitung,’ in B eitrage zu r G esch ich te der Musikkritik, Heinz  
Becker, ed. (Regensburg: B osse, 1965), 2 7 -5 4 .
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Unlike Deiters and Schubring, Selmar Bagge (1823-1896) was a critic whose 

background was steeped in experience as a musician. Having studied at the Prague 

Conservatory, and with Simon Sechter in Vienna, in 1851 he was appointed lecturer in 

composition at the Vienna Conservatory, and in 1854 appointed organist at Gumpendorf near 

Vienna. His career as a critic involved editing and contributing articles to the Deutsche 

Musikzeitung, and from 1863 to 1868 editing Xht Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung to which 

he also contributed articles. He left this position in 1868 to take up a post as director o f  the 

Musikhochschule in Basel.^^^ Among the works o f Brahms that Bagge reviewed are the 

Serenade No. 2 in A Major, Op. 16,^^^ Handel Variations, op. 24,^^^ Two Motets Op. 29, 

Geistliches Lied, Op. 30, and 3 Quartets for Soprano, Op. 31,^^^ Cello Sonata No. 1, Op. 38, 

and the Horn Trio, Op. 40,^^^ and the Waltzes, Op. 39.^™

Horstmann considers Bagge to belong to a group o f reviewers who ignored the 

progressive character o f some o f Brahm s’s music by rigidly adhering to a classical music 

tradition, thereby contributing to the hardening relationship between traditional and

• 371progressive thought. Such an acceptance at face value o f the polarities that marked the 

musical-aesthetic debates at mid-century does not do justice to the intricacies o f Bagge’s 

argument, and tacitly supports the view that the more traditional aspects o f Brahms’s music 

were contrary to the notion o f progress. Bagge, however, did not consider Brahms to be non-

For discussions o f  B agge’s musical background see Horstmann, U ntersuchungen zu r Brahm s R ezeption, 304, 
and Hugo Riemann, M usilexikon  (L eipzig, 1900), 68.

Bagge, ‘R ecensionen. Johannes Brahms: Serenade in A-dur (Blasinstrum ente, V iolen , V ioloncelle und Basse) 
Op. 16’, D eutsche M usikzeitung 216 (9 February 1861): 4 2 ^ 4 .

Bagge, ‘R ecensionen. Johannes Brahms: Variationen und Fuge iiber ein Thema von Handel fur das 
Pianoforte, Op. 24  . . . ’, D eutsche M usikzeitung 2I4\ (11 October 1862): 3 2 3 -2 5 .

Bagge, ‘R ecensionen. N eue G esangscom positionen von Johannes Brahm s.’ A llgem eine m usikalische Zeitung  
N eue F olge  2 /34  (24 August 1864): cols. 5 7 3 -7 7 .

Bagge, ‘R ecensionen. N eue Kam mermusik-W erke von Johannes Brahm s,’ L eipziger A llgem eine  
m usilkalische Z eitung 2 ] 12 (2 January 1867): 4 -6 ;  2 /2  (9 January 1867): 15-17; and 2/3 (16 January 1867): 2 4 -  
25.

Bagge, ‘R ecensionen. Vierhandige W alzer von Johannes Brahms, Op. 3 9 ’, L eipziger A llgem eine m usikalische  
Zeitung  1/37 (12 September 1866): 2 9 3 -9 6 .

‘Er gehort damit einer Rezensentengruppe an, die durch vehem entes Engagem ent fur die Bewahrung der 
klassischen Musiktradition den progressiven Charakter mancher Brahm s’scher K om position auBer acht lieB und 
zu einer Verhartung des Verhaltnisses zw ischen Traditionalisten und fortschrittlich D enkenden beitrug’, 
Horstmann, Untersuchungen zu r Brahms R ezeption, 3 0 9 -1 0 .
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progressive. While he adheres to classical formal structures in his analysis of Brahms’s music, 

it is the innovative and highly original manner in which Brahms uses these older forms that he 

highlights as the ‘modem’ aspects o f his w^orks. Bagge quite intentionally avoids the predicate 

‘progressive’ in his discussions o f Brahms, as though he considers the term to be tainted by its 

association with the Neudeutsche Schule who had hijacked this predicate as one o f their 

numerous barmers. And while Bagge seems willing to allow them the term ‘progressive’, he 

adamantly defends Brahms’s right to all that the term implies. His cynical use of quotation 

marks in the following assessment o f Brahms’s success up to 1863 is telling in this regard;

Brahms’s past success, actually modest with the greater public, is not be underestimated, because it is 

not the worst musicians and friends o f  music who are interested in him -  namely those who require a 

poetic content o f  music, and apart from the immeasurably high worth o f  the master, have retained a 

sense and understanding for the efforts o f  the present. And if  they do not believe in a particular 

‘progress’, nonetheless they believe in a possible enriching o f  the art through an artistic nature that is 

actually organised.

Thus, Bagge seeks to assert the innovative aspects of Brahms’s music in the face of such 

‘progress’. The terms ‘independent’, ‘modern’, and ‘new’ are alternatives to ‘progress’ in 

Bagge’s writings. His musical preferences are for composers whose works exemplify an 

organic approach to music. Thematic construction is paramount for Bagge, and he reveres 

artists who give new life to the older forms. His concern is to support ‘independent thinkers, 

artists aware of the achievements o f the past’. Thus he writes in this same review that 

Brahms’s music stimulates and attracts us, as it does ‘not move on well-trodden ways, rather 

it appears to be the fruit of a sufficiently independent s p i r i t . I n  the 1864 review of the

‘Brahms’ bisherige Erfolg, an sich bei den grossem Publikum gering, durfen dennoch nicht unterschatzt 
werden, denn es sind nicht die schlechtesten Musiker und Musikerfreunde, da sich fur ihn interessiren, 
diejenigen namlich, welche von der Musik poetischen Gehalt verlangen und neben der vollsten Ueberzeugung 
iiber den unermesslich hohen Werth der Meister, Sinn und Verstandniss fiir die Bestrebungen der Gegenwart 
bewahrt haben, und, wenn auch nicht an sonderliche “Fortschritte” doch an eine mogliche Bereicherung der 
Kunst durch eigenthumlich organisirte Kunstlematuren glauben.’ Bagge, ‘Johannes Brahms’, Col. 462.

Horstmann, Unlersuchungen zur Brahms Rezeption, 304.
‘Anregend, anziehend wirkt Brahms’ Musik auf uns, da sie sich nicht auf breitgetretenen Wegen bewegt, 

sondem als die Frucht eines hinlanglich selbstandigen Geistes erscheint’, Bagge, ‘Johannes Brahms’, Col. 462.
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Geistliches Lied, Bagge claims ‘it is always pleasant to see how a thoroughly modem talent

375such as Brahms moves with such skill in the difficult forms o f  an earlier period’.

It was under Bagge’s editorship that the AUgemeine musikalische Zeitung  had claimed 

not to be interested in partisanship. Bagge expressed a wish to redress the neglect in the area 

o f music, and to give the readers o f the journal a new confidence through a rigid non- 

partisanship. It seems that Bagge’s concern (much like that o f Schoenberg in 1933) was to 

level the playing field, and accord to Brahms the recognition he felt had been denied to him, 

as the musicians o f the future were claiming sole rights to the notion o f  progress. Nevertheless 

it is difficult to view Bagge’s writings in a non-partisan light. The 1863 review titled 

‘Johannes Brahms’ categorises the musical production o f his contemporaries in three main 

groups. This categorisation is a sorry indictment o f the contemporary music scene, both in 

terms o f compositions and critical writings. O f the three groups, the first produces an over 

abundance o f mediocrity which he considers the critics elevate as high art. The second group 

is morally reprehensible, intoxicating the public by faking eternal inebriation and enthusiasm. 

It is only the third group that Bagge considers to give rise to real hope. These groups merit a 

closer inspection.

The music o f the first group is devoid o f ‘strong stimulating and attractive 

characteristics’. While these works have a completely decent structure, they offer little that is 

new, and for this reason ‘they will remain urmoticed, and form an encumbrance for art’ and

' i n c  . ,
‘an abundance o f waste for the publisher’. Furthermore, Bagge holds contemporary critics 

responsible for the saturation o f such mediocrity in music circles. The ‘ability to differentiate 

the elevated from the mediocre’ he claims, ‘was only weakened by the behaviour o f criticism

‘Auch bteibt es immer sehr erfreulich zu sehen, w ie ein so durchaus m odem es Talent w ie Brahms sich mit so 
viel G ew andbew egt.’ Bagge, ‘R ecensionen. N eue G esangscom positionen von Johannes Brahms’, Col. 576.

‘Betrachten wir unter diesem  Gesichtspunkt die gesam m te Production der gegenwart, so  kann es bei der 
erstaunlichen Ausdehnung, w elche sie gew onnen, nicht iiberraschen, dass die ubergrosse Merhzahl derselben der 
kraftig anregenden und anziehenden Eigenschaften entbehrt: er sind darunter Sachen von ganz anstandiger 
Factur, die aber so w enig des Neuen bieten, dass sie unbeachtet liegen bleiben und nur einen Ballast fur die 
Kunst, flird ie V erleger aber reichliche Maculatur b ilden .’, Bagge, ‘Johannes Brahm s’, C ol. 4 6 1 ^ 6 2 .
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3'1'Jrather than strengthened’ by it. The pervasiveness o f the mediocre above high and 

important works leads to ‘a listlessness o f  judgement’. Deploring musical circles in which 

‘everything is extolled as beautiful and accepted as such’, he goes so far as to claim that 

music criticism in larger cities is ia z y  and saleable.

Art, for Bagge, requires above all the highest spirituality. He privileges organic 

construction and thematic development as a means to moral edification.

The second group o f composers that he outlines falls short in this regard, and hence this is an

• 3 7 0

area o f art by which he feels repelled due to the ‘lack o f  moral harmony’. He considers 

these works to ‘lack dignity’. It is regrettable to Bagge that it lies outside the critic’s 

jurisdiction to draw a connection between such works o f art and the artists who produce them, 

in other words to make moral judgements on the characters themselves and not only the 

music. He goes so far as to say that such productions, that are full o f ‘superficially sentimental 

melodies or dance rhythms’, do not come from an ‘ennobled and honourable feeling and 

fantasy

That this moral indictment is made against the composers o f the Neudeutsche Schule is 

apparent from Bagge’s musical ‘confession’ written a year later, where Wagner and Berlioz, 

and in equal measure their supporters and emulators, are held up as representatives.^*' Bagge

■’’’ ‘In den eigentlichen Musikkreisen aber wiirde jene Fahigkeit, das Hohere von dem Mittelmassigen zu 
unterschieden, durch das Gebahren der Kritik nur abgeschwacht, statt gestarkt.’ Bagge, ‘Johannes Brahms’, Col. 
462.

‘Man betrachte in dieser Hinsicht gewisse Dilettantenkreise, wo die Wuth zu musiceren so wait geht, dass es 
schliesslich einerlei ist, als des Hohen und Bedeutenden, so entsteht eine Schlaffheit des Urtheils, durch welche 
die Musik ihrer hoheren sittlichen Wirkung nicht seiten ganzlich verlustig geht. Man betrachte ferner die 
Musikzustande in grossen Stadten, wo eine faule und feile Kritik seit Jahren wirthschaftete. Es ist erstaunlich, 
was da Alles als schon gepriessen und hingenommen wird.’ Ibid., Col. 462.

‘Eine andere Gruppe von Musikwerken vermochte wohl durch einige bedeutende Ziige fesseln. Aber man 
flihlt sich von dem Mangel an sittlicher Harmonie im Ganzen des betreffenden Kunstwerkes, oder dieser Gattung 
iiberhaupt, abgestossen.’ Ibid., Col. 462.

‘In welchem Falls sich unsere sittlich-harmonische Natur bedroht und verletzt fiihlt, das lasst sich hier nur 
andeutungsweise sagen. Es ist der Fall, wenn dem Werke Wurde zu fehlen scheinen, indem er sich in 
Kunstgattungen, die von vomeweg die hochste Geistigkeit erfordem, in oberflachlich sentimentalen Melodien 
oder Tanzrhythmen, oder auch in einem wiisten Tongewirre mit Vorliebe bewegt, welches, indem es uns mit 
Grauen erfullt, zugleich beweist, dass das Werk nicht aus geadelter, gelauterter Empfindung und Phantasie 
hervorgegangen ist.’ Ibid., Col. 463.

Horstmann, Untersuchungen zur Brahms Rezeption, 306.
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^89continues that an over-emphasis on dramatisation amounts to hypocrisy. He maintains that 

‘the artist who is honest with the world is also a supporter o f truth in and o f  his art. Where he

•3 0 - 3

is not this his art will remain fruitless.’ Hence the difficulty o f  seeing Bagge’s judgements 

through non-partisan eyes, all the more so in light o f the caustic attacks he makes on the 

characters o f  composers who do not subscribe to his musical ideals. In his musical 

‘Glaubensbekenntnis’ o f 1864 Bagge claims that ‘that which is to last and have a future must 

be based on harmony, thus on consonance’.^*'' Referring to the advocates o f  the ‘future- 

thought’, and striking at the heart o f  a Hegelian line o f defence for such works, in what seems 

an undeniably polemical manner, Bagge writes that ‘music that is devoid o f strength, wealth, 

and order, is neither a reverberation o f the real Zeitgeist, nor has it to wait for the approval o f 

the future.’ *̂''’

A third group, the only one ‘to give real hope’, is naturally considered by Bagge to be 

small. They are still in the developmental epoch, and therefore need to be handled with care. 

The lack o f writings on them in the ‘Neue Folge’ is due to the fact that since the 

discontinuation o f the Deutsche Musikzeitung and the founding o f the ‘Neue Folge’, very little 

has been published by this third group. Bagge counts Johannes Brahms among them.

With regard to Brahms’s thematic work, Bagge knows no second among the younger 

composers o f the present who is comparable in this regard. Terms allied with the nineteenth- 

century discourse o f organicism in music are notw’endig  and notwendigkeit—that which comes 

about in the music as a matter if  inner necessity. Thus In the work o f  the majority o f young 

contemporary composers, he writes, ‘the individual tones o f  a theme appear as a complex in 

order to maintain figures, they do not stand in their place with necessity (NotM’endigkeit), no

Horstmann, Untersuchungen zu r Brahm s Rezeption, 306.
‘Der Kiinstler, der es mit der W elt ehrlich meint, wird auch in seiner Kunst ein Anhanger der Wahrheit sein  

und umgekehrt. W o er das nicht ist, wird seine Kunst unfruchtbar b leiben .’ B agge, ‘Uber die Steilung und 
Aufgabe der m odem en Tonkunst’, A llgem eine m usikalische Z eitu n gU A  (1864): 57 -61  (61).

Bagge, ‘Uber dei Steilung und Aufgabe der m odem en Tonkunst’, 61.
‘M usik .. .  die der Kraft, Fulle und Ordnung entbehrt ist w eder ein W iderhall des echten Z eitgeistes, noch hat 

sie die B illigung der Zukunft zu erwarten’. Bagge, ‘Uber die Steilung und A ufgabe der m odem en Tonkunst’, 61.
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actual melody full o f  character is produced.’ With some o f Brahms’s works, on the other 

hand, he could claim that ‘as with our exemplary masters, each note is melodically and 

rhythmically important and necessary (notwendig) in its place, if  not the whole character o f

• 3 0 7

the theme is altered.’ The significance that Bagge places on thematic work in a composition

T O O

is ‘so fundamental that it seems to us to be the criterion for real talent.’ Not only should 

each note stand with importance in its place, but ‘in the further execution it should seem to the

389listener as though everything must be as it is.’ It is in this respect that Bagge considers 

Brahm s’s works, by July 1863, not yet to have attained perfection. He sees the strength that is 

latent within Brahm s’s themes to be temporarily insufficient for the whole work o f art. He 

regards Brahms’s larger works composed by 1863— the Serenades and Sextets— to be works 

in which not all movements are o f the same worth. While some o f Brahms’s movements give 

an indication o f such talent, this is inconsistent. Brahms has not yet reached a place in his art 

where, like the exemplary masters, he is irreproachable, and the musical content, from 

beginning to end, forms a steady i n c r e a s e . ( I n  this respect, there are parallels between 

Bagge’s early judgem ent o f Brahms, and that o f Richard Pohl as discussed in Chapter 1.)

In his capacity as editor o f the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung  on more than one 

occasion Bagge added disclaimers to Deiters’s discussions o f Brahms, claiming that while he 

was happy to allow his colleague to publish his articles, he was not in agreement with the

‘Sogleich wird auffallen, dass dort in den meisten Fallen die einzelnen Tone eines Themas nur 
zusammengesetzt erscheinen, um Figuren zu erhalten, es steht nicht jeder mit Nothwendigkeit an seinem Platze, 
daher keine eigentliche charaktervolle Melodie zu Stande kommt, sondem eine phrasenhafte Toumure, die 
keinen Eindruck macht.’ Bagge, ‘Johannes Brahms’, Col. 466.

‘In Brahms’ Melodik dagegen ist, wie bei unseren vorbildlichen Meistem, jeder Ton melodisch und 
rhythmisch wichtig und an seinem Platze nothwendig, wofem  nicht der ganze Charakter des Themas sich 
verandem soil.’ Ibid., Col. 466.

‘ Wir halten diesen Punkt fur so wesentlich, dass er uns geradezu das Criterium wirklichen Talents zu sein 
scheint.’ Ibid., Col. 466.

‘Nicht bios im Thema muss jede Note mit Nothwendigkeit an ihrem Platze stehen, auch in der weiteren 
Ausfuhrung soil es dem Horer scheinen, als musse Alles so sein’, Ibid., Col. 466.

‘Hier ist nun der Punkt, wo Brahms noch nicht zur Vollendung durchgedrungen ist. Die Kraft, die sich in 
seinen Themen zeigt, scheint vorlaufig noch nicht fiirs Ganze eines Kunstwerkes auszureichen. Weder sind in 
seinen grosseren, umfangreicheren Werken, wie in den Serenaden, dem Sextett u.s.w. (von den ersten Sonate 
u.s.w. sprechen wir nicht, weil dort des Unausgehorenen allzuviel vorhanden), alle Satze von annahemd 
gleichem Werth, noch sind selbst die besten Satze unseres Componisten immer formell untadelhaft gebildet und 
der musikalische Inhalt von Anfang bis zu Ende in stetiger Steigerung’, Ibid., Col. 466.
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judgements made therein. One such case is the review o f Brahms Piano Quartet in G minor 

published by Deiters in 1865.^^' The disparity between Deiters’s and Bagge’s estimation o f  

Op. 25 is evidenced more clearly by examining Bagge’s own review o f the Viennese premiere 

o f the work by the Hellmesberger Quartet at the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde on 16 

November 1862, where the composer was pianist. Here he expresses the wish that Brahms 

would have chosen a work other than this for his Viennese debut, claiming it is not the most 

advantageous introduction o f his musical talent to the Viennese public. Of the thematic 

material in the first movement he writes ‘the melodic invention is not significant, the style o f  

the whole monotonous. The four instruments are almost incessantly busy, not the nature o f  

chamber music according to which they are strictly individualised, rather serving only the 

sound effect’.̂ ^̂

By 1867, however, in his review o f the Cello Sonata, Op. 38, Bagge shows more 

confidence in Brahms’s thematic work.^^  ̂ In his discussion o f how the individual parts o f a 

work relate to the larger form, Bagge claims that the musical work should come ‘from the 

wealth o f relations o f the individual parts to the whole, from that which is organic in the 

construction and at the same time in the growth, all the more so when the musical work 

develops itself before our very ears, not stands at once clearly before us.’ Bagge argues that 

the ability to amuse with mere sensuous sounds ‘presupposes no special capacity.’ The ability

B agge’s footnote reads ‘We gladly allow one o f  our principal colleagues a word to express his opinion on 
Brahms, in general and in particular, w ithout editorial interference. We note, however, that for the present we 
cannot whole-heartedly agree with him .’. The original: ‘W ir lassen gerne einem unserer Hauptm itarbeiter das 
W ort, um ohne redactionelle Eingriffe seine Ansichten iiber B rahm s’ Schaffen im Allgem einen und Besondem  
auszusprechen; bemerken jedoch, dass wir vorlaufig nicht uberall aus vollem Herzen beizustim m en verm ogen’, 
B agge’s editorial rem ark in Deiters, ‘K ammermusik. Joh. Brahms, Quartett fur Pianoforte, Violine, V iola und 
Violoncello, Op. 25 ’, Col. 182.

‘Sollen wir aufrichtig sein -  und Herr Brahms wird uns das umso lieber gestatten, als diese Bl. sein Talent 
allezeit mit groBer Achtung behandelt haben -  so miissen w ir gestehen, daB wir wiinschten, er hatte zu einem 
ersten Debut lieber ein anderes Werk gewahit als gerade dieses. Die vier Instrum ente sind fast fortwahrend 
beschaftigt. nicht dem W esen der Kamm ermusik gemaB streng individualisirt, sondem  nur der Klangwirkung 
dienend.’ Bagge, Deutsche M usikzeitung 3 (1862), 375

Selm ar Bagge, ‘N eue Kamm ermusik-W erke von Johannes Brahm s’, Allgem eine m usikalische Zeitung  1 (2 
January 1867); 4 -6  (4).

‘In aller Musik, die als solche fiir sich werken, interessiren und au f die D auer gefallen soil, die nicht bios 
bestimm t der Beziehungen des einzelnen zum ganzen an, au f das organische des Baues und gleichsam des 
W achsthums; umsomehr, als das M usikwerk in der That sich vor unsem Ohren aufbaut, nicht au f einmal 
ilbersichtlich vor uns steh t’. Ibid., 4.
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to compose interesting, spiritual music, on the other hand, ‘presupposes something that not 

everybody has— namely the ability to understand the tones in their individuality or in their 

immediate combination, then however to understand their common bond in the process o f the 

piece; in other words to pursue their development from the seed or the few related seeds.’

The secret o f the masters, he claims, apart from their fine sense o f form, lies in the originality

• • 396  •of their particular nature, their original ideas, mainly in their strength.’ Such thematic work 

must ‘seem as though it has arisen freely and unintentionally from the fantasy if  it is to be 

proven to be genuine, and not just to make a claim to understanding, rather to offer continual 

nourishment for the sense o f beauty.

Bagge considers a further secret o f the master to lie in the art o f diverse building o f  

periods. ‘The sense o f beauty’, he writes, ‘demands a wealth o f shorter and longer periods 

with larger forms, and in these a great flow that grips the listener and holds them to the end o f

398the piece.’ He defends his ‘long held opinion’, that if  Brahms is to be considered a master, 

he must apply himself to these points. He refers to those ‘who only experiment in music but 

do not possess the strength o f diverse invention, the art o f  thematic work, or sufficient 

strength for longer pieces’, characteristics that Bagge considers ‘most important for 

instrumental music

‘Am blossen sinnlichen W ohllaut sich zu ergotzen, setzt keine besondere Capacitat voraus: das interessante 
geistvolle M usikwerk aber setzt in der That etwas voraus, was nicht jedem  gegeben ist, nam iich die Fahigkeit, 
die Tone im einzelnen oder in ihrer augenblicklichen Zusam m enwirkung aufzufassen, dann aber ihre 
Zusam m gehorigkeit im V erlauf des Stiicks zu verstehen; m it andem  W orten: die Entw icklung aus dem Keim 
Oder wenigen verwandten Keimen zu verfolgen.’ Ibid., 4.

‘Das Geheim niss der M eister und das imm er grosseren W ellenkreises, den sie schlagen, liegt, ausser in ihrem 
feinen Formensinn, der O riginalitat ihres besonderen Wesens, ihrer originellen Gedanken, hauptsachlich in jener 
Kraft: aus wenigem im m er herriicheres hervorgehen zu machen, mit bekannten W orten: in ihrer Kunst der 
them atischen Arbeit -  die aber freiiich etwas anderes ist als jene m echanische Kiinstelei, die nicht selten fur 
obige Kunst ausgegeben w ird.’, ‘'Ibid., 4.

‘Frei und absichtsios muss sie, wenn sie sich als echt erweisen will, aus der Phantasie entsprungen scheinen, 
und nicht bios den Verstand in Anspruch nehm en, sondem zugleich dem Schonheitssinn fortw ahrend neue 
N ahrung bieten.’ Bagge, Ibid., 4.

‘Ein weiteres Geheim niss der M eister liegt in ihrer Kunst des m annigfaltigen Periodenbaues. Der 
Schonheitssinn fordert bei grosseren Formen einen Reichthum von kiirzeren und langeren Perioden, und in 
diesen einen grossen Zug, der den Horer fesselt und festhalt bis ans Ende des Stiicks.’ Ibid., 4.

‘O biger Satz ist uns wieder einmal recht klar geworden durch das Stuck, das wir eben recensiren wollen, und 
hat es unsere Theilnahm e eben desshalb in imm er hoherem Grad in Anspruch genom men. W ir sind dadurch in 
der langst gehegten A nsicht bestarkt worden, dass Brahms gerade in diesem Punkte als M eister gelten muss, 
gegeniiber so vielen, die nur musikalisch experim entiren, aber weder m annigfache Erfm dungskraft, noch die
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In his review o f the Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 38, Bagge considers Brahms to 

have reached a point in his artistic progress where he meets the requirements to be a master, 

as evidenced in particular in Bagge’s discussion o f  the first movement, Allegro non troppo, E 

minor, 4/4. He examines the movement in relation to its ‘modulatory, architectonic 

construction.’ He considers it to be a work with ‘every desired diversity in periodic structure’, 

a work that ‘rejects 8 to 8 bar purity’, and rather ‘allows a never faltering whole to appear 

with freedom and great passages’. He considers Brahm s’s music to ‘exhibit economy, where 

the effect o f a special increase is experienced, to allow the mainly large places to appear 

through simple preparation o f periodically closed forms.

Bagge’s discussion o f Brahms Cello Sonata No. 1 in E minor. Op. 38

Bagge’s analysis o f Op. 38 is not as thorough, nor indeed as eloquent, as D eiters’s 

reviews. Nonetheless it serves the purpose o f outlining how the movement develops from the 

motivic kernels contained in the first theme. He outlines Brahm s’s first subject o f 8 bars 

which begins in E minor and ends in what he refers to as B minor-major, played by the cello, 

and accompanied on the piano by syncopated chords. He points to 3 motifs, a, b, and c, which 

are to have far reaching implications for the movement:

Example 20: Brahms Sonata  for Piano and Cello In E minor, Op. 3 8 /1 ,  bars  1 -8 :

Kunst them atischer Arbeit, noch genugende Kraft flir langere Musii<stucke besitzen -  Eigenschaften, die fiir 
Instrumentalmusik die allerwichtigsten sind. M ag man dann bei Brahms immerhin liber Schroffheiten und 
Harten klagen -  die wir selbst nicht ablaugnen mag es immerhin sein, dass der Kreis derer, die seine M usik zu 
wurdigen w issen , gegeniiber dem Publicum der anerkannt “classischen” M eister noch ein kleiner ist -  er muss 
im mer grosser werden verm oge der Erfahrung, dass das innerlich tuchtige allm alig zum S ieg  gelangt!’ Bagge, 
op. 38. 4.

‘Hieraus ergiebt sich fiir uns jene erwunschte M annigfaltigkeit der periodischen Gestaltung, die es eben 
verschmaht 8 Takte an 8 Takte zu reihn, sondem  mit Freiheit und m il grossen Zugen ein nirgend stockendes 
G anzes zur Erscheinung komm en lasst, und namentlich jen e O ekonom ie aufw eist, die die hauptsachlich grossen  
Stellen, w o der A ffect, eine besondere Steigerung erfahrt, durch einfache periodisch gesch lossene Formen 
vorbreitet erscheinen lasst.’, Ib id ., 5.
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j }  espressivo legato
m

D raw ing attention to the irregularity o f  the phrase structure, Bagge notes the consequent o f  12 

bars that ensues [bars 9 -2 0 ], going from  G m ajor to B major.'^^’ The figure in the cello in bar 

9 -1 0  is understood to be a translation o f  the rhythm  in the first two bars (exam ple 20, bars 1 - 

2):

Example 21: Op. 3 8 /1 , bars 9 -1 0 :

j  J.

From  this Brahm s builds ‘new  and yet rhythm ically  related m aterial’ fonning the transition to 

the them e now  played in the piano. Here again this them e appears in E m inor w ith a new 

continuation -  now  a 13 bar phrase [bars 21-33].'*^^ He further notes how  m o tif c from  the 

start o f  bar 5 is taken up again [bar 25], and firm ly held until the next E m inor cadence [bar 

3 3 ] 404 them e is next heard in the cello in C m ajor [bar 34], once m ore ‘w ith a new  

continuation o f  the phrase, and an independent triplet-quaver accom panim ent on the p iano’. 

This 20 bar section is understood as a connection to bar 55 w hich ‘establishes itse lf on F sharp

‘Ein von G -d u r ausgehender, zur Dom inante der Haupttonart fiihrender N achsatz von 12 Takten kniipft sich  
daran’, Ibid., 4.

‘Das erste Thema haben wir oben m itgetheilt. Im 9. Takt ubersetzt das C ello den Rhythmus der ersten zw ei 
Takte in Stufenw eise M elodik, und bildet aus diesem  neuen und doch rhythmisch verwandten S to ff jene  
Ueberleitung zum Thema im C lavier’, Ibid., 5.

‘Bin von G -d u r ausgehender, zur Dom inante der Haupttonart fiihrender N achsatz von 12 Takten kniipft sich  
daran. H ierauf das Thema im C lavier mit neuer W eiterfiihrung -  13 Takte. In C-dur dann das Thema im C ello  
mit abermals neuer W eiterfiihrung, und einer selbstandigen A chteltriolenbegleitung des C laviers’, Ibid.,  4 .

‘V om  5. Takt daselbst angefangen wird M otiv c  desselben aufgegriffen und bis zum nachsten E m oll-Schluss  
festgehalten .’ Ibid., 5.
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Here in its next appearance, remaining firmly in F sharp, m otif c is further employed as 

the basis o f the transition [bar 54-57] to the second subject in B minor at bar 58:

Example 22: Op. 38/1 , bars 58-65:

I
I

Bagge has reservations about Brahms’s hamionic language at this point, considering the 

return o f C minor to the dominant o f B minor to be too daring. Contrary to the peaceful main 

theme, he argues, this theme attains a ‘demonic colour, through a certain inner conflict’, yet 

then ‘dissolves into more melodic passages’, finally leading to what Bagge describes as 

rumbling, imitative material.'^^^ This theme is the ‘focus o f our attention for 20 bars, then one 

follows the more melodic portion in B major [bar 79], that in 12 bars leads to the reprise 

(perhaps, Bagge claims, for the sake o f a melodic contrast to the previous B minor section)’:

‘D ieser Satz bildet ein zusam m enhangendes Stuck von 20 Takten, w elches nach sehr kuhnen M odulationen  
(die Riickung von C-m oll zur Dominante von H -m oll, Seite 3, vorletztes und ietztes System  scheint uns zu weit 
ausgreifend) mit dem 21. Takt sich au f Fis feststellt, um nach weiteren 4 Takten ein neues Thema in H-moll 
einzuleiten’, Ibid., 4.

‘A u f der Dominante Fis fest stehen bleibend, muss w ieder M otiv c  dazu dienen zum zw eiten Thema in H- 
m oll zu gelangen, das im G egensatz zu dem ruhigen Hauptthema durch eine gew isse Zerrissenheit (schnell 
folgende Imitation und heftiger Vortrag im fo r te )  ein dam onisches Colorit erhalt (siehe oben), sich aber dann in 
ausdrucksvolle, mehr m elodische Ganoe auflost und endlich zu dum pf grollenden, anders imitirenden Partien 
fuhrt.’ Ibid., 5.
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Example 23: Op. 38/1, bars 7 9 -82  (Bagge's exam ple modified):

1 P t t 'J i J m

pp ■9-

The legato two-crotchet motif (See example 24) that precedes this melodic B major third 

theme is significant to Bagge in that it not only forms a ‘wonderful’, and ‘most original 

interrelation in pianissimo to the following Cantilene in B-major’, it is also the basis of the 

culmination o f the development o f the first subject group in that the material that is 

understood to germinate from this seed presents a stark contrast to the melodic motif b from 

the first subject.

Example 24: Op. 38 /1 , bars 77-78 , containing tw o-note figure as indicated:

3

Thus, in the development Bagge notes 6 4-bar phrases built mainly from the initial four bars 

of the first subject ‘spreading itself in ever richer modulations’. He notes the ‘rhythmic motive 

from the theme’, motif b, appearing in the last of these 24 bars [bar 114], which in the 

followingybr/m/wo passage is incessantly repeated:

Example 25: Rhythmic motif b from first subject:

‘D ie Schlussflgur dieser flir uns wunderbaren Stelle: [exam ple 24] namlich die ligirten N oten, greift dann die 
linke Hand des C laviers und ein Viertel spater das C ello  auf, um zu der folgenden Cantilene in H-dur (siehe  
oben) das originellste W echselspiel im pian issim o  fortzusetzen’, Ibid.,, 5.
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p ' r  r ’
This motive is now gripped by that minor-major-sound to which Bagge earher directed our 

attention in the first subject, ‘and gives it increased importance through changing 

tonaUties’.'**̂* ‘And with each further playing o f  the two-crotchet figure’, he writes, ‘now in 

fifths, now in octaves, first quietly and trivial, then coming more to the fore, until finally it is 

manifest in the culminations o f the first group in the development, ‘as though lashed by an 

enraged storm ’, and played in full chords in ‘the right hand o f  the piano, later in the cello, to 

deliver the wildest contrast to the thematic motive B from the first them e’. At this point Bagge 

fully understands the need for ‘harsh dissonances’:

E x a m p le  2 6 : O p. 3 8 /1 ,  b a r s  1 1 4 - 1 1 7 :

This lasts for 12 bars, at which point ‘the second theme arises in F minor [bar 126], and in 15 

bars over B fiat and G minor and the dominant o f C leads from the dominant o f A minor, 

where the third theme is heard in the cello [bar 141], to be expressed more clearly 8 bars later 

[bar 149] on B as the dominant pedal o f E minor -  12 bars, with an extension 13’. The

‘Der zweite Theil greift nun vor allem jenen Moll-Dur-Klang, der schon im ersten Theil das Thema hinein 
geklungen auf, und giebt ihm durch wechselnde Tonart erhohte Bedeutung’, Ibid., 5.

‘Bei alledem spielt jene zwei-Viertelfigur bald in Quinten bald in Octaven ihr Spiel weiter, erst leise und wie 
nebensachlich, dann mehr hervortretend, urn endlich (S. 6 Takt 2), wie von wiithendem Orkan gepeitscht, in 
vollen Akkorden der rechten Hand des Claviers, spater im Cello, zu dem thematlschen M otif b aus dem ersten 
Thema den wildesten Gegensatz zu liefem, den man denken kann, wobei es begreiflich ohne scharfe 
Dissonanzen nicht abgeht’, Ibid., 5.
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recapitulation begins with the first theme in the tonic [bar 162], and the movement de\ eliops 

corresponding to the exposition with new additions and modulations’"*'®.

Whilst Deiters avoided the polemical debates o f  the nineteenth century in most o f  his 

critical output, Bagge was more explicit in his disparagement o f the Neudeutsche Schule. 

Thus, in his writings, we become aware o f how the terms ‘independent’, ‘modem’, and ‘new’ 

are alternatives to the tainted term ‘progress’. Moreover, we are also made aware that 

notM’endig and notM’endigkeit were terms allied with nineteenth-century discourse o f  

organicism in music. The features that Bagge sought to identify an exemplary composer 

included organic construction and thematic development. For Bagge, moreover, these features 

bestowed a dignity on a work, and those that he considered lacking in this regard were 

deemed to be morally deficient. Bagge considered Brahms to be incomparable among his 

contemporaries in meeting this criteria, as is best evidenced in his review o f Op. 38. And this 

review, o f all o f Bagge’s writings on Brahms, can be understood as part o f the critical 

tradition that would find powerful expression in Schoenberg’s view o f Brahms.

A dolf Schubring

Between 1861 and 1862, less than a year after the manifesto fiasco, the Neue 

Zeitschrift fur Musik published a series o f articles by Dr. Adolf Schubring under the cipher 

‘D AS’ titled ‘Schumanniana, Die Schumann’sche Schule."*'* This series o f articles comprises

‘Im zweiten Theil zuerst sechs 4-Taktige Gruppen, hauptsachlich aus den vier ersten Takten des Themas 
gebildet und in immer reicherer Modulation sich ausbreitend; mit dem 24. Takt foigt ein fortissimo, das 
rhythmische Motiv aus dem Thema [musical example as above] immerfort verschiedentlich wiederholend -  12 
Takte, worauf das zweite Thema in F-moll auftritt; und in 15 Takten iiber B und G-moll und die Dominante von 
C nach der Dominante von A-moll fiihrt, wo das dritte Thema im Cello anklingt, um 8 Takte spater auf H als 
Dominanten-Orgelpunkt von E-moll sich deutlicher auszusprechen -  12 Takte, durch eine Erweiterung 13 -  
dann tritt das erste Thema in der Tonika ein und der Satz entwickelt sich, parallel dem ersten Theil, mit neuen 
Zusatzen und Modulationen weiter.’ Ibid., 5.

Adolf Schubring [‘DAS’]. ‘Die gegenwartige Musikepoche und Robert Schumann’s Stellung in der 
Musikgeschichte’, A'ewe 55/23 (31 May 1861): 197-98; 55/24 (7 June 1861); 205-6; 55/25
(14 June 1861): 213-14; ‘Die Schumann’sche Schule I. Carl Ritter’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 1 (9 August 
1861): 53-55; ‘Die Schumann’sche Schule II. Theodor Kirchner’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 55/18 (25 October
1861): 153-56; 55/19 (I November 1861): 165 -6 7 ;‘Die Schumann’sche Schule III. Woldemar Bargiel’, 
Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 55/25 (13 December! 861): 217-219; 55/26 (20 December 1861): 225-227; 56/3 (17 
January 1862): 17-19; ‘Die Schumann’sche Schule, IV. Johannes Brahms’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 56/12 (21 
March 1862): 93-96; 56/13 (28 March 1862): I0 I-I0 4 ; 56/14 (4 April 1862): 109-112,56/15 (11 April
1862):l 17-119, 56/16 (18 April 1862): 125-128.By profession, Schubring was not a music critic but a jurist. As
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a critical review o f the work o f four composers: Carl Ritter, Theodor Kirchner, Woldemar 

Bargiel and Johannes Brahms. Notably, three o f these composers were included in 

Schumann’s list o f  promising talents in the 1853 article ‘Neue Bahnen’. Schubring’s articles 

on Brahms extend over five issues o f the journal -  the most space dedicated to any o f the four 

composers in the ‘Schumanniana’ series.'''^ M oreover, this is the first series o f articles in this 

journal to deal with the actual texts o f Brahms’s m usic /'^

Schubring’s explanation o f why he chose to house these articles in the Neue Zeitschrift 

fu r  M usik states that ‘being a Schum annianer’, he wished to have these articles published in 

the most widely readjournal, however there was no musical journal that ‘represented the 

Schumann line, that is the musical centre’. Thus, he chose the Neue Zeitschrift which, as he 

wrote, ‘certainly champions the extreme left’, but would surely grant a place to the articles 

‘even if only out o f gratitude to its founder’.'*’"' Brendel’s editorial response to this clearly 

states that ‘it was not out o f gratitude to Schumann that we accepted that [Schubring’s] article,

415our action was principally an acknowledgement o f  its right to be published.’ This may be 

understood as part o f an attempt on Brendel’s part in the 1860s to reconcile the opposing 

factions. Further evidence is the founding o f  the Allgemeine Deutscher Musikverein, whereby 

writing on music was replaced by performance.""^

One o f the outstanding features o f the articles is Schubring’s ability to draw attention 

to the underlying motivic unity in Brahms’s works. Also one o f  their strongest assets is that 

they provide an ‘inside’ commentary on the way Brahms’s early compositions were viewed at

such, his highly successful career took him from positions in the High Regional Court to one o f  Senior Counsel. 
He was also recognised as a Sanskrit teacher. For further background and biographical details on Schubring see 
Angelika Horstmann, "Untersuchungen :ur Brahms-Rezeption derJahre 1860-1880, 308-310. See also Max 
Kalbeck in the introduction to the Brahms-Schubring correspondence in Johannes Brahms Briefwechsel, Max 
Kalbeck, ed. Vol. VIII (Berlin; Deutsche Brahms Gesellschaft, 1915), 161-83. Schubring was educated in music 
by his brother Julius Schubring, and can today be regarded as one o f the cultivated Austro-German amateurs o f  
those days, such as Billroth, and Hanslick, with whom Brahms chose to surround him self as his circle o f  friends.

For a comprehensive overview o f Schubring’s articles on Brahms, see Walter Frisch, ‘Brahms and Schubring: 
Musical Criticism and Politics at Mid-Century’, 19"’-Cenlury Music VII/3 (April 1984): 271-81. Also Frisch has 
translated a number o f  Schubring’s articles in Frisch, ed. Brahms and His World, 103-122.

For further discussion o f  the earlier reception o f  Brahms in the journal, see Chapter 1.
Schubring quoted in Frisch, ‘Brahms and Schubring: Musical Criticism and Politics at Mid-Century’, 272.
Brendel quoted in Frisch, ‘Brahms and Schubring: Musical Criticism and Politics at Mid-Century’, 272.
I am grateful to Prof James Deaville for sharing his unpublished research on this topic with me.
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the time o f their first appearance, without the benefit o f  hindsight o f much o f the later 

criticism. They provide a significant assessment o f  Brahm s’s output up to 1862 including Op. 

1 to 18 and deal with the actual texts o f Brahms’s compositions. The main body o f articles 

was supplemented in 1868-9 by a further two articles on Brahms published in the Allgemeine

A 1 n

Musikalische Zeitung. In these later articles, Schubring categorised the composers o f the 

‘Schumann School’ o f which he wrote as those who had either been ‘genuine pupils’ o f

418Robert Schumann, or at least had perpetuated his ‘sense and direction.’

Schubring’s reviews o f  the Piano Sonatas 0p p . 1, 2 and 5, and the Serenade in D 

Major, Op. 11, give considerable attention to the underlying motivic unity o f Brahms’s 

compositional processes. O f particular interest for the present study is the review o f the Piano 

Sonata in F sharp Minor, Op. 2. Here it is worth quoting Schubring at length:

The thematic woric in Brahms’s first sonata consists mainly in dividing a beginning theme, which 

appears fully formed, into its particles, and putting together new musical constructions from these 

particles. He takes the reverse procedure in the F# minor Sonata. Thus here, he develops from musical 

particles, a main and sub theme before our very eyes. And what is most admirable; these quite different 

melodies, complete in their character, are taken from one and the same basic motive, the first arriving at 

the broadest execution and development in the Finale:

-IhK  ̂ J  J I ^

Adolf Schubring, ‘Die Schumann’sche Schule. Schumann und Brahms. Brahms’s vierhandige Schumann- 
Variationen’, Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung 3 (1868): 41-42, 49-51, and ‘Ein Deutsches Requiem...von 
Johannes Qvahms', Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung A (1869): 9 -1 1, 18-20. In 1878 Schubring published a 
further series o f articles in the Musikalisches Wochenblatt titled ‘Von Beethoven bis B r a h m s . D e s p i t e  their 
title, unfortunately these articles do not discuss Brahms’s music at all, rather they seem to be concerned with a 
history o f  Western music, which is charted from the origins o f the sonata as far as Beethoven. See Schubring, 
‘Von Beethoven bis Brahms: No. I. Praeludium’, Musikalisches Wochenblatt 25 (14 June 1878): 301-303; ‘Von 
Beethoven bis Brahms: No. 2. Das Beethoven’sche Orchester und Clavier’, Musikalisches Wochenblatt 27 (24 
June 1878): 321-322; ‘Von Beethoven bis Brahms: No. 3. Der Bau der Sonate: I. Ursprung der Sonate’, 
Musikalisches Wochenblatt AA (25 October 1878): 527-529; and ‘Von Beethoven bis Brahms: No. 3. Der Bau 
der Sonate: II. Wachsthum der Sonate von Corelli bis Haydn-Mozart’, Musikalisches Wochenblatt 45 (1 
November 1878): 539-541.

‘Es sei mir gestattet, diese Schule kurzweg die Schumann’sche Schule zu nennen, weil die zu ihr gehorenden 
Componisten entweder wirkliche Schuler Robert Schumann’s sind, oder doch wenigstens in dessen Sinn und 
Richtung fortwirken.’ Adolf Schubring, ‘Die Schumann’sche Schule. Schumann und Brahms. Brahms’s 
vierhandige Schumann-Variationen’, 41.
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This not very important fifth motive had already been used from Bach to Bargiel (introduction to the 

Trio Op. 8). There were other composers before Brahms who had written a sonata in the older form 

over a theme, for example B erger/'^ Lowe and Leonhard. However, the difficulty is in cleverly 

combining the unity with the diversity, which, if  it fails, is purged to dryness. Brahms solved the 

difficult problem in a truly ingenious way and brought to fulfilment his basic motive by rhythmic 

change, by transfer into other chord locations, through straight or retrograde reversal, more or less 

recognisable, and brought to the themes and melodies the most outstanding contrasts. It is impossible in 

this situation to follow Brahms into all the hiding places o f his artistic workplace. But I cannot refrain 

from explaining the main motives o f all four movements in simple shape, and to name thereby with 

numbers the tones o f  the initial motive out of which they are taken.

First movement. Theme 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 11(1234)

m (12345)

Andante
2 3 4 5

Inversion

IS
Presumably Berger, Sonata figuratiira  (1802).
‘Wahrend Brahms’s thematische Arbeit in seiner ersten Sonate hauptsachlich darin besteht, ein gleich 

Anfangs vollstandig ausgebildet auftretendes Thema in seine Partikeln zu zerlegen und aus diesen Partikeln neue 
Gebilde musikisch zusammenzusetzen, hat er in den zweiten Fis Moll Sonate das umgekehrte Verfahren 
eingeschlagen. Hier entstehen aus musikischen Partikeln vor unseren sichtlichen Augen erst die Haupt und 
Nebenmelodien und, was das Bewundernswerteste ist, diese sammtlichen, in ihrem Charakter so durchaus 
verschiedenen Melodien sind einem und demselben Grundmotive entnommen, dem erst im Finale zur breitesten 
Durchfiihrung und melodischen Entfaltung gelangenden (Einleitung zum Trio Op. 8) benutzten Quintenmotive. 
Es haben vor Brahms andere Componisten, z.B. Berger, Lowe, der Miinchener Leonhard, auch schon Sonaten 
der alten Form iiber Ein Thema geschrieben, sind aber an der Schwierigkeit, die Mannichfaltigkeit mit der 
Einheit zu verbinden, gescheitert und in den Fehler der Trockenheit verfallen. Brahms hat das schwierige 
Problem auf warhaft geniale Weise gelost und es zuwege gebracht, sein Grundmotiv durch rhythmische 
Veranderung, durch Versetzung in andere Accordlagen, durch gerade oder krebsgangige Umkehrung mehr oder 
weniger erkennbar umzugestalten und zu Themen und Melodien des abstechendsten Gegensatzes zu verwerten. 
Es ist an diesem Orte unmoglich, Brahms in alle Verstecke seiner Kunstlerwerkstatt zu folgen, eben so 
unmoglich kann ich mir aber versagen, wenigstens die Hauptmotive aller vier Satze in einfachter Gestalt 
vorzufuhren und dabei mit Zahlen die Tone des Anfangsmotivs zu bezeichnen, aus welchen sie entnommen 
sind’, Schubring, ‘Die Schumann’sche Schule. IV. Johannes Brahms’, Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik 13 (28 March 
1862): 101-104 (101).
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Scherzo, the same but rhythmically altereda
Trio (1234) in second inversion

Finale, with upbeat 

1

The same varied

The same

Likewise in the theme o f  the small fueato

U4 s
In Retrograde

5 4 3
 f f----

In a footnote Schubring further adds:

I say specifically sonatas in the older form. Yet it would be inexcusable not to mention here the sonatas 

o f the New German School, composed in a single movement and on a single theme, specifically the 

Liszt Sonata in B Minor, with its abundance of thematic transformations, and the Sonata Op. 1 of 

Rudolf Viole. The latter also places the theme in retrograde.

‘Ich sage absichtlich Sonaten der alten Form, sonst ware es unverantwortlich, hier nicht der meistens in 
Einem Satze und iiber Ein Thema geschriebenen Sonaten der neudeutschen Schule zu gedenken, so namentlich 
der gestaltungsreichen Liszt’schen H moll-Sonate und des Op. 1 von Rudolf Viole. Letzterer bringt ebenfalls das 
Thema krebsgangig, al roverscio, an,’ Schubring, ‘Johannes Brahms’, NZfM  56, 101.The translation of this note 
is taken fi'om Walter Frisch, Brahms and His World, 122.
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At first glance Schubring’s commentary seems to echo earlier discussions regarding the 

invention o f a theme and the various methods o f presenting it. Beyond the cursory glance, we 

see that in his analysis o f Op. 2 Schubring explains each o f the subsequent themes as derived 

from the first theme, the basic idea, to use Schoenbergian terminology. Schubring seems to 

have chosen his words carefully in order to distinguish between the types o f  motivic treatment 

in 0pp . 1 and 2. The language he uses indicates that, rather than suggesting transformation o f 

motives in Op. 2, he is attempting to outline a developmental treatment o f the basic idea. It is 

in this sense that we can understand the distinction he draws between the Op. 1 and Op. 2 

sonatas. While Op. 1 is recognised as ‘dividing a beginning theme, which appears fully 

formed into its particles and putting together new musical constructions from these particles’, 

Schubring recognises that in the Op. 2 Sonata Brahms ‘develops from musical particles a 

main and sub them e’, and throughout the entire work, these quite different melodies, are taken 

as ‘one and the same basic motive’.

Moreover, the distinction he makes between the types o f thematic treatment in 

contemporary piano sonatas can be understood as regarding Brahms’s Op. 2 to be in a 

category o f its own, as distinct from his Op. 1 and the sonatas by Liszt, Viole, Berger, Lowe 

and Leonhard which are based on one theme.

His mention in the footnote o f ‘the Liszt Sonata in B Minor, with its abundance o f 

thematic transformations,’ seems quite pointed, all the more so if  one bears in mind that part 

o f Schubring’s motivation in writing the Schumanniana articles was to make a case for the 

Schumann School as distinct from the ‘M endelssohnians’ and the Neudeutsche Schule, in 

other words to make a case for a middle ground between the two predominant parties. 

However, if  one considers that Schubring is outlining a type o f  thematic unity in Op. 2 that he 

understands to be different to that o f the ‘thematic transformations’ in Liszt’s sonata, the

R. Larry Todd has commented, ‘[Schubring], declaring him self a Schumannianer, undertook in his writings to 
make the case for a Schumann school, separate and distinct from the “conservative” Mendelssohnians and the 
“progressive” Zukunftsmusiker represented by Liszt and Wagner.’ Schumann and His World, Larry Todd, ed. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), 362.
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reference does not seem quite so pointed. Walter Frisch has argued that in a number o f 

Brahms’s early works he attempted to reconcile the principles o f thematic transformation and 

developing variation. Among the evidence that he presents in relation to the Op. 5 Piano 

Sonata is the fact that Brahms had heard Liszt play his B minor Sonata at Weimar in June 

1853 ‘just a few months before the F-Minor Sonata was c o m p o s e d . A t  this stage, 

however, both the Op. 1 and 2 Piano Sonatas were complete, thus ruling out any Lisztian 

influence on those particular works, and for present purposes it is to Schubring’s discussion o f 

Op. 2 that we refer. Furthermore, Schubring does not seem to have been aware o f the dates o f 

composition o f these sonatas. Brahm s’s Op. 2 was completed in November 1852, and only the 

Andante o f  Op. 1, written in April 1852 is chronologically earlier than Op. 2. The Opus 

numbers are a result o f the dates o f publication o f the works; Op. 1 in December 1853 and

424Op. 2 in February 1854. Schubring may not have been aware that Brahms’s Op. 2 was 

composed before Liszt’s B Minor Sonata which, according to Liszt’s manuscript copy, was 

not finished until February 1853.'*^"'’ Indeed, Schubring may have recognised the affinity o f 

Brahms’s early works to the ‘Lisztian’ practice o f thematic transformation, and have 

attempted to draw attention to the contrast between it and the thematic work in Brahm s’s Op. 

2

2.4: Conclusion; Revisiting the Schoenberg Analytical and Critical Tradition

Schoenberg himself, on a number o f occasions, claimed that he was alone in making such 

observations about Brahm s’s musical language. In the correspondence preceding the 1933 

Brahms Lecture Schoenberg claimed that where Brahms is concerned:

I’d probably have something to say that only 1 can say. For though my exact contemporaries, and those 

who are older than 1, also lived in Brahms’s time, they aren’t “modern”. But the younger Brahmsians

Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  D eveloping Variation, 47.
Ulrich Mahlert, ‘Vorwort,’ in Johannes Brahms Sonate Nr. 2 fu r Klavier fis-moll. Op. 2, Eusebius 

Mandyczewski, ed. (Wiesbaden, Leipzig and Paris: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1997).
Kenneth Hamilton, Liszt: Sonata in B Minor (Cambridge; N ew  York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 23.
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can’t know the Brahms tradition from first-hand experience, and anyway they mostly tend to be 

“reactionary”. But: what I have in mind is the theory o f  composition, not anecdotes!''^®

In the revised and published version in 1947 Schoenberg wrote:

I assume that I have been the first to lay down a principle which, about four decades ago, began 

directing and regulating my musical thinking and the formulation o f  my ideas, and which played a 

decisive role in my self-criticism/"’

Scholarly writings since the publication o f ‘Brahms the Progressive’ have either tacitly or 

openly endorsed Schoenberg’s claim to originality, as the only “m odem ” thinker since 

Brahm s’s time with the acuity to grasp Brahms’s musical la n g u a g e .A sse s s in g  the large 

number o f commentators that have been attracted by Schoenberg’s ideas on thematic 

procedure from the 1940s to 1984 Frisch aptly notes that their approaches are remarkably, and 

refreshingly diverse.’ He continues that ‘several writers were students or direct disciples of 

Schoenberg; others had little or no personal contact with him (and occasionally fail even to 

acknowledge his authority). Yet, because o f a fundamental similarity in outlook, they can be 

said to constitute a Schoenberg critical or analytical tradition’.

What remains overlooked in these studies is the contemporary critical reception of 

Brahm s’s music, and any antecedents to Schoenberg’s views o f Brahms remain 

unacknowledged. It is well known that Schoenberg was no reader, as he confessed him self in 

a letter o f 3 December 1946 to Hugo Leichentritt regarding the German books that interested 

him.''^'^ The point here is not that Schoenberg was unaware o f the writings o f Brahms’s 

contemporaries. Rather, the point is that in denying, or failing to acknowledge, antecedents to

Arnold Schoenberg to Hans Rosbaud, 7 January in response to an invitation to give a radio talk. Arnold  
Schoenberg Letters, Edwin Stein, ed. Eithne Wilkins and Ernest Kaiser, trans. (London: Faber, 1964), 170.

Schoenberg, ‘Brahms the Progressive’, 407.
To this effect Jonathan Dunsby posits that Schoenberg’s ‘analytical approach is often unhelpful, but his 

subdued argument makes a convincing and, for the time, radical tribute to Brahms.’ Dunsby, ‘Brahms the 
Progressive and intermezzo Op. 119 No. 1’, 103.

Frisch, Brahms and the Principle o f  Developing Variation, 18.
Schoenberg explicitly stated that ‘I am no “reader” and therefore actually know the following books only 

superficially’. Schoenberg, Arnold Schoenberg Letters, 207.
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Schoenberg’s view of Brahms, we tacitly endorse the notion that Schoenberg expounded his 

ideas on Brahms’s thematic procedure in a historical vacuum. This is not the case.

Schoenberg’s view o f Brahms is derived (whether consciously or subconsciously) 

from organic thinking as applied to music. As Ruth Solie remarks, however, the organic idea 

has become so ubiquitous that there is a tendency for its language to be taken for granted and 

for certain fundamental questions to go unasked’."*̂ ' Therefore, while Frisch notes that critics 

following Schoenberg have failed to acknowledge his authority, he overlooks the fact that 

Schoenberg and those who have perpetuated the Schoenberg analytical and critical tradition 

commit the very same offence: they fail to acknowledge the authority of the leading critics of 

Brahms’s own time, and thereby dismiss the historical roots for Schoenberg’s view of 

Brahms. Similarly, in surveying the writings by the leading theorists o f Brahms’s own time, 

Michael Musgrave regrets that ‘despite the great emphasis on the concept o f “durch- 

gebrochene-Arbeit”, Riemann gives little attention to Brahms’s thematic work in general’. 

Indeed he posits that ‘despite the prominence o f this feature in Brahms, Schoenberg was alone 

in revealing its scope and he has been the primary spur to the great emphasis on this feature in 

the discussion of Brahms’s work since the Second War (my emphasis).

It has been suggested by a number of commentators that Schoenberg’s tendency to 

align himself with a tradition o f ‘Austro-German’ music, as he did both in his compositions 

and in his writings on music, was for him a method of associating himself with his inherent 

German-ness, an attempt on his part to claim his place in the Austro-German musical canon, 

and to legitimate his own compositional processes.'^^^ To be sure, Brahms stood to gain in that

Ruth Solie, ‘The Living Work: Organicism and M usical A nalysis’, 19th-C entury M usic  lV /2  (Fall 1980); 
1 4 7 -1 5 6 (1 4 8 ).

M ichael M usgrave, ‘A Study o f  Schoenberg’s Response to Brahms’s M usic as R evealed in his Didactic 
W ritings and Selected Early C om positions’, Ph.D. D iss., U niversity o f  London (1980 ), 117. A lthough M usgrave 
has more recently written on Schoenberg’s view  o f  Brahms, most notably in the 1990 essay ‘Schoenberg’s 
Brahms’, he never revises the v iew  that Schoenberg was alone in revealing the scope o f  Brahm s’s m otivic  
coherence.

I have in mind here such a work as the Variations for Orchestra Op. 3 1 in w hich ‘as an hom age to Bach, the 
notes B-flat, A , C, B, which spell in German BAC H , were introduced as a contrapuntal addition to the principal 
them atic developm ents,’ and the fact that Schoenberg so explicitly  stated his intention as in the above excerpt
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Schoenberg was outlining his role in a historical progression which he felt himself to 

represent, but also one in which he felt Brahms had hardly been recognised:''^''

It is important to realise that at a time when all believed in ‘expression’, Brahms, without renouncing 

beauty and emotion, proved to be a progressive in a field which had not been cultivated for half a 

century. He would have been a pioneer if he had simply returned to Mozart. But he did not live on 

inherited fortune; he made one o f his own.....

Certainly, as was pointed out at the beginning o f this chapter, Schoenberg’s writings 

on Brahms rescued him from the conservative dead-end into which the view o f his music had 

fallen in the early twentieth century; it also gave powerful expression to a way o f explaining 

how his music was crafted according to the technique o f developing variation.''^^ Nonetheless, 

we must remember that Schoenberg’s ideas were also concerned with legitimating his own 

compositional procedures. We should be mindful, as Krummacher notes, that to pursue the 

fruitful consequences o f Schoenberg’s legitimation o f Brahms exclusively runs the risk o f  

reverting to a one-sided teleology;

In short. Brahms the Classical heir suddenly became Brahms the prophet, whose procedures Schoenberg 

was the first to recognise and develop. If scholarship takes seriously its claim to be a historical 

discipline, it must recognize the dangers o f such an anachronistic way of thinking.’"*̂^

The above discussion has shown that a number o f Brahms’s contemporary critics discussed 

the thematic coherence in his music in a lucid and engaging manner. I argue that at the very 

least these discussions can be understood as a significant foreshadowing o f  Schoenberg’s 

twentieth-century view o f Brahms. Whether Schoenberg had read, or was even aware of, any 

o f the articles to which I refer, is to some extent irrelevant. His claim with regard to earlier

from his essay ‘Composition with Twelve Tones (I),’ Style and Idea, 213-244, (243). See also ‘The Orchestral 
Variations, Op. 31: A Radio Talk.’ The original German version of the talk is published as ‘Vortrag iiber Op. 31’ 
in Schoenberg Stil und Gedanke. 2 5 5 -7 1.

For such an interpretation o f ‘Brahms the Progressive,’ see Jonathan Dunsby ‘Brahms the Progressive and 
Intermezzo, Op. 119, No. I, in Structural Ambiguity in Brahms: Analytical Approaches to Four Works, 85-105.

Schoenberg, ‘Brahms the Progressive,’ in Sty’le and Idea, 439.
For a translation of Schoenberg’s original Brahms lecture of 1933, which was to be revised and became the 

1947 essay, see Thomas McGeary, ‘Schoenberg’s Brahms Lecture of 1933,’ Journal o f  the Arnold Schoenberg 
Institute, XV/2 (November 1992), 5-99. See also Arnold Schoenberg, ‘Brahms the Progressive’, in Style and 
Wea, 398-441.

Friedhelm Krummacher, ‘Reception and Analysis: On the Brahms Quartets Op. 51, Nos. 1 and 2 ’, 27.
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German writings on music that ‘I am no “reader” and therefore actually know the following

^ ■ 3 0

books only superficially’ is well known. But Schoenberg was a talker and a thinker, and 

many o f the ideas on Brahm s’s music in the German-speaking lands o f the late-nineteenth, 

and early-twentieth century would have been disseminated by word o f mouth.

It has been shown that the same ‘fundamental similarity in outlook’ to which Frisch 

refers in writings following Schoenberg is also evident in writings on Brahms as early as the 

1860s. Indeed it was common currency in discussions o f Brahms’s music in the late 

nineteenth century, to the extent that it must have been still in the air, so to speak, by 1933. 

Therefore, if  Hans Keller could claim in 1969 that Reti’s work ‘would be unthinkable’ 

without Schoenberg,''^^ we equally can claim that Schoenberg’s work is ‘unthinkable’ without 

its critical forebears. To this end I posit that we should more accurately speak o f  a German 

analytical and critical tradition that reaches back beyond Schoenberg, albeit one in which he 

plays a significant role.

Schoenberg, Arnold Schoenberg Letters, 207.
Hans Keller, ‘The Chamber M usic’, in The M ozart Companion, H. C. Robbins Landon and Donald Mitchell, 

eds (New York; Norton, 1969), 93. Consider the fact that when Am o Mitschka reinvented the concept o f  
developing variation as variiredende Entwicklung (varying development) in 1961 he was unfamiliar with 
Schoenberg’s writings. Schoenberg and Mitschka can claim the same historical lineage for their ideas.
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Chapter 3

Hanslick in the Context of His Contemporary Critics and Aestheticians 

3.1; Introduction;

This chapter explores the relationship between Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms and his 

1854 monograph Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen. It examines his terminology in this monograph 

in relation to matters o f form and content, clearly explicating the philosophical distinction 

Hanslick made between “leere Form” (empty content), and “beseelte Form” (form in music 

imbued with spirit). It disputes the notion that Hanslick’s 1854 tract can be understood as 

anti-metaphysical, a view that postulates that Hanslick transformed the romantic metaphysics 

o f instrumental music into formalism and, moreover, that he defended instrumental music as 

an art form that no longer embodied spirituality. On the contrary, it is argued that Hanslick’s 

notion o f absolute music is inexplicably bound up with the “absolute,” in the form o f geistige 

Gehalt (spiritual content), and very much reliant on philosophy and religion.

This is followed by a discussion o f Hanslick, Brahms, and the Neudeutsche Schule o f 

Liszt. Wagner, and Berlioz. In a number o f Hanslick’s Brahms reviews, he pits Brahms 

against the composers o f this school. However, a reading o f Hanslick’s entire critical output 

on Brahms reveals that the number o f reviews in which he engages in this opposition is 

significantly fewer than those in which there is no mention o f any o f the composers o f this 

school. It is argued therefore that this is an aspect o f Hanslick’s ‘Brahms-Bild’ that has been 

given disproportionate attention. It is further shown that the received views o f Hanslick as the 

champion o f Brahms the absolute on the one hand, and Hanslick as the opponent o f 

programme music and the Neudeutsche Schule on the other, are not as mutually exclusive as 

has heretofore been supposed. It is shown that Hanslick is not opposed to programme music 

per se. What he is opposed to is music that seeks to be understood in terms o f its extra

musical programme, rather than its musical content— thus more accurately he is opposed to 

what he refers to as ‘an abuse o f programme music’. An exploration o f the writings on
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programme music by August Wilhelm Ambros, Richard Wagner, Franz Brendel, and Felix 

Weingartner reveals that Hanslick stands on common ground with his contemporary 

aestheticians in this regard.

3.2; Hanslick’s ‘Form’ and ‘Content’ in Music

The question o f the relationship between Hanslick’s reception o f Brahms and his 

aesthetic theory as espoused in Vom Musikalisch-Schonen is a complex one. One may be 

tempted to think that in his later critical writings, Hanslick attempted to shed the autonomy 

music had acquired over the last century or so. The alternative is to consider the view put 

forward by Geoffrey Payzant whereby he reminds us that Hanslick’s aim in 1854 was 

primarily polemical. On the Musically Beautiful was directed against the aesthetics o f  feeling, 

its aim being to ‘clear away the rubble o f obsolete prejudices and presuppositions, then mark 

out the foundations upon which a new theory might be built’.'*'̂ ^

A reading o f Hanslick’s autobiography written in 1894 supports this. Hanslick 

discusses what he refers to as his ‘much quoted and much abused little book.’'*'̂ ' It was clear 

to him, he claims, that the text in its original form amounted to only a sketch or foundation, 

and he was aware that its negative, polemic aspects towered above its positive, systematic 

ones, both in extent and severity. However, he considered a complete, systematic Asthetik der 

M usik to be an undertaking which demanded an undivided capacity for work, and complete 

concentration o f  th o u g h t .M o re o v e r ,  Hanslick was aware o f  the weaknesses o f  his 1854 text 

stating that he recognised, as did most o f is adversaries, that it was misleading to speak o f  a 

“lack o f  content” [“Inhaltlosigkeit”] o f  instrumental music. The difficulty he was trying to

G eoffrey Payzant, ‘Translator’s Preface,’ Eduard Hanslick, On the M usically Beautiful, G eoffrey Payzant, 
trans. (Indiana: Hackett, 1986), xiii.
■*'*' Eduard Hanslick, Aus meinem Leben, Peter W apnewski, ed. (K assel: Barenreiter, 1987), 150.A ll further 
citations o f  Aus m einem  Leben  are to the W apnewski edition unless otherwise noted.

‘Ich hatte naturlich die Absicht, m eine Abhandlung “vom  M usikalisch-Schonen” mit der Zeit zu einer 
eigentlichen A sthetik der Tonkunst zu erweitern und auszufuhren. DaB jen e Schrift nur eine Art Skizze oder 
Unterbau bedeute, war mir ebenso klar, als daB ihr negativer polem ischer Teil den positiven, system atischen an 
U m fang und Scharfe uberrage. Aber eine vollstandige, system atische Asthetik der M usik -  das ist ein
U ntem ehm en, w elch es ungeteilte Arbeitskraft und unzersplitterte Konzentration des D enkens erfordert ’
Eduard Hanslick, A us meinem Leben, 153.
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overcome was how form in music imbued with spirit [“beseelte Form”] was to be 

differentiated philosophically from empty form [“leerer Form”].'̂ '*̂

In order to understand exactly what Hanslick means by ‘form imbued with spirit’ as 

opposed to ‘empty form ’ it is instructive to examine his terminology in Vom Musikalisch- 

Schonen when it comes to matters o f form and content.'^'*''

1) geistige Gehalt, translatable in English as ‘spiritual content’ or ‘ideal content.’ 

Hanslick introduces this term in chapter III, ‘Das M usikalisch-Schone.’ In the last 

chapter o f the monograph, Hanslick also uses geistige Gehalt as the correlative of 

form.

2) Gegenstand, translatable in English as ‘subject m atter’, and can be understood as the 

purpose o f a piece o f  music. Hanslick uses this term frequently throughout the 

monograph, and its meaning in English is discussed in detail below.

3) Inhalt, translatable in English as ‘content.’ Hanslick introduces the distinction between 

Gehalt and Inhalt in chapter VII, ‘Die Begriffe “Inhalt” und “Form” in der M usik’.

4) Form, translatable in English quite simply as ‘form ’.

Payzant’s understanding o f these terms offers a clarity and systematic insight into Hanslick’s 

use o f terminology that is worth adopting. He considers Inhalt to be ‘content in the sense that 

the literary and visual arts have content but music has not.’ This content can be reduced to 

concepts, which can be represented in words, colours, or abstract feelings, and can be 

understood as being external to the particular means by which art shapes its contents.

‘Das W esen der M usik ist aber noch schwerer in philosophische Kategorien zu bannen als das der Malerei, 
w eil die entscheidenden B egriffe “Form” und “Inhalt” in der M usik nicht standhalten w ollen , der Trennung sich  
widersetzen. W ill man der reinen Instrumentalmusik einen bestimm ten Inhalt vindizieren, (— in der V okalm usik  
liefert ihn das G edicht und nicht die M usik— ) so miiBte man die kostbarsten Perlen der Tonkunst iiber Bord 
werfen, denen niem and einen von der Form trennbaren “ Inhalt” nachzuw eisen oder auch nur herauszufiihlen  
vermag. Anderseits ist es, w ie ich wohl einsehe, ein miBverstandlich D ing schlechtw eg von der “Inhaltlosigkeit” 
der Instrumentalmusik zu sprechen, was auch meiner Schrift die m eisten G egner erweckt hat. W ie ist in der 
Musik beseelte Form von leerer Form w issenschaftlich zu unterschieden?’ Eduard H anslick, Aus meinem Leben, 
155.

The writings o f  G eoffrey Payzant have been o f  great benefit in the formation o f  my own view s on this matter. 
See Payzant. H anslick on the M usically Beautiful: S ixteen Lectures on the M usical A esthetics o f  E duard  
H anslick  (Christchurch, N ew  Zealand: Cybereditions, 2002), and Payzant’s preface in On the M usically  
Beautiful.
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He considers Gehalt to be content in a sense particular to musical themes. Payzant 

uses the English word ‘substantiality’ for Gehalt and geistige Gehalt. He claims that 

‘substantiality gives to a theme its individuality and its spontaneity, these being the properties 

par excellence o f Geist. They are reflected in the structure o f the musical artwork as a 

w h o l e . I t  is in this sense that Hanslick uses geistige Gehalt as a correlative o f form. Hence,

• 446‘music has its content as its form, or, what is the same thing, its form as its content.’ In 

other words, Gehalt is replete with the particular characteristics, spiritual depth and 

individuality o f the composer.'^'*^

It is not as straightforward to render Gegenstand  in English. Hanslick uses this word in 

a number o f contexts, and accordingly Payzant translates it in a number o f manners 

throughout the monograph. Most often the term is bound up with the negative thesis that the 

content o f  music is not to represent feelings. Regarding the specificity o f feelings, Hanslick 

claims that the strength or weakness, and the fluctuations o f inner activity can be similar with 

different feelings, while the same feeling can differ from person to person. He argues against 

the generally accepted misnomer that music ‘can signify not the particular object 

[‘Gegenstand’] o f a feeling, but rather the feeling itself, e.g., not the person loved, but rather 

Love.’"'''* Rather he understands the fact that no one can ascribe a particular feeling to any o f 

J. S. Bach’s Preludes and Fugues from the Well-Tempered Clavier to be p ro o f‘that music 

does not necessarily arouse feelings and have feelings as its content [‘G e g e n s t a n d T h u s ,  

for Hanslick, music cannot represent the content o f  feelings.

Payzant, ‘H anslick’s “ Immanent” Form alism ,’ in H anslick on the M usically Beautiful, 9 -1 6  (15).
Payzant, ‘H anslick’s Form alism ,’ in H anslick on the M usically Beautiful, 82 -91  (83).
Payzant, On the M usically Beautiful, 82, note 9.
‘G em einiglich  glaubt man, das darstellende V erm ogen der M usik geniigend zu begrenzen, wenn man, sie  

konne k einesw egs den Gegenstand eines G efuhls bezeichnen, wohl aber das Gefiihl selbst, z. B. nicht das Object 
einer bestim m ten Liebe, wohl aber “Liebe” .’ Hanslick, Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen: Ein B e itra g zu r  R evision  der 
A sthetik  in d er Tonkunst, II Bande, Dietm ar StrauB, ed.V ol. I, 47. Translated and quoted in Payzant, ed. On the 
M usica lly  Beautiful, 11.U nless otherwise stated, the translations o f  H anslick’s monograph in this discussion are 
taken fi-om this Payzant edition. Due to the large amount o f  material quoted from this volum e, the remainder o f  
citations w ill have the fo llow ing  format: Hanslick, V M S , 47  (referring to the StrauB edition); 0M B , 11 (referring 
to Payzant’s translation).

‘D ie M usik nicht G efuhle erwecken oder zum Gegenstand haben muB’, VMS 51, OM B  14.
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Nevertheless, music has one ingredient in common with emotional states— motion. 

This motion can be understood as being intrinsic to the diatonic system in which nothing 

moves, but there is a perceptible striving o f individual notes and chords towards and away 

from one another, and a motion embodied in harmonic progressions that is temporal but not 

spatial— that is nothing physically moves. That is to say, the only movement o f  the ideas o f 

feelings that music knows how to seize effectively is ‘motion’, an important concept that 

Hanslick considers to have been neglected.**^® Further clarifying what he considers to be a 

fundamental misunderstanding o f the purpose o f music, he refers to a common analogy 

between motion in space and motion in time. Thus, he concedes, ‘one can in fact portray an 

object [‘Gegenstand’] musically’, by which he means that music can imitate external 

phenomenon. ‘But to want to portray in tones the feelings which falling snow, a crowing 

rooster, or flashing lightning produce in us is just r i d i c u l o u s . T h u s  turning to his positive 

thesis, Hanslick’s use o f ‘Gegenstand’ occurs in the most frequently cited sentence from the 

monograph, to which the concept o f motion in music is integral. In the first three editions this 

reads: ‘Tonend bewegte Formen sind einzig und allein Inhalt und Gegenstand der M usik’. 

Thereafter it reads ‘Der Inhalt der Musik sind tonend bewegte Formen’.

Thus, while music is “Inhaltlos” according to Hanslick, it is not without substance, or 

worth. Central to Hanslick’s aesthetic theory is the notion that musical content is a 

manifestation o f the spiritual, or the ideal. This is evidenced in chapter III, ‘Das Musikalisch- 

Schone’:

‘[D ie B ew egung] bildet das Element, w elches die Tonkunst mit den Gefuhiszustanden gem einschaftlich hat, 
und das sie schopferisch in tausend Abstufungen und G egensatzen zu gestalten m ag’, VMS 47, OMB  11.

‘So kann man in der That einen Gegenstand m usikalisch machen, — das “Geftihl” aber in Tonen schildem  zu 
w ollen , das der fallende Schnee, der krahende Hahn, der zuckende Blitz in uns hervorbringt, ist einfach  
lacherlich’, V M S 6 \ ,  OMB 20.

The first can be rendered in English as ‘tonally m oving forms are the one and only content and subject matter 
o f  m usic’. Payzant translates the second as ‘the content o f  music is tonally m oving form s’. VMS  75, OMB  29.
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In no way is the specifically musical beauty to be understood as mere acoustical beauty or as symm etry 

o f  proportion ... in order to make our case for musical beauty, we have not excluded ideal content 

[“geistigen Gehalt"] but, on the contrary, have insisted on it.“*̂ ^

He posits that ‘as the creation o f  a thinking and feeling mind, a musical composition has in

high degree the capability to be itself full o f  ideality and feeling.’'*̂ '* As though pre-empting 

the objections that his monograph would incite, he writes that ‘nothing could be more 

misguided and prevalent than the view  which distinguishes between beautiful music which 

possesses ideal content [“geistiger Gehalt”] and beautiful music which does not.’

In other words, as Hanslick understands it, the very idea o f  beautiful music that does 

not embrace the spiritual and the ideal is a misnomer. He sees the problem with this 

misguided view  being that ‘the elaborately constructed fonn and the idea! content 

[“hineingegossene Seele”] with which the form is filled’ are in danger o f  being understood as 

two separate entities.’ As he sees it, this is a gross misunderstanding o f  what the beautiful in 

music actually is, and leads to the division o f  all compositions in to two categories, ‘the full 

and the empty, like champagne bottles. Musical champagne, however,’ he writes, ‘has the 

peculiarity that it grows along with the bottle.

In chapter VII he makes the distinction between Inhalt and Gehalt explicit:

Regarding the question o f  the content [“ Inhalt” ] o f  music, we must take particular care not to use the 

word in its laudatory sense. From the fact that music has no content [“Gegenstand”] in the sense o f 

“subject m atter,” it does not follow that music lacks substance  [“G ehalt”]. Clearly “spiritual substance”

‘Keineswegs ist das “Specifisch-M usikalische” als bios akustische Schonheit, oder proportionale Symmetric 
zu verstehen ...D adurch, daB wir au f  m usikalische Schonheit dringen, haben wir den geistigen G ehalt nicht 
ausgeschlossen, sondem  ihn vielm ehr bedingt.’ VMS, 77-78 , OMB, 30.

‘Als Schopfung eines denkenden und fuhlenden Gesites hat dem nach eine musikalische Com position in 
hohem G rade die Fahigkeit, selbst geist- und geflihlvoll zu sein,’ Hanslick, VMS, 80; OMB, 31.

‘N ichts irriger und haufiger, als die A nschauung, welche “ schone M usik” mit und ohne geistigen Gehalt 
unterscheidet. Sie faBt den B egriff des Schonen in der Musik viel zu eng und stellt sich die kunstreich 
zusam m engefiigte Form als etwas flir sich selbst Bestehendes, die hineingegossene Seele gleichfalls als etwas 
Selbstandiges vor und theilt nun consequent die Com positionen in geflillte und leere Cham pagnerflaschen. Der 
m usikalische Cham pagner hat aber das Eigenthiimlichkeit; er wachst mit der Flasche.’ Hanslick, VMS 81; OMB, 
32.
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[“geistige G ehalt”] is what those people have in mind who fight with sectarian ardour for the “content” 

[“ Inhalt” ] o f  music.

It is in this sense that we can understand Hanslick’s quest for ‘how form in music imbued 

with spirit was to be differentiated philosophically from empty form.’'̂ ’̂ By drawing the 

reader’s attention to this, Hanslick wishes to discourage listeners from engaging in an 

emotional, passive reception o f  music, that is a subjective approach that belongs to the listener 

and their emotional state, and not to the music itself. Rather he encourages the engagement o f  

the imagination (Phantasie) o f  the listener. Music imbued with spirit, as Hanslick understands 

it, is music that can be understood as a manifestation o f  the ideal or “absolute” in music. The 

follow ing statement leaves the reader in no doubt that he considers geistige Gehalt to be 

replete with the spirit, the ideal, or the divine in art:

Regarding the accusation o f  contentlessness, music has content [“Inhalt”], but musical content, which is 

a not inconsiderable spark o f  the divine flame, like the beauty o f  any other art. But only by firmly 

denying any other kind o f  “content” [“ Inhalt"] to music can we preserve m usic’s substance [“Gehalt” ]. 

This is because from indefinite feelings, to which at best such a content [“ Inhalt” ] is attributable, no 

spiritual content [“geistige Bedeutung” ] derives; rather, in each com position, the content derives from 

its particular tonal structure as the spontaneous creation o f  mind out o f  material com patible with mind 

[“der fi'eien Schopfung des Geistes aus geistfahigem M aterial” ].''^*

‘Bei der Frage nach dem Inhalt der Tonkunst muB man sich insbesondere htiten, das W ort in lobender 
Bedeutung zu nehmen. Daraus, daB die M usik keinen Inhalt (Gegenstand) hat, folgt nicht, daB sie des Gehaltes 
entbehre. “Geistige G ehalt” meinen offenbar diejenigen, welche mit dem Eifer einer Partei fiir den “ Inhalt” der 
Musik fechten.’ Hanslick, VMS, 169; 0MB, 82.

‘Das Wesen der Musik ist aber noch schwerer in philosophische Kategorien zu bannen als das der Malerei, 
weil die entscheidenden Begriffe “Form” und “ Inhalt” in der Musik nicht standhalten wollen, der Trennung sich 
widersetzen. Will man der reinen Instrum entalm usik einen bestimm ten Inhalt vindizieren, (— in der Vokalm usik 
liefert ihn das Gedicht und nicht die Musik— ) so muBte man die kostbarsten Perlen der Tonkunst iiber Bord 
werfen. denen niemand einen von der Form trennbaren “ Inhalt” nachzuweisen oder auch nur herauszufuhlen 
vermag. Anderseits ist es, wie ich wohl einsehe, ein miBverstandlich Ding schlechtweg von der “ Inhaltlosigkeit” 
der Instrumentalmusik zu sprechen, was auch meiner Schrift die meisten Gegner erweckt hat. Wie ist in der 
M usik beseelte Form von leerer Form wissenschaftlich zu unterschieden?’ Eduard Hanslick, . 4 meinem Leben, 
155.

‘G egenuber dem V orw urf der Inhaltlosigkeit also hat die Musik Inhalt, allein m usikalischen, welcher ein 
nicht geringerer Funke des gottlichen Feuers ist, als das Schone jeder andem  Kunst. N ur dadurch aber, daB man 
jeden  andem  “Inhalt” der Tonkunst unerbittlich negirt, rettet man deren “G ehalt” . Denn aus dem unbestimm ten 
Gefiihle, w orauf sich jen er Inhalt im besten Fall zuruckfuhrt, ist ihr eine geistige Bedeutung nicht abzuleiten, 
wohl aber aus der bestimm ten schonen Tongestaltung. Als der freien Schopfung des Geistes aus geistfahigem 
M aterial.’ Hanslick, VMS. \ l \ \O M B ,  83.
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In a publication as recent as 2000, Hanslick is charged with being ‘anti

m e t a p h y s i c a l . I n  what appears to be a fundamental misunderstanding o f the tenets o f 

Hanslick’s aesthetic theory, Karol Berger posits that;

By 1854 music could afford this antimetaphysical turn: there was so much great instrumental music 

around that the practice no longer needed philosophical or religious crutches to justify itself 

Berger further argues that Hanslick ‘does not claim for music the power to disclose the 

“absolute.” Instead, he sees the dignity o f abstract music simply in its being a product o f  a 

creative m ind.’"*̂ ' But surely the product o f  a creative mind, with the emphasis on the term 

Geist as Hanslick understands it, that is as a manifestation o f the ideal in music, is completely 

bound up with the “absolute,” and very much reliant on philosophy and religion.

This understanding o f Geist has its roots, for Hanslick, in his Hegelian background.

He was profoundly influenced by Hegelian idealism in the Vormdrz era, as were most artists 

and intellectuals o f  his age.'*^^ This was not a direct influence from the philosophy o f Hegel 

h im self Rather, Hanslick subscribed to the views o f the Hegelian left, a position he had in 

common with, among others, David Strauss, and Franz Brendel."^^^ The Hegelian left radically 

criticised Hegel’s retrospective recognition o f history and conservative attitude towards 

politics. They were pro-active in that they channelled Hegel’s idealistic views into more 

practical directions. In the Vormdrz years Hanslick believed (as did Brendel, although they 

were not part o f one another’s intellectual or social circles) that art should make some positive 

contribution to social and political reforms. As Yoshida observes, his critical writing at the 

time o f the Vienna Revolution was at its most politically acute, carrying the banner o f social

Karol Berger, A Theory O f  Art (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 145.
Berger,/I Theory o f  Art, 145.
Berger,^ Theory o f  Art, 143.
On Hegel’s influence on Hanslick see Hiroshi Yoshida, , Eduard Hanslick and the Idea o f  “Public” in Musical 

Culture: Towards a Socio-Political Context o f  Formalistic Aesthetics’, International Review o f  the Aesthetics 
and Sociology o f  M usic 3212 (lOQX): 179-199 (particularly 179-188).

For a discussion o f  Brendel’s appropriation o f  Hegelian thought in his critical writings see Chapter 1.
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reformation based on Hegelian Idealist philosophy.'^^'^ At this time, Hanslick sought to 

interpret musical works as an expression o f Weltanschauung.

Revolution in Vienna, however, went too far for Hanslick’s political view: in his 

autobiography he recalls with horror the violence o f the revolution, and o f witnessing the 

brutal hanging o f  the Secretary o f War by a mob in the street for his collusion with anti

revolutionary elements. Hanslick cites this as the moment he turned his back on the radical 

elements o f proletarian revolution.'*^^ The failure o f  the revolution, as we saw in Chapter 1, 

put an end to hopes for social reform based on Hegelian Idealist philosophy.

Following the failed revolutions, there were a number o f attempts across Germany, as 

Pederson notes, to ‘re-conceptualise music at the most basic level o f perception in order to 

disavow Romantic affiliation.’"'̂  ̂ She cites a series o f  articles by Julius Schaffer that sought to 

counter Hegel’s claim that music cannot convey clearly defined ideas by demonstrating the 

primacy o f thought over mere feeling in music. I agree with Mark Burford’s assessment that 

Pederson rightly interprets this view as a precursor to the arguments in Hanslick’s Vom 

Musikalisch-Schonen, but goes too far (as does Karol Berger) in claiming that ‘Hanslick 

parted with Schaffer in renouncing the central Hegelian metaphysical premise o f the Idea’.'*̂  ̂

Mark Burford’s recent article ‘Hanslick’s Idealist M aterialism’ provides a fitting 

rebuttal to Berger’s and Pederson’s claim in observing that ‘Hanslick did not so much reject 

musical metaphysics as, to a certain extent, reconceptualize it by arguing that the ideal content

A f . Q

o f music is the product o f a human spirit, not a transcendent one.’ This can be understood 

in relation to the notion o f ‘art religion’ that provided the aesthetic justification o f

Y oshida, ,E. H anslick and the Idea o f  “Public”, 183. See for instance H anslick’s essay ‘Censur und Kunst- 
Kritik’, o f2 4  March 1848 in E du ard  Hanslick: Sdm tliche Schriften  I, 156-157 .

Hanslick, Aus m einem  Leben, 86.
Sanna Pederson, ‘Romantic M usic Under Siege in 1848’, in M usic Theory in the A ge o f  Rom anticism , Ian 

B e n t, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge U niversity Press, 1996), 5 7 -7 4  (7 1 -7 2 ). See also Mark Burford, ‘H anslick’s 
A esthetic Idealism ’, 19'^-C entury M usic 3m (2006): 166-181 (171).

Pederson, ‘Rom antic M usic Under S iege in 1848’, 7 1 -7 2 .
Mark Burford, ‘H anslick’s Aesthetic Idealism ’, 171. Burford further em phasise the extent to which 

H anslick’s treatise ‘took H egel’s aesthetic system as his point o f  departure and clung to the metaphysical 
premise o f  the “ Idea” or “Spirit” in m usic, though in a new ly interpreted sen se .’
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instrumental music as a metaphysical medium by Wackenroder and Hoffmann at the turn of 

the nineteenth century. Dahlhaus defines this as ‘the belief that art, though created by humans, 

is revelation’.A c c o rd in g ly , Hanslick’s religiosity or spirituality is such that he believes 

there is beauty to be found in worldly practicality, in the human endeavour of art. This aspect 

of Hanslick’s Kunstanschauung will be explored in relation to Hanslick’s writings on Brahms 

in Chapter 4.

Confining this discussion to Hanslick’s 1854 monograph for the moment, however, I 

would argue that Berger’s view of Hanslick’s aesthetic theory, and the responsibility he 

ascribes to Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen for the rise of formalism in the twentieth century is too 

simplistic.'^^'^ He writes that ‘Hanslick’s transformation of the romantic metaphysics of 

instrumental music into formalism and the ascendance of formalism in our century represent a 

change in the interpretation of musical abstraction as profound as the one that occurred in the 

late sixteenth century.’"'̂ ' Berger fails to consider the religious (or metaphysical) and 

philosophical aspects that are integral to Hanslick’s monograph. Ironically, it seems Berger 

has difficulty extricating his own ‘formalist’ reading of Hanslick’s aesthetic ideals from the 

deeply embedded formalist views against which he argues in his ‘Cold War of Mimesis and 

Abstraction.’ To this effect he understands the final paragraph of Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen, 

which was removed from all but the first edition, to be inconsistent with the rest of the 

monograph. This paragraph reads:

This spiritual content thus combines, in the soul o f  the listener, the beautiful in music with all other 

great and beautiful ideas. He does not experience music merely as bare and absolute through its own 

beauty, but simultaneously as a sounding image o f  the great movements in the universe. Through deep 

and secret relationships to nature the meaning o f  tones is heightened far beyond the tones themselves, 

and allows us always to feel the infinite even as we listen to the work o f  human talent. Just as the

Dahlhaus, The Idea o f  Absolute Music, trans. Roger Lustig (Chicago and London; University o f  Chicago 
Press, 1989), 88.
™  This discussion is carried out on pages 142-145 under the sub-heading ‘Cold War o f  Mimesis and 
Abstraction.’

B e r g e r , Theory’ o f  Art, 145.
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elements o f  music -  sound, tone, rhythm, strength, w eakness -  are found in the entire universe, so man 

rediscovers in music the entire universe.

This statement epitomizes the notion that art, though created by humans, is revelation. 

Furthermore, in its focus on music in its own right, as distinct from music with extra-musical 

adjuncts, it is evocative o f  Hoffmann’s famous proclamation that instrumental music is ‘the 

most romantic o f  all arts’ because it ‘scorns all aid, all admixture o f  other arts, and gives pure 

expression to its own peculiar artistic nature’, a  statement, as Chantler observes, that is 

inextricably linked to his belief that ‘sound audibly expresses an awareness o f  the highest and 

holiest, o f  the spiritual power which enkindles the spark o f  life in the whole o f  nature’.

In an alternative interpretation to Berger’s o f  this last paragraph o f  Hanslick’s 

monograph, Mark Evan Bonds embraces the philosophical and religious aspects o f  this last 

paragraph, and points to a continuity in Hanslick’s argument that reaches its peak at this point. 

In his 1997 article ‘Idealism and the Aesthetics o f  Instrumental Music at the Turn o f  the 

Nineteenth Century’ he writes that ‘the significance o f  this passage -  and o f  its subsequent 

deletion -  can scarcely be overestimated. This was not merely one o f  many pronouncements 

buried deep within Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen, but rather the ringing culmination o f  

Hanslick’s entire treatise.

‘Dieser geistige G ehalt verbindet nun auch im Gemiith des Horers das Schone der Tonkunst mit alle andem  
groBen und schonen Ideen. Ihm wirkt die Musik nicht bios und absolut durch ihre eigenste Schf3nheit, sondem 
zugleich als tonendes Abbiid der groBen Bewegungen im Weltall. Durch tiefe und geheim e Naturbezirhungen 
steigert sich die Bedeutung der Tone hoch iiber sie seibst hinaus und laBt uns in dem W erke menschlichen 
Talents imm er zugleich das Unendliche fiihlen. Da die Elemente der Musik: Schall, Ton, Rhythmus, Starke, 
Schwache im ganzen Universum  sich fmden, so fmdet der Mensch wieder in der Musik das ganze U niversum .’ 
Hanslick: VMS, 171. The translation quoted above is Roger Lustig’s as quoted in Dahlhaus, The Idea o f  Absolute 
Music, 28.

E. T. A. Hoffmann, H offm ann's M usical Writings: Kreisleriana, the Poet and the Composer, M usic Criticism  
David Charlton, ed., M artyn Clarke, trans. (Cam bridge; Cam bridge University Press, 1989), 236.

Hoffmann, H offm ann's M usical Writings, 355. See also Abigail Chantler, E. T. A. H o ffm ann’s M usical 
Aesthetics (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 10.

Mark Evan Bonds, ‘Idealism and the Aesthetics o f  Instrumental Music at the Turn o f  the Nineteenth 
Century', Journal o f  the Am erican M usicological Society 5012-3 (Sum m er-A utum n 1997): 387 -^20 (415 ). 
Bonds still holds the same view, as is evident in his recent publication M usic as Thought: Listening to the 
Sym phony in the A ge o f  Beethoven  (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006).
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3.3: Hanslick, Brahms, and the Neudeutsche Schule

A  much discussed aspect o f  H anslick’s reception o f Brahms is the fact that he pits Brahms 

against the composers o f the Neudeutsche S c h u l e . It is indisputable that Hanslick uses this 

opposition in a highly polemical way. However, as is shown on table 3 (at the end o f  Chapter 

4), the number o f Hanslick’s Brahms reviews in which he pits Brahms against Wagner are 

proportionately fewer than those in which there is no mention o f either Wagner or the 

Neudeutsche Schule. I would argue therefore that this is a feature o f his Brahms reviews that 

has been given disproportionate attention, as evidenced in the citations at the outset o f 

Chapter 4, and in the writings o f Constantin Floros:

Hanslick saw in some o f  Brahms’s works a position and unexpected confirmation o f  his own aesthetic 

theory, which he already established in 1854. And also it is to be explained that he played Brahms 

against Wagner and Liszt, against the Neudeutsche Schule, against the whole poetic, instrumental music 

o f his time.’'*̂ ’

Floros's statement is problematic in that his placement o f Wagner and Liszt, the Neudeutsche 

Schule and the whole poetic, instrumental music o f Brahm s's time amounts to a generalisation 

that cannot be sustained. This generalisation pre-supposes that the poetic instrumental music 

o f the late-nineteenth-century is synonymous exclusively with the oeuvre o f the Neudeutsche 

Schule. While these composers contributed significantly to this genre, such a generalisation 

fails to consider the poetic music o f  many composers from this time, among them Schumann 

and Dvorak, and ironically Brahms himself.

Figure 3: The Current View of Hanslicl<'s Reception of Brahms

See for instance Constantin Floros, ‘Das Brahms-Bild Eduard Hanslicks’, in Brahms-Kongress Wien, Susanne 
Antonicek and Otto Biba. eds (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1988), 155-166. See also Siegfi'ied Kross, ‘Brahms the 
Symphonist,’ in Brahms: Biographical, Documentary and Analytical Studies, Robert Pascal!, ed. (Cambridge; 
Cambridge University Press, 1983), 1 2 5 ^ 5 , in which he refers to ‘Eduard Hanslick, who never tired o f  
presenting Brahms as the antipode o f  Wagner’ (139).

Floros, ‘Das Brahms-Bild Eduard Hanslicks,’ 165.
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Hanslick, Vom 
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Schdnen

/  Hanslick \  
Vom M usikalisch- 

Schdnen

Neudeutsche
Schule Brahms

AbsoluteProgramme
Music Music

Despite the revisionist scholarship on Brahms in the last thirty years, there still exists a 

view o f Hanslick as the champion o f Brahms the ‘absolute’, and consequently as the 

vehement opponent o f programme music. A three-fold relationship continues to exist, at the

478three points o f which are Hanslick, Brahms, and the Neudeutsche Schule (see figure 3). 

W idening the focus it is seen that there is a broader triangle at the three points o f which are 

Hanslick, absolute music, and programme music. In other words, the tendency in scholarship 

on Hanslick and Brahms has been to view the points o f this contrived triangle as mutually 

exclusive, and by extension to accept the view o f Hanslick as the champion o f Brahms the 

‘absolute’ without dispute. Floros is exemplary in this regard. He claims that o f  the Brahms 

works that Hanslick reviewed favourably;

To clarify, the Hanslick at the point o f  this triangle is the author o f  Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen, and not the 
author o f  a large body o f  critical writings. It is shown in Chapter 4 that H anslick’s critical writings have been 
largely disregarded in discussions o f  Hanslick and Brahms. Therefore they have no place in a figure that charts 
current v iew s o f  Hanslick.
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He saw in them examples o f  that ‘reinen absoluten Musik,’ (that pure absolute music) for which he 

tirelessly campaigned. That in them no extra musical factors (literary or biographical) leave a trace, fills 

him -  the irreconcilable opponent o f  programme music -  with deep satisfaction/™

The issue is, however, far more complex. Floros’s short quotations can be understood to 

house a number of tacit assumptions; these assumptions are cuhivated to support his own 

thesis. Along the way, however, they misinterpret and misrepresent the evidence. The 

discussion that follows subjects these tacit assumptions to close scrutiny, and thereby 

demonstrates that the points of the contrived triangle in figure 1 are not as mutually exclusive 

as has been understood heretofore. The current chapter shows that Hanslick’s views of 

Brahms and the Neudeutsche Schule, and by extension of absolute and programme music, do 

not fit neatly at the points o f the contrived triangle. This provides the context for the 

arguments in Chapter 4 where it is shown that literary and poetic aspects of Brahms’s music 

are integral to Hanslick’s discussion of Brahms’s works.

Floros does not clearly define either what he understands by the tenn ‘reine absolute 

Musik,’ (‘pure, absolute music’, or as Payzant translates it ‘music purely and absolutely’"'*̂ ) 

or what he considers Hanslick to have understood by it. It was Richard Wagner who coined 

the phrase ‘absolute music’ in a relatively obscure programmatic commentary to his 1846 

performance o f Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9.“**' As Thomas Grey indicates, in Wagner’s 

writings the predicate ‘absolute’ was a pejorative alternative to the more positive predicate 

‘pure’ that had been widely used since the early nineteenth century in the phrase ‘pure 

instrumental music’ in the writings of Hoffmann, Hegel, and Schopenhauer. The predicate 

‘absolute’ is ubiquitous in Wagner’s Oper und Drama: he speaks of absolute melody, 

absolute poetry, absolute recitative, absolute opera singer. The extent is such that Thomas

Floros, ‘Das Brahms-Bild Eduard Hanslick’s ,’ 156.
15.

Thomas Grey, Wagner's Musical Prose: Texts and Contexts (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995),
2 .
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Grey considers Wagner to have deemed the word ‘absolute’ itself sufficient demonstration of 

the nullity o f whatever object it modified.

There is no clear explanation for why Hanslick chose to coin the phrase ‘pure, 

absolute music’, or indeed if it had any Wagnerian connotations. But two observations are 

worth making in this regard. Firstly, if in Wagner’s writings the word ‘absolute’ demonstrated 

the nullity o f the object it modified, in Hanslick’s writings it gave that very object 

significance. It is not beyond the realm of possibility that Hanslick was in fact responding to 

Wagner’s 1852 monograph, and restoring the significance o f instrumental music that he 

considered to have been nullified in Wagner’s writing. Secondly, regardless of Hanslick’s 

intentions, when he combined both predicates -  as ‘die reine, absolute Tonkunst’ -  in the 

unique instance of the term within his book, he clearly incensed Wagner, as Thomas Grey has 

noted."**  ̂This is because he put Wagner in the awkward position of having to sustain his 

earlier critique of absolute music in Oper und Drama whilst embracing a broader aesthetic of 

music as a “noumenal” language in the spirit of Schopenhauer and the Romantic tradition of 

Wackenroder, Tieck, and Hoffmann."'*'' It is in this context that we can understand his 

response to Hanslick in his 1857 essay on Liszt’s Symphonic Poems which is directed against 

the ‘advocates of an absolute music’.

The context within which Hanslick uses this phrase is in chapter 2 titled ‘The 

Representation of Feeling is Not the Content of Music’. Here Hanslick contends that he has 

‘deliberately chosen instrumental music’ for his examples. He maintains that whatever holds

Grey, W agner’s Musical Prose, 2.
Grey, W agner’s M usical Prose, 2 -3 . The single instance o f ‘reine absolute Tonkunst’ occurs in VMS, 52, 

OMB, 15.
Note that it was in 1854, the same year as the publication o f  Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen, that Wagner came 

under the influence o f  a metaphysics o f  absolute music in Schopenhauer’s Die Welt as Wille und Vorstellung 
( ‘The World as Will and Representation’).

Grey, W agner’s Musical Prose, 3. On Wagner’s problematic relationship to the concept o f  absolute music see 
Carl Dahlhaus, ‘The Twofold Truth in Wagner’s Aesthetics: N ietzsche’s Fragment “On Music and Words”,’ in 
BetM’een Romanticism and Modernism: Four Studies in the Music o f  the Later Nineteenth Century, trans. Mary 
Whittall and Arnold Whittall (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1980), 19-39.
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good for instrumental music holds good for all music as such’.'̂ *̂  This can be understood in 

the sense that whether or not a piece o f  music has a poetic heading, a literary adjunct, or a 

prescriptive programme, the music must remain intelligible in its own right, and not depend 

on its extra-musical adjunct for its comprehensibility:

If some general definition o f music be sought, something by which to characterise its essence and 

nature, to establish its boundaries and purpose, we are entitled to confine ourselves to instrumental 

music. O f what instrumental music cannot do it ought never be said that music can do it, because only 

instrumental music is music purely and absolutely. (Hanslick’s italics, my bold typeface.)"*^ 

Hanslick then explains that ‘the concept “m usic” does not apply strictly to a piece o f  music 

composed to a verbal text.’ He further explicates the point in writing that ‘in a piece o f  vocal 

music, the effectiveness o f  tones can never be so precisely separated from that o f  words, 

action, and ornamentation as to allow strict sorting o f  the musical from the poetical. 

Hanslick’s opposition is not to vocal music or programme music p e r  se, rather it is to music 

that seeks to be understood in terms o f  its extra-musical content, and not its musical content 

(that is its tones, latent within which are the ideal content (geistige Gehalt), and thereby 

m usic’s metaphysical status). To this end he writes ‘where it is a matter o f  the “contenf’ 

[‘Inhalt’] o f  music, we must reject even pieces with specific titles or programmes. Union with 

poetry’ he claims, without denouncing such a union, ‘extends the power o f  m usic, but not its

‘Wir haben absichtlich Instrumentalsatze zu Beispielen gewahlt. Denn nur was von der Instrumentalmusik 
behauptet werden kann, gilt von der Tonkunst als solcher’, VMS, 52, OMB, 14.

‘Wir haben absichtlich Instrumentalsatze zu Beispielen gewahlt. Denn nur was von der Instrumentalmusik 
behauptet werden kann, gilt von der Tonkunst als solcher. Wenn irgend eine allgemeine Bestimmtheit der Musik 
untersucht wird, etwas so ihr Wesen und ihre Natur kennzeichnen, ihre Granzen und Richtung feststellen soil, so 
kann nur von der Instrumentalmusik die Rede sein. Was die Instrumentalmusik nicht kann, von dem darf nie 
gesagt werden, die Musik konne es; denn nur sie ist reine, absolute Tonkunst.’ Hanslick, VMS, 32; OMB, 14-15. 
'*** ‘Ob man nun die Vocal- oder die Instrumentalmusik an Werth und Wirkung vorziehen wolle, — eine 
unwissenschaftliche Procedur, bei der meist das Wort flihrt— man wird stets einraumen miissen, daB der Begriff 
“Tonkunsf’ in einem auf Text-worte componirten Musikstuck nicht rein aufgehe. In einer Vocalcomposition 
kann die Wirksamkeit der Tone nie so genau von jener der Worte, der Handlung, der Decoration getrennt 
werden, daB die Rechnung der verschiedenen Kiinste sich streng sondem lieBe.’ Hanslick, VMS , 52-53; OMB; 
15.
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4 8 Qboundaries.’ In other words, we must reject works that have their specific title or 

programme as the content o f the piece.

Hanslick’s explication is not entirely clear at this point, and it is only in relating this 

section to his broader argument that the meaning becomes clear. The key to understanding is 

in looking closely at Hanslick’s terminology. The word “Inhah” for Hanslick means content 

in the sense that the literary and visual arts have content, but music has not. Thus he is not 

invalidating works with specific titles or programmes, rather he is claiming that we must 

reject works that seek to be understood in terms o f  such extra-musical content. He makes this 

point much more clearly in what would become the closing paragraph in all but the first 

edition: ‘only by firmly denying any other kind o f  “contenf’ [“Inhalt”] to music can we 

preserve m usic’s substance [“Gehalt”].^^^

In arguing that ‘reine, absolute M usik,’ is music in which no extra-musical factors 

(literary or biographical) leave a trace, Floros seems to misread Hanslick’s point. ‘Reine, 

absolute Tonkunst’ for Hanslick does not require that music be divorced from such extra

musical factors, but that it does not seek to be understood in terms o f its extra-musical 

content. To label Hanslick the ‘irreconcilable opponent o f  programme m usic’ in this context, 

therefore, not only misrepresents his view o f Brahms, but also displays a fundamental 

misinterpretation o f Hanslick’s aesthetic ideals. On the basis o f this misinterpretation Floros 

ascribes to Hanslick’s Brahms Bild  a formalist agenda that not only renounces the spiritual 

and metaphysical aspects integral to Hanslick’s aesthetic ideals, but also disregards 

Hanslick’s discussion o f the extra-musical adjuncts in Brahm s’s music. The multifarious 

aspects o f Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms in the fonn o f biographical, socio-political, 

and literary readings are documentation o f  the reception history o f Brahm s’s music.

‘Sogar Tonstucke mit bestimmten Ueberschriften oder Programmen miissen wir ablehnen, wo es sich um den 
"Inhalt" der Musik handelt. Die Vereinigung mit der Dichtkunst erweitert die Macht der Musik, aber nicht ihre 
Granzen.’ Hanslick, VMS, 53, OMB. 15.

‘Nur dadurch aber, daB man jeden andem “Inhalt” der Tonkunst unerbittlich negirt, rettet man deren 
“Gehalt”.’ VMS, 171, OMB, 83.
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Moreover, more than any other contemporary criticism, HansHck’s writings illuminate the

cultural context in which Brahm s’s works were composed, and subsequently received by their

Viennese audience. By denying that such readings exist, Floros is not only doing a disservice

to Hanslick, he is withholding from the reader documentation that is integral to the

nineteenth-century view o f Brahms.

To sum up, the triangular relationship between the three points can now be viewed in a

new light. Hanslick’s reviews o f Brahms can be understood to endorse the aesthetic ideals

espoused in Vom K4usikalisch-Schdnen, in that he seeks to understand Brahms’s music in

terms o f its musical, rather than its extra-musical, substance. And indeed this is the case

throughout his critical writings on a broad range o f  contemporary composers. Recent

revisionist scholarship has done much to dispel the myth o f Brahms the ‘absolute’. Yet the

view o f Hanslick as the champion o f Brahms the ‘absolute’ persists, despite being grounded

on a mythological construct. Hanslick was not, as this view holds, indiscriminately opposed to

programme music. As will be shown in the next section, Hanslick’s reservations about music

that sought to be understood in terms o f  its extra-musical content were no more emphatic than

those o f  his contemporary commentators, among them supporters o f the Neudeutsche Schule.

The common ground on which these writers stood is becoming more and more apparent with

recent scholarship. Perhaps, then, Dahlhaus hit the nail on the head in his 1989 text The Idea

o f  Absolute Music in positing that:

The dispute between the “N ew  Germans” and the “formalists” over the legitimacy or illegitimacy o f  

programme music, which hardened into a partisan battle o f  musical politics around 1860, can be viewed 

as an attempt by each group to deny the other’s right to the concept o f  the “spiritual in music”.''̂ '

3.4; Formdsthetik and Inhaltsdsthetik: Hanslick in the Context of His Contemporaries

In the mid-1850s aesthetic discussions in the German musical press were centred around the 

clash between Formdsthetik and Inhaltsdsthetik. Hanslick was a major player in these debates

Carl Dahlhaus, The Idea o f  Absolute Music, 129.
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on account o f his 1854 monograph which, arguably, spurred a lot o f the subsequent 

contributions. The precise chronology and genesis o f much o f these writings is not entirely 

clear. Furthermore, unravelling precisely who responded to whom, and who incited responses 

from whom in these debates is a difficult, and perhaps futile, task. A rough chronology, 

however, would take the following form:

• November 1854: the publication o f Hanslick’s Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen in 

Leipzig.^ '̂

• December 1854: Peter Cornelius reviews Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen from Weimar.''^^

• 1855 (1850?): the publication o f Liszt’s review articles in the Neue Zeitschrift fiir 

M usik  including ‘Robert Schumann’;'*̂ '* ‘Marx: Die Musik im neunzehnten 

Jahrhundert’;"*̂  ̂and ‘Berlioz und seine Haroldsymphonie’.''^  ̂According to Lina 

Ramann. however, Liszt wrote ‘Berlioz und seine Haroldsymphonie’ as early as 1850, 

although it was rejected by the French journal ‘trop elogieux’.''^^

• 1855: Franz Brendel reviews Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen in Neue Zeitschrift fur 

Musik.̂ '̂ ^

•  1856: the publication o f Franz Brendel’s article ‘Programmusik’."*̂ ^

Eduard Hanslick, Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen: Ein Beitrag zur Revision der Tonkunst (Leipzig: R. Weigel, 
1854).

Peter Cornelius, ‘Concertmusik: Clavierausziige zu vier Handen’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir Musik 24 (8 December
1854): 257-259. This article is not ostensibly a review o f Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen, but Cornelius’s comments 
are such that Gunter Wagner and James Deaville refer to it as ‘the first reaction from Liszt’s Weimar to Eduard 
Hanslick’s book Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen See Peter Cornelius, Peter Cornelius: Gesammelte Aufsdtze: 
Gedanken iiber Musik und Theater, Poesie und bildende Kunst, Giinter Wagner and James A Deaville, eds 
(Mainz: Schott, 2004), 251.

Franz Liszt, ‘Robert Schumann I’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 42/13 (23 March 1855): 133-7, ‘Robert 
Schnm ann\V Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik AH\A {3Q March 1855): 145-53, and 42/15 (6 April 1855): 157-65, 
Robert Schumann IIP, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 42/17 (20 April 1855): 177-82, and 42/18 (27 April): 189-96. 

Franz Liszt, ‘Marx und die Musik des neuenzehnten Jahrhunderts’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 42/20 (11 May
1855): 213-21, and 42/21 (18 May 1855): 225-30.

Franz Liszt, ‘Berlioz und seine Haroldsymphonie’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 43/3 (13 July 1855) 25-32, 
43/4 (20 July 1855): 37-46, 43/5 (27 July 1855): 49-55, 43/8 (17 August 1855): 77-84, and 43/9 (24 August 
1855): 89-97.

Lina Ramann, Franz Liszt: Als Kiinstler und Mensch (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1880-94), 2.2:77.
Franz Brendel, ‘Biicher, Zeitschriften: Dr. Eduard Hanslick, Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen. Ein Beitrag zur 

Revision der Aesthetik der Tonkunst. Leipzig, R. Wiegel, 1854’, Neue Zeitschrift fiir  Musik 8(16 February 
1855): 77-82; 9 (23 February 1855): 89-91; 10 (2 March 1855): 97-100.

Franz Brendel, ‘Programmusik’, Anregungen fiir Kunst, Leben und Wissenschaft, vol.l (1856).
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• 1857: Hanslick’s Review o f Liszt’s Symphonische Dichtungen.^^^

•  April 1857: W agner’s essay on Liszt’s Symphonische Dichtungen published in Neue

Zeitschrift fu r  Musik.^^^

•  Septem ber-October 1857: Franz Brendel’s article ‘F. Liszt’s neueste Werke und die

502gegenwM ige Parteistellung’ in Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik.

Dietmar StrauB argues that although the first edition o f Vom Musikalisch-Schonen  was not

developed as a manifesto o f the anti-W agnerian, it ‘was immediately understood as such, and 

thus Hanslick was considered as the head o f the anti-W agner party, to which he contributed 

by his later variants o f the prefaces which critically turned explicitly against W agner and 

Liszt.

Franz Brendel provides evidence o f such an anti-W agnerian interpretation in his 1855 

review o f Hanslick’s monograph. Before discussing this aspect, however, it is interesting to 

note his overall judgem ent o f Vom Musikalisch-Schonen. Brendel points to common ground 

in his own thinking and that o f  Hanslick, his dispute residing only in the details o f Hanslick’s 

monograph and not its overall thesis.'"’'̂ '' He agrees with Hanslick that the composer is not 

concerned with translating certain content into tones, and that the intention o f the composer is 

not to describe certain passions, but to invent a melody.

It is here, however, that Hanslick and Brendel diverge in their aesthetic outlooks. 

Brendel considers all o f this musical activity to rest on a ‘psychological basis’, ‘on certain 

excitations o f the soul’ which ‘present themselves directly’ (unmittelbar), unlike the 

arbitrarily selected signs o f  language. He invokes his 1845 inaugural article as editor o f the 

Neue Zeitschrift in which he argued for a more subjective approach to composition (as

Eduard Hanslick, ‘ prelu des. ” Sym phonisciie D ichtungen fur groBes Orchester von Franz L iszt’, 
Sam tliche Schriften  1/4, 4 7 -5 3 .

Wagner, ‘Liszts Sym phonische D \c\\inx\gtn ', N eue Z eitschrift fu r  M usik {A'prW 10 1857): 157-163 .
Franz Brendel ‘Franz L iszt’s neueste Werke und die gegenw artige Parteistellung’, N eue Z eitschrift f t ir  M usik  

(18 September 1857): 121-24; (25 Septem ber 1875) 129-133 .
Dietmar StrauB, ‘Eduard Hanslick und die D iskussion um die Musik der Zukunft,’ in Eduard Hanslick, 

Sam tliche Schriften: H istorisch-kritische A usgabe  1/4 (W ien, Koln, Weimar: Bohlau, 2 0 02 ), 412.
‘So viel im A llgem ein . Ich w ende mich nurzu  dem E inzelnen’, Brendel, ‘Biicher, Zeitschriften: Dr. Eduard 

Hanslick, Vom M usikalisch-Schonen { \ 6  February 1855), 82.
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discussed in Chapter 1). Still advocating this subjective, spiritual approach, Brendel continues 

that without this, composition would appear as ‘an empty play of technical musical rules, not 

as a real work of art in accord with the concepts of a modern philosophy o f art’.̂ ^̂  To pursue 

Hanslick’s line of thinking, he continues, one would never arrive at an understanding of the 

artwork ‘as the inner life of the soul, i.e. as an organic development’. F o r  this reason he 

considers Hanslick to have a one-sided approach in his monograph: he goes too far in his 

quest for objectivity, and thereby overlooks the subjective. Thus, whilst he considers the 

issues raised by Hanslick to be important ones, he does not think the author provides solutions 

to these issues, rather he poses the questions from a new angle.

Noting the increased activity in musicological areas {musikwissenschaftlichem Gebiet) 

in recent years, Brendel maintains that this progress must be attributed, in part, to Wagner’s 

initiative. This is because in Chapter 2 of Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen, on a number of 

occasions, Hanslick refers directly to Wagner, both responding to the 1852 text Oper imd 

Drama, and referring to a number of the o p e ra s .H a n s lic k  refers to Wagner’s discussion in 

Oper und Drama of the Gluck-Piccini conflict. He sees this conflict being between music and 

drama, and accordingly judges Wagner’s operas: ‘Richard Wagner pursues specific dramatic 

tendencies in contrast to musical ones in his opera Lohengrin. We can delight in the 

intelligent emphasis o f the prescribed expression and words, but not without the knowledge

508that music, divorced from its text, grants very little satisfaction.’ He further maintains that 

in accordance with the principles laid down in Oper und Drama, Wagner must consider

‘Ware dies nicht der Fall, so erschiene das Tonstuck nur als ein leeres Spiel nach technisch-m usikalischen  
G esetzen, nicht als w irkliches Kunstwerk nach den Begriffen der modernen K unstphilosophie’. Brendel, 
‘Bticher, Zeitschriften: Dr. Eduard Hanslick, Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen' (16 February 1855), 81.

‘A u f dem W ege des V erf.’s fem er ware nie dahin zu gelangen, das Kunstwerk als das Resultat inneren 
Seelenlebens, d. h. als ein organisch Entstandenes zu begreifen .’ Brendel, ‘Biicher, Zeitschriften: Dr. Eduard 
Hanslick. Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen'’ (16  February 1855), 81.

See in particular VMS, 6 8 -7 0 .
‘Specifisch dramatische Tendenz im G egensatz zur m usikalischen verfolgt Richard W agner in seinem  

“ Lohengrin” . Wir werden uns an dem geistreichen Betonen des vorgeschriebenen Ausdrucks und Wortes 
erfreuen, doch nicht ohne die ErkenntniB, dal3 die Musik, abgelost von ihrem Texte, eine sehr geringe 
Befriedigung gew ahre.’ Hanslick, VMS, 68. Hanslick altered, and finally deleted this passage from the later 
editions. See VMS, 68 for the chronological details. This passage does not appear in OMB, because by the eighth  
edition (1891) it had been com pletely rem oved. The translation is my own.
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Lohengrin to be his best work. ‘We place Tannhduser inestimably higher’, Hanslick 

continues, because in this compositions ‘the composer had not yet ascended to the peak o f the 

standpoint o f real musical beauty, but also, thankfully, had not yet overcome it.^^^

He further takes issue with W agner’s contention that ‘the mistake o f opera as an art 

genre lies in this, that a means (music) is made an end, but this end (drama) is made a 

m eans’.̂ '® Hanslick sees W agner’s contention as being founded on a false premise, because as 

Hanslick sees it, ‘an opera in which the music is always and actually used as a means for 

dramatic expression would be a musical monstrosity.’^ ''

Whether or not Hanslick intended these comments to ignite a polemical battle, this is 

exactly what came about, as is evident in Brendel’s review. Brendel considers Hanslick to 

have misjudged not only W agner’s efforts with regard to music and drama, but also Gluck’s 

conflict. ‘It was not the dramatic and musical principles that were spoken o f  in [G luck’s] 

conflict’, Brendel argues, ‘it was the fight between vocal virtuosity and deeper musical

512expression.’ He argues that ‘in theory, Gluck grasps ahead o f his time and approaches 

W agner’, and likewise that W agner was the first to ‘bring to execution what Gluck had aimed 

a t’ in his opera reform.

Brendel considers Hanslick to ‘have no idea’ what the ‘Wagner movement strives for’. 

He agrees that if  the ‘intention was to reach the highest certainty o f expression and dramatic 

movement at the expense o f beauty’, then this could certainly be considered hopeless.

‘Aus seinem Princip, dem rcksichtslos dramatischen, mul3 Wagner gleichwohl den „Lohengrin“ fur seine 
bestes Werk erklaren. Wir stellen den „Tannhauser“ unbedingt hoher, in weichem der Componist den 
Standpunkt echt musikalischer Sciionheit zwar noch nicht erklommen, aber Gottlob auch nocii niciit uberwunden 
hatte.’ Hanslick, VMS 68. Again, this passage was amended, and finally removed from later editions. The 
translation is my own.

Hanslick quotes Wagner: ‘Der Irrtum der Oper als Kunstgenre besteht darin, dal3 ein Mittel (die Musik) zum 
Zweck, der Zweck (das Drama) aber zum Mittel gemacht wird’, VMS 70; 0M B, 25 .See also Richard Wagner, 
Sammtliche Schriften und Dichtungen, 5th ed., 12 vols (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1911), vol. 3, 231.

‘Denn eine Oper, in der die Musik immer und wirklich nur als Mittel zum dramatischen Ausdruck gebraucht 
wird, ist ein musikalisches Unding’. Hanslick, VMS, 70; OMB, 25.

‘Nicht der Widerstreit des dramatischen und musikalischen Princips kam damals zur Sprache, es war der 
Kampf zwischen Gesangsvirtuositat und tieferem musikalischen Ausdruck’. This is also the point that Wagner 
makes in Oper und Drama. See Richard Wagner, Sammtliche Schriften und Dichtungen, vol. 3, 230-32.

‘In der Theorie greift Gluck seiner Zeit vor und nahert Wagner; in der Praxis ist auch fiir ihn die Musik in der 
Oper das Erste und Wesentliche [...] So ist es zuerst Wagner gewesen, der wirklich zur Ausfiihrung gebracht hat, 
was Gluck anstrebte.’ Brendel, ‘Bucher, Zeitschriften. Dr. Eduard Hanslick, Vom Musikalisch Schdnen', 98.
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However, this is not the case, rather it is something Hanslick ‘imagines’. W i t h  regard to 

musical beauty in Wagner’s works, Brendel posits that ‘only the specifically musical beauty is 

destroyed, a new  one [is] bom from the new principle’. H e  argues that Hanslick did not 

have the opportunity in Vienna to provide a direct opinion o f  Lohengrin, and therefore sees 

the truth from the distance. For this reason he considers Hanslick’s judgement on Wagner to 

be based on misunderstandings.^'^

Turning to Liszt’s review articles, it is difficult to determine whether or not these 

were a response to Hanslick’s monograph. D etlef Altenburg claims that a letter purportedly 

sent from Hanslick to Liszt in October 1854 requested that Liszt write a foreword for the 

monograph.^'^ Assum ing, therefore, that Liszt was familiar with Hanslick’s monograph 

before the publication o f  his own review-articles in 1855, these publications can be 

understood as a response to Hanslick’s monograph. StrauB disputes Altenburg’s claim. He 

does not doubt the authenticity o f  the letter itself, rather he provides a list o f  reasons to 

support his argument that this letter must have been written by a ‘Hanslick’ other than the 

Eduard Hanslick with whom we are currently c o n c e r n e d . A m o n g  StrauB’s reasons are the 

claim that the letter is signed ‘E.F. Hanslick’, a signature Hanslick did not use in any o f  his 

other correspondence or published reviews. (Usually Hanslick signed his reviews with Ed. H.)

‘Der Verfasser hat keine Ahnung von dem, was durch die W agner’sche Bewegung erstrebt werden soil. Ware 
die Absicht nur darauf gerichtet, hochste Bestim mtheit des A usdrucks und dramatische Bewegung auf Kosten 
der Schonheit zu erreichen, so muBte das etwas sehr Trostlos genannt warden. Das aber denkt sich der 
Verfasser.’ Brendel, ‘Bucher, Zeitschriften. Dr. Eduard Hanslick, Voni M usikalisch S ch d n en ’, 99.

‘N ur das specifisch m usikalische Schonheit wird vernichtet, eine neue aus dem neuen Princip geboren.’ 
Brendel, ‘Biicher, Zeitschriften. Dr. Eduard Hanslick, Vom M usikalisch S ch d n en ’, 99.

‘Er hat in Wien keine Gelegenheit gehabt, sich eine unm ittelbare Anschauung, vom Lohengrin z. B., zu 
verschaffen und sieht darum die Wahrheit nur wie aus w eiter F em e’. Brendel, ‘Bucher, Zeitschriften. Dr. Eduard 
Hanslick. Vom M usikalisch Schdnen ’, 99.

This letter is reproduced in its enirety in both A ltenburg’s article ‘Vom poetisch Schonen: Franz Liszts 
Auseinandersetzung m it der M usikasthetik Eduard Hanslicks’, in D etlef A ltenburg (ed.), Ars musica, musica 
scientia: Festschrift H einrich Hiischen zum  Fiinfunsechzigsten G eburtstag am 20. M ar: 1980 (Cologne: 1980), 
1-9 (8-9); and in D ietm ar StrauB, Eduard Hanslick: Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen: Ein Beitrag zur Revision der 
Asthetik in der Tonkunst: Teil 2: Eduard Hanslicks Schrift in textkritischer Sieht, 49 -52  (50).

James Deaville argues that with ‘lack o f  evidence to the contrary, this letter should be considered authentic, 
even if it does not coincide with our expectations for H anslick’s relations with L iszt’. ‘The Controversy 
Surrounding Liszt’s Conception o f  Programme M usic’, in Nineteenth-Century’ Music: Selected  Proceedings o f  
the Tenth International Conference, Jim Samson and Bennett Zon, eds, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), 98-124 
(106, note 9). It is not the authenticity o f  the letter that StrauB disputes, however, but the authorship, which is at 
best suspect, and for which Altenburg him self does not provide hard evidence. StrauB provides a convincing 
argument to dispute such authorship.
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Furthermore he ventures that the date o f October 1854, a month before the publication date of 

Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen  in November 1854, would not have left enough time for such a 

foreword to have been included in the publication. He notes that the author o f  the letter is a 

self-proclaimed ‘poet’, and suggests that a literary character with the same name is more 

likely to have penned the letter.^'^ The matter may never be solved. Nonetheless what is 

significant in all o f  this, as Deaville reminds us, is; ‘The fact that Hanslick struck at the heart 

o f the New Germans in Weimar, at Liszt, was an unintentional coincidence, but one that 

would have the most serious consequences for the ongoing debate about progress in music.’' 

On Programme Music

Hanslick’s pronouncements on programme music span the mid- to late-nineteenth century. 

While there are ambiguities and contradictions in these writings, a central tenet throughout 

Hanslick’s contributions to the debate on programme music is that a piece o f  music should 

seek to be understood in terms o f its musical, rather than its extra-musical, content. Hanslick’s 

most lucid discussion o f programme music is evidenced in an 1898 review o f Brahms’s Piano 

Concerto No. 2 and Rimsky Korsakov’s Scheherezade. This was penned at a juncture when 

the hotbed o f  controversy surrounding programme music in the mid-nineteenth century had 

long since cooled down, and Hanslick could review his position, and those o f his 

contemporaries, with some amount o f detachment.

This review will form the basis upon which I argue that Hanslick’s pronouncements 

on programme music, or his objection to what he referred to as the ‘abuse o f  programme 

m usic’ were no more resounding than those o f his contemporaries, among them members and 

advocates o f  the Neudeutsche Schule. I argue that the difference is one o f degree, rather than 

the ‘parties’ holding opposing positions. Earlier discussion has alluded to continuities in the

StrauB, Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen  II, 50 -51 .
James D eaville , ‘The Controversy Surrounding L iszt’s Conception o f  Programme M usic’, 106.
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521aesthetic thought o f Hanslick and his counterparts in the Neudeutsche Schule. However 

such debates have concerned themselves only with the aesthetic monograph o f 1854. The 

present discussion draws on Hanslick’s critical writings on a number o f Brahm s’s 

contemporaries, considering both those affiliated to and not affiliated to the Neudeutsche 

Schule. Therefore I highlight the common ground on which these commentators stood, and 

argue that rather than Hanslick being an opponent o f  programme music, he was, no more than 

his contemporaries, only opposed to the abuse o f programme music. The greater implication 

o f this is that it shakes the very foundation that forms the basis o f the argument that Hanslick 

was an irreconcilable opponent o f programme music, and by extension a champion o f Brahms 

the ‘absolute’.

Hanslick considers programme music in its most ‘serious and artistic m eaning’ to be a 

nineteenth-century phenomenon. He refers to earlier examples o f ‘tone painting’ as ‘mere 

play things’, thereby undermining the historical roots that Liszt had attributed to the genre in 

his attempt to disengage it from such charges o f ahistoricism and superficiality in 1855.'’̂  ̂

Liszt claimed that the programme was encountered ‘prior to Haydn’s period’ citing the 

Capriccio by Bach: A u f die Entfernung eines sehr theuren B ruder’s as a sufficiently well- 

know work to illustrate his point, and further invoking the works o f the sixteenth century 

composer Clement Jannequin to strengthen his case.^^^ Hanslick, however, accords to 

Berlioz the responsibility for setting the trend o f programme music, a trend in which

See for instance D eaville, ‘The Controversy Surrounding L iszt’s Conception o f  Programme M usic’; and Vera 
M icznik. ‘The A bsolute Limitations o f  Programme Music: The Case o f  L iszt’s “D ie Ideale’” , M usic an d  Letters 
80/2 (M ay 1999): 2 0 7 -2 4 0 .

‘Die Programm-M usik in ihrer emsten kiinstlerischen Bedeutung ist von neuem und neuestem  Datum. Was 
eine fruhere Zeit an vereinzeiten Tonmalereien besaB (K iavierstiicke a la “Schlacht bei L eipzig”), war lediglich  
Spielerei, zum Ergotzen kleiner und groBer Kinder. Erst Berlioz hat Program m -Sym phonien von kunstlerischer 
Bedeutung und groBen Formen geschaffen .’ Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert.— Scheherezade von Rimski- 
Korsakow.— Broschiire von F. W eingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrlninderts, 2 8 6 -2 9 5 , 291.

Franz Liszt, ‘B erlioz und seine Haroldsym phonie’. N eue Z eitschrift f i ir  M usikAH A  (20  July 1855), 38. Liszt 
had claim ed that ‘Wir begegnen [dem Programm] schon vor der H aydn’schen Periode. Das C apriccio von Bach: 
A u f die Entfernung eines sehr theuren Bruder’s ist geiigend b ek an n t... im 16ten Jahrhundert hatte man schon: 
‘Le dixiesm e livre de Chansons, contenant La Battaile a 4  de Clem ent Jannequ in ...’ (W e already encountered  
[the programme] prior to Haydn’s period. The Capriccio by Bach: A u f die Entfernung eines sehr theuren 
Bruder’s is sufficiently w ell known. .. .  Already in the 16* Century one had; ‘The tenth book o f  Songs, 
containing The Battle with 4 by Clement Jannequin ...’), original quoted in James D eaville, ‘The Controversy 
Surrounding L iszt’s Conception o f  Programme M usic’, 102. The translation is my own.
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‘orchestral works ascribe to a certain poetic programme’, and one that he considers to have 

been followed in France, Russia and Germany in equal measure. Hanslick’s discussions o f

525programme music contain ambiguous and contradictory definitions. Most often, however, 

Hanslick reserves the term ‘Programmusik’ for those compositions with a prescribed 

programme.

The main objection to be raised by Hanslick against programme music is that it 

subordinates the musical construction to a poetic counterpart. He makes a distinction between 

works that seek to be understood in terms o f their poetic programmes, and works that, while 

they may have a suggestive title or descriptive heading, carry their meaning within the music 

itself. In an 1898 review o f a concert o f Brahms’s Piano Concerto No. 2 and Rimsky 

Korsakov’s Scheherezade published in Am Ende des Jahrhunderts: 1895-1899  he writes:

That is the poverty of strictly-implemented programme music; if the programme does not tell us in 

complete detail what each movement o f the symphony represents, then the composition becomes 

incomprehensible; if it does tell us, then it becomes ludicrous. A simple heading is something else, 

which energises our fantasy in a certain direction without stifling it. and is something different to a 

detailed programme.

In this particular review, Rimsky-Korsakov bears the brunt o f Hanslick’s tirade against 

programme music. Citing Antar and Scheherezade as examples, Hanslick claims that Rimsky 

Korsakov’s music ‘offers a poverty o f  musical thought and an insolence o f instrumentation, 

such as would never have occurred to us in former times.’ Hanslick objects to the 

compositional process employed by Rimsky-Korsakov whereby the composer undertakes not

‘Seither hat die Mode, Orchesterwerken ein bestimmtes poetisches Programm zu unterlegen, sich ungemein 
verbreitet und festgesetzt, in Frankreich und RuBland nicht weniger als in Deutschland.’ ‘Brahms B-dur- 
Concert.— Scheherezade von Rimski-Korsakow.— Broschiire von F. Weingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 
291.

See for instance his insistence that the Akademische Fest Ouverture is nothing less than programme music, as 
discussed in Chapter 4.

‘Das ist ja  das Elend der streng ausgefiihrten Programm-Musik; erzahit uns das Programm nicht ganz 
detailliert, was ein jeder Symphoniesatz vorstellt, so wird die Komposition unverstandlich; geschieht es aber, so 
wird sie lacherlich. Etwas anderes ist eine einfache Uberschrift, die unsere Phantasie in bestimmter Richtung 
enregt, ohne sie zu knebein, und etwas anderes ein detailliertes Programm.’ Eduard Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur- 
Concert.— Scheherezade von Rimski-Korsakow. — Broschure von F. Weingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 
289.
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to compose with musical elements, but rather to ‘paint, to poeticise, to explain, to 

philosophise,’ to the extent that no explanatory programme notes can compensate for the lack 

o f musical construction. He argues that the more a composer ‘employs this prosaic service, 

the more he falsifies the nature o f pure instrumental music and degrades its worth.’ He 

maintains that we want to hear what the composer has to say to us, and not what a particular 

character narrates.

Hanslick does not only apply such criticism to the composers o f the New German, 

Russian, and French schools. Dvorak, a composer that Hanslick admired on many levels, 

faces similar charges. In a review titled ‘Brahms und Dvorak,’ published in Am Ende des 

Jahrhunderts: 1895-1899, Hanslick considers Dvorak’s ‘Heldenlied’ (Hero’s Song), Op. 111 

‘just as little programme music as Beethoven’s Eroica o f which it is reminiscent by name.’ 

His reason is that Dvorak ‘does not force upon the reader detailed directions,’ as he does with 

the three symphonic poems composed in rapid succession in 1896 on texts by Karel Jaromi'r 

Erben, ‘Wassermann’ (Water Goblin), Op. 107, ‘Mittagshexe’ (The Noon Witch), Op. 108, 

and ‘Spinnrad’ (The Golden Spinning Wheel), Op. 109.^^  ̂ ‘Heldenlied’ is, for Hanslick, 

independently musically intelligible.

™  ‘W enn ein Kom ponist wie Rimsky-Korsakow es unternimmt, mit musikalischen Elementen nicht zu 
kom ponieren, sondern zu malen, zu dichten. zu erzahlen, zu philosophieren, so kann sein erklarender Vorreiter 
nicht redseiig genug sein. Je genauer er aber diesen prosaischen Dienst thut, desto m ehr falscht er das Wesen der 
reinen Instrum ental-M usik und erniedrigt ihre Wurde. W ir wollen horen, was der Komponist uns zu sagen hat, 
und nicht was der Prinz Kalender erzahlt.’ Eduard Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert.— Scheherezade von 

Rimski-Korsakow. — Broschiire von F. W eingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 289-291.
‘H eldenlied’, Op. 111 is considered to be one o f  D vorak’s symphonic poems, even though the com position 

has no clear-cut programme. For further reading on D vorak’s symphonic poem s see John Clapham, ‘D vorak’s 
Unknown Letters on His Symphonic Poem s’, M usic and  Letters 5 6 /3 ^  (July-O ctober 1975): 277-287. For an 
interesting overview o f  their initial reception in Germ any see Karin Stockl-Steinbrunner, ‘The “U ncom fortable” 
Dvorak: Critical Reactions to the First Performances o f  his Symphonic Poems in Germ an-Speaking Lands’, 
David R. Beveridge, trans., in Rethinking Dvoi^dk: Views fro m  Five Countries, David R. Beveridge, ed. (Oxford 
and New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 201-210.

‘Die A ufschrift “Heldenlied” bezeichnet Charakter und Stimmung des W erkes; der Form nach ist es eine 
“ sym phonische D ichtung” im Sinne Liszts und spielt sich in Einem fortlaufenden Satze ab, welcher mehrere in 
Tonart, Tempo und Ausdruck kontrastierende Teile ohne scharfe Abgrenzung in sich faBt. Eigentliche 
Program m -M usik ist das “Heldenlied” ebensowenig wie Beethovens “Eroica,” an die es durch seinen Namen 
erinnert. Dvorak zwingt dem Horer keine detaillierte Gebrauchsanweisung auf, wie bei seinen symphonischen 
Dichtungen “W asserm ann,” “M ittagshexe,” “Spinnrad,” welche diesen N otbehelf leider nicht entbehren konnen. 
Das “Heldenlied” ist in der Hauptsache rein musikalisch verstandlich und wirksam, wenn auch einige 
M ittelglieder uns unklar geblieben sind .’ Hanslick, ‘Brahms und Dvorak,’ in Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 3 0 8 - 
313 (312).
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Turning the clock back to an 1857 review o f Liszt’s Symphonische Dichtungen, and 

dealing more specifically with Hanslick’s treatment o f the Neudeutsche Schule, Hanslick’s 

quibble is that he considers Liszt’s prescriptive programmatic text to be forced, and in some 

way to compensate for a lack o f quality in the music. In an unquestionably polemical manner 

he protests that the ‘objection to be raised against Liszt is that he imposes a much bigger—and 

abusive—mission on the subjects o f his symphonies; namely, either to fill the gap left by the 

absence o f musical content ( ‘Inhalt’) or to justify the atrocities o f such content as there is.’^̂'̂  

(It is worth noting that Hanslick uses the term Inhalt for the content o f Liszt’s music, and not 

Gehalt. The passage when read in German, therefore, seems even more caustic than when 

rendered in English. It is as though Hanslick does not even consider the possibility that Liszt’s 

composition has a spiritual content.) Hanslick differentiates between texts that he considers to 

be suitable or not suitable for musical setting. In this same review he continues:

Assuming descriptive music to be justifiable at all, there is still a great difference between the subjects 

chosen for it. In Meeresstille imd Gluckliche Fahrt, in the Midsummer N igh t’s Dream, in the 

programme of the ‘Pastoral’ Symphony and similar pieces, no one will misunderstand the spontaneity 

o f the musical allusion. But a Mazeppa is absolutely anti-musical; a Prometheus is so far removed fi'om 

every musical reference that just to associate such titles with symphonies can only create the impression 

of a braggadocio.^^'

The pitting o f the music o f a member o f the Neudeutsche Schule against that o f Mendelssohn 

occurred frequently in contemporaneous musical writings, and was certainly not particular to

‘Die Hauptbedingung wird immer bleiben, dafi die Musik, allem Titel und Programm zutrotz, denen sie ihre 
Farbung leiht, doch immer auf ihren eigenen Gesetzen ruhe, specifisch musikalisch bleibe, so dal3 sich auch ohne 
Programm einen in sich klaren selbstandigen Eindruck mache. Dies nun ist die erste wichtige Einwendung, die 
man gegen Liszt erheben mul3, dal3 er dem Sujet seiner Symphonien eine weit groBere miBbrauchliche Mission 
auferlegt; namlich den fehlenden musikalischen Inhalt entweder geradezu zu ersetzen oder dessen Atrocitaten zu 
rechtfertigen,’ in Eduard Hanslick, Sdmtliche Schriften 1/4, 49; this translation slightly altered fi'om Henry 
Pleasants in Vienna’s Golden Years o f  Music. 1850-1900 (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1950), 47.

‘Die Berechtigung der descriptiven Musik uberhaupt angenommen, ist doch wieder ein groBer Unterschied 
zwischen den Stoffen, welche man ihr zumuthet. In der “Meerestille und glucklichen Fahrt,” im 
“Sommernachtstraum,” im Programm der Pastoralsymphonie u. dgl. wird niemand die Ungezwungenheit der 
musikalischen Anspielung verkennen, ein Mazeppa aber ist geradezu widermusikalisch; Charaktere, wie 
Prometheus, sind jeder musikalischen Beziehung so fern, daB solche Ueberschriften von Symphonien nur den 
Eindruck einer prahlhaften Spielerei machen konnen,’ Eduard Hanslick, Sdmtliche Schriften 1/3, 49; translated 
in Eduard Hanslick, Vienna’s Golden Years o f  Music, A6-A1. Hanslick is equally critical o f Beethoven’s setting 
o f the Prometheus legend. See Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 220-221.
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Hanslick. One obvious reason for this is that works by Mendelssohn such as A M idsummer

N ig h t’s Dream  (1826) and Meeresstille und gluckliche Fahrt (1828), which had won instant

universal acclaim, became a paradigm for an approach to descriptive music that preserved the

autonomy o f the composition as a musical artwork.

Floros would have us believe that Hanslick’s objections to programme music were

inconsistent with the critical voices o f his time, to believe that Hanslick’s derision o f

programme music went against the grain o f the ‘progressive’ views o f the Neudeutsche Schule

and the Zukunftsmusiker. However, the opposition to what Hanslick refers to as an ‘abuse o f

programme music,’ and the objection to compositions that seek to be understood in terms o f

their extra-musical, rather than their musical, content, is not particular to Hanslick. It is a view

that held great currency in mid to late nineteenth century musical discourse, with traces o f  it

even showing up in the writings o f the advocates o f  the Neudeutsche Schule.

A case in point is August Wilhelm Ambros’s 1855 text Die Grenzen der M usik und

Poesie: Eine Studie zur Aesthetik der Tonkimst. This text was originally conceived as a rebuke

o f Hanslick’s 1854 monograph, the irony being, however, that for the most part it echoes

Hanslick’s claims, further supporting the argument that Hanslick was not alone in his

aesthetic ideologies. As Thomas Grey has argued, ‘although [Ambros] attempts to address

Hanslick’s ideas about the relation o f musical form and content, it is clear that A m bros’s own

thought is itself too deeply rooted in an aesthetic o f  “feelings” to provide an adequate

c h a l le n g e .D is c u s s in g  Berlioz’s Romeo and Juliet Ambros writes:

With all o f  the extraordinary beauty o f  the execution, in the end this wondrous m edley o f  sym phony, 

oratorio and opera has becom e only a sort o f  monstrous Tragelaphus.^^'* A com pletely natural

For a more detailed discussion o f  the early reception o f  these works, see Thomas Grey, ‘Richard W agner and 
the A esthetics o f  M usical Form in the Mid-IQ* Century (1 8 4 0 -1 8 6 0 )’, PhD D iss., U niversity o f  California, 
Berkeley (1988 ), 122-131 .

Thomas Grey, ‘Richard W agner and the A esthetics o f  M usical Form in the M id -19* Century’, 189.
An African antelope, a fabulous animal, one o f  the sym bols o f  Diana.
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consequence o f  the mistake inherent in the principle o f  wishing to translate a poetic work, with all o f  its 

peculiarities, into music.

Further, in words that could quite easily be mistaken for those o f  Hanslick himself, and 

drawing on the ubiquitous alternative o f  M endelssohn, Ambros claims that:

If M eeresstille undgluckliche Fahrt m ust be recognised in a sim ilar manner as an exact translation o f  

the poem, there is a great difference nonetheless, in that this composition, completely apart fro m  

G o eth e’s poem , is explainable and intelligible in and o f  itself, and  carries within itse lf its aesthetic 

centre o f  gravity’, the conditions o f  its existence. W hile with Romeo and Juliet this centre o f  gravity lies 

outside the com position -  nam ely in Shakespeare’s dramas. (Em phasis in original.

Wagner’s 1857 essay on Liszt’s Symphonic Poems, furthermore, exhibits similar 

pronouncements. In this essay Wagner contrasts the poetic music o f  Berlioz and Liszt. This 

essay constituted a ‘thank-you’ note from Wagner to Liszt for the considerable aid Liszt had 

given him both in support o f  his own compositions and because Liszt had helped him clarify 

his own ideas about programme m u s i c . T h i s  perhaps goes some way toward explaining 

why Berlioz is given such a bad press in this letter by comparison with the more tolerant 

discussion o f  Liszt. Defending the latter against accusations o f  belittling music by bringing it 

into association with other arts, Wagner writes:

Music can never, and in no possible alliance, cease to be the redeem ing art. It is o f  her nature, that what 

all the other arts but hint at, through her and in her becom es the most undoubtable o f  certainties, the 

most direct and definite o f  truths.

By contrast, however, he considers Berlioz’s compositions to ‘reduce “pure, absolute m usic” 

to the material aims o f  description or n a r r a t i o n . U n l i k e  Hanslick, Wagner has no

‘Bei aller, m itunter auBerordentlicher Schonheit der Ausfuhrung ist am Ende dieses wunderliche M ittelding 
von Symphonie, Oratorium und O per doch nur ein ziemlich m onstroser Tragelaph geworden. Eine ganz 
natiirliche Folge des im Prinzip gelegenen MiBgriffes, ein D ichterwerk m it alien seinen Besonderheiten in M usik 
ubersetzen zu w ollen’, Ambros, Die Grenzen der M usik und  Poesie, 169.

‘Wenn M eeresstille undgliickliche Fahrt als ein ahnliche genau Uebersetzung des Dichterwortes erkannt 
werden muB, so ist der groBe Unterschied dabei, daB dieses Tonwerk, auch vollig abgesehen vom G oth’schen 
Gedichte, aus und durch sich selbst erklarbar und verstandlich ist, und seinen asthetischen Schwerpunkt, die 
Bedingungen seiner Existenz in sich selbst tragt, wahrend bei Romeo und Juliette dieser Schwerpunkt auBerhalb 
des Tonwerkes— nam lich im Shakespearischen Drama liegt.’ Ambros, D ie Grenzen der M usik und Poesie, 171.

Johns, The Sym phonic Poems o f  Franz Liszt, 106.
W agner, ‘Liszts Sym phonische D ichtungen’, translated in Alan W alker, Franz Liszt: The M an and  His M usic 

(London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1970), 359.
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objections to the subjects Liszt chose for his Symphonische Dichtungen. He does object, 

however, to the manner in which BerHoz’s compositions seek to be understood in terms o f 

their extra-musical rather than their musical content. In this sense Wagner can be understood 

to be voicing the same reservation as Hanslick and a host o f other mid-century critics that 

such works sacrifice their autonomous musical intelligibility. The disparity o f views between 

Hanslick and W agner on ‘programme music’ (or to put it another way, on how far a 

com position can turn away from ‘absolute m usic’) when considered in this light, is one o f 

degree, rather than the two holding opposing positions. Standing on this same common 

ground is Franz Brendel, an ardent supporter o f the composers and tendencies o f the 

Neudeutsche Schule. In his 1856 article ‘Programmusik’ Brendel claims that:

The com position must alw ays leave a satisfactory im pression, apart from its programme .. .  H ow ever 

the com position suddenly throws the listener into a com pletely heterogeneous condition i f  it is only 

in telligible through its P h an tasieb ild  ...in  such cases it goes beyond the boundaries o f  instrumental

• 540music.

Hanslick was to stand by these views throughout his critical career, as is evident in his 

scathing remarks about Rimsky-Korsakov in his 1898 review o f Brahms’s Piano Concerto 

No. 2 and Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherezade with which we opened this section. Returning 

now, by way o f conclusion, to that same review, it is worth mentioning Hanslick’s thoughts 

on an 1898 publication by Felix Weingartner. Hanslick alludes to W eingartner’s text Die 

Symphonie nach Beethoven  in an attempt to amplify and qualify his own misgivings on 

programme music.''"*' He cites a number o f passages from W eingartner’s monograph that he

Grey, ‘Richard W agner and the A esthetics o f  M usical Form in the M id -19* Century’, 138.
‘Das Tonstiick muB stets als so lches, auch abgesehen von seinem  Programm, einen befriedigenden Eindruck 

hinterlassen ... Wirft aber eine C om position unvermittelt den Horer in ganz heterogenen Zustanden umher, die 
sich nur durch das zu Grunde liegende Phantasiebild erklaren .. .  so ist die der Instrumentalmusik gesteckte  
Grenze iiberschritten . . . ’, Franz Brendel, ‘Programmmusik’, Anregungen flir Kunst, Leben und W issenschaft, 
V ol. 1 (1856), 1. The German is quoted in James D eaville ‘The Controversy Surrounding L iszt’s C onception o f  
Programme M usic,’ 111-112.  The translation is my own.

Weingartner, D ie Sym phonie nach Beethoven  (Leipzig: Fischer, 1898). W eingartner’s book went through four 
editions with the last being published in 1909. His negative v iew s o f  Brahms as evidenced in the earlier editions 
were revised in Brahm s’s favour in this last publication. Indeed in the preface he specifically  states that a 
revision o f  his v iew  o f  Brahms was his main motivation for revising this last time. For an English language
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considers to be in accord with the principles that he laid down in his own 1854 monograph 

Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen.

Hanslick considers Weingartner’s book to contain ‘intelligent ideas on music and 

remarkable judgements on composers,’ and to be more than ‘mere polem icism .’^̂  ̂Moreover 

he praises Weingartner for his objectivity regarding Berlioz and Liszt. W hile on the hand, as 

he points out, Weingartner justifiably defends works by these two composers ‘in which the 

fantasy is importantly prompted, but to which it is not fearfully bound’, on the other hand he 

highlights such passages as Weingartner’s criticism o f  Berlioz’s Romeo and Juliet. 

Weingartner maintains that in the absence o f  its explanatory title and programme, Romeo and  

Juliet amounts to ‘a senseless complex o f  t o n e s . H e  claims that Berlioz ‘tried to show the 

details o f  dramatic action through melodic fragments, accents, chordal progressions, and 

expressive figuration with a clarity that one would like to believe he was capable o f  pursuing 

in every bar.’"'’"*'̂ The impression Weingartner has o f  the piece, even in its best performances, 

is ‘absolute bewilderment, yes in parts it even seemed r i d i c u l o u s . M o r e o v e r ,  this ‘feeling 

o f  m eaninglessness,’ he claims, ‘is not alleviated when we know what is being presented to 

us.’ “̂̂  ̂ hi more general terms Weingartner maintains that:

translation o f  this fourth edition by H. M. Schott, see Felix Weingartner, On the Performance o f  Beethoven’s 
Symphonies and Other Essays (New York: Dover, 1969).

‘Nach diesen Proben muBte Weingartners kiirzlich erschienene Broschiire “Die Symphonie nach Beethoven” 
sehr angenehm uberraschen. Sie entwickelt geistreichte Ideen tiber Musik und treffende Urteile iiber 
Komponisten und das alles nichts weniger als polemisch; vielmehr sachlich, maBvoll, mitunter sogar warm und 
liebenswiirdig.’ Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert.— Scheherezade von Rimski-Korsakow. — Broschure von F. 
Weingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 2 91.

‘Ware nicht durch den Xitel ein Hinweis auf den Vorgang des Dramas gegeben, so wiiBten wir uberhaupt 
nicht, was wir horten, und hatten die Wirkung eines sinnlosen Tonkomplexes.’ Weingartner as quoted in 
Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert. — Scheherezade von Rimski-Korsakow. — Broschure von F. Weingartner’, 
Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 292.

‘Berlioz hat hier versucht, die Einzelheiten der dramatischen Handlung durch melodische Bruchstucke, 
Accente, Akkordverbindungen und ausdrucksvolle Figurationen mit einer Deutlichkeit wiederzugeben, daB man 
sich die Fahigkeit zutrauen mochte, injedem Takt den Vorgang verfolgen zu konnen.’ Weingartner as quoted in 
Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert. — Scheherezade von Rimski-Korsakow. — Broschure von F. Weingartner', 
Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 292.

‘Dennoch ist der Eindruck dieses Tonstilckes selbst bei der besteb Wiedergabe ein durchaus verwirrender, ja  
stellenweise sogar ein lacherlicher.’ Weingartner quoted in Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert. — Scheherezade 
von Rimski-Korsakow. — Broschure von F. Weingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 292.

‘Die Empfmdung der Sinnlosigkeit wird aber auch nicht aufgehoben, wenn wir wissen, was wir uns 
vorzustellen haben.’ Weingartner quoted in Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert. — Scheherezade von Rimski- 
Korsakow. — Broschure von F. Weingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 292.
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music is an art that can never speak to us through concepts; that it undresses its sovereignty if  an artist 

attributes a concept falsely that they should explain to us in words; that it is degraded if it is slavishly 

bound to a programme from bar to bar. Music has the tendency to show the psychological arrangem ent 

that a series o f  events produces in us, not, however, to describe the series o f  events itse lf 

W eingailner continues to condemn Liszt’s Die Ideale. He claims that when Liszt interprets

fragments o f  Schiller’s poem in a musical sequence and then attempts to weld this

interpretation to a movement, it results in the music developing a limp as ‘it cannot develop

freely according to its own nature, rather it is bound to the successive fragments o f  the poem,

thus it is bound to a set o f  concepts.’ "̂** Richard Strauss’s Also sprach Zarathustra  faces

similar criticism, with Weingartner claiming that it is a work in which ‘the impression o f

music, in the truest sense o f  the word, is also lost.’ Rather than marking the pinnacle o f

Strauss’s compositional career, Weingartner view s it as ‘a mark o f  how far music can turn

r- • -549away trom its own nature.

‘W eingartner beharrt dabei, “dal3 die Musik eine Kunst ist, die niemals durch Begriffe zu uns sprechen kann; 
daB sie ihrer Hoheit entkleidet wird, wenn ein Kunstler ihr Begriffe unterschiebt. die sie uns nach Art des W ortes 
erklaren soil; daB sie em iedrigt wird, wenn er sie sklavisch von Takt zu Takt an ein Programm bindet. Die Musik 
vermag die Stimmung, die seelische Disposition w iederzugeben, die ein Vorgang in uns erzeugt, nicht aber den 
Vorgang selbst zu schildem ” .’ W eingartner as quoted in Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert. — Scheherezade von 
Rimski-Korsakow. — Broschilre von F. W eingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrhimderts, 292.

‘M it Recht verteidigt W eingartner nur jene Uberschriften, durch welche die Phantasie bedeutsam angeregt, 
aber nicht angstlich gefesselt w ird.’ ... ‘Er sagt: “Wenn Liszt in seiner symphonischen Dichtung “Die Ideale” 
Bruchstiicke des Schillerschen Gedichtes der Reihe nach m usikalsich zu interoretieren und dann diese 
Interpretationen zu einem Satze zusammenztschweifien versucht, ja  so weit geht. in seiner Partitur tiber die 
einzelnen M usikstucke die Teile des Gedichtes zu schreiben, die er an den betreffenden Stellen vorgestellt 
wissen will, so daB eigentlich nur der mit der Partitur Bewaffriete wissen kann, was er sich gerade im 
Augenblick denken soli, und nicht einmal derjenige folgen kann, der die Teile des Gedichtes selbst vor sich hat, 
so wird die Musik, wie es in diesem Stiicke thatsachlich der Fall ist, fliigellahm ausfallen, weil sie sich nicht 
ihrem W esen gemaB frei entwickeln kann, sondern von vom herein an die aufeinanderfolgenden Bruchstucke des 
Gedichtes, also an eine Reihe von Begriffen gebunden ist.’” Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert. — Scheherezade 
von Rim ski-Korsakow. — Broschiire von F. W eingartner’, Am  Ende des Jahrhunderts, 293.

“ ‘Um diese Ubergange zu verstehen, “ fahrt W eingartner fort, “ ist man fortwahrend genotigt, die zweifellos 
geistreichen Gedanken, die den Komponisten dabei geleitet haben, sowie die eventuellen Beziehungen zur 
program m atischen Vorlage Takt flir Takt herauszugeheim nissen, daher auch hier der Eindruck von M usik im 
wahrsten Sinne des W ortes verloren geht.” W eingartner gesteht offen seine Verwunderung daritber, wie 
“Zarathustra” als ein Hohepunkt des StrauBschen Schaffens, ja  sogar als ein Hohepunkt in der bisherigen 
Entwickelung der Musik gepriesen werden konnte. Fur ihn sei der “Zarathustra” vielm ehr “ein M erkzeichen, 
wie weit die M usik sich von ihrem eigenen W esen abwenden konne” .’ Hanslick, ‘Brahms B-dur-Concert.—  
Scheherezade von Rimski-Korsakow. — Broschure von F. W eingartner’, Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 294.
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3.5: Conclusion

Hanslick scholarship has witnessed something of a renaissance in recent years in various 

guises in the work of authors such as James Deaville,^^® Vera Micznik, Mark Evan 

Bonds,^^^ and Mark Burford^^^. In these writings, the purported gap between Hanslick and 

the Neudeutsche Schule is increasingly being called into question, and the common ground 

between these nineteenth-century musicians and commentators is becoming increasingly 

evident. Yet all of these recent commentators focus on Hanslick’s 1854 monograph Vom 

Musikalisch-Schonen, and not Hanslick’s critical writings.

The discussion in this chapter, therefore, adds a further dimension to the growing body 

of work on Hanslick. It deconstructs the myth that Hanslick was an opponent of programme 

music, instead demonstrating that Hanslick, no more than his contemporary aestheticians, is 

opposed only to the abuse of programme music. Furthermore I have argued that Hanslick’s 

notion of absolute music is inexplicably bound up with the “absolute,” in the form of geistige 

Gehalt (spiritual content), and is very much reliant on metaphysics, philosophy, and religion. 

This is evident both in the 1854 monograph, and in the critical writings discussed above. The 

significance of these findings becomes even more apparent when applied to Hanslick’s view 

of Brahms, as will be explored in Chapter 4.

James Deaville, ‘The Controversy Surrounding Liszt’s Conception o f  Programme M usic’.
Vera Micznik, ‘The Absolute Limitations o f  Programme Music: The Case o f  Liszt’s “Die Ideale’” . 
Mark Evan Bonds, ‘Idealism and the Aesthetics o f  Instrumental Music at the Turn o f  the Nineteenth 

Century’; Music as Thought: Listening to the Symphony in the Age o f  Beethoven.
Mark Burford, ‘Hanslick’s Aesthetic Idealism’.
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Chapter 4

SS4Hanslick and Brahms"

I could almost envy [Hanslick] his power o f expressing himself, if  not 
exhaustively, yet with an intuitive sympathy, which not only provides an outlet 
for his own feelings but helps others who have no command o f words to 
express theirs.

(Elisabet von Herzogenberg to Brahms, 3 January
1882^̂ )̂

4.1; Introduction

Brahms scholarship in the last fifty years or so accords to Eduard Hanslick the main 

responsibility for the view o f Brahms as a composer o f ‘absolute’ m u s i c . A l t h o u g h  this 

view has been challenged in more recent scholarship on that composer, the notion that 

Hanslick established this view remains deeply embedded. The present chapter redresses this 

issue. It examines Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms, and argues that Hanslick was aware 

of, and discussed the poetic aspects o f Brahms’s music and his allusions and secret 

programmes. Although little survives to point to how Brahms’s intimates actually received his 

music in light o f the allusive references and clues, evidence o f  which would form an integral 

part o f the reception history o f Brahms’s music, Hanslick’s reviews are just that.

The chapter opens with an assessment o f the views o f a number o f commentators on 

Hanslick’s reception o f Brahms. I argue that their over emphasis on H anslick’s 1854

This chapter is an expanded version o f a lecture delivered at the 2005-2006  Lecture Series at the University 
o f  Ottawa in November 2 0 0 5 .1 am grateful to Prof Dillon Parmer and Prof Murray Dineen for their thought- 
provoking and stimulating thoughts and comments on that occasion. I am further grateful to Prof. Parmer for 
reading and responding to a number o f  drafts o f  this chapter.

‘Ich konnte fast den Mann beneiden. dem es vergonnt ist, wenn auch nicht Erschopfendes, doch so 
sympathisch Empfundenes in anmutigster Form von sich zu geben, sich damit befreiend und anderen zu Hilfe 
kommend, denen kein rechtes Wort fur ihre Empfindungen zu Gebote steht.’ Elisabet von Herzogenberg to 
Johannes Brahms, Leipzig, 3 January 1882 in Johannes Brahms im BriejM’echsel mit Heinrich und Elisabet von 
Herzogenberg, Max Kalbeck, ed. (Berlin: Deutsche Brahms-Gesellschaft, 1908). English translation by Hannah 
Byrant in Johannes Brahms: The Herzogenberg Correspondence, Max Kalbeck, ed. (London: Murray, 1909), 
147.

The commentator to advance this view most explicitly is Constantin Floros, ‘Das Brahms-Bild Eduard 
Hanslick’s ’, Brahms Kongress (1983), Suzanne Antonicek and Otto Biba, eds. (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 
1988), 155-166. That it is deeply embedded in the writings o f  a number o f  other commentators is shown in 
section 4.2.
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monograph Vom M usikalisch-Schonen  conceals a lack o f familiarity with Hanslick’s critical

c  C7

writings on Brahms.

Section 4.2 highlights the disparity between such commentary and what Hanslick 

actually wrote on Brahms by showing the extent to which Hanslick him self embraces the 

poetic and extra-musical aspects o f Brahms’s music. It also takes into consideration 

Hanslick’s discussion o f Brahms’s overtures with suggestive titles. Although the composer 

prescribed no particular programme or hermeneutic aid for these overtures, other than the 

titles themselves, Hanslick discusses the music in the context o f autobiographical 

associations, or o f  literature that he considers to be a poetic or spiritual counterpart to the 

music.

This is followed, in Section 4.3, by a discussion o f the Liberal Viennese 

Weltanschauung that Hanslick and Brahms shared. It is argued that on account o f this shared 

political and cultural outlook, and due to the fact that Hanslick was among Brahm s’s intimate 

circle o f  friends, that he was amenable to understanding what Dillon R. Parmer has referred to

i  C O

as the ‘musical meaning for the few ’. The argumentative thread that runs throughout the 

discussion o f Hanslick’s writings on Brahms is that since Hanslick, and until recent decades, a 

scholarly tradition has been enforced that disregards not only the extra-musical adjuncts in 

Brahms’s music, but also Hanslick’s very discussion o f precisely these features.

The discussion o f  Hanslick’s writings is followed by an investigation into why such a 

formalist view has been enforced. An exploration o f trends in East and West German 

musicology in the Cold War Era forms the foundation on which I claim that portraying 

Hanslick as a critic o f  Brahms the ‘absolute’ in this era obviated the need to discuss extra

musical adjuncts in Brahm s’s music. These were aspects that may have rested uncomfortably

See Eduard Hanslick, Vom M usikalisch-Schonen: Ein B eitrag  ru r der A esthetik  der Tonkunst: Teil I: 
H istorisch-kritische A usgabe, Dietmar StrauB (hrsg.) (M ainz: Schott, 1990). For those w ishing to consult the 
monograph in English see Eduard Hanslick, On the M usica lly  Beautiful, G eoffrey Payzant, trans. (Indianapolis, 
Hackett, 1986). For an overview  o f  H anslick’s critical writings on Brahms see Table 6 at the end o f  this chapter.

D illon R. Parmer, ‘M usical M eaning for the Few: Instances o f  Private Reception in the M usic o f  Brahm s’, 
C urrent M usico logy  83 (Spring 2007): 109-30 .
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with the view o f Brahms as the antidote to Wagner, whose music had become so loaded with 

National Socialist ideologies in the aftermath o f World War I posit that the Hanslick 

Brahms reception that has been perpetuated in the last fifty years or so can be understood as 

the product o f  a formalist ideology that considers only one category o f  Hanslick’s output -  his 

aesthetic theory -  at the expense o f a wealth o f critical and autobiographical writings. I further 

assert that such a formalist view o f the expressive writings o f one o f the nineteenth-century’s 

most influential critics goes hand in hand with what Daniel Beller-M cKenna describes as a 

‘nationally neutral view o f Brahms [that] has largely persisted for the past fifty years.

4.2; The Received View

To date there is no comprehensive study o f Hanslick’s Brahms reception in English. As such, 

Anglo-American scholars are restricted to those studies available in German, as well as to 

brief discussions o f Hanslick and Brahms in the Brahms l i t e r a t u r e . A  survey o f these 

studies reveals that they are based on conjecture and hearsay, and highlights an incomplete 

understanding o f Hanslick’s writings. Rather than actually basing their comments on 

Hanslick’s writings on Brahms, some commentators seem more concerned with denigrating 

Hanslick as a musician, and speculating on the extent to which he played Brahms against 

Wagner and the Neudeutsche Schule in his critical output. Hans Gal, for example, claims that 

‘o f course [Hanslick] had a special interest in Brahms as the only possible “antipope” whom 

he could pit against the “musicians o f the future” and his understanding o f his friend’s music 

may at tmies have been no more profound than that for W agner’s works.’" Gal bases this

Among the abundance o f  literature on this topic see Richard Wagner im Dritten Reich: Ein Schloss-Elmau- 
Symposion, Saul Friedlander and Jom Rusen, eds (Munchen: Beck, 2000); Stephen McClatchie, Analyzing 
W agner’s Operas: Alfred Lorenz and German Nationalist Ideology! (Rochester N Y : University o f  Rochester 
Press, 1998); Marc A. Weiner, Richard Wagner and the Anti-Semitic Imagination  (Lincoln, USA: University o f  
Nebraska Press, 1997).

Daniel Belier-McKenna, ‘The Rise and Fall o f  Brahms the German,’ Journal o f  M usicological Research  20/3 
(2001); 187-210 (206).

See in particular Constantin Floros, ‘Das Brahms-Bild Eduard Hanslick’s’, 155-166. This article was 
republished in Floros, Johannes Brahms ‘‘Frei aber einsam ”: Ein Leben fiir  poetische Musik (Zurich; Hamburg: 
Arche, 1997), 225-238. Page numbers in this dissertation refer predominantly to the Tutzing edition unless 
otherwise noted. Floros’s article remains the standard source o f  reference on Hanslick's reception o f  Brahms.

Hans Gal, Johannes Brahms: His Work and Personality (London: Knopf, 1963, 78).
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statement on Hanslick’s first review o f Brahms written in 1862 where Hanslick reserves 

judgem ent on Brahm s’s works, and voices what was a commonplace among Brahms’s earliest 

critics, the doubt that he would fulfil the prophesy outlined by Schumann in his 1853 article 

‘Neue Bahnen’.̂ ^̂  Gal gives no further discussion to Hanslick’s Brahms reviews published in 

subsequent years. Peter Latham considers more than Hanslick’s early reception o f  Brahms, 

and neatly encapsulates the misrepresentational view o f Hanslick’s Bm hm s-B ild  in writing: 

Hanslick was an ‘Austrian music critic in Vienna and lecturer on music histor>' at the 

university. He was hostile to W agner and somewhat indiscriminately enthusiastic about 

Brahms.

Most commentators, moreover, consult only those reviews available in translation.

The standard source o f reference for Hanslick’s critical writings in English is Henry 

Pleasants’s 1950 volume, Vienna's Golden Years o f  Music.^^^ Only Hanslick’s reviews of the 

four symphonies are included in Pleasants’s translation, at the expense o f an abundance of 

Hanslick’s Brahms reviews as evidenced in his nine volume Collected Criticisms, and 

outlined in Table 6 at the end o f  this chapter. Commentators relying solely on this edition are 

immediately restricted to Pleasants’s necessarily narrow choice o f reviews. Moreover, they 

are susceptible to being swayed by the interpretations that are implicit both in his choice o f 

reviews and in his translations.

For a discussion o f  such views see Chapter 1. See also Angelika Horstmann, ‘Die Rezeption des Werke Op. 1 
bis 10 von Johannes Brahms zwischen 1853 und I860,’ Hamburger Jahrbuch fur M usikwissemchaft VII (1984); 
33^ 4 .

Peter Latham, Brahms (London: Dent, 1975), 40-42 . Richard Leppert also emphasises the Brahms/Wagner 
dichotomy in his portrayal o f  Hanslick as ‘one o f  the most influential nineteenth-century anti-Wagnerians, and a 
famous champion o f  Brahms’. See Theodor W. Adorno, Essays on Music, introduction, commentary and notes 
by Richard Leppert (California: University o f  California Press, 2002), 126, note 4.

Eduard Hanslick, Vienna’s Golden Years o f  Music: 1850-1900, Henry Pleasants, tans, and ed. (New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 1950).

Henry Pleasants’s musical preferences were for the opera and the symphony orchestra. This taste is reflected 
in the selection o f  Hanslick’s Brahms reviews in his book. Also, Pleasants spent many years in West Germany 
working as a CIA agent in the aftermath o f  World War II. The emphasis on ‘absolute’ music in his choice o f  
Hanslick’s Brahms reviews does nothing to dispel the myth o f  Hanslick as an opponent o f  programme music, 
and in this sense is consistent with the tendency to disregard Hanslick’s discussions o f  the extra-musical 
elements in Brahms’s music. See Helen Sheehy, ‘The Spy Who Loved M usic’, Opera News 70/6 (December 
2005): 32 -35 . A discussion o f  East- and West-German musicological writings is found at the end o f  this chapter.
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More recently a number of scholars have explored extra-musical connections in 

Brahms’s works and consequently challenged the received view of Brahms as a composer of 

‘absolute’ music, among them Dillon R. Parmer, Kenneth Ross Hull, George Bozarth and 

Susan McClary.^^^ Yet, ironically, these studies on Hanslick’s reception of the composer are 

still burdened by the received view. This false characterisation of Hanslick is based on 

insufficient familiarity with the critical writings, and an over emphasis on Vom Musikalisch- 

Schonen.

The association of Brahms with Hanslick’s 1854 publication is misleading. By 1854 

Brahms had just been introduced to the musical world through Schumann’s ‘Neue Bahnen’ 

article, and had set about trying to find a publisher for his first works. At the time of writing, 

Hanslick had not yet discovered Brahms’s music, and at no point in Vom Musikalisch- 

Schonen, nor indeed in any of the subsequent nine editions, does he mention B r a h m s . I n  his 

1989 text ‘Brahms the Allusive: Extra-Compositional References in the Instrumental Music of 

Johannes Brahms,’ Kenneth Ross Hull states that ‘Brahms’s friendship with, and 

championing by, Hanslick seems to have caused an identification of Brahms with Hanslick’s 

aesthetics of music.’ Hull takes pains to distance Brahms from these aesthetics:

The treatise Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen  outlines a form alist theory o f  musical meaning, and includes 

polemical attacks on an array o f  writers who view music as fundam entally concerned with the 

expression o f  feeling. Brahms however seems to have had a different point o f  view, to the extent that he 

bothered to formulate his own views.

See, for example, Dillon Parmer, ‘Musical M eaning for the Few: Instances o f  Private Reception in the Music 
o f  Brahm s’; Ibid., ‘Brahms, Song Quotation, and Secret Program s,’ /9'^' Century Music: (Fall 1995), 161-190; 
Ibid., ‘Brahms the Programm atic? A Critical A ssessm ent,’ PhD. Diss., University o f  Rochester, N ew  York,
1995; Ibid., ‘Brahms and the Poetic Motto: A Hermeneutic A id?,’ Journal o f  M usicology  15 (1997): 353-389; 
Kenneth Ross Hull, ‘Brahms the Allusive: Extra-Com positional Reference in the Instrumental Music o f 
Johannes Brahm s,’ PhD. Diss., Princeton University (1989); Susan M cClary, ‘Narrative Agendas in “Absolute” 
Music: Identity and Difference in Brahm s’s Third Sym phony,’ in M usicology and Difference: G ender and  
Sexuality in M usic Scholarship, Ruth Solie, ed. (Berkeley: University o f  California Press, 1993), 3 2 6 ^ 4 ;  George 
Bozarth, ‘B rahm s’s “Lieder ohne Worte: The “poetic” Andantes o f  the Piano Sonatas,’ in Brahms Studies: 
Analytical and H istorical Perspectives, Bozarth, ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990), 345-378.

See Hanslick/StrauB, Vom M usikalisch-Schdnen: Ein B eitragzur der Aesthetik der Tonkimst: Teil I: 
H istorisch-kritische A usgabe.

Hull, ‘Brahm s the Allusive: Extra-Compositional Reference in the Instrumental Music o f  Johannes Brahm s,’ 
1 0 - 1 1 .
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The main focus o f  H ull’s dissertation is a revision o f the view o f Brahms as a composer o f 

‘absolute’ music. A revision o f Hanslick’s Brahms reception is not on his agenda. Therefore, 

in his effort to distance Brahms from Hanslick’s aesthetic ideals, he tacitly endorses the view 

that Hanslick set about pitting Brahms against W agner and the Neudeutsche Schule, in 

claiming that ‘Brahm s’s circle was anxious to portray him as hostile towards W agner’s 

m u s i c . H u l l  does not clarify who the members o f  Brahm s’s circle are, but in the context o f 

his discussion, it can be understood that he considers Hanslick to have been among them.^^' 

Writing in 1995, Dillon Parmer refers to Hanslick as the critic who found in Brahms 

the mature composer ‘a counterexample o f the new school.’ He writes that ‘in H anslick’s 

reception, Brahms was again opposed not only to the new school, but also, by implication, to 

program music, for his seeming reliance on musical laws alone makes programmatic texts 

unnecessary, even i r r e l e v a n t . P a r m e r  consults only Pleasants’s translation. W hether or not 

Pleasants was aware o f  it. implicit in his choice o f reviews is an interpretation that emphasises 

Hanslick’s opposition to the Neudeutsche Schule. And rightly so, where these particular 

reviews are concerned. But to judge Hanslick’s Brahms reception on the basis only o f  the 

reviews o f  the symphonies (a genre largely associated with the notion o f absolute music), in 

such a polemical context, obscures the bigger picture. Pleasants’s selection reflects his own 

tastes and preferences, arguably influenced by the West German environment in which he was 

working at the time o f publication. However, they are not representative o f the broader 

range o f  Hanslick’s Brahms reviews, nor do they reflect the tendency on Hanslick’s part to 

view Brahm s’s works as a reflection o f the com poser’s personal life, a stance that very much 

shies away from a discussion o f musical laws. Furthermore, Parmer too cites Vom

Hull, ‘Brahms the A llusive: Extra-Compositional Reference in the Instrumental M usic o f  Johannes B rahm s,’ 
10- 11.

There is no further discussion o f  Hanslick in H ull’s dissertation. His bibliography indicates that he consulted  
only those review s available in translation.

Parmer, ‘Brahms the Programmatic?,’ 12.
The differences betw een East and W est German m usicology in post-W orld War II writings is explored  

towards the end o f  this chapter.
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M usikalisch-Schonen  as evidence o f Hanslick’s formalist reception o f Brahms. The fact that 

the 1854 monograph has come to stand for musical formalism, for Parmer, ‘only reinforces 

this purely musical reception o f Brahms oeuvre. The composer’s friendship with the critic no 

doubt gives the impression that he endorsed Hanslick’s position.

Thus, there is a case to be made that the Anglo-American view o f H anslick’s Brahms 

reception perpetuated in the last half century or so is due to a lack o f engagement with 

Hanslick’s original German writings on Brahms. These same misconceptions proliferate, 

however, in the writings o f Austro-Germanic commentators on the subject, who have 

frequently confused Hanslick’s aesthetic ideals o f ‘absolute’ music and formalism as 

espoused in his 1854 monograph, with his view o f Brahms. An example o f this can be found 

in the 1987 publication by Ruth Katz and Carl Dahlhaus, Contemplating Music: Source 

Readings in the Aesthetics o f  Music. Here, in their introductory note to Hanslick’s 1854 

publication, Katz and Dahlhaus describe Hanslick as a critic who, although he was familiar 

with, and involved in, the lives o f a number o f composers, ‘concentrated on the works 

them selves’ in his critical w r i t i n g s . C i t i n g  the friendship o f the two, Katz and Dahlhaus 

claim that it is not surprising that in his critical writings on Brahms, Hanslick found musical 

integrity combined with originality o f composition.’ They add that ‘music that tries to 

combine with other art forms or to resemble language, whether through the symphonic poem 

or by the dominance o f the word, in Hanslick’s view, is at least a compromise.

A further example o f the confusion between Hanslick’s 1854 monograph and his 

writings on Brahnis is to be found in Siegfried K ross’s 1983 article ‘Brahms the 

Symphonist,’ in which Kross considers Hanslick’s criticisms o f the technically challenging

Parmer, ‘Brahms the Programmatic?’, 12 -13 , note 35. Parmer does draw attention, how ever, to the paradox 
that exists betw een H ansiick’s practical criticism [as evidenced in the metaphorical description o f  Sym phony N o. 
4] and his aesthetic theory, considering this an area worthy o f  further study. See note 37.

C ontem plating M usic: Source R eadings in the A esthetics o f  Music, Ruth Katz and Carl Dahlhaus, eds (N ew  
York: Pendragon Press, 1987) Volum e III, Essence, 383.

Katz and Dahlhaus, C ontem plating M usic: Source R eadings in the A esthetics o f  M usic, V olum e III, Essence, 
382.
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aspects o f Brahms’s works to be an anomaly. Kross portrays Hanslick as the critic who ‘never 

tired o f presenting Brahms as the antipode o f Wagner’.D is c u s s in g  Symphony No. 4, he 

attests that Hanslick ‘simply capitulated before that very work o f Brahms which comes

• 5 78nearest to his polemically formulated statement o f  formal aesthetics’. He further cites the 

critic: “During the whole first movement I felt as if  1 were being beaten soundly by two 

terribly clever p e o p l e . A s i d e  from denying Hanslick the opportunity to revise his early 

opinion on this work, Kross’s statement is problematic. Both it and Katz and Dahlhaus’s 

above statement, exemplify a polarised judgement o f Hanslick’s view o f Brahms which has 

left an indelible impact both on Brahms scholarship and on the literature concerning the 

aesthetics o f music. This misrepresents Hanslick’s critical outlook in general, and his view o f  

Brahms in particular, in that it can be understood as promoting a formalist ideology that is not 

present in Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms. It was a decade after the publication o f his 

monograph that Hanslick’s first discussion o f the music o f Brahms appeared in Neue freie 

Presse, and in these reviews, Hanslick very much concentrated on the personal life o f the 

composer and the cultural context in which his works were composed and received.

While the above sources are primarily concerned with the history o f aesthetics or 

Brahms studies, their discussions o f Hanslick’s view o f Brahms is tangential. O f the few

Siegfried Kross, ‘Brahms the Symphonist,’ in Brahms: Biographical, Documentary and Analytical Studies, 
Robert Pascall, ed. (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1983), 139.

Siegfried Kross, ‘Brahms the Symphonist,’ 139.
Siegfried Kross, ‘Brahms the Symphonist,’ 139. For an alternative depiction of this scene see Max Kalbeck, 

Johannes Brahms III, 452. Kross is as unfair here to Hanslick’s musical sensibilities as Hans Gal was above, and 
implies that Hanslick was somehow not musically astute enough to appreciate the finer points o f Brahms’s 
compositional writing. Hanslick’s comment on Brahms’s Symphony No. 4 takes on a different complexion when 
understood in its original context. Hanslick had just heard this symphony for the first time in a four-hand piano 
reduction with the composer and Ignaz Briill. This remark reflects his very first thoughts on the composition, and 
not his considered opinion having had time to digest the work. Elisabet von Herzogenberg, one of Brahms’s 
close friends, and one whose opinion Brahms valued on musical matters, had similar difficulty penetrating the 
tough exterior o f Op. 98. Writing to Brahms in 1885 of this symphony, Herzogenberg stated: ‘How happy 1 am 
to have withdrawn from my half-digested impression; today I know it so much better, I have played the lovely E 
Minor movement so often, both in my mind and at the piano -  actually in every free moment I had from my 
chores. I am now completely intimate with it, and much of what 1 said about it recently now seems inappropriate 
to me.’ (‘Wie bin ich froh, damals mit meinen halbverdauten Eindrucken zuriickgehalten zu haben; denn heute 
kenne ich ihn schon so viel besser, den lieben E-moll Satz, habe ihn mir so oft— eigentlich in jeder freien 
Minute, die ich mir von der Einrichtungsarbeit eroberte— innerlich und am Klavier vorgespielt, daB ich schon 
ganz intim mit ihm bin und Vieles von dem, was ich neulich sagte, mir gar nicht mehr zutreffend erscheint.’) 
Elizabeth von Herzogenberg to Johannes Brahms, Johannes Brahms im BriefU’echsel mit Heinrich und Elisabet 
von Herzogenberg, II, 80.
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studies that have as their main objective a discussion of HansHck and Brahms, Constantin 

Floros’s article ‘Das Brahms-Bild Eduard Hanslicks,’ originally published in 1983 and 

included in his 1997 collection of Brahms essays, is the most outstanding. Whilst Floros sheds 

light on many aspects of Hanslick’s Brahms Bild that had not been discussed in scholarly 

articles prior to his, his article also contains a number of highly questionable claims. Taking 

Hanslick’s 1854 monograph as his point of departure, and considering only a limited number 

of Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms, Floros continues to perpetuate a 

misrepresentational view of Hanslick’s reception o f Brahms. He claims that of the Brahms 

works that Hanslick reviewed favourably:

He saw in them exam ples o f  that 'reinen absolu len  M u sik ' for which he tirelessly campaigned. That in 

them no extra musical factors (literary or biographical) leave a trace, fills him -  the irreconcilable 

opponent o f  programme m usic -  with deep satisfaction.

In portraying Hanslick’s Brahms reviews as a quest for that ‘reinen absoluten Musik’, Floros 

is among those who are familiar with Hanslick’s aesthetic writings, and who claim to 

understand his critical writings on that basis.' For example, Berthold Hoeckner writes that 

‘the difference between prosaic analysis and poetic criticism counts among the most enduring 

legacies of early nineteenth-century writings about music, having persisted through Hanslick 

and Hausegger, Kurth and Kretzschmar, Babbitt and Boretz.’'

Hoeckner, quite rightly, is referring to Hanslick’s 1854 monograph, which was indeed

C Q O

pitted against Friedrich von Hausegger’s 1887 text Die Musik als Ausdruck: This was

understood at the time of its publication as the expressive counterpart to Hanslick’s fonnalist 

monograph. Its thesis is that the essence of music is expression. The immediately positive 

reception of this text has been attributed in part by Stephen McClatchie to the fact that ‘it gave

Floros, ‘Das Brahm s-Bild Eduard H anslick’s ,’ 156. F loros’s claim s are v iew ed in a broader discussion o f  
mid-century m usic debates in Chapter 3.

Floros’s statement is reconsidered in Chapter 3 in the context o f  Hanslick and his contem poraries, in a 
discussion that w idens the focus to consider H anslick’s writings on com posers other than Brahms.

Berthold Hoeckner, P rogram m in g the A bsolute: N ineteenth-C entury G erm an M usic a n d  the H erm eneutics o f  
the M om ent (Princeton; Princeton U niversity Press, 2002 ), 66.

Friedrich von Hausegger, D ie M usik a ls Ausdruck,!"^ edn. (Vienna: K onegen, 1887).
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Hanslick’s opponents the appearance of an equally firm scientific basis from which to 

a r g u e . T o  Hausegger and his faction, Hanslick and his advocates are concerned only with 

the outer shell of a work, and in this sense are missing the internal substance, or the core. 

McClatchie notes that this ‘polarity between objectivity and subjectivity expresses itself :n a 

series of binary oppositions that continue to exert influence even today: form/expression:

roc
conservative/modem; Brahms/ Wagner; Hanslick/ Hausegger.’'

Yet, Hoeckner’s association of Hanslick with prosaic analysis on the one hand, ard 

that of Hausegger with poetic criticism on the other, disregards Hanslick’s critical writings. 

Yet, if  we apply Hoeckner’s related distinction between hermeneutic criticism and formalism 

to Hanslick’s critical writings, we see that Hanslick can no longer be exclusively considered a 

formalist: his critical writings are more usefully understood as ‘hermeneutic criticism (in 

search of music’s cultural meaning),’ than being bound up with ‘the legacy of formalism (in 

search of music’s autonomous structure).’" But unlike Hoeckner’s more general statement in 

a context that is not particularly concerned with Hanslick or Brahms, Floros’s Brahms-B.ld 

article is explicitly concerned with both.

4.3; Hanslick on Brahms

A disparity exists between the views outlined above about Hanslick as critic and what 

Hanslick’s writings actually state. As is evident from reading those writings, their author is 

clearly sensitive to both the expressive character of Brahms’s music and its poetic aspects.

His discussions are descriptive and metaphorical, and rarely analytical or technical 

(formalist). Indeed when compared to the writings of Deiters, Bagge, and Schubring as 

discussed in Chapter 2, the claim that Hanslick’s writings on Brahms are formalistic quite 

simply cannot be sustained. In these writings Hanslick explicitly discusses Brahms’s extra

musical associations, be it programmatic texts, literary adjuncts or prefaces, or suggestive

Stephen McClatchie, Analyzing Wagner's Operas, 39.
Ibid., 39.
Berthold Hoeckner, Programming the Absolute, 66.
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titles. With regard to certain works that do not have overt extra-musical associations (such as 

the Tragische Ouvertiire), he discusses the music in the context o f literature that he considers 

to be its poetic or spiritual counterpart. These writings are filled with traces o f literary and 

biographical factors, and Hanslick tends to view Brahm s’s personal life and compositional 

output as being inextricably bound up with one another.

A further feature o f Hanslick’s writings is that they give us an insight into the social 

and intellectual aspects o f late-nineteenth century Viennese Liberalism. This is a topic 

explored at great length by Margaret Notley in her recent book Lateness and Brahms: Music 

and Culture in the Twilight o f  Viennese Liheralism.^^^ Notley describes the basic aspects o f 

the Liberal worldview as ‘pro-German sentiment, antagonism toward the Catholic Church, 

and profound distrust o f anti-intellectual trends’.' This Liberalism shared common traits 

with European Liberalism o f the time such as a belief in progress and the promotion of 

scientific methods, with Austrian Liberalism being largely made up o f Bildungsburgertum: 

the educated, culturally formed German and Jewish-German middle and upper middle 

classes.'*^ Brahms, Hanslick, Theodor Billroth, Max Kalbeck, and Gustav Dompke were 

among the intellectual elite o f Viennese Liberalism, and indeed Hanslick and Ludwig Speidel 

held the roles o f music and theatre critics respectively for the Neue fre ie  Presse, Austria’s 

leading Liberal daily.

Brahms’s Liberalism is evident in a number o f his works that through their extra

musical texts question the nature o f human existence, and are preoccupied with death, fate 

and suffering. Despite his well-known reticence when it came to letters and correspondence, 

there is sufficient evidence in the Brahms BriefU’echsel to point to a Liberal approach on

Margaret Notley, Lateness and Brahms: Music and Culture in the Twilight o f  Viennese Liberalism  (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007). For related issues on fin  de siecle Viennese Liberalism with regard to Dvorak’s 
Reception see David Brodbeck, ‘Dvorak’s Reception in Liberal Vienna: Language Ordinances, National 
Property, and the Rhetoric o f  Deutschtum Journal o f  the American M usicological Society 60/1 (2007): 71-132.

Notley, Lateness and Brahms, 15.
Notley, Lateness and Brahms, 16-17. See als Carl Schorske, ‘Politics and the Psyche: Schnitzler and 

Hoffmannsthal’, in Fin-de-siecle Vienna: Politics and Culture (New York: Vintage Books, 1981): 5-10.
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Brahms’s part to many o f these works including the Tragische Ouvertiire, Schisksalslied, 

Gesange der Parzen, Ndnie, and Ein deutsches Requiem. HansHck was in a unique position 

among Brahm s’s critics— as one who shared Brahms’s Liberal outlook, was within his circle 

o f confidants and therefore privy to the private musical meaning o f many o f his works— to be 

able to convey such meaning to his readership.

Thus, in short, Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms which consider the cultural 

context in which his music was both composed and received seem more akin to recent 

‘revisionist’ Brahms scholarship that considers the cultural, programmatic and poetic aspects 

o f his music, than they do to the autonomous and formalist writings with which they have 

been associated. W hat follows is an exploration o f Hanslick’s writings on Brahms, one that 

considers the cultural context in which Brahms’s works were composed, and in which 

Hanslick would have become acquainted with them.

Hanslick’s Reflections on Brahms’s Poetic Overtones

O f the reviews that can be understood as Hanslick embracing the poetic aspects in Brahms’s 

music, perhaps the most outstanding is the 1879 review o f a concert o f Brahms’s chamber 

music originally published in the Neue fre ie  Presse, and included in the 1886 volume 

Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, in which he discusses the Violin Sonata No. 1 in G 

Major, Op. 78.̂ *̂̂  This sonata, as is well known, is called the Regenlied  Sonata, on account o f 

its thematic connection with two Klaus Groth Lieder from Brahms’s Op. 59; Regenlied  and 

Nachklang. In his review, Hanslick compares the sonata, which he considers to belong 

‘among the pearls o f Brahm s’s chamber music,’ to the F M inor Piano Quintet, Op. 34 which 

was played at the same concert.

In a style that represents Hanslick’s subjective, descriptive approach to Brahm s’s 

music (this is an aspect o f  Hanslick’s writings that will be discussed in detail below), he

590 Eduard Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen der letzten fiinfzehn Jahre, 1870-1885: Kritiken 
(Berlin: Allgemeiner Verein flir Deutsche Litteratur, 1886), 257-259. The original review was published in Neue 
Freie Presse, 23 November 1879.
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comments that in contrast to the quintet, in the sonata there is a more peaceful landscape, 

where we rest with a kind o f melancholic pleasure; instead o f a storm in the heart, a 

reconciled resignation; instead o f the thundering waterfall, the quiet trickle o f warm summer 

rain.’^̂ ' Hanslick observes that although the first movement o f the sonata opens with the same 

three repeated notes as Regenlied—which he refers to as ‘the first slow raindrops, as it were, 

pounding at the window’— it is not until the Finale that the theme and accompaniment figure 

are taken faithfully from ‘Regenlied.

Yet Hanslick considers Brahms to have gone further than earlier composers in his 

setting o f the song, arguing that ‘what we have here is in no way a literal repetition o f the 

song as we had in Schubert’s well known instrumental works with their songs: ‘Der 

Wanderer,’ ‘Die Forelle,’ ‘Der Tod und das Madchen.’^̂  ̂Rather, ‘Brahms leaves himself, as 

it were, to work from a subconscious memory, and to create in the same mood, from the same 

main motive, a new one.’"'̂ '' Hanslick continues his discussion stating that in the Finale ‘the 

storm o f feeling is held back, in that particular, superior, reflective w a y ...’ He then suggests

‘Wahrend wir dort, von finsteren Gewalten getrieben, in der Sturmnaclit umherirren, zwischen Felsen, 
Abgriinden und tosenden Wasserfallen, fiihrt uns die Sonate in eine friedlichere Landschaft, wo wir mit einer Art 
wehmutigen Behagens ausruhen. Statt der Stiirme im Herzen ein versQhntes Resigniren, statt der schroffen 
Felsen ein trauliches Dorfchen, statt der donnemden Wasserfalle das leise Rieseln eines warmen Sommerregens. 
DaB letzterer wirklich in der Sonate mitspielt, sagt uns das Finale, dessen Thema und Begleitungsfigur getreu 
dem “Regenlied” von Brahms (Op. 59, Heft 1) entnommen ist. Eigentlich beginnt schon der erste Satz (G-dur) 
mit den drei gleichen Anfangsnoten des Liedes, gleichsam den ersten langsam and Fenster pochenden 
Regentropfen; dies Motto wird aber nur fluchtig angedeutet. Desto bedeutungsvoller sehen wir das Regenlied 
Thema in dem Finalsatz sich ausbreiten.’ Eduard Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 258.

See original German in preceding footnote.
This is rather a subjective view on Hanslick’s part. For an alternate reading of Schubert’s Lieder see Edward 

T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice. Berkeley; Los Angeles; London: University o f California Press, 1974. For 
instance, Cone states that ‘The composer is not primarily engaged in “setting” a poem. As I have pointed out 
elsewhere, a composer cannot “set” a poem directly, for in this sense there is no such thing as “the poem”; what 
he uses is one reading o f the poem -  that is to say, a specific performance, for even a silent reading is less 
accurate than to say that he appropriates it,’ 19.

‘Es liegt hier keineswegs eine buchstabliche Wiederholung des Liedes vor, etwa wie sie Schubert in 
bekannten Instrumentalwerken mit seinen Liedern: “Der Wanderer”, “Die Forelle”, “Der Tod und das Madchen” 
vorgenommen hat. Brahms uberlaBt sich gleichsam unbewuBt einer in ihm fortarbeitenden Erinnerung und 
schafft in derselben Stimmung aus dem gleichen Hauptmotivs Neues.’ Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und 
Virtuosen, 258.
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that there is a further facet to the sonata in stating that ‘something undecided, blurred or hazy 

lies therein.

The Neue freie  Presse review o f 1879 ends here. However, in the 1886 version in 

Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, Hanslick is more explicit. He adds one more section 

implying in no uncertain terms that he understands the work to have an expressive context: 'it 

seems to us, besides, that the sonata is produced much more for the intimate benefit o f the 

private circle than produced for the effect o f the concert hall. A completely sensuous, not to 

mention secret piece requires a certain frame o f mind from the players Hanslick’s 

contention that the piece is more suited to private performance than public performance is 

reminiscent o f  a letter that Billroth had sent the critic in October 1879 in which he wrote o f 

Op. 78: ‘The feelings are too fine, too true and warm, the inwardness too heartfelt for 

publicity.

In a recent article titled ‘Musical Meaning for the Few: Instances o f Private Reception 

in the Music o f Brahms’, Dillon R. Parmer makes a legitimate case for a dual reception 

history o f Brahm s’s works. This entails a category o f musical meaning that exists only in 

select private circles o f  reception chosen by Brahms, and a wider, public category in which 

such clues are held back. Op. 78 epitomises such a case o f dual reception which is evident in 

Hanslick’s review o f the work, as we will see. In February 1879 Brahms wrote to Clara 

Schumann that the slow movement o f the sonata was written with her son, and his godson, 

Felix in mind. In his discussion o f Op. 78, Michael Struck refers to ‘a single undated leaf of 

ornamental music paper, on one side o f which Brahms wrote bars 1-24 o f the slow movement 

o f the Violin Sonata.’ On the opposite side Brahms wrote:

‘Da wird der Storm der Empfindung in jener eigentumlich uberlegenen, reflectirenden Weise zuriickgehalten, 
die wir an ahnlichen Werken von Brahms kennen. Etwas Unentschiedenes, Verschwommenes liegt darin’, 
Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 259.

‘Sie scheint uns uberdies noch mehr fiir den intimen GenuB im Privatcirkel, ais fiir den Effect im Concertsaai 
geschaffen. Ein ganz eigen sinnendes, um niciit zu sagen heimliches Stiick verlangt sie auch von den Spielem  
eine gew isse Gemiitsverwandschaft’, Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 259.

‘Die Empfindung sind zu fein, zu wahr und warm, die Innerlichkeit zu herzlich fur die Offentlichkeit’, 
Theodor Billroth to Eduard Hanslick, October 1879, quoted in Eduard Hanslick, Aus meinem Leben, 11, 321.
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If  you play what is on the reverse side quite slowly, it will tell you, perhaps more clearly than I 

otherw ise could m yself, how sincerely I think o f  you and Felix -  even about his violin, which however 

surely is at rest.

The twenty-four year old Felix had died on 16 February o f that year, having lost a seven year 

battle with tuberculosis. Brahms was particularly fond o f Felix, admiring his musical talents 

(as a pianist and violinist), and his poetry, among other qualities. Indeed Brahms set three of 

Felix’s poems to music: ‘Junge Lieder I/lF, Op. 63/5-6 (1873) and ‘Versunken’, Op. 86/5 

(1874). Struck argues that this manuscript ‘unequivocally confirms as well as defines the 

importance which Brahms’s thoughts o f Clara and Felix Schumarm had for the origins o f the 

sonata,’ and ‘demonstrates that at the very least Brahms made use o f  and possibly also 

understood the slow movement o f the Violin Sonata as an explicit sign o f his sympathy for 

Felix as well as for Clara Schumann.’^̂  ̂ In a letter telling how ‘deeply affected’ she was by 

the sonata, for which she had wept with tears o f  joy having played through it, Clara wrote 

referring to the RegenUed allusion:

After the first fine, enchanting movement, and the second, you can imagine my delight when in the 

third, 1 rediscovered m y so ardently beloved melody with its delightful eighth-note rhythm! I say my 

because I don’t believe there is a single person who perceives this m elody as joyously and as wistfully

I 600as 1.

See M ichael Struck, ‘Revisionsbediirftig: Zur gedruckten K orrespondenz von Johannes Brahms und Clara 
Schumann: A uswirkungen irrttimlicher oder luckenhafter Uberlieferung au f werkgenetische Bestim mungen (mit 
einem unausgewerteten Brahm s-B rief zur Violinsinate Op. 78 ,’ Die M usikforschung 4\ /3  (1988), translated in 
part by Ben Kohn and George Bozarth and published as ‘New Evidence o f  the Genesis o f  B rahm s’s G M ajor 
Violin Sonata, Op. 78 ,’ Am erican Brahms Society’ NeM’sletter  IX/1 (Spring 1991): 5-6 . Struck’s is the first 
discussion o f  this letter and musical manuscript fi'om Brahms to Clara Schumann.

See M ichael Struck, ‘Revisionsbedurftig: Zur gedruckten K orrespondenz von Johannes Brahm s und Clara 
Schum ann’. On the autobiographical background to Op. 78 see also Jurgen Beythien, ‘Die V iolinsonate in G- 
dur. Op. 78, von Johannes Brahms— Ein Beitrag zum Verhaltnis zwischen form aler und inhaltlicher G estaltung’, 
in Bericht iiber den Internationalen M usikwissenschaftlichen Kongrefi Leipzig 1966, Carl Dahlhaus, ed.
(Leipzig: Kassel, 1970), 325-332.

‘Nach dem ersten feinen reizenden Satz und dem zweiten kannst Du Dir die W onne vorsteilen, als ich im 
dritten meine so schwarm erisch geliebte M elodie mit der reizenden A chtel-Bewegung wiederstand! Ich sage 
meine, weil ich nicht glaube, daB ein Mensch diese M elodie so wonnig und wehm utsvoll em pfm det, wie ich.’ 
Clara Schumann to Johannes Brahms, 10 July 1879, Johannes Brahms, Life and  Letters, Jo se f Eisinger and Styra 
Avins, trans., selected and annotated by Styra Avins (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 551). For original 
German see Clara Schumann, Johannes Brahms: Briefe aus denJahren  1853-1896, Berthold Litzmann, ed. 
(W iesbaden: B reitkopf&  Hartel, 1989), 177.
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Furthermore, in June 1879 Brahms wrote to Billroth in a typically self-deprecatory manner 

that ‘the finale is not worth playing through more than once,’ and requires ‘a nice, soft, rainy 

evening to give the proper mood.’ *̂*' In his response o f June 26 1879 Billroth replied:

The recurring motif in the last movement seems familiar to me. First I thought o f Klaus Groth’s Heiniat, 

and then at last it dawned on me that it was Regenlied. Now, for the first time I understand your 

sentence about a rainy evening, for I had taken that remark as completely innocuous without realising 

that it pointed toward the leading m otif You rogue!®°^

That Hanslick was aware o f this ‘secret’ programmatic text can be inferred from his 

review o f Op. 78. Indeed, in a subsequent review in which he again discusses this sonata 

Hanslick writes:

For me the Regenlied Sonata is like a dear and true friend whom 1 would never forsake for anyone else. 

In its soft, contemplatively dreamy feeling and its wondrously consoling strength, it is one of a kind. It 

moves me in more or less the same way as Goethe’s poem ‘An den Mond,’ and like the poem it is 

incomparable, irreplaceable -  rather like our own youth, which indeed seems to peer out at us as fi'om 

within, as if  from the mists o f a faraway landscape.

Hanslick understands the Regenlied Sonata to have a hidden musical meaning o f a nostalgia 

for lost youth, and an attempt to recapture the experiences o f  youth. Given his reference to the 

sonata’s ‘wondrously consoling strength,’ and his association o f it with Goethe’s ‘An den 

Mond,’ a central theme o f which is lost love and lost youth, it is possible that Hanslick 

understood the sonata to have been written with the death o f Clara’s son Felix in mind. He is 

faithful to the secrecy o f the programme to the extent that the contemporary reader would 

have been aware that there was a further facet to the sonata, without being privy to the

Johannes Brahms to Theodor Billroth, June 1879, Johannes Brahms and Theodor Billroth: Letters From a 
Musical Friendship, Hans Barkan, trans., ed. (Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1957), 80.

Theodor Billroth to Johannes Brahms, 26 June 1879, Johannes Brahms and Theodor Billroth: Letters From a 
Musical Friendship, 80-81.

‘Mir ist die Regenlied-Sonate wie ein lieber bewahrter Freund, den ich fur keinen andern hergebe. In ihrer 
weichen, nachdenklich traumenden Empfmdung und ihrer wundersam trostenden Kraft steht sie ganz fiir sich 
allein da. Sie wirkt auf mich ungefahr wie Goethe’s Gedicht “An den Mond” und ist, gleich diesem, 
unvergleichbar, unersetzlich, fast wie die eigene Jugend, die ja  wie aus dammernder Feme uns daraus anblickt,’ 
Eduard Hanslick, ‘Brahms’ neueste Instrumental-Compositionen,’ in Musikalisches und Litterarisches: Kritiken 
und Schilderungen (Berlin: Allgemeiner Verein fur Deutsche Litteratur, 1889), 149-56 (153-54); translated as 
‘Brahms’s Newest Compositions,’ Susan Gillespie, trans., in Brahms and His World, Walter Frisch, ed. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), 145-150 (148).
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expressive significance o f  it. A comment made in a letter fi'om Brahms to Hanslick in 1877 

suggests that Hanslick was within Brahms’s circle o f confidants; but a note o f caution against 

revealing the expressive significance o f his works can also be detected. O f Symphony No. 2 

in D Major Brahms wrote to Hanslick: ‘what’s behind this, however, does not want to be 

finely written up in the n e w s p a p e r . I t  is beyond doubt that Brahms wanted the Regenlied 

allusion to be noticed as is the fact that he intended the biographical significance, or secret 

programme, as it were, to be intended for only a select few.^^^

Suggestive Overtures

Brahms wrote two orchestral overtures in 1880, giving each o f them a suggestive title: 

Akademische Fest Ouvertiire, Op. 80, and Tragische Ouverture, Op. 81. He prescribed no 

particular programme or hermeneutic aid for these overtures other than the titles themselves, 

which undoubtedly invite the listener to hear the works in a particular way. The close 

proximity in the dates o f composition, and the fact that they are the only two orchestral 

overtures in Brahms’s oeuvre, each with a suggestive title, have led commentators since 

Brahm s’s time to view the overtures as a pair. The composer him self spoke o f them in such 

terms, claiming that ‘one cries, the other laughs’. M a x  Kalbeck refers to the Academic 

Festival Overture, and ‘its tragic twin sister’.

Hanslick discusses these overtures in terms o f autobiographical and poetic contexts. 

Indeed, with regard to the Tragische Ouverture, although Brahms gave no clues as to the 

poetic idea embodied in the work, Hanslick suggests a poetic counterpart for the piece that,

‘Was hier hinten steht, wiinscht aber nicht schon stilisiert in die Zeitung zu kommen.’ Johannes Brahms to 
Eduard Hanslick, Summer 1877, quoted in Max Kalbeck, Johannes Brahms, III, 175; quoted and translated in 
Reinhold Brinkmann, Late Idyl!: The Second Symphony o f  Johannes Brahms (Cambridge , Mass.; London: 
Harvard University Press, 1995), 11. My translation is a modified version o f  Brinkmann’s.

Max Kalbeck was prompted by the closing theme o f  the first movement o f  the sonata that reappears in the 
second movement as a funeral march to hypothesise that the sonata may have been composed in mind o f  the 
death o f  Brahms’s friend Franz v. Holsteins, and Felix Schumann (news o f  whose imminent death had just been 
broken). Kalbeck goes on to point out that the fee Brahm.s earned for the publication o f  this sonata (3000 Mk.) 
was donated anonymously to the ‘honorarium’ collected by Frau Schumann. See Kalbeck, Johannes Brahms III, 
192, and note 2.

Brahms quoted in John Daverio, ‘Brahms’s Academ ic Festival Overture and the Comic M odes’, American 
Brahms Society Newsletter X \\l\  (Spring 1994); 1-3 (3).

‘Ihrer tragischen Zwillungsschwester’, Max Kalbeck, ed. Johannes Brahms im Briefwechsel mit Elisabet und 
Heinrich von Herzogenberg, 133, note 3.
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rather than providing a programme for the work, provides the reader with a number o f ways 

o f understanding the work spiritually. Hanslick’s reviews o f these works are explored in their 

own right before, in the next section, being seen in the broader context o f his Liberal, 

Viennese response to Brahms’s music.

Akademische Ouverture

In a performance review published in Hanslick’s 1899 XexXAm Ende des Jahrhunderts, titled 

‘Alice Barbi fiir das Brahms-Monument,’ Hanslick speaks o f the ‘enchanting’ Akademische 

Fest Ouverture, Op. 80, which, he claims ‘was used in a failed attempt by his adversaries to 

accuse Brahms, the opponent o f programme music, o f inconsistency. The academic overture

Z A Q

is,’ he claims, ‘nothing less than programme music.’ Hanslick concedes that the overture 

‘does not tell a series o f  events, nor does it describe emotions that would require explanations 

in words’, as by implication other contemporary pieces o f programme music do. Rather the 

notorious student songs that Brahms chose to weave through the overture ‘ring out here as 

natural, one might say necessary quotes’. T h e  overture was completed in the summer of 

1880, with the composer conducting the premiere in Breslau in January 1881. Along with the

‘Hans Richter hat die “Philharmonischen Concerte” mit der F-dur-Symphonie eroffnet, mit der hinreiBend 
gespielten “Akademischen Ouverture” beschlossen. Letztere ward seinerzeit von eigenen Widersachem zu dem 
miBlungenen Versuche beniitzt, den Gegner aller Programm-Musik, einer Inconsecuenz zu zeihen. Die 
Akademische Ouverture ist aber nichts weniger als Programm-Musik.’ Eduard Hanshck, ‘Alice Barbi fur das 
Brahms-M onument’ in Am Ende des Jahrhunderts: 1895-1899 Kritiken undSchilderungen (Berlin:
Allgemeiner Verein fur Deutsche Litteratur, 1899), 296-300 (297). Hanslick’s discussions of programme music 
contains ambiguous and contradictory definitions, as is evidenced in his insistence that this work is programme 
music. For an in-depth discussion of Hanslick’s position on programme music, see Chapter 3. Perhaps this 
inconsistency can be explained in Hanslick’s defence of Brahms against the critical assaults that both his 
honorary doctorate, and by extension the composition of his Akademische Fest Ouverture, were receiving at the 
hands o f the Neudeutsche Schule.

‘Sie erzahlt keinen Vorgang, noch schildert sie Gemiitsbewegungen, die einer Worteklarung bediirfsten. Als 
eine Dank- und Gelegenheits-Musik flir das von der Konigsberger Universitat empfangene Ehrendoktorat hat 
Brahms diese Ouverture mit einigen allbekannten Studentenliedem durchflochten; sie erklingen hier als 
naturliche, man darf sagen notwendige Citate.’ Eduard Hanslick, ‘Alice Barbi fiir das Brahms-Monument,’ in 
Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 296-300 (297).

Unfortunately it is not possible in the context o f the current study to provide original dates for all of the 
Hanslick reviews cited. Hanslick’s critical writings were originally published in the Viennese daily newspaper 
Neue freie  Presse over a forty-year period. Where possible I give the original date of his reviews in the 
footnotes, along with the corresponding citation in the collected criticism. However, for the most part, I cite only 
the collected criticisms where, unfortunately, the original dates o f the reviews are not available. Throughout the 
period o f my doctoral studies I have had the opportunity to search through this daily newspaper for a limited 
time-span only. Furthermore, Dietmar Strauss’s edition of Hanslick’s complete writings only go as far as 1861, 
and Hanslick first wrote on Brahms in 1862. Further progress on Strauss’s publications has sadly been halted due 
to lack o f funding.
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mention o f the Rakoczi March, Hanshck’s Hst o f student songs upon which Brahms draws 

includes the following songs^'°:

Example 27: August von Binzner's "Burschenschaftslied" of 1819 (bar 63);

wir hat- ten ge- bau- et ein statt- lich- es Haus und

drin a u f Got! ver- trau- et trotz W et- ter, Sturm und Graus

Example 28: "Der Landesvater" or "Alles schwelge! Jeder neige" (bar 129):

, F e ierlich

H ort, ich  sing' das L ied der L ie -d e r  hort, es, m e i - n e  deu tschen  B rii-d e r

---------------------------- -̂-----------------------

----------e L - r_ r p ----------------------------!------------------------
-------------------------fl?--------- .

h a ir  es w ie der, fro- her Chor!

Example 29: the  Fuchslied "Was kommt dort von der Hoh'?" (bar 157):

L eb h aft

Was. konim t dort von der H oh'. was kom m t dort vom der H 6h '? w as kom m tdort von der

If r î c J ' L j
ic- der- nen Hoh pa Iff* der-nen  H oh-w as konim t dort von der H oh’?

It is noted that Brahms saves the ‘Gaudeamus Igitur’, one o f the most famous student songs, 

for the conclusion:

Example 30: "Gaudeamus Igitur" (bar 379):

The musical quotations, and the indications for the bar num bers at which they initially occur are taken from 
Roger F iske’s introduction to the Eulenburg score o f  Op. 80. Brahms, Akadem ische Fest-Ouverture, Op. 80 
(Mainz: Eulenburg, 1976). Fiske in turn takes the student songs fi'om two G erm an song books, the first o f  which 
Brahms was fam iliar with, and the second because it is easily available today; E r k ’s D eutscher Liederschat: 
(Peters), and D eutsche Heimat (Schott). Friske notes that Brahms seems to have quoted the songs from memory. 
Hanslick nam es each o f  the songs without supplying musical examples or bar numbers.
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F e ie r lic h

 ̂ r i- ^ r  ^ ![ / r r iC ^ P
Gau* de- a- m us i* gi- tu r  ju -  ve- nes dum  su - m us post ju -  cun dam  ju -  v en -tu  tem.

=i<t^ F # r-F+i
post m o - les- am se- nec- tu- Iem

----
nos ha-

J—

be- bit
T ' * F - - ‘

hu - m us. nos ha -b e- bit hu m us

Hanslick compares Brahms’s approach in this work to that o f Weber’s Jubel Overture in 

which he reuses his orchestration o f the anthem ‘Heil Dir im Siegerkranz’ from his cantata 

K am pf und Sieg\ Schumann’s Overture to Goethe’s Hermann und Dorothea, Op. 136, which 

contains a reference to the Marseillaise, Haydn’s use o f ‘Gott Erhalte’ in the ‘Emperor’ 

Quartet, and Dvorak’s overture Mein Heim which quotes and develops two patriotic 

Bohemian songs.

In comparing Hanslick’s 1899 discussion o f the overture to an earlier 1881 discussion 

of the Akademische Fest Ouvertiire published in Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, it is 

clear that what is more significant to Hanslick than the quotation o f such songs, is what he 

considers to be Brahms’s autobiographical motivation in writing the piece:

The honorary promotion o f Brahms, which lost none o f  its gloss through the snide remarks of Wagner, 

was meanwhile only the outer cause for the composition of the Fest Ouvertiire. For Brahms the internal 

impulse is the more important. O f the student songs that he celebrates in his overture, there sound many 

valuable memories o f youth. He had sung them often with Joachim, inspired in the student circles of 

Gottingen.®'"

‘Es verhalt sich damit genau so wie Webers “Jubel-Ouverture,” welche, eine Huldigung ftir den Konig von 
Sachsen, mit der Volkshymne “Heil dir im Siegerkranz” schlieBt; wie mit Schumanns Ouverture zu “Hermann 
und Dorothea” und der darin anklingenden Marsellaise; wie mit Haydns “Gott Erhalte” in dem Kaiserquartett, 
oder mit Dvoi'ak’s Ouverture “Mein Heim,” welche zwei patriotisch-bohmische Volkslieder citiert und 
durchfiihrt.’ Eduard Hanslick, ‘Alice Barbi flir das Brahms-Monument,’ in Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 297.

‘Diese Ehrenpromotion unseres Brahms, welche durch die Stichelreden Richard Wagners nichts an ihren 
Glanze verlor war indessen der auBere AnlaB zur Composition der “Fest-Ouverture” -  bei Brahms ist der innere 
Impuls das Wichtigere. Aus den Studentenlieder, welche er in seiner Fest-Ouvertiire feiert. klingen ebenso viele 
theure Jugenderinnerungen; er hat sie mit Joachim in den Studentenkreisen Gottingens oft und begeistert 
gesungen.’ Eduard Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 298. The ‘snide remarks’ that Hanslick 
refers to by Wagner were in reaction to Brahms’s honorary doctorate. The diploma hailed Brahms as ‘the current 
leader of the most serious musical art in Germany.’ Wagner’s response in the form o f an article that ridiculed 
Brahms titled ‘Uber das Dichten und Komponieren’ appeared in the Bayreuther Blatter in July 1880. For a 
discussion o f  the entire incident see Albrecht Riethmuller, ‘Wagner, Brahms, und die A!<.ademische-Fest 
Ouvertiire’, Archiv fUr Musikwissenschaft 6 \ 12 (2004): 79-105.
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The impression o f Brahms, the high muse o f counterpoint, revelHng in a surge o f youthful 

memories to be skilfully integrated into his ‘academ ic’ overture, is wonderfully portrayed in 

H anslick’s review. The work ‘begins pianissimo ’ he writes, ‘with a particularly tingling 

Allegro-M otiv o f staccato quavers, almost like a light clatter o f spurs, which after a while 

follow the solemn song “Wir hatten gebauet ein stattliches Haus” in celebratory, high trumpet 

t o n e s . H e  refers to the bassoons as the ‘com edians’ o f the orchestra {Humoristen des 

Orchesters), and praises Brahms’s handling o f  the ‘quaint Fuchslied’ which is treated as a 

cantus firm us, noting that he ‘weaves all o f these motives with each other and against each 

other, always refined and spiritual and nonetheless never unclear or overloaded’, an effect that 

to Hanslick’s ears is ‘absolutely delightful to hear’.̂ '"̂  Highlighting Brahm s’s particular 

ability to infuse a work o f  contrapuntal dexterity with such an element o f humour, Hanslick 

writes that ‘only a composer who, like Brahms, has all the art o f counterpoint in his power 

that he plays with it gracefully, is able to write a piece o f this kind, one that is both artfully 

combined and has popular effect.

Tragische Ouvertiire

Another work with a suggestive title, but one that does not give further clues as to its origin, is 

the Tragische Ouvertiire, Op. 81. There is no denying that such a title invites listeners to hear 

the work as tragic. However, Brahms left no record o f  having a specific tragedy in mind. 

Moreover, he did not even hint at the tragedy being o f  the literary kind. Several commentators 

have put forward suggested readings o f the overture, from Kalbeck’s proposal that its origins 

are in G oethe’s F a u s t , to Tovey’s comparison with Shakespeare’s Hamlet.^^^ The piece ‘is

‘Sie beginnt pianissimo mit einem eigenthiimiich pricicelnden Allegro-Motiv von stakkirten Achteinoten, fast 
wie leises Sporenklirren, dem nach einer Weile das weihevolle Lied “Wir hatten gebaut ein stattliches Haus” in 
feierlichen hohen Trompeten-Accorden folgt.’ Eduard Hanslick, ‘Brahms Akademische Fest Ouvertiire’, 
Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 297-298 .

‘Wie nun der Componist alle diese Motiv mit einander und gegen einander verwebt, stets fein und geistreich 
und doch in seinem Tacte unklar oder iiberladen, das ist ganz kostlich zu horen.’ Ibid., 297-298.

Nur ein Componist der, wie Brahms, alle Kiinste des Contrapunktes so in seiner Macht hat, dal3 er mit ihnen 
anmuthig spielt, vermag ein zugleich kunstvoll combinirtes und popular wirkendes Stuck dieser Art zu 
schreiben. Ibid., 297-298 .

Kalbeck, Johannes Brahms 111, 258-260.
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certainly not written at the dictation o f  any one tragedy’, Tovey writes. Rather he considers 

any tragic characters o f which we may be reminded in the work to be ‘our own illustrations o f

c  1 o

its m eaning’. It is on this basis that Tovey makes a legitimate comparison between 

‘Brahm s’s energetic but severely formal conclusion with Shakespeare’s Fortinbras, not as a 

course o f  events, but as an esthetic fact.’ *̂̂

James W ebster follows Tovey’s lead, and focuses on the closing passages o f  the 

overture in search o f  Brahm s’s tragedy. For Webster, the overture’s motto can be taken to 

represent a tragic hero, and the tragedy lies in the inability o f this motto to articulate the 

t o n i c . T h e  struggle brought about by this tragic element is evident throughout the overture, 

but reaches a powerful culmination in the coda. Webster speaks o f a ‘last defiant gesture’ (bar 

379) as the coda moves towards its relentless close. It is in the passage that follows that the 

work takes on all o f the struggles that have gone before, and thrashes them out in a formidable 

finale. Parmer suggests that the tragedy could proceed along purely musical lines by 

‘focussing on aspects o f  form, tonal schema and motivic m aterial.’ (Parmer’s ideas on the 

work are discussed in greater detail below.)^^’

In the absence o f clues to the poetic idea embodied in the work, or how the work 

embodies the notion o f tragedy, Hanslick too suggests his own reading in his 1880 review. 

Before doing so, he outlines the fact that Brahms ‘places independent musical thoughts and 

themes, from which the com poser’s characteristic, rigorous logic organically develops the

f D ')whole w ork.’ He notes that Brahms has no specific Trauerspiel in mind for his overture.

Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis, 152.
Ibid., 152.
Ibid, 152.
James Webster, ‘Brahms’s Tragic Overture: The Form o f the Tragedy’, in Brahms: Biographical, 

Documentary and Analytical Studies, Robert Pascall, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 9 9 -  
124.

Parmer, ‘Brahms the Programmatic?’, 56-62.
‘Sie stellt selbstandige musikalische Gedanken, Themen hin, aus welchen mit der den Componisten 

charakterisirenden strengen Logik das Ganze sich organisch entwickelt’, Eduard Hanslick, Concerte, 
Componisten und Virtuosen, 280.
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‘rather an '^Actus Tragicus ” (just as J.S. Bach’s label reads) for the w hole.’ Hanslick further 

comments that ‘if  we had to call on a tragedy to be introduced by Brahm s’s overture, we 

would probably call on Hamlet.

Hanslick’s use o f the term Trauerspiel in relation to the overture is noteworthy.

Brahms him self had toyed with the idea o f giving the work the title ‘Trauerspiel-

ft"?  ̂Ouverture’. In John Deathridge’s 1996 discussion o f W agner’s Tristan und Isolde 

(composed between 1857 and 1859), where he argues that Isolde’s Liebestod  is reminiscent o f 

the Trauerspiel on account o f its ‘chorale-like beginning’ and ‘hymn-like gestures’,

Deathridge draws attention to W alter Benjamin’s description o f the Baroque tragedy 

[Trauerspiel] as ‘showing an antinomic relation between Lutheranism and the everyday, [...] 

a process that actively resists the sense o f disenchantment brought about by rigorous, anti- 

TranscendentaliSt Lutheran dogma.’ The significance o f Deathridge’s statement in the 

current context is that it underlines the common currency o f the notion that the Trauerspiel 

was linked to Lutheranism, but could also be understood as resisting such dogma. H anslick's 

Liberal Viennese readership in 1880 would most likely have been aware o f  such associations. 

Lest the term 'Trauerspiel’ alone would not conjure up such images, Hanslick employs 

further references to Lutheranism.

Hanslick’s reference to “Actus Tragicus” in this context can be read in a number o f 

ways. The very mention o f Bach, the composer revered as a German cultural icon in the

‘Brahms hat fiir seine “Tragische Ouverture” kein bestimmtes Trauerspiel als “Sujet” im Sinne gehabt, 
sondem einen "Actus Tragicus” (wie eine Seb. Bachsche Aufschrift lautet) uberhaupt.’ Hanslick, Concerte, 
Componisten und VirWosen, 280. HansHck is referring to Bach, ‘Gottes Zeit ist die alierbeste Zeit’, BWV 106.

‘Wenn wir uns durchaus fur eine Tragodie entscheiden milBten, welche mit Brahms’ Ouverture einzuleiten 
ware, so wurden wir wohl “Hamlet” nennen. Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 281. Hanslick is 
not the only critic who mentions Hamlet in relation to Op. 81. Kalbeck critiques Hanslick’s discussion o f  Hamlet 
as a programme, but finds it not entirely suitable, Kalbeck, Johannes Brahms III, 259. It seems to me that 
Kalbeck may have missed the point here. Hanslick is not suggesting Hamlet as a possible programme that 
Brahms may have had in mind. Rather he is offering what he personally considers to be a poetic counterpart to 
the piece. As discussed here, the allusion makes little sense when not considered in the context o f  Bach BWV 
106. Tovey also discusses Op. 81 in terms o f  Hamlet. If his inspiration came fi'om Hanslick he does not say so. 
See Donald Francis Tovey, Essays in Musical Analysis: Symphonies and Other Orchestral Works (London: 
Oxford university Press, 1981), 151-154.

Parmer, ‘Brahms the Programmatic?’, 54.
John Deathridge, ‘Post-mortem on Isolde’, New German Critique 69 (Autumn 1996); 99-126  (120).
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nineteenth century, draws attention to the historical lineage o f Brahms’s music. Moreover, in 

referring to a Bach cantata, Hanslick evokes the image o f Brahms as a Lutheran-North 

German. “Actus Tragicus” was one o f  the better known Bach cantatas during the nineteenth- 

century, having appeared in A. B. M arx’s 1830 edition o f  the cantatas, and having received 

frequent performances.^^’ In this work, Bach sets texts chosen from the Old Testament, the

f.'yo
New Testament, and Martin Luther’s chorale ‘Mit Fried und Freud’ ich fahr dahin.’ Eric 

Chafe points out that the actus differs from its sister genre, the biblical historia, in having a 

more meditative and less purely narrative e m p h a s i s . T h e  subject o f meditation in this case, 

he states, ‘is the understanding o f death according to the stages o f salvation h i s t o r y . H e  

outlines these stages being ‘o f the history o f Israel to the coming o f Christ, his death on the 

cross, and the era o f  the Christian church. The sequence can also be read as an internal 

progression from fear o f death and acceptance o f  its inevitability to faith in Christ and in the 

promise o f the Gospel, and, finally, to the willingness o f the believer to die in Christ and his 

c h u r c h . I n  other words, the theme o f  “Actus Tragicus,” a work steeped in Christian dogma 

and Lutheran theology, can be understood as the inevitability o f death, or, as Beller-McKenna 

understands it, as ‘a sequence o f ideas that progress towards an acceptance o f death.

Hanslick does not end his review here. He further comments that ‘if  we had to call on 

a tragedy to be introduced by Brahm s’s overture, we would probably call on ‘A

Daniel Beller-McKenna, ‘Brahms, the Bible and Post-Romanticism,’ 82.
A similar approach is taken by Brahms in his motet ‘Warum ist das Licht gegeben dem Milhseligen?’, Op. 74 

No. 1. For a discussion o f  the relationship between Bach BWV 106 and Brahms Op. 74 No. 1, see Daniel Beller- 
McKenna, ‘The Great Warum? Job, Christ and Bach in a Brahms Motet,’ 19"'-Century Music XlX/3 (1996);
231-251 . If Hanslick was aware o f  the relationship between these two works, he did not mention it in his review  
o f the Op. 74 motets in Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 222-23.

Beller McKenna, ‘Brahms, the Bible, and Post-Romanticism,’ 93-94 .
For Chafe’s discussion o f  BWV 106, see Eric Chafe, Analyzing Bach Cantatas (New York and Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2000), 149-160.
Beller-McKenna, ‘Brahms, the Bible, and Post-Romanticism’, 93.
Beller-McKenna in relation to “Actus Tragicus”, ‘Brahms, the Bible, and Post-Romanticism’, 53.
‘Wenn wir uns durchaus fur eine Tragodie entscheiden miifiten, welche mit Brahms’ Ouverture einzuleiten 

ware, so wiirden wir wohl “Hamlet” nennen. Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 281. Hanslick is 
not the only critic who mentions Hamlet in relation to Op. 81. Kalbeck critiques Hanslick’s discussion o f  Hamlet 
as a programme, and finds it not entirely suitable, Kalbeck, Johannes Brahms III, 259. It seems to me that 
Kalbeck may have missed the point here. Hanslick is not suggesting Hamlet as a possible programme that 
Brahms may have had in mind. Rather he is offering what he personally considers to be a poetic counterpart to
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sequence o f  ideas that progress towards an acceptance o f  death’ is a good description o f what 

happens in Hamlet. W e  witness the character’s progression from a state o f  depression in 

Act 1, to that o f  an exemplary Shakespearean villain, with an over-reliance on reason and a 

strong belief in a free will, in Act 2. By the last scene, Hamlet seems to have become 

indifferent to death, neither desiring it nor fearing it. The speech where he shows his new

found acceptance o f death is:

... we defy augury: there's a special providence in the fall o f  a sparrow. If it be now, 'tis not to come; if  it 

be not to come, it will be now; if it be not now, yet it will come: the readiness is all: since no man has 

aught o f  w'hat he leaves, what is't to leave betimes?*^^

This can be understood as being indicative o f a state o f  stoical detachment. Moreover, despite 

the fact that Hamlet has now come to put his trust in providence, it seems his attitude towards 

death is not that o f a devout Christian. Hamlet shows no particular concern to repent o f his 

sins for example, as a devout Christian should in the same circumstances.

O f course there is no way of knowing for certain why Hanslick, or indeed later Tovey, 

considered Hamlet to be a poetic counterpart to the Tragische Ouvertiire. Nevertheless, while 

neither the reference to BWV 106 or Hamlet in Hanslick’s review seem o f much importance 

in themselves, taken together they illuminate one another. Perhaps his allusion to both these 

works in the same review can be understood as juxtaposing a sequence o f  ideas steeped in 

Christian dogma and Lutheran theology that progress towards an acceptance o f death, with a 

secular counterpart. In this sense, his allusion to Bach and Hamlet can be understood not as 

suggesting a programme for the work, as Kalbeck did in his discussion o f  Faust, but as 

providing the reader with a number o f ways o f understanding the work spiritually. Hence, the 

Bach reference provides the message that mankind must ultimately accept the inevitability o f

the piece. As discussed here, the allusion makes little sense when not considered in the context o f  Bach BWV 
106. Tovey also discusses Op. 81 in terms o f  Hamlet. If his inspiration came from Hanslick he does not say so. 
See Tovey, Essays in M usical Analysis: Symphonies and Other Orchestral Works (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1981), 151-154.

Beller-McKenna, ‘Brahms, the Bible, and Post-Romanticism’, 53. I am grateful to Dr Brian Garvey for 
alerting me to such a reading o f  Hamlet.

William Shakespeare. Hamlet. Act V, Scene 2.
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death, while the reference to Hamlet distances this message from its dogmatic, religious 

meaning. Thus, arguably, he sees Brahms universalizing the spiritual message that he 

understands the work to embody.

The Liberal Viennese Weltanschauung of Hanslick and Brahms

Evidence o f  Brahm s’s critics interpreting such universal or humanitarian messages in 

any o f  Brahms’s works other than ein Deutsches Requiem  is scant. Yet as Margaret Notley 

aptly notes ‘beginning with Kalbeck, who referred to the composer as a “heretic”, Brahms’s 

biographers have usually regarded him as having been an unobservant Christian in his adult 

years, to have become a liberal like Hanslick in this respect.’ Notley further argues that 

among Hanslick’s liberal propensities was a tendency to be an unobservant Christian, to view 

Biblical stories as valuable lessons in moral conduct, regardless o f the specific faith o f the 

reader. To this end he wrote in his autobiography in 1894:

The essence and foundation o f  religion should be only ethics; all faiths with the same moral principles 

were o f  equal worth. We became acquainted with the Biblical stories only from their amiable, 

tenderhearted, and poetic side, with the ‘miracles’ only as allegories.

While it is highly unlikely that the reading o f the work I suggest by Hanslick was indicated by 

Brahms himself, it is not beyond possibility that it stems from an awareness o f both Brahm s’s 

position on matters o f faith, and the Liberal Weltanschauung that he shared with Hanslick and 

the readership o f Neue fre ie  Presse. Brahms’s tendency to use sacred texts for philosophical 

reasons, and to present them in a non-dogmatic context whereby he could universalise their 

message is a subject that has received much attention in recent scholarly writings. Daniel 

Beller-M cKenna has explored this topic in great detail in a number o f his studies. In a

Margaret Notley, Lateness and Brahms, 214
‘Wesen und Grundlage der Religion sei nur die Moral; bei gleichen moralischen Grundsatzen seien alle 

Bekentnisse gleichwertig. Die biblischen Geschichten lernten wir nur von ihrer liebenswurdigen, gemiitvollen 
und poetischen Seite kennen’, Hanslick, Aus meinem Leben 1, 6 -7 . This passage is translated in Margaret Notley, 
Lateness and Brahms, 209.

The most recent exposition o f  Beller-McKenna on Brahms and religion is chapter 2, ‘Religion, Language, and 
Luther’s Bible’, o f  Brahms and the German Spirit. The topic is discussed at length in his PhD Dissertation 
‘Brahms, the Bible, and Post-Romanticism,’ and features in a number o f  his articles including ‘How Deutsch a 
Requiem?’, and ‘The Great W arum?’.
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similar vein Hanns Christian Stekel observes that ‘in his texts Brahms continually dealt with 

the questions o f human existence, with death, fate and suffering’. N o t l e y  discusses such 

humanitarian inclinations in the context o f Brahm s’s liberal tendencies.^'*'’ The image o f 

Brahms that emerges from these studies is a composer who is a product o f  his Lutheran 

North-German heritage. This heritage is deeply embedded, and clearly evident in his works. 

Furthermore, such works frequently omit any specifically Christian dogma in order to 

universalise their message.^'*'

An example is the omission o f John 3:16 from the text o f Ein deutsches Requiem.^‘̂  ̂

On account o f this omission, Hanslick considers the work to stand ‘closer to our hearts, 

because it is stripped o f every confessional dress, every sacred convenience’.̂ '*̂  A further 

example is the absence o f a text that mentions Christ or his Erldsungstod  in Brahm s’s motet 

‘Warum ist das Licht gegeben dem M uhseligen? ’ Op. 74, No. 1. This work, like Bach BWV 

106, juxtaposes old and new testament texts with Luther’s ‘Mit Fried’ und Freud’ ich fahr 

dahin.’^̂ '* Beller-McKenna argues that the ultimate message o f this motet appears to come in 

the closing chorale where death is welcomed ‘like sleep’ according to ‘G od’s w ill’. ‘Whereas 

accepting death as God’s will is a central concept in Christian thought,’ he argues, ‘it loses its 

dogmatic meaning when it is separated from the larger symbolism o f Christ’s sacrifice, as it is 

in ‘Warum ist das Licht gegeben?

Hanns Christian Stekel, Sehnsucht und Distanz: Theologische Aspekte in den wortgebundenen religiosen  
Kompositionen von Johannes Brahms (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1997).

Margaret Notley, Lateness and Brahms. This is a recurring theme in N otley’s book, but see especially ‘The 
Twilight o f Liberalism’, 204-220.

Beller-McKenna, ‘The Great Warum?’ 2?>\.
John 3:16 reads ‘For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him 

may not perish but may have eternal life.’
‘Ja, unserem Herzen steht letzteres noch naher, schon deshalb, weil es jedes confessionelle Kleid, jede 

kirchliche Convenienz abstreift Hanslick’, ‘Brahms: “Deutsches Requiem” und “Rhapsodie”’, Concerte, 
Componisten und Virtuosen, 134-136 (135).

It is worth noting that there is a relationship between Bach’s Actus Tragicus and Brahms’s Motet ‘Warum ist 
das Licht gegeben,’ Op. 74 No. 1'. The latter has been understood as an "homage" to Bach on account o f  its 
dedication to Philipp Spitta (the Bach scholar and Brahms’s friend) and its concluding Bach-like harmonization 
o f  Luther's chorale ‘Mit Fried' und Freud'. Beller-McKenna discusses this relationship in his article ‘The Great 
Warum?'

Beller-McKenna, ‘The Great Warum?' 243.
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The Tragische Ouverture was composed in the summer o f 1880. On a number o f 

occasions in the years straddling 1880 Brahms expressed his dissatisfaction with his lot as a 

composer o f spiritual music, and explicitly stated his wish to find heathen texts for musical 

setting. On 14 July 1880 he writes to Elisabet von Herzogenberg:

I am quite willing to write motets, or anything for chorus (I am heartily sick o f everything else!); but 

won’t you try and find me some words? One can’t have them made to order unless one begins before 

good reading has spoilt one. They are not heathen enough for me in the Bible. I have bought the Koran 

but can find nothing there either.

In August 1882 Brahms asks Herzogenberg, ‘shall 1 never shake off the theologian?’ "̂̂  ̂Most 

likely referring to Gesang der Parzen, he writes that ‘1 have just finished one which is 

actually heathenish enough to please me and to have made my music better than usual I hope.’ 

Kalbeck adds a footnote to his edition o f the correspondence at this point to contextualise 

Brahms’s comment. He claims that ‘Brahms really prided him self on his Biblical knowledge, 

in which he was a match for any theologian. He had always taken pleasure in hunting up 

“godless” texts in the Bible. Nothing made him angrier than to be taken for an orthodox 

Church composer on account o f his sacred compositions.

Given Brahm s’s open search for heathen texts, as evidenced in the above letters to 

Herzogenberg, it is likely that this is a subject he may have discussed with members o f his 

intimate circle o f friends, o f which Hanslick was a member. (We know from Hanslick’s 

autobiography that Brahms shared the familiar ‘D u’ with him, and that he considered himself,

‘Motetten oder uberhaupt Chormusik schreibe ich ganz gem (sonst schon uberhaupt gar nichts mehr), aber 
versuchen Sic, ob Sie mir Texte schaffen konnen. Sie sich fabrizieren lassen, daran mul3 man sich in jungen 
Jahren gewohnen, spater ist man durch gute Lekture zu sehr verwohnt. In der Bibel ist es mir nicht heidnisch 
genug, jetzt habe ich mir den Koran gekauft, fmde aber auch nichts.’ Johannes Brahms to Elisabet von 
Herzogenberg, 14 July 1880, in Max Kalbeck, ed. Johannes Brahms im Briefwechsel mit Heinrich und Elisabet 
von Herzogenberg, Vol. I (123). English translation in Johannes Brahms: The Herzogenberg Correspondence, 
Max Kalbeck, ed., Hannah Byrant, trans. (London: Murray, 1909).

‘Den Theologen aber kann ich nicht los werden!’, Brahms to Elisabet von Herzogenberg, 8 August 1882 in 
Johannes Brahms im Briefwechsel mit Heinrich und Elisabet von Herzogenberg, Vol. 1, 199.

‘Es war fur Brahms von jeher ein Vergnugen, die Bibel nach “heidnischen”, “gottlosen” Stellen zu 
durchforschen. Nichts Argeres konnte ihm, als um seiner geistlichen Musik willen fur einen glaubigen 
Kirchenkomponisten angesprochen zu werden. Nicht nur seine “Vier emste Gesange” sind ein lebhafter Protest 
dagegen’. Kalbeck in Brahms im Briefwechsel mit Heinrich und Elisabet von Herzogenberg, Kalbeck, ed., note 
I, 200.
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Billroth, and Brahms to form the ‘closest musical threesome’. I n d e e d  Beller-McKenna 

sees the observation made by Clara Schumann that ‘Brahms was no churchgoer, yet he was o f 

a deeply religious nature’ as indicative o f Brahms’s ‘private versus public relationship to 

r e l i g i o n . T h e  fact that no documentary evidence exists o f such a discussion between 

Hanslick and Brahms does not preclude the possibility that the two conversed on such issues, 

given that they shared a Liberal outlook. In any case, Hanslick’s discussion o f the Tragische 

Ouverture presents the listener with alternate ways o f understanding the w ork’s spiritual 

message -  one bound to its religious context, the other not. Such a reading would, moreover, 

have been self-evident to the secularised public for whom Hanslick wrote in V ienna’s Liberal 

daily newspaper.

A Humanitarian Response to Brahms’s ‘Fate-Related’ Works '̂"''

In what has been broadly regarded as the middle period o f Brahms’s choral compositions, he 

produced four one-movement works for choir and orchestra. These works are settings o f 

texts by three o f Germany’s most eminent poets o f Brahms’s recent past: Johann Wolfgang 

Goethe (1749-1832), Johann Christian Friedrich Holderlin (1770-1843) and Friedrich von 

Schiller (1759-1805). The most obvious factor uniting all four works is that they deal, in one 

way or another, with the transience o f life and the inevitability o f death. Three o f them, 0pp . 

54, 82 and 89 are frequently viewed as a group because their texts are based on legends o f 

classical antiquity. Furthermore, common to these Greek mythological works are endings that 

can be viewed as a commentary on their preceding texts either in the sense that they serve as 

an extension o f the text or that they reverse its meaning.

‘Den engeren m usikalischen Dreibund aber doch wir Drei: Billroth, Brahms und ich ’. Eduard Hanslick, /Iws 
meinem Leben, Peter W apniewski, ed. (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1987), 273.

Beller-M cKenna, Brahm s an d  the G erm an Spirit, 31.
The phrase is borrowed from Eric N elson, ‘Johannes Brahms N anie  Op. 82: An A nalysis o f  Structure and 

M eaning,’ PhD D iss., Indiana University (1991).
A m ong those who adapt a tripartite division for Brahms’s choral works are Virginia Hancock, B rah m s’s 

C horal C om positions an d  H is L ibrary o f  E arly M usic  (M ichigan: UMI Research Press, 1893), and Daniel Beller- 
McKenna, ‘The Scope and Significance o f  the Choral M usic’, in The C am bridge C om panion to  Brahms,
M ichael M usgrave, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge U niversity Press, 1999), 171-194 .
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Taken individually, Hanslick’s reviews o f these works focus on the various ways in 

which Brahm s’s settings deviate from the poets’ original texts. Viewed collectively, however, 

and in the context o f Hanslick’s consideration o f Brahm s’s attitude toward death in his 

broader critical writings, what emerges from these reviews is a portrait o f Brahms in the 

1870s and 1880s -  one that conveys Brahm s’s difficulty reconciling his position on matters o f 

faith, and his preoccupation with death and bereavement during this period. Therefore, 

Hanslick’s review o f these choral works is related to, if  not consistent with, his review o f the 

Tragische Ouverture.

Further evidence is provided here o f  how Brahms is depicted in Hanslick’s writings as 

one who attempted to understand the ultimate problems o f existence without leaning on a 

specific religious dogma.^^^ Hanslick again draws attention to the fact that Brahms frequently 

omits any specifically Christian dogma from these works in order to universalise their 

message. I argue that Hanslick’s reading o f these works stems from an awareness o f both 

Brahm s’s position on matters o f  faith, and the Liberal Weltanschauung that the two shared 

with the readership o f the N euefreie  Presse. Accordingly his reading o f these works is largely 

concerned with how they can be understood as a source o f comfort and reconciliation for a 

secularised public.

Alto Rhapsody. Op. 53

The work is a setting o f three stanzas (5-7) o f  G oethe’s Harzreise im Winter, and for each o f 

the three Brahms provides contrasting musical material. This section o f G oethe’s poem, as 

Hanslick states, ‘is occupied with the portrait o f the lonely, misanthropic young m an’.̂ "̂̂

Evidence o f  Brahms’s dari< mood during these years abounds, both in his correspondence and in his music. 
Evidence o f  the former is found in the letter from Brahms to Vincenz Lachner, translated and quoted in Reinhold 
Brinkmann, Late Idyll: The Second Symphony o f  Johannes Brahms, 128-29. Evidence o f  the latter is found in 
Siegfried Kross, ‘Die Terzkette bei Brahms und ihre Konnotationen,’ in Die Sprache der Musilc Festschrift 
Klaus Wolfgang Niemoller zum 60. Geburtstag, Jobst-Peter Fricke, ed. (Regensburg: Bosse, 1989), 335-346 , in 
which he discusses Nanie, Op. 82, ‘Feldeinsamkeit’, Op. 86, no. 2, and the Piano Trio No. 2 in C Major, Op. 87. 
Kross examines Brahms use o f  a progression o f  all semitones within the interval o f  a third, and argues that this 
is meant to be the expression o f  an inexorable fate, and particularly o f  the inevitability o f  death.

‘Der mittelere Theil von Goethes “Harzreise im Winter” (das von Brahms componirte Fragment) beschaftigt 
sich mit dem Bilde des einsamen, menschenscheuen Jiinglings und hat diesem zur Unsterblichkeit verholfen.’
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Hanslick considers this poem to become ‘truly musical initially with the closing strophe’. (It 

is interesting that here he is referring to Goethe’s text, rather than Brahm s’s composition.

The first strophe witnesses a misanthrope lost in the wilderness. The music at this stage is in 

C minor. Adagio 4/4. This strophe has been understood variously as a ‘recitative’, o r  as 

‘lying somewhere between Arioso and coherent melody’.̂ ^̂  The second strophe is a 

reflection on the lonely youth, hostile to man, and despised by him self It too is in C minor 

and just as dissonant as the preceding strophe, this time a Poco Andante 6/4. It is in the third 

strophe, that the music modulates to the parallel major (Adagio 4/4), and that the four-part 

male voice choir joins in with the contralto. The addition o f the choir is fitting in that while 

the first and second strophes provide accounts o f the misanthrope and his psychological 

states, the third strophe is a prayer, or indeed a hymn, to the ‘Father o f Love’. Goethe’s text 

speaks o f restoring the heart o f the youth, and not only the text, but also the music is brighter 

at this point.

Hanslick’s statement that ‘the poem becomes truly musical initially with the closing 

strophe, which brings comfort and reconciliation’ can be understood in a number o f ways. 

Perhaps he considered the preceding verses o f G oethe’s text to be unsuitable for musical 

setting. Perhaps the third strophe was closer to his ideals o f what should be expressed in a 

musical composition. He goes on to say that the ‘peculiar, ethical character which is

Hanslick, ‘Brahms, Deutsche Requiem, Op. 45 und Rhapsodic’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 138. In 
his review o f  the Alto Rhapsody, Hanslick makes no reference to this being Brahms’s Brautgesang, or to the fact 
that it was largely understood by his contemporaries as a ‘confessional’ on Brahms’s part with regard to his 
disappointment and loneliness in his unrequited love for Julie Schumann. The seeds for this view o f  the work 
seem to have been planted by Brahms h im self For a detailed discussion see Aubrey S. Garlington Jr., 
"Harzreise als Herzreise: Brahms’s Alto Rhapsody’, Musical Quarterly 69/4 (Autumn 1983): 527-542, 
especially 530-533. See also John Daverio, ‘ Wechsel der Tone 111. For an alternative reading o f  the Rhapsody 
see James Webster, "Tht Alto Rhapsody: Psychology, Intertextuality, and Brahms’s Artistic Development,’ in 
Brahms Studies 3. David Brodbeck, ed. (Lincoln and London: University ofNebraska Press, 2001), 1 9 ^ 6 .

‘Recht musikalisch wird das Gedicht eigentlich erst mit der SchluBstrophe, welche Trost und Versohnung 
bringt’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 134-36 (136).

Garlington, ^Harzreise als H erzreise’, 534.
Webster, ‘The Alto Rhapsod}> ’, 21 .
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impressed on us so completely and utterly in Brahm s’s music’ arises in the Rhapsody ‘in

^ C Q

gentle tendentious strength.’

Hanslick’s choice o f the word ‘ethical’ merits further discussion. He does not define 

what he means by this term, but does go on to say that this is a feature through which 

Brahm s’s music ‘is so closely related to Beethoven’s m usic.’ Beethoven and Brahms had in 

common a broad intellectual curiosity, paramount in which was an interest in philosophical 

issues. Both read widely, and both kept a log o f proverbs and philosophical sayings that were 

significant to them. With regard to Beethoven, such quotations can be found in his Tagebuch 

o f 1812-18.^^^ W ith regard to Brahms, such quotations and writings were kept in his 

Deutsche Sprichworte, found in the com poser’s apartment after his death and currently 

housed at the Handschriftensammlung o f the Stadt- und Landesbibliothek in Vienna.^^*’ In his 

baptismal 1833 Luther Bible, Brahms underlined passages and recorded his comments in the 

m a r g i n s . H e  had a handwritten pocket notebook o f biblical passages, and his 1859 eleventh 

edition o f Gottfried Buchner’s popular Bible concordance.

Moreover, while Beethoven and Brahms each nominally subscribed to a religious 

faith, Catholicism in Beethoven’s case, Lutheranism in Brahms’s, neither was an observant 

church-goer. As with Brahms, Beethoven’s image o f God, as Barry Cooper has observed, 

‘was not based solely on traditional Christian teaching but was drawn from a wide variety o f 

influences including Classical antiquity and oriental r e l i g i o n s . T h e  work that epitomises 

this universal approach in Beethoven’s music is, o f  course, the Ninth Symphony. In order to

‘Der eigenthiim lich ethische Charakter, w elcher der Brahmsschen M usik im groBen und ganzen aufgepragt ist 
und sie in so nahe Verwandschaft mit B eethoven bringt, tritt in der “Rhapsodie mit fast tendenzioser Starke au f 
und laBt sie als ein Seitenstuck zu seinem  “Schicksalsiied” erscheinen.’ Eduard Hanslick, Concerte,
C om pon isten  und Virtuosen, 136.

See Barry Cooper, ‘B eethoven’s B eliefs and O pinions’ in The B eethoven Com pendium : A G uide to  
B ee th o ven ’s Life an d  Music, Barry C ooper, ed. (London: Tham es & Hudson, 1991), 142-61 (142).

For an introduction to, and translation of, these German Proverbs, see George Bozarth, ‘Johannes Brahm s’s 
C ollection  o f  D eutsch e Sprich w orte  (German Proverbs)’, in B rahm s Studies, David Brodbeck, ed. (London and 
Lincoln; U niversity o f  Nebraska Press, 1994), 1 -29 .

See Stekel, Sehnsucht und Distanz, 6 5 -6 9 .
See Daniel Beller-M cK enna, ‘Brahms, The Bible, and Post-R om anticism ’, Chapter 2.
Cooper, ‘B eethoven’s B eliefs and O pinions’, 145.
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embrace the message o f this work one need not profess allegiance to one true faith or nation. 

Rather, the nonspecific religiosity o f  Schiller’s poem is enhanced by Beethoven’s music 

which, as David B. Levy reminds us, embraces the “millions” o f the world without the 

slightest hint o f exclusivity’.^ '̂'

As noted above, among Hanslick’s liberal propensities was a tendency to be an 

unobservant Christian, to view Biblical stories as valuable lessons in moral conduct, 

regardless o f the specific faith o f the reader. It is on account o f this Liberal Weltanschauung 

that Hanslick is amenable to understanding Brahm s’s works as ethical (one might go so far as 

to say universalising or humanitarian), as works that bring comfort and reconciliation whilst 

not discriminating between religious faiths or between secular and sacred. It is in this sense 

that Hanslick sees the Alto Rhapsody to be closely related to Beethoven’s works, and to be a 

companion piece to Schicksalslied  which he reviewed three years earlier.

Schicksalslied  Op. 54

Since its premiere, critical opinion on Brahms’s Schicksalslied  has been divided on account o f 

the orchestral postlude. His choice to end a choral work with a purely instrumental orchestral 

section perplexed critics as much then as it does now. The work opens with a 28 bar 

orchestral introduction in E flat Major, with a performance direction o f ‘Langsam und 

Sehnsuchtsvoir ( ‘slow and full o f longing’), an unusual tempo designation for Brahms. The 

postlude uses all o f the same musical material as the introduction, but transposed down a 

minor third to C Major. It is worth noting that the tempo designation is now Adagio. Brahms 

seems quite literally to have removed the longing.

Holderlin’s poem, to which Brahms set the work, ends in hopelessness, with suffering 

humanity being hurled into an abyss o f uncertainty. The majority o f critics at the time o f the 

w ork’s early performances saw in the instrumental movement an ‘imaginary continuation o f 

the contents o f the poem ’ and sensed in this final section the effect o f comfort and

David B. Levy, B eethoven: The Ninth Sym phony  (N ew  Haven: Y ale U niversity Press, 2003), 8.
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reconciliation.^^^ An anonymous critic writing for the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung  in 

1871 for instance wrote;

Such an ending could seem permissible to a musician. The poetic justice, however, demands resolution 

and reconciliation. And so enters a bright, comforting Nachspiel in C Major, which takes the thoughts 

o f the introduction and brings them to a satisfactory conclusion in a small orchestral section o f really 

wonderful harmonic and instrumental effect.®^*

Several critics, on the other hand, understood the Nachspiel to be at odds with Holderlin’s 

poetic message. Some understood the music to have conquered or subjugated the words o f  the 

poem, while some lamented the fact that the work was evidence o f the mistake being made by 

composers o f the day to venture near a text o f high poetic quality.

In his 1993 article ‘The “Wechsel der Tone” in Brahm s’s Schicksalslied', John 

Daverio takes a broader look at the contemporary reception and at more recent views 

espoused in current scholarly writings. On the one hand there are those who ‘sense in the 

orchestral Nachspiel a reconciliatory tone markedly at odds with Holderlin's poetic 

m e s s a g e . P e t e r  Petersen goes so far as to consider it ‘as a rare instance o f a composer not 

merely placing an arbitrary interpretation on words but explicitly contradicting a poet’s 

s t a t e m e n t . M i c h a e l  Musgrave claims the text ‘posed a problem for Brahms in ending in 

despair, with mankind plunged “headlong into the abyss”, thus denying him the opportunity.

Angelika Horstmann, Untersuchungen :ur Brahms-Rezeption der Jahren 1860-1880, 196.
‘Dem Musiker konnte ein solcher Schluss vielleicht zulassig erscheinen. Die poetische Gerechtigkeit aber 

fordert eine Ausgleichung und Versohnung. So tritt denn in hellem trostlichen C-dur ein Nachspiel ein, welches 
den Gedanken der Introduction aufnimmt und in einem kieinen Orchestersatze von wirklich wunderbar schoner 
harmonischer und instrumentaler Wirkung zum befi’iedigenden Abschluss bringt.’ Anonymous, ‘Neuestes Werk 
von Brahms’, Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung A6 (1871); Col. 729-30 (730).

Horstmann, Untersuchungen zur Brahms-Rezeption, 197.
John Daverio. ‘The “Wechsel der Tone” in Brahms’s “Schicksalslied” ’, Journal o f  the American 

Musicological Society’ 46l\ (Spring 1993); 84-113, 87.
‘In Brahms’ Holderlin-Vertonung begegnet uns der seltene Fall, daB ein Komponist einen vorgegebenen Text 

durch die Musik nicht nur eigenwillig interpretiert, sondem erklartermaBen in Opposition zur Aussage des 
Dichters tritt’. Peter Petersen, ‘ Werke flir Chor und Orchester’, in Johannes Brahms: Leben und Werke, 
Christiane Jacobsen, ed. (Wiesbaden, Breitkopf & Hartel, 1983). This translation by Mary Whittall in sleeve 
notes for Deutsche Grammophon, ‘Johannes Brahms; Werke fiir Chor und Orchester’, Cat. No. 449 651 2, 22-28 
(25).
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always exploited in the texts of his own selection, for ending with consolation, with a hope of 

some kind.’^̂®

On the other hand there are those who assert a congruence between the poem and the 

music, as for example Malcolm MacDonald in claiming that ‘the “hopeless longing” aroused 

in the postlude underscores the impassability of the divine/human cleft in Holderlin’s poem. 

Brahms’s ultimate decision to close without recourse to words thus reinforces the conviction 

that verbal recall would create only a “false sense of comfort”.

With regard to Hanslick’s 1872 review, Daverio notes only that Hanslick interpreted 

the postlude ‘as a Brahmsian GegenstiickXo the Finale of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, that

f . n ' )
is, as a revocation of meaning at some level.’ Taken out of context, Hanslick could be 

understood at this point to be making a crude comparison of Brahms’s work with Beethoven’s 

Ninth. What Daverio fails to refer to or to interpret, however, is the passage immediately 

before Hanslick’s reference to Beethoven, a passage that to my mind contains much wealthier 

observations.

Unlike those who see the postlude as being either in congruence with or in 

contradiction to the poem, Hanslick’s concern is in recognising that the expressive potential 

latent within pure instrumental music is such that it can express that which cannot be seized in 

words. In Hanslick’s interpretation, Bralims’s postlude o f ‘purely instrumental music’ reveals 

to us the ‘whole transfiguring power of music’. R a t h e r  than protesting to or being in 

congruence with the poem, Hanslick understands the postlude to go beyond the capabilities of 

the poem. In other words, he understands the orchestral postlude to fulfil the expressive 

potential announced by the poem, but never within its reach. It is worth quoting Hanslick at 

length here:

M ichael M usgrave, The M usic o f  Brahms, 88.
M alcolm M acDonald, Brahms, 203.
Daverio, ‘The “W echsel der T one” in Brahms’s “Schicksalslied” ’, 87.
‘Es ist eine uberaus schone poetische W endung, w elche uns die ganze verklarende Macht der Tonkunst 

offenbart’, Hanslick, ‘Brahms Triiim phlied m d  S ch ick sa lslied ’, C oncerte, C om ponisten  und Virtuosen, 5 1 -5 4  
(54).
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In this hopelessness the poet finishes -  but not so the composer. It is an extremely beautiful poetic turn, 

which reveals to us the whole transfiguring power of music. Brahms returns, after the last words of the 

choir, to the solemn, slow movement of the opening, and dissolves the confused hardship o f human life 

in a long orchestral postlude, in blessed peace. In touching, understandable ways, Brahms carries out 

this train o f thought through purely instrumental music, without the addition of a single word. The 

instrumental music here replenishes and completes, and it articulates/expresses that which can no longer 

be seized in words.

Daverio’s article, which is rich and muhi-layered, has deep and insightful findings. The 

mention o f  Hanslick in his article is very much in passing, and his Hanslick citation is taken 

from an excerpt in a secondary source, rather than from Hanslick’s complete review.

Excerpts can, o f  course, quite easily be read out o f  context. It seems to me that this is exactly 

what has happened with Daverio’s article. Moreover, this feeds into my basic argument that it 

is a lack o f  familiarity with Hanslick’s critical writings that has led to the polarised view  o f  

him in recent literature. It is to be regretted that Daverio did not see the Hanslick review in its 

entirety. It is likely that he would have found a continuity between Hanslick’s view  o f  

Schicksalslied  and his own. Daverio speaks o f  ‘a leap over the abyss separating the manifest 

content o f  a poetic text and its spirit or aesthetic q u a l i t y I t  is this spirit latent within 

Holderlin’s poem that Hanslick considers Brahms’s music to express, a spirit that could not 

have been articulated in words.

The notion o f  music being a more precise language than words, and being able to 

express that which words cannot express was eloquently summed up in the famous letter from

‘In dieser Trostlosigkeit schlieUt der Dichter—nicht so der Componist. Es ist eine tiberaus schone poetische 
Wendung, welche uns die ganze verklarende Macht der Tonkunst offenbart, daB Brahms nach den letzten 
Worten des Chors zu der feierlich langsamen Bewegung des Anfanges zuruckkehrt und in einem langeren 
Orchestemachspiel das wirre Muhsal des Menschenlebens in seligen Frieden auflost. In ergreifender, alien 
verstandlicher Weise vollzieht Brahms diesen Gedankengang durch reine Instrumental-Musik, ohne 
Hinzufiigung eines einzigen Wortes. Die Instrumental-Musik tritt also hier erganzend und vollendend hinzu und 
spricht aus, was sich in Worte nicht mehr fassen laBt.’ Eduard Hanslick, ‘Brahms Triumphlied und 
Schicksalslied’, 54.

Angelika Horstmann, Untersuchungen zur Brahms-Rezeption der Jahren 1860-1880, 198.
Daverio, ‘The “Wechsel der Tone” in Brahms’s “Schicksalslied” ’, 91.
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Felix Mendelssohn to Marce-Andre Souchay on 15 October 1842 regarding the Lieder ohne 

Worte:

Words seem  to be so am biguous, so vague, so unintelligible when compared with m usic. .. .  What

m usic expresses to me is not too indefinite to put into words, but too definite.®’^

In this sense, Hanslick’s view of Schicksalslied draws on Romantic Ideology. Moreover it 

would be mistaken to see this view as being incompatible with the views espoused in Vom 

Musikalisch-Schonen. When considered in the context of the discussion of Hanslick’s 

terminology in Chapter 3, this postlude, for Hanslick, exemplifies a postlude that is Inhahlos 

but whose meaning is a manifestation of the spiritual. The geistige Gehalt of Brahms’s 

Schicksalslied, latent within Holderlin’s poem, is manifest in the orchestral Nachspiel. 

Gesans der Parzen. Op. 89

Gesang der Parzen, after one of Goethe’s classical dramas Iphigenie a u f Taurus, was 

completed in 1882. Brahms’s setting is not of the play in its entirety. It concerns itself only 

with the Song of the Fates that Iphigenie sings in Act IV in her attempt to come to terms with 

the conflicting demands of heavenly decree and worldly practicality. In his correspondence 

with Billroth however, Brahms emphasises that he does not want to explicitly link his 

Parzenlied with Iphigenie in the title. His reservation stems from an awareness that in 

overtly linking the play to his composition, he would invite criticism that his setting w'as not 

true to Goethe’s original. Brahms does not elaborate on what exactly it is he wanted to avoid 

in linking his composition to the play. James Frieman has ventured that ‘the only answer 

readily apparent is that Brahms recognized his own philosophical stance -  and the world of

Felix M endelssohn to M arce-Andre Souchay, Oct 15 1842. Translated and quoted in George Grove, 
‘M endelssohn’s Scotch Sym phony (in A Minor, Op. 56), M usical Times 45 /740  (1 October 1904): 6 4 4 -6 4 6  
(644 , note 1).

Brahms to Billroth, August 6 1882 in Johannes B rahm s an d  Theodor B illroth: L etters From  a M usical 
F riendship, 123.
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feeling expressed in the Gesang der Parzen -  to be more or less at odds with the eventual 

outcome of the play, with Iphigenie’s actions, and finally with Goethe’s overall viewpoint.

And not only is Brahms’s composition at odds with Goethe’s play, his music has been 

largely understood as being at odds with the very section of text he chose to set. The poem is 

concerned with the hopelessness of man in the face of the gods. The text opens with the lines 

‘In fear of the Gods shall ye dwell, sons of men’, as the gods hold dominion over mankind in 

their eternal hands. It further warns mankind that despite being exalted by the gods, they live 

in constant peril of being plunged, abused and shamed, into the nocturnal depths. In fact the 

higher one is exalted, the further one may fall. And while mankind remains bound in darkness 

in the hope of justice being served, the gods turn their blessed eyes away from an entire, once 

beloved, race of people.

It is Brahms’s musical language in the fifth strophe that has elicited most comment in 

relation to the incongruity between poetry and music. The verse reads: ‘the rulers turn their 

eyes away from entire races of people, and they shun in grandchildren the once-beloved, 

silently speaking features o f our ancestors.’ Brahms chose this peak of ruthlessness and 

mercilessness to introduce the parallel D major modality to the work for the first time, albeit 

with subtle minor mode tilts to ward off any false sense of security in the major. Having asked 

for his opinion on this passage, Gustav Ophuls reports Brahms as saying:

I often hear people philosophising about the fifth strophe o f  the Parienlied. I think that, at the mere 

entry o f  the major key, the unsuspecting listener’s heart must soften and his eyes become wet, only then 

does the whole misery o f  mankind take hold o f  him.^*°

Ophuls himself, writing in 1921, recognised in this passage ‘not the lasting wrath of the gods 

offended by mankind’ but ‘the melancholy of mankind’ in which ‘the rigid expression of pain

Frieman, James R., ‘The Gesang der Parzen  o f  Johannes Brahms: An Historical, Aesthetic, Analytical and 
Performance Study’, DMA Diss., Stanford University (1999), 19.

Johannes Brahms as quoted in Gustav Ophuls, Erinnerungen an Johannes Brahms. Berlin; Verlag der 
Deutschen Brahms Gesellschaft, 1921, 280. This translation is taken fi-om Eftychia Papanikolaou, ‘Brahms, 
Bocklin, and the Gesang der Parzen Music in Art: International Journal fo r  Music Iconography 30 /1-2  (2005): 
155-165 (162).
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dissolves in t e a r s . C o n v e r s e l y  Walter Niemann professed that ‘with the gods, as with

nature, there is no pity.’ He claims that Brahms’s soft and warm-hearted nature forced him to

682make what can only be understood as an ‘unintentional musical confession’. More recently 

Peter Petersen put forward the suggestion that there is a strong case for arguing that the 

composer felt a ‘lack o f sympathy with the content of Gesang der Parzen Petersen continues 

that as the composer’s interpretation diverges from the substance o f his text ‘the purpose o f  

the setting must be to express rejection o f the idea contained in the words.’

C O  A

It was 1883 when Hanslick reviewed Gesang der Parzen. He too notes the 

incongruity o f Brahms’s musical language in the fifth strophe. According to Hanslick, ‘this 

reconciling, almost transfiguring conclusion is not explainable from the poem itself—it is not 

necessarily a result o f it.’ Hanslick goes on to say ‘the fact that the gods turned their blessed 

eyes away from the innocent grandchild o f the unfortunate, once beloved ancestor does not 

signify a softening, but rather indicates the merciless life o f their cruel sense’.

The approach taken by Hanslick in this review is similar to that in his review of

685Schicksalslied. Indeed, Hanslick understands ‘the stuff o f Parzenlied’’ to form a ‘companion 

piece to Brahms’s Schicksalslied. ’ He avoids making a value judgement on the text, or

Ophuls Erinnerungen an Johannes Brahms, 280. This translation in, Papanikoloau, ‘Brahms, Bocklin, and the 
G esang der Parzen  163.

Die niederdeutsche Burgerlichkeit (im schonsten Sinne!) und W eichheit seiner angeblich so herben und 
harten, in W irklichkeit tie f  gefuhlsgesattigten, weichen und gemutvollen N atur zwingt ihn zu dem sicher 
ungewollten musikalischen Gestandnis, daB er Universalitat und wirkliche GroBe nicht besitzt, daB er jene antike 
Ewigkeitsidee nur dadurch darstellen kann, daB er sie durch Mitleid mit den gesturzten M enschen ersetzen zu 
konnen glaubt, daB die unversohnlichen Gotter mit ihnen alle Zukunft bis in die entferntesten Enkel nicht haben. 
Die GroBe zerrinnt in Gefiihlssentimentalitat— freilich in jene schwerblutige norddeutsche, die so edel und 
m usikalisch Brahm sisch ist, wie nur irgend etwas. Niem ann, ‘Brahms’ G esang der Parzen  und O phuls’ Brahms- 
Erinnerungen’, Z eitschriftfur M usik 89/7 (1922): 156-60 (156-57).

‘Ein gleichfalls nicht-kongruentes Verhaltnis des Komponisten gegeniiber dem Inhalt des Gedichtes kann 
auch fiir den Gesang der Parzen  unterstellt werden. So wenig der Dichter mit dem Gehalt eines Text distanziert 
zu befragen oder gar durch die Vertonung in Frage zu stellen. Peter Petersen, ‘W erke fiir Chor und O rchester’, 
172. Translated by Mary W hittall in the Sleeve Notes for Deutsche Gramophon, ‘Brahms Chorwerke mit 
O rchester’, 449 651 2, 22-28  (27).

Hanslick, ‘G esang der Parzen’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 372-74.
Hanslick, ‘Brahms Triumphlied  und Schicksalslied', Concerte, Componisten und  Virtuosen, 51-54.
‘Dem Stoffe nach bildet das “Parzenlied” ein Seitenstiick zu Brahms’ “Schicksalslied” (von Holderlin), das 

die ewig ungetrubte Ruhe der Gotter dem wechselvollen, in stetem K am pf sich aufreibenden Dasein der armen 
M enschen gegeniiberstellt. Eine andere m usikalische Analogic zu Brahm s’ neuestem W erke kennen wir in 
seinen “N anie”, der erhabenen Todtenklage Schillers.’ Hanslick, ‘Gesang der Parzen’, Concerte, Componisten  
und Virtuosen, 372.
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indeed o f  taking a position on whether Brahms has been faithful to it or not in his musical 

setting. Rather Hanslick’s emphasis is on the significance o f the text as a stimulus for 

Brahms’s musical needs. Brahms, in Hanslick’s view, is not refuting or reversing the 

harshness o f the heavenly decree o f the gods as expressed in Goethe’s poem. Nor indeed is 

the musical language in the fifth strophe to be understood as an ‘unintentional musical 

confession’ as Niemann had suggested.

On the contrary, it is fully intentional. As Hanslick sees it, ‘Brahm s’s deeply sensuous 

interpretation’ does not deny the hopelessness o f mankind in the face o f  the gods. Rather he 

chooses to privilege the human position. For mankind, who along with Iphigenie face the 

conflicting demands o f heavenly decree and worldly practicality, there is beauty and comfort 

to be found in worldly practicality, in the human endeavour o f art, and more specifically in 

Brahms’s composition. Here Brahms is understood to ally him self with mankind. This is 

entirely consistent with Hanslick’s ethical, humanitarian reading o f Brahm s’s works. In 

Hanslick’s opinion. G oethe’s ‘gloomy tones o f lament’, and the ‘penetrating cry’ o f the poem, 

taken in isolation, ‘brings us hopelessly down to earth’. But when coupled with Brahms’s

687‘well-being sound’ it ‘rises against this hopelessness’. Hanslick sees Gesang der Parzen as 

being ‘highly important in its perfect union o f the severity and simplicity o f classical 

antiquity, with the liveliest, most moving expression o f feelings’.

Brahm s’s demand in Parzenlied, as seen through the lens o f Hanslick’s criticism, 

seems to be that if  there must be destitution, there must also be hope and reconciliation. ‘Just 

as Rubens or Rembrandt often need a bright colour and, without the compulsion o f the 

subject, use it for individual portions o f a darkly held painting’ Hanslick writes, ‘so, we think, 

Brahms the musician deemed a more reconciled ending to be essential to this choir and 

therefore arranged it so touchingly, and beautifully, that we too will not be able to do without

‘Es bricht der Zwist aus, dumpfe Klagetone und ein durchdringender Schrei w ie aus der Tiefe verkunden den 
Sturz in den Tartarus, ais gianzender Gegensatz, von Wohllaut erfulit, erhebt sich dagegen die Strophe: “Sie 
aber, sie bleiben in ewigen Festen.’” Hanslick, ‘Gesang der Parzen’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 373.
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It from now on.’ Indeed Hanslick claims that ‘no one can remain insensitive to the ripe,

£ O Q

solemn beauty o f Parzenlied. ’

Ndnie. Op. 82

Brahm s’s Ndnie, completed in August 1881, was dedicated to the memory o f  the 

artist, his friend, Anselm Feuerbach. Feuerbach died in Venice on 4 January 1880. Ndnie is a 

setting o f  Schiller’s poem ‘Auch das Schone muB sterben!’, a lament on the transience o f  life. 

The title derives from the ancient noenia, and seems to have denoted at various times and 

places a goddess invoked at a funeral, or a funeral lament or dirge. A number o f people 

who were dear to Brahms had met untimely deaths. The most recent, and ostensibly the one 

who inspired this work, was Feuerbach. Felix Schumann died on 16 February 1879 at the age 

o f 24, and his father, Robert, died in 1856 at the age o f 46. Schiller’s poem makes reference 

(without explicitly naming them) to three mythological characters who are not only beautiful, 

but are also young, and each o f whom, one way or another, met an untimely end: lines 3 -4  

refer to Eurydice whose immortality was reclaimed by Hades, who revoked the terms o f her 

conditional release because o f Orfeus’s premature gaze; lines 5 -6  refer to the death o f Adonis, 

the son o f Aphrodite, who was gored by a wounded boar; line 7 refers to Achilles, the godly 

hero who was killed at the hands o f  Paris at the gates o f Troy, despite attempts on the part o f 

Thetis to save her son.

Brahms found the manner in which Schiller here speaks o f death and beauty, within an 

eloquent Greek mythological framework, to be a becoming tribute to Feuerbach (and perhaps 

to those others mentioned above). Feuerbach him self was steeped in knowledge o f  Greek

‘Wie Rubens oder Rembrandt oft eine hellere Farbe braucht und, ohne Nothigung von Sujet aus, anwendet fur 
einzelne Partien eines dunkel gehaltenen Gemaldes, so, denken wir uns, hat Brahms, der Musiker, ein 
versohnteres Ausklingen seines Chors fiir unentbehrlich erachtet und dasselbe so riihrend schon gestaltet, daB 
auch wir es fortan nicht entbehren konnten. Brahms’ “Gesang der Parzen” ist hochbedeutend in seiner 
vollkommenen Vereinigung von antiker Strenge und Einfachheit mit dem lebendigsten ergreifendsten Ausdrucke 
der Empfindungen.’ Hanslick, ‘Gesang der Parzen’, Concerle, Componisten und Virtuosen, 373.

‘Unempfindiich fUr die reife feierliche Schonheit des “ParzenHedes” kann wohl niemand bleiben’. Ibid., 374.
Regarding the etymology o f  Nanie, see John A. C. Greppin, ‘Latin Nenia and the Armenian Galen 

Dictionary’, American Journal o f  Philology’ 108/3 (Autumn, 1987); 4 8 7 ^ 9 0 ; John L. Heller, ‘Festus on Nenia’, 
Transactions and Proceedings o f  the American Philological Association  70 (1939); 357-67.



mythology, and was recognised as the leading classicist painter in Germany in the nineteenth 

century. Among his outstanding works in this genre are Iphigenie,^^^ Dante at Ravenna,

692Medea, and Orpheus and Eurydice.

It was 1882 when Hanslick reviewed Ncinie. In this review he draws attention to 

Feuerbach’s love o f  music, as evidenced in his paintings Orpheus and The Concert.

Moreover, he alludes to Feuerbach’s tendency to draw an analogy between his own art and 

that o f music, the comparison o f his painting Dante to an Andante by Mozart being one 

example. According to Hanslick, ‘it is less this love o f music, than the similarity in the whole 

Kunstanschauung  that connected Feuerbach and Brahms in friendship and a f f i n i t y . H e  

considers them to have in common an ‘imperturbable direction toward the great, the exalted 

and the ideal’, characteristics that for both artists lead to ‘sharp severity and seclusion’. 

Hanslick enlists the words o f Feuerbach in relation to his painting Poetry to illustrate this 

affinity between artist and composer:

It is no painting dictated by fashion; it is severe and unadorned. I expect no understanding o f  it, but I 

can do nothing else. And he who takes the trouble to consider it for a long time becomes somewhat 

overcome, as though the picture is not a picture o f  our time.®’®

In citing these words, Hanslick alludes to artistic ideals that Brahms and Feuerbach shared -  

an aspiration toward truth in their respective art forms that was not dependent on superficial 

or colouristic means.

Like most other commentators who have written on this work, both 

contemporaneously and more recently, Hanslick notes the fact that Brahms reverts to the

Currently housed at the Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart.
Currently housed at the Neue Pinakothek, Miinchen.
Eduard Hanslick, ‘Nanie’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 3 4 5 ^ 7 .
‘Doch war es weniger diese Musikliebe, als vielmehr die Ahnlichkeit in der ganzen Kunstanschauung, was 

Feuerbach mit Brahms in Freundschaft und Seelenverwandschaft verband’. Eduard Hanslick, ‘N anie’, Concerte, 
Componisten und Virtuosen, 376.

‘...dieselbe unerschiitterliche Richtung auf das GroBe, Erhabene und Ideale, die oft bis zur herben Strenge und 
Abgeschlossenheit fiihrte.’ Eduard Hanslick, Ibid.,, 376.

‘Es ist kein Bild nach der Mode; es ist streng und schmucklos. Ich erwarte kein VerstandniB dafiir, aber ich 
kann nicht anders. Und wer sich die Miihe nimmt, es lange aufzusehen, den wird etwas daraus anwehen, als ob 
das Bild kein Bild aus unserer Zeit sei.” Feuerbach as quoted in Ibid., 376.
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penultimate line o f Schiller’s poem for his ending, rather than finishing the work with 

Schiller's less optimistic outlook. ‘It is a sensuous course that Brahms does not leave the last 

word with “for the entire community goes down to the underworld in silence’” he writes, ‘but 

rather closes with the previous verse, “to be a dirge on the lips o f loved ones can be a 

marvellous thing It is here that Hanslick sees the return o f the opening musical material,

Z Q O

again in D major (6/4), ‘rounding off the whole harmoniously’. Botstein quite eloquently 

captures the essence o f Ndnie in stating that it is a ‘musical evocation o f the idea that, despite 

the inevitable death o f beauty and perfection, in the memory o f lamentation there remains the 

triumph o f the aesthetic over the common.

Hanslick’s discussion o f Brahms’s fate-related compositions provide evidence o f how 

a member o f Brahms’s intimate circle o f friends responded to such deeply felt and spiritual 

compositions. For that reason they form an integral part o f the reception history o f  Brahm s’s 

music. This is all the more important because these works, which have been given scant 

attention in recent scholarly writings by comparison with Brahm s's instrumental music, are—  

as Michael Musgrave attests— among Brahms’s most moving and characteristic works.

Furthermore, consistent throughout Hanslick’s articles on the choral music is a 

concerted effort, indeed almost a campaign, to reverse the trend to privilege Brahms’s 

instrumental music over his choral music, a trend that was just as evident in Brahms’s lifetime 

as it is t o d a y . H a n s l i c k  revered Brahms as a composer o f spiritual, choral music. In 1875

‘Es ist ein sinniger Zug, daB Brahms das letzte Wort nicht dem “G em einen, das klanglos zum Orcus 
hinabgeht”, belaBt, sondem  mit dem vorletzen Verse schlieBt “Ein Klagelied zu sein im Mund der Geliebten ist 
herrlich— herrlich!’” Ibid., 347.

‘D ie M usik nimmt hier den A nfangs- und Hauptsatz in D-dur (Sechsviertei-T act) w ieder auf, das Ganze zu 
harmonischen Ring abrundend.’ Ibid., 347.

Botstein, ‘Brahms and Nineteenth-Century Painting’, 19'''-C en tury M usic  14/2 (Fail 1990): 1 54 -168  (162).
M usgrave, The M usic o f  Brahms, 168.
Evidence o f  this trend abounds in the contemporary criticism . The instrumental m usic, then as now, was 

given m ost attention— the number o f  critics w ho review ed Brahms’s instrumental works and the Lieder and 
songs in his lifetim e far outw eighs the number publishing critical writings on the choral works, with the 
exception o f  ein D eutsches Requiem, Op. 45. Selmar Bagge, for exam ple, deals only with the instrumental 
m usic, with the exception o f  one 1864 review  that d iscusses the songs Op. 29, Op. 30 , and Op. 3 1. See Selmar 
Bagge, ‘R ecension. N eue G esangscom positionen von Johannes Brahm s’, A llgem eine m usikalische Zeitung N eue  
F olge  11/34 (24 A ugust 1864): cols. 5 7 3 -7 7 . Hermann Deiters focuses predominantly on the instrumental works 
and the Lieder. He published one review  in 1869 which, prompted by the success o f  the Requiem, surveys
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for instance, his favour for the leading composer o f  spiritual music is transferred from 

Mendelssohn to Brahms, whom he considers to com pose spiritual music o f  a ‘deeper

702  ■ •seriousness and stronger character than M endelssohn.’ He bemoans the difficult reception 

that choral music is afforded in Vienna. O f Ndnie he writes ‘novelties o f  such deep 

seriousness and artistic execution have nearly always to fight in order to exist within the

703  •comfort o f  the public; this battle leads to victory only with later repetitions.’ In his review  

o f  G esang der Parzen  Hanslick contends that attention to serious choral music in Switzerland 

or the Rheinish states, ‘is just as common and intensive as [Vienna’s] is sporadic and

• 704superficial’. In Vienna, ‘choral compositions are rarely given a respectful reception.’

4.4; The Received View: A Reconsideration

Hanslick has frequently been accused o f  seeing in Brahms’s works a confirmation o f  his own 

aesthetic theory, and o f  exploiting this confirmation for his own formalist ends. If formalism  

is to be defined as eschewing that which is outside the formal aspects o f  the work, then such a

Brahms's earlier spiritual choral music. His 1870 review o f Rinaldo, op. 50, is the only one that considers 
Brahms’s later choral compositions. See Hermann Deiters, ‘Anzeigungen und Beurtheilungen. Johannes 
Brahms’ geistliche Compositionen’, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung IV/34 (25 August 1869): 266-28; IV/35 (1 
September 1869): 275-78; Hermann Deiters, ‘Anzeigen und Beurtheilungen. Rinaldo, Cantate von Goethe, fur 
Tenorsolo, Mannerchor und Orchester componirt von Johannes Brahms, Op. 50’, Allgemeine musikalische 
Ze;7M«g V/13 (30 March 1870), 98-101; V/14 (6 April 1870), 105-107. The Liederand songs were discussed 
more frequently than the large scale choral works, thereby falling on the favourable side o f the 
instrumental/vocal dichotomy. Certainly in the second half o f the nineteenth century, as James Deaville points 
out, ‘the Lied came to be regarded as a ‘revered national treasure’. He attributes this to the fact that although the 
Lied tied music to text, it was redeemed by its organicism— ‘Since the Lied as poem ideally arose from the 
depths of the German soul and soil (unlike the operatic text), and the music of the organically conceived song 
arose from that text, the Lied as poetic-musical entity was a manifestation of the German spirit’, James Deaville, 
‘A Multitude o f Voices; The Lied at Mid Century’, in The Cambridge Companion to the Lied, James Parsons, 
ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 142-167 (146).

‘Heute gilt der Ausspruch nicht mehr vollstandig. Man macht in unserer Zeit wieder geistliche Musik von 
tieferem Ernst und machtigerem Geprage, als jene Mendelssohnsche. Das heiBt, man. macht sie nicht, aber 
Brahms macht sie.’ Eduard Hanslick, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 139.

‘Das Werk, das Ubringens einen viel feineren, weihevolleren Vortrag zulaBt und eine correctere Novitaten 
von so tiefem Ernst und kunstvoller Ausfuhrung haben fast immer einen Kampf zu bestehen mit der 
Bequemlichkeit des Publikums; zum Siege fiihrt dieser Kampf erst bei spateren Wiederholungen.’ Hanslick, 
^Ndnie, ’ Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 347.
™'‘ ‘Unempfmdlich flir die reife feierliche Schonheit des “Parzenliedes” kann wohl niemand bleiben: eine groBe 
populare Wirkung wird dasselbe jedoch ebensowenig erzielen, wie die “Nanie” oder das “Schicksalslied”. 
Anderwarts freilich, wo die Pfiege emster Chormusik ebenso verbreitet und intensiv ist, wie bei uns sporadisch 
und overflachlich -  in schweizerischen und rheinischen Stadten z. B. -  ist sowohl die “Nanie” als das 
“Parzenlied” gleich bei der ersten Auffuhrung sturmisch zur Wiederholung verlangt worden. In Wien bringen es 
solche emste, strenge Chorcompositionen iiber eine respectvolle Aufnahme selten hinaus. Diese allmahlich zu 
einer warmen, verstandniBvoll innigen zu steigem, giebt es nur ein Mittel: die haufigere Wiederholung solcher 
Werke’, Hanslick, '’Gesang der Parzen’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 374.
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view has no basis in fact. By overemphasising Hanslick’s aesthetic theory and failing to 

consider his critical writings, many commentators (as we saw at the outset of this chapter) 

place Hanslick squarely in a formalist arena within which he is alleged to privilege a reading 

of Brahms’s music that focuses on the formal aspects of the work, and is alleged to disregard 

that which lies outside these formal aspects.

The 1997 essay by Hans Joachim Hinrichsen, ‘“Auch das Schone muB sterben” oder 

Die Vermittlung von biographischer und asthetischer Subjektivitat in Musikalisch-Schonen. 

Brahms, Hanslick und Schillers Ndnie', falls into a different ca teg o ry .H in rich sen  seeks to 

recover Hanslick and his 1854 monograph from the formalist arena to which they have been 

assigned. Here the formalist reception of Vom Musikalisch-Schonen is attributed to a lack of 

clarity in Hanslick’s explication of his concept o f ‘fonn imbued with meaning’ evident in all 

ten editions, and not to a formalist agenda in the book itself.™^ Hinrichsen considers 

Hanslick’s ‘famous formulation of “tonend bewegten Formen” as the only content of music’ 

to have been ‘intended as a paradox and received as a tautology.’ Indeed it is the most oft- 

quoted excerpt from his book, and is usually cited out of context.

Refuting such a narrow view of Hanslick’s claims, Hinrichsen quite aptly notes that 

‘fonn in Hanslick’s aesthetics is not barely acoustic beauty, but a carrier and medium of 

representation of the spiritual content.’ Nevertheless, the difficulty in understanding 

Hanslick’s aesthetic ideals lies in the fact that on the one hand Hanslick made it easy for his 

detractors to reduce his aesthetic theory to a ‘formalistic exterior’, while on the other hand he 

did not make it easy for his readers to distinguish between ‘autonomy and objectivity’.

Hans Joachim Hinriciisen, ‘“Auch das Schone muB sterben” oder Die Vermittlung von biographischer und 
asthetischer Subjektivitat in M usikalisch-Schonen. Brahms, Hanslick und Schiller’s N dnie', Johannes Brahms 
oder D ie R elativierung der "absoluten" Musik, in Hans Werner Heister, ed. (Hamburg: B ockel, 1997), 1 2 1 -  
154.

See my discussion in Chapter 3 for a more in-depth discussion o f  the relationship betw een H anslick’s critical 
writings on Brahms, and his aesthetic theory.

‘Hanslicks beruhmte Formulierung von den Tonend bewegten Formen als einzigem  Inhalt der Musik war als 
Paradox gem eintund wurde als Tautologie rezipiert. Form ist in Hanslicks Asthetik nicht etw a bios akustische 
Schonheit, sondem  Tragerin und Darstellungsm edium  des geistigen G ehalts.’ Hinrichsen, ‘Auch das Schone 
muB sterben!’, 1 5 2 -53 .
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So far as this goes, Hinrichsen is one o f the few commentators in recent years to view 

HansHck’s monograph in an impartial light in a publication concerning Brahms. His 

discussion goes further however, in that he also considers aspects o f Brahm s’s compositional 

process, and subsequently relates these to Hanslick’s aesthetic arguments. A slight digression 

is in order here to consider Hinrichsen’s argument, which in turn will feed back into my 

overall thesis that it is an over-emphasis on Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen, and a lack o f 

familiarity w'ith Hanslick’s critical writings that has lead to the polarised view o f his writings 

in the last fifty years or so. Hinrichsen rejects the coupling o f  the Akademische Fest 

Ouvertiire Op. 80 and the Tragische Ouvertiire Op. 81 as a pair, as they have frequently been

708considered. He ventures that Brahm s’s Tragische Ouvertiire, Op. 81 and Ndnie, Op. 82, can 

be understood as complementing one another as it is only in both works together that one 

perceives the ‘peculiar ambivalence, above all the radicalism, in Schiller’s view o f lost 

beauty’, which he perceives to be ‘mourning and tragedy on the one side, comfort and 

transfiguration on the other’. H e  considers this to be a ‘characteristically Brahmsian mode 

o f  “speaking” or “thinking” in m u s i c . M o r e o v e r ,  when considered in this light Hinrichsen 

considers both works to be concerned with the death o f Feuerbach. Such a reading o f Opp.

The composer himself spoke of them in such terms, claiming that ‘one cries, the other laughs’. Brahms 
quoted in John Daverio, ‘Brahms’s Academic Festival Overture and the Comic Modes’, 3. Max Kalbeck refers 
to the Academic Festival Overture, and ‘its tragic twin sister’: ‘Ihrer tragischen Zwillungsschwester’, Max 
Kalbeck, ed. Johannes Brahmsim Briefwechsel mit Elisabet und Heinrich von Herzogenberg, 133, note 3. 
Daverio notes that the anonymous reviewer for the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (after a performance in 
Leipzig on 13 January 1881) and the author o f  a short piece for the Musical Times (1 May 1881) ‘agreed that the 
Academic Festival Overture was a more accessible but less important work than its ‘tragic’ counterpart. Daverio, 
"^vdOnms’s Academic Festival Overture’, 1.

‘Trauer und Tragik auf der einen Seite, Trost und Transfiguration auf der anderen— moglich also, dal3 sich 
nicht so sehr, wie scheinbar nahegeliegend, die beiden Ouvertiiren Op. 80 und 81, sondem vielmehr Op. 81 und 
82 durch unterschiedliche Behandlung desselben Gegenstands zum Werkpaar erganzen, zwei Werke mithin, die 
in der Asthetik Eduard Hanslicks durch ihre Gattungszugehorigkeit eigentlich prinzipiell voneinander zu 
scheiden waren. Die eigentumliche Ambivalenz, vor allem aber die Radikalitat in Schillers Blick auf die 
verlorene Schonheit hat man jedenfalls nur in beiden Werken zusammen.’ Hinrichsen, ‘Auch das Schone muB 
sterben!’, 152.

‘ ... ein charakteristisch Brahmsscher Modus des “Sprechens” oder “Meinens” von Musik’, Hinrichsen,
‘Auch das Schone muB sterben!’, 152. One is reminded o f Brahms’s claim in a letter to Clara Schumann in 
September 1868: ‘In meinen Tonen spreche ich’. Clara Schumann-Johannes Brahms Briefe aus den Jahren 
1853-1896, Band I, 595.

‘Auch alledem ist natilrlich nicht zwingend abzuleiten, daB die Komposition der Tragischen Ouvertiire 
iiberhaupt mit Feuerbachs Tod zu tun zu haben konnte’, Hinrichsen, ‘Auch das Schone muB sterben’, 152.
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81 and 82 is certainly provocative, considering Schiller’s and Brahm s’s art closely to draw its 

conclusions.

The weakness in Hinrichsen’s argument, however, lies is his discussion o f Hanslick’s 

aesthetic theory in relation to Brahms’s compositions. He claims that the coupling o f the 

Tragische Ouvertiire and Ndnie as a pair would actually be separated in principle in the 

aesthetics o f Eduard Hanslick due to their Gattungszugehorigkeit (the one being considered

71pure absolute music, the other vocal music). " Yet what is remarkable about Hinrichsen’s 

reading is how closely aligned it is with Hanslick’s own views o f Op. 81 and Op. 82, and o f 

Brahm s’s fate-related compositions in general. While Hanslick does not go so far as to view 

these works as a pair, the writings o f both authors are comparable in that they each distil from 

Brahms’s music the notion o f mourning and tragedy on one side, comfort and transfiguration 

on the other. In Hinrichsen this is evidenced in the coupling o f Op. 81 and 82. In Hanslick it is 

a recurrent theme in his reviews o f Brahm s's fate-related compositions, as we saw above.

Noticeable by its absence in Hinrichsen’s article is any discussion o f Hanslick’s 

critical writings, despite the fact that Hanslick reviewed all o f the works to which Hinrichsen 

refers. In making a case for his own aesthetic reading o f Brahms’s works, Hinrichsen argues 

that ‘the musical poetics and aesthetics o f a composer who only expresses him self in a 

taciturn manner— like Johannes Brahms— are to be deduced predominantly from the

71 ^compositions themselves.’ It strikes me as an anomaly, therefore, that in such an otherwise 

aesthetically perceptive article such crucial evidence as Hanslick’s reviews o f these works is 

disregarded. Hanslick is represented yet again only by the polemical monograph o f his youth, 

with the critical writings o f his maturity being overlooked. This leads Hinrichsen to such

Trauer und Tragik au f der einen Seite, Trost und Transfiguration auf der anderen -  m oglich also, daB sich  
nicht so  sehr, w ie scheinbar nahegeliegend, die beiden Ouverturen Op. 80 und 8 1, sondem  vieim ehr Op. 81 und
82 durch untersciiiedliche Behandlung desselben Gegenstands zum Werkpaar erganzen, zw ei Werke mithin, die 
in der Asthetik Eduard Hanslicks durch ihre Gattungszugehorigkeit eigentlich prinzipiell voneinander zu 
scheiden waren. D ie eigentum liche A m bivalenz, vor allem aber die Radikalitat in Schillers Blick au f die 
verlorene Schonheit hat man jedenfalls nur in beiden Werken zusam m en.’ Ibid., 152.

‘D ie m usikalische Poetik und Asthetik eines Kom ponisten, der sich -  w ie Johannes Brahms -  iiber sie nur 
auBert wortkarg geauBert hat, ist vorw iegend aus den Kom positionen selbst zu erschlieBen.’ Ibid., 121.
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claims as: ‘only in the instrumental music, as is well known, does Hanslick see music 

completely fulfilling the term as pure, absolute music; general conclusions about the poetic 

and compositional concept that are drawn from a piece o f vocal music would be, according to 

this, o f  limited stylistic range.

In relation to Hanslick’s critical writings on Brahms, Hinrichsen’s argument cannot be 

sustained. This becomes more apparent when he broadens the discussion to include 

Schicksalslied. He suggests that the orchestral postlude in this work can be understood as 

being contrary to Hanslick’s notion o f pure instrumental music as espoused in Vom 

Musikalisch-Schdnen.^^^ For Hinrichsen, the musical poetics and aesthetics o f a composer are 

deducible predominantly from the compositions themselves. Yet. he does not consult 

Hanslick’s discussion o f the compositions, and in this regard overlooks compelling evidence.

As we saw in the above discussion o f Schicksalslied, the geistige Gehalt o f the 

orchestral postlude as Hanslick understands it. which ‘dissolves the confused hardship of 

human life’, is inextricably bound up with, and would not have been conceived were it not 

for, Holderlin’s poetic text. Hanslick explicitly refers to this postlude as ‘pure instrumental 

music’. H i s  argument is that Brahms’s postlude expresses that which cannot be expressed 

in words, that which is, arguably, more definite than words, and can in this sense be seen to 

exemplify the ‘leap over the abyss separating the manifest content o f a poetic text and its 

spirit or aesthetic quality’.

‘Nur in der Instrumentalmusik sieht Hanslick bekanntlich die Musik ihren B egriff als reine, absolute 
Tonkunst ganz erfullen; generelle Schlusse au f das poetische und kom positorische Konzept, die aus einem  Stuck 
V okalm usik gezogen  wiirden, waren hiernach nur von begrenzter system atischer R eichw eite.’ Ibid., 121.

‘D ie U berzeugung, im O rchestem achspiel von Op. 54 werde der reinen Instrumentalmusik etwas zugemutet, 
w as dort, w o Worte zur Verfiigung stehen, nicht ihre A ufgabe sei, bildet gleichsam  das Reversbild der eingangs 
zitierten AuBerung Eduard H anslicks’, Ibid., 131.

‘In dieser Trostlosigkeit schlieBt der Dichter -  nicht so der Com ponist. Es ist eine uberaus schone poetische 
W endung, w elche uns die ganze verklarende Macht der Tonkunst offenbart, daB Brahms nach den letzten 
Worten des Chors zu der feierlich langsamen B ew egung des A nfanges zuriickkehrt und in einem  langeren 
O rchestem achspiel das wirre M uhsal des M enschenlebens in seligen Frieden auflost. In ergreifender, alien 
verstandlicher W eise vo llzieht Brahms diesen Gedankengang durch reine Instrumental-Musik, ohne 
H inzufiigung eines einzigen  W ortes.’ Hanslick, 'S ch ic iisa ls lied ’, in C oncerte, C om ponisten  und Virtuosen. 54.

The phrase is borrowed from Daverio, ‘The “W echsel der Tone” in Brahms’s “Schicksalslied” ’, 91.
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4.5: Towards an Understanding of the Construction of History

‘Das Brahms-Bild Eduard Hanslicks’ that emerges from the present study is entirely at 

odds with Floros’s. The view o f Hanslick as a critic who saw, in Brahms’s music, examples o f 

that "reinen absoluten M usik' for which he tirelessly campaigned, who saw no extra musical 

factors (literary or biographical) in Brahms’s compositions, and who was the irreconcilable 

opponent o f programme music,^'* amounts to a misconception. It is striking that this argument 

for a fonnalist view is put forward by a writer who is renowned for his “hermeneutic” style 

analysis and fondness for programmes. Indeed the collection o f essays in which this article is 

(re-)published is titled "Johannes Brahms: “Frei, aber einsam ”: Bin L ebenfur einepoetische  

Musik. And the author subscribes to the ‘conviction’ that for Brahms ‘personality and Oeuvre 

form a unity— consequently an enquiry into his personality can only contribute to a deeper 

understanding o f his m u s i c . A r g u a b l y ,  the forefront o f Floros’s hermeneutic approach to 

Brahms’s music seems all the more striking when set against the background o f Hanslick’s 

alleged formalism. It is worth considering that Floros’s tendency to favour ‘formalist’ aspects 

o f Hanslick’s writings stems from what Anthony Newcomb refers to as a ‘twentieth-century 

reaction away from an expressive aesthetic and toward a fonnal a e s t h e t i c . S i n c e  Hanslick, 

and until recent decades, a scholarly tradition has been enforced that disregards not only the 

extra-musical adjuncts in Brahms’s music, but also Hanslick’s very discussion o f precisely 

these features. This can be understood in the context o f a formalism that still governs the 

broader reception o f Brahms. And not only Floros, but Katz and Dahlhaus, and Siegfried 

Kross, as outlined above are among others who exemplify this twentieth-century reaction.

And so the question is not how we account for these scholarly inconsistencies. Rather the 

question is how we account for the broader issue -  how such a construction o f history could

Floras, ‘Das Brahms-Bild Eduard Hanslick’s ’, 156. Page numbers in this dissertation refer to the Tutzing 
edition.

Floros, Johannes Brahms, "Fret aber einsam  ”, 12.
Anthony Newcomb, ‘The Birth o f  Music Out o f  the Spirit o f  Drama: An Essay in Wagnerian Formal 

Analysis,’ 19‘̂ -Centmy Music V /l (Summer 1981 )38-66  (39).
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occur. The remainder o f  this chapter is concerned with the effect the Cold War has had on 

musicological writings, both broadly speaking and specifically regarding Brahms literature. It 

is argued that the path these writings took in West Germany assigned to Brahms the role of 

composer o f ‘absolute’ music while also vetoing expressive discussions o f Brahms’s music as 

evidenced in Hanslick’s writings.

In recent decades a number o f publications have addressed the impact that the Cold

721War has had on scholarly WTitings. Philip Gossett, writing in his 1989 article ‘Carl 

Dahlhaus and the “Ideal Type’” discusses a ‘gulf that continues to exist between Eastern and

722Western scholars’. Broadly speaking, musicology in West Germany in the years o f the Cold 

War can be understood as identifying certain modes o f thought, such as socio-political 

readings o f musical works, as extra-musicological, and thereby outside the concerns o f 

musicological discussion. In this climate, music was considered to be a ‘socially functionless,

723nonauthoritarian discourse’. Dahlhaus’s writings are considered to epitomise this trend. 

James Hepokoski speaks o f ‘The Dahlhaus Project’ that was concerned primarily with 

nineteenth-century German music, ‘a connotation-saturated repertory that had been pivotal in

724establishing a German national identity in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.’ He 

argues that Dahlhaus’s project was ‘carried out in an atmosphere charged with domestic 

politics during a period deeply involved with how West Germany was confronting its not-so-

7 -^ c

distant past and the misuse o f its own traditions.’

For a very interesting study o f  the impact o f  politics on music during the Cold War years in Berlin see 
Elizabeth Janik, Recomposing German Music: Politics and Musical Tradition in C old War Berlin (Leiden and 
Boston: Brill Academic Publishers, 2005).

Philip Gossett, ‘Carl Dahlhaus and the Ideal Type,’ 19'^-Century Music 13/1 (Jan/Feb 1989): 49 -56  (49), 
footnote 2. See also James Hepokoski, ‘The Dahlhaus Project and Its Extra-musicological Sources,’ 19th- 
Century M usic XIV/3 (Spring 1991): 221-246; and Anne C. Schreffler, ‘Berlin Walls: Dahlhaus, Knepler, and 
Ideologies o f  Music History,’ Journal o f  Musicology’ 20!A (2003): 498-525.

Hepokoski, ‘The Dahlhaus Project,’ 222.
™ Ibid . 225.

Ibid , 225.
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East German musicology during this period can be understood as ‘theorizing music as

l ' ) f \social discourse.’ In this sense, the Marxist musicology o f  East Germany is seen as 

anticipating the tenets o f the North-American “New Musicology” as promoted by 

commentators such as Joseph Kerman and Lawrence Kramer. For Marxist music historians, 

the priority was to reconnect music with society. As Anne Schreffler argues ‘East German 

musicology was concerned with the need to find out how music communicates, between 

whom, and in what contexts, how it did so in the past, what is communicated and for what

7 9 7purpose, and finally how the “message” o f a work changes, if  it does, over tim e.’ The fact 

that this East German discourse was carried out under a Marxist banner meant that it could be 

rejected out o f  hand by West Germans as they did not accept its basic premise. The dividing 

line between East and West German musicological discourses was that certain ideas being

728associated with one side or the other made them a priori unacceptable to the other side.

Following Dahlhaus’s death in 1989, and the then recent translation o f his works into 

English, a number o f evaluations o f Dahlhaus’s writings appeared, Philip Gossett and James 

Hepokoski being among his sharpest c r it ic s .D isc u ss io n s  o f inconsistencies in D ahlhaus’s 

own system followed. Thus, while Christopher Wintle points out on the one hand that 

D ahlhaus's writing on nineteenth-century music ‘makes a special feature o f integrating 

musical with sociological issues’, on the other hand he notes that Dahlhaus’s view o f Wagner 

is the ‘modern, sterilised one’. He further points to Dahlhaus’s (admittedly unusual) 

suppression o f contradictions inherent in historical evidence regarding Wagner. He considers 

Dahlhaus’s greatest influence to be exerted through his comments on Brahms. But there is no 

getting away from the fact that these comments which eschewed hermeneutic discussions o f 

Brahms’s works.

™  Schreffler, ‘Berlin W ails,’ 500.
Ibid., 504.
Ibid., 501.

™  See also Philip G ossett and J. Bradford Robinson, ‘The Music o f  Dahlhaus: An E xchange,’ The N ew  Yoric 
R eview  o f  Boolcs, 26  April 1990.
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Susan McClary further draws attention to this disparity whereby in The Idea o f  

Absolute Music Dahlhaus ‘painstakingly deHneates [a] history whereby a social discourse was 

appropriated and redefined first by romantic mystics and then by objectivists,’ while in his 

Nineteenth Century Music he continues to respect the prohibitions o f  that tradition o f 

objectivity, in that ‘he practices only structural analysis on instrumental music, and he scorns 

those who would venture into hermeneutic studies o f symphonies.’ McClary attributes this to 

a philosophy that in 1993 still regulated ‘much o f  musicology, blocking all but the most

7-2 A

formalistic approaches to criticism .’ And in his discussion o f the ‘Cold War o f M imesis 

and Abstraction,’ (with which Karol Berger does not seem to realise that he him self is bound 

up in his discussion o f Hanslick^^'), Berger argues that:

With only a slight exaggeration, one might claim that by the middle o f  [the twentieth] century, only 

popular song and film music dared to be frankly mimetic, without shame or apology. The symptoms o f  

this development were the rejection o f  ways o f  hearing instrumental music as if  it encoded a hidden 

programme.

The broader context within which he couches this comment is that ‘the unprecedented 

traumas inflicted on her societies by criminal politicians between 1914 and 1989 would 

induce some o f Europe’s artists to seek refuge in a realm o f art hermetically sealed o ff from 

the rest o f  the world.

Dealing more specifically with Brahms, Daniel Beller-M cKenna reminds us o f  the 

role nationalism and religion played in Brahms’s music. He argues that Brahms approached 

the Bible as an icon o f his German heritage, during a period o f  immense social, political and 

religious change (i.e. the mid-nineteenth century), citing Ein deutsches Requiem, Op. 45 and 

Triumphlied Op. 55 as e x a m p l e s . S u c h  works for choir and orchestra can also be

™ McClary, ‘Narrative Agendas in “Absolute” Music: Identity and Difference in Brahms’s Third Symphony,’ 
327-28.

See further discussion in Chapter 3.
Karol Berger, A Theory o f  Art, 140.

^ 'y b id ,  141.
See Daniel Beller McKenna, ‘Brahms, the Bible, and Post-Romanticism, 1994; Ibid., Brahms and the 

German Spirit; and other articles as outlined below.
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understood as being closely bound to Brahm s's realisation o f  the expectations that Schumann 

had raised in the influential essay ‘Neue Bahnen’,̂ ^̂  in which he predicted that Brahms would 

give the ‘highest expression to the times in an ideal manner’; in essence, that Brahms would 

carry on the great Austro-German musical tradition. Hanslick’s review o f Triumphlied  and 

Schicksalslied  published in 1872 in Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen is a testament to 

this. Hanslick writes that Triumphlied—a work that celebrates the Prussian military victory 

over France and the founding o f the Kaiserreich, by a patriot who was an ardent supporter o f 

the Iron Chancellor— can be understood as a realisation ‘o f the marvellous effects that 

Schumann forecast “if  Brahms would direct his magic wand over the combined forces of 

choir and orchestra” .’ And for Hanslick, Brahms not only follows in the Austro-German 

musical tradition, but he represents a modem rebirth o f the holy Trinity o f Bach, Handel and 

Beethoven. He writes:

From all three masters [ . . .]  there is an influence on Brahms; they are flow ing so com pletely in his 

blood, in his own independent individuality, that one does not deduce Brahms sim ply from one o f  these 

three, rather one can only say that Brahms is som ewhat risen up fi'om these three in one spirit, in 

modern rebirth.

In his article ‘The Rise and Fall o f Brahms the German,’ Beller-M cKenna traces an 

increasingly nationalistic and at times even racist trend in Brahms reception during the years 

between the composer’s death in 1897 and the end o f World War II. Drawing on the writings

7 ^ 8  7^Q
o f W alter Niemann, and Rudolf von der Leyen, Beller-McKenna recalls how Brahms 

was held up as an echt Deutsch composer, whose Niederdeutsch origins were portrayed as

Robert Schumann, ‘N eue Bahnen,’ N eue Z eitsch riftfiir  M usik 39 (28 October 1853): 185-86 .
Eduard Hanslick, ‘Brahms “Triumphlied” und “ Schicksalslied”, ’ C oncerte, C om ponisten  und Virtuosen, 5 1 -

54.
‘Von alien drei M eistem , von Bach, Handel und Beethoven, spielen Einfltisse in Brahms; sie sind aber so 

vollstandig in sein Blut verflost. zu so einiger, selbstandiger individualitat aufgegangen, dal3 man Brahms aus 
keinem  dieser Drei einfach herleiten. sondern nur sagen kann, es sei etw as von diesem  dreieinigen G eist in 
moderner Wiedergeburt in ihm auferstanden.’ Hanslick, ‘Brahms “Triumphlied” und “Schicksalslied”, ’ in 
C oncerte  C om ponisten  und Virtuosen, 51.

W alter N iem ann, Brahm s (Berlin: Schuster & Loeffler, 1920); Catherine A lison  Phillips, trans. (N ew  York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1929).

R udolf von der Leyen, Johannes Brahms als M ensch und Freund  (D iisseldorf and Leipzig: Karl Robert 
L angew eische, 1905).
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hallmarks o f ‘a pure blooded and culturally superior Teutonic past,’ an identity that stressed 

his vdlkisch  credentials. '̂**  ̂ In the aftermath o f  World War I, German commentators on 

Brahms, Niemann being one o f  them, felt an urgency to ‘extol Brahms’s Germanness as a 

bulwark against a Semitically tainted modernism.’ "̂" At that time, Brahms and Wagner were 

held up as ‘two complementary sides o f  the same German coin .’ ”̂̂  ̂ Similarly, Furtwangler’s 

1933 essay on Brahms stressed the composer’s inherent Germanness, and his unity with the 

German folk, albeit under the guise o f  cultural heritage, as opposed to political or ideological 

agendas. Indeed, Brahms’s inherent Germanness was widely regarded as an important aspect 

o f  his identity, by liberals and conservatives alike.

What then o f  Brahms’s German legacy after World War II? The rise o f  objective 

musical analysis and documentary studies in the Cold War period is considered by Beller- 

McKenna to have removed the aura o f  cultural significance from most repertoires, so that 

only those that were overt and explicit in their nationalist or political intent were understood

Daniel Beller-McKenna, ‘The Rise and Fall of Brahms the German,’ 190-191. (For his discussion o f the 
implications of the label Niederdeutsch in early twentieth-century Brahms literature, see note 11.)

Beller-McKenna, ‘The Rise and Fall o f Brahms the German,’ 194.
''‘'- Ib id , 194-95.

During the time o f writing up this dissertation, as a result of the feedback I received from a number of 
scholars, both at conferences, and in private correspondence, I considered including a discussion o f Adorno at 
this point. Certainly Adorno’s work focuses on the cultural context o f a composition, and he tends to approach a 
musical work from both the outside (social practices) and inside (objective musical analysis). Furthermore, along 
parallel lines as I have argued for Hanslick, Adorno reconciles his contention that ‘music’s intentions, first and 
foremost, are musical’ with his insistence that music has a ‘theological aspect’. See Richard Leppert, 
introduction to Theodor Adorno, Essays on Music (California: University o f California Press, 2002), 75. The 
meaning of music, for Adorno, is ‘at once distinct and concealed’. Ibid., 85. However, whilst there are many 
analogies between the aesthetic thought o f Hanslick and Adorno, and many interesting avenues that I would be 
interested in pursuing in further studies, a number of factors influenced my decision not to discuss Adorno at any 
length in the current study. Primary among these is the surprising neglect by Adorno of Brahms’s output, which 
would render a discussion of Adorno in the current context somewhat redundant. Adorno devoted no extended 
work exclusively to Brahms, although he developed his ideas about Brahms in Philosophie der neuen Musik, 
Einleitung in der Musiksoziologie, and a manuscript on Beethoven unfinished at his death and published much 
later. See Beethoven: The Philosophy o f  Music, ed. Rolf Tiedemann and trans. Edmund Jephcott (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1998). In a short essay, written in 1932 and published posthumously, he discusses 
Brahms, as he does in a 1932 review of the piano music. The essay “Brahms aktuell”, and the review “Eduard 
Steuermanns Brahms-Ausgabe” both appear in Vol. 18 o f Gesammelte Schriften V, ed. Rolf Tiedemann and 
Klaus Schultz (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1984). Furthermore, his lack of engagement with 
Hanslick’s aesthetic and critical writings, and his contention that the central tenet o f Hanslick’s Vom 
Musikalisch-Schdnen ‘was much too thin and abstract a principle to serve as the foundation of a highly organised 
artform’, does not, I feel, provide a suitable starting point for a discussion of Adorno and Hanslick in the context 
of a dissertation on Brahms. See Theodor Adorno, ‘On the Contemporary Relationship of Philosophy and 
Music’, in Essays on Music, 139.
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to have such meanings.^'''* Viewing the more openly nationalistic Brahms reception o f pre- 

World War II against that o f the later twentieth-century, Beller-McKenna sees the latter ‘as an 

attempt to neutralise [Brahms’s] legacy, an endeavour bom o f the need to salvage something 

good, noble and pure from the German cultural tradition in the wake o f National 

Socialism.’’'*̂

In the Cold War climate o f West-German musicological writings, whereby theorizing 

music as social discourse was viewed as suspect, and the M arxist musicology o f the other side 

was unacceptable, Hanslick’s hemieneutic style descriptions o f Brahms’s music fit less 

comfortably than a discussion o f the fomialist aspects o f Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen. The 

result is that Hanslick’s late-nineteenth century discussion o f the extra-musical aspects o f 

Brahm s’s compositions, be it poetic, cultural, or socio-political, were to be silenced.

The Hanslick-Brahms Rezeptionsgeschichte that has been perpetuated in the last fifty 

years can be understood as the product o f a formalist ideology that considers only one 

category o f Hanslick’s output— his aesthetic theory— at the expense o f a wealth o f  critical and 

autobiographical writings. I argue that such a formalist view o f the expressive writings o f one 

o f the nineteenth-century’s most influential critics goes hand in hand with what Beller- 

McKenna describes as a ‘nationally neutral view of Brahms [that] has largely persisted for the 

past fifty years.’ In this light, the tendency to disproportionately emphasise Hanslick’s pitting 

o f Brahms against Wagner becomes somewhat understandable. And indeed Floros’s 1997 

hermeneutic monograph on Brahms, one in which he focuses on the cultural context o f 

Brahm s’s compositions, and holds the conviction that an ‘enquiry into [Brahms’s] personality 

can only contribute to a deeper understanding o f his music’, seems all the more polifically 

acceptable in an age where all that remains o f Die Berliner Mauer is ‘a narrow strip o f granite 

inlaid in the pavement, slightly darker grey than the footpath itse lf

Beller-M cK enna, ‘The Rise and Fall o f  Brahms the Germ an,’ 205.
Ibid., 206.
Anna Funder, Stasiland: S tories from  B ehind the Berlin Wall. London: Granata, 2003 , 258.
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Table 6: Eduard Hanslick 's Brahm s Reviews

Die moderne Oper: Kritiken undStudien. Berlin: A. Hofmann, 1875.
No Reviews o f Brahms’s Compositions

Aus dem Opernleben der Gegenwart: neue Kritiken und Studien. Berlin: A. Hofmann, 18^4. 
No Reviews o f Brahm s’s Compositions

Musikalische Stationem. Berlin: Allgemeiner Verein fur Deutsche Literatur, 1885.
No Reviews o f Brahms’s Compositions

Musikalisches Skizzenbuch: neue Kritiken und Schildenrungen. Berlin: Allgemeiner Verdn 
fur Deutsche Literatur, 1888.

No Reviews o f Brahms’s Compositions

Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen der letzten funfzehn Jahre, 1870-1885: Kritiken.
Berlin: Allgemeiner Verein fur Deutsche Litteratur, 1886.

• Brahms: Trio Op. 8 (1870)
• Brahms: “Triumphlied” Op. 55 and “Schicksalslied” Op. 54 (1872)
• Brahms: Haydn Variations, Op. 56a (1873)*
• Brahms: 3 Chore Op. 62, No. 1 (1874)
• Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 1 in D M inor (1874)
• Brahms: Cello Sonata Op. 38 and Three String Quartets Op. 51, No. 1 & 2 and Oo. 67

(1874)
• Brahms: Ein Deutsches Requiem. Op. 45 und Rhapsodic. Op. 53 (1875)
• Gesangvereine: Chore von Schubert. Brahms, Schumann, Liszt, Gradener
• Brahms: Symphony No. 1 in C Minor, Op. 68 (1876)*
• Brahms: Piano Sonata No. 3, Op. 5 (1877)
• Brahms: Motet. Op. 74, No. 1 (1878)
• Brahms: Symphony No. 2 in D Major. Op. 73 (1878)
• Brahms: Violin Sonata No. 1 in G Major, Op. 78 (1879)
• Virtuosen: Joachim (Brahms Violin Concerto in D Major, Op. 77
• Brahms: Tragische Ouvertiire, Op. 81 (1880)*
• Brahms: Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80 (1881)*
• Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 2 in B Flat Major, Op. 83 (1881)*
• Brahms: Nanie, Op. 82 (1882)
• Brahms: Sextet in B Flat Major, Op. 18*
• Brahms: Symphony No. 3 in F Major, Op. 90 (1883)
• Brahms: Gesang der Parzen, Op. 89 (1883)
• Brahms: Rinaldo, Op. 50 (1883)
• Brahms: Quintet for Strings No. 1 in F Major, Op. 88 (1883)
• Lieder Performances by G. Walter (New Lieder by Brahms and A. von
• Goldschmidt)
• Quartets by Brahms, Dittersdorf, Herzogenberg, Gemsheim

Musikalisches und Litterarisches: Kritiken und Schilderungen. Berlin: Allgemeiner Verein fur 
Deutsche Litteratur, 1889.

• Der neue Brahms-Katalog (1888)
• Neue Gesange von Brahms (1888)
• Brahms’ neueste Instrumental-Compositionen (1889)
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Aus dem Tagebuche eines Musikers: Kritiken und Schilderungen. Berlin: Allgemeiner Verein 
fur Deutsche Litteratur, 1892.

• Brahms, Vierte Symphonic*
• Brahms, Zwei neue Sonaten*
• Brahms, Concert fur Violine und Violoncell*
• Chore von Durante, S. Bach und Brahms
• Chore von Mendelssohn, Bach und Brahms
• Neue Quintette von Brahms und Dvorak
• Brahms, Klaviertrio Op. 8 (Neue Bearbeitung)
• Brahms, Klavierconcert D-moll

F iinf Jahre Musik, 1891-1895: Kritiken. Berlin: Allgemeiner Verein fiir Deutsche Litteratur, 
1896.

• Brahms: Klarinett Quintett und Trio (1891)*
• Bralims: Neue Klavierstucke (1893)
• Brahms: Zwei Klaviersonaten (1895)

Am Ende des Jahrhunderts, 1895-1899: Musikalische Kritiken und Schilderungen. Berlin: 
Allgemeiner Verein fiir Deutsche Litteratur, 1899.

• Vier ernste Gesdnge von Brahms
• B-dur Concert von Brahms. Op. 83 

Alice Barbi fiir das Brahms-Denkmal
• Brahms und Dvorak 

Johannes Brahms' letzte Tage
• Johannes Brahms Erinnerungen und Briefe

Aus neuer und neuester Zeit: musikalische Kritiken und Schilderungen. Berlin: Allgemeiner 
Verein fiir Deutsche Litteratur, 1900.

• Chore von S. Bach. Brahms und Mendelssohn

> Articles underlined are those in which Hanslick pits Brahms against W agner or the 
composers o f the Neudeutsche Schule.
* indicates the reviews mentioned in Floros, ‘Das Brahms Bild Eduard Hanslicks’.
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Appendix 1

Translation of a Selection of Eduard Hanslick’s W ritings on Brahms

Preface

This appendix consists mainly o f texts never before translated into English or else unavailable 

in English in complete form. It brings together much o f Hanslick’s professional criticism o f 

the works o f Brahms, including writings on most o f the genres to which Brahms addressed 

him self The texts offered here com.plement the readily available translations o f a number o f 

Hanslick’s reviews o f Brahms; those by Henry Pleasants o f the four Symphonies/'*^ and the 

more recent translations by Susan Gillespie o f a number o f works.

The sources consulted for the present translation include Hanslick’s 1886 text 

Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen der letzten fim fzehn Jahre, 1870-1885: Kritiken. This 

book houses more o f  his Brahms reviews than any o f the nine-volume collected criticisms 

published between 1888 and 1900. This 1886 collection represents the order in which the 

reviews were written, an order that is maintained in the present translation. Thereafter it 

consults a number o f texts from the collected criticism in the order they were published. 

(Unfortunately this gives no indication o f when Hanslick actually reviewed the works for 

Neue Freie Presse. One would need to consult the Neue Freie Presse for exact dates. While I 

provide these where possible, I have not had the opportunity to consult this paper for all o f the 

years spanning Hanslick’s critical career.)

Hanslick’s poetic approach to Brahms's music is reflected in his writing style, 

bestowing an air o f  beauty on Brahms’s works that is both critical and perceptive -  with the 

composer at times coming in for harsh criticism. The writings assume a knowledge o f German 

literary wTitings that would have been common currency in Hanslick’s day. Annotations are

Henry Pleasants, Vienna's Golden Years o f  Music York: Simon and Schuster, 1950). Pleasants 
translates the reviews o f  each o f  the four symphonies.

Eduard Hanslick, ‘Brahms’s Newest Instrumental Compositions (1889)’, Susan Gillespie (trans.) in Walter 
Frisch (ed.), Brahms and His (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), 145-150. Included here are 
reviews o f  Cello Sonata No. 2 in F Major, Op. 99; Violin Sonata No. 2 in A Major, Op. 100; Violin Sonata No. 3 
in D Minor, Op. 108; Double Concerto in A Minor, Op. 102.
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provided at such places. Moreover, the writings contextualise the cultural Viennese world in 

which the works were both composed and received, both in terms o f literature and the arts, 

and in terms o f  the political situation in late-nineteenth Century Vienna -  albeit from 

H anslick’s liberal perspective. And indeed, the reviews are to be enjoyed in parts for their dry 

humour, and amusing episodes. It is hoped that the reader will enjoy this exploration o f 

Hanslick’s writings on Brahms as much as the translator.
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Brahms Piano Trio Op. 8̂ ^̂

We are endlessly grateful to Hr. Door’s trio society for acquainting us with Brahm s’s B flat 

major Trio (op. 8). Since the time o f its composition, however, Brahms has cultivated his 

talent, refined his art, perhaps he him self now judges this work more strictly as an unripened 

artistry -  nevertheless it remains a lively, thoroughly poetic composition. The stormy urge o f 

youth, the bursting strength o f this composition (particularly in the first two movements) 

sweeps us directly along with it. Over monotonous lengths, and harmonic and rhythmic 

crudities, we are consoled by an abundance o f beautiful thoughts and the characteristic, 

energetic, musical spirit that flows through the whole. How warm and convincing the theme 

o f the first movement sounds! How organically it is constructed, incessantly rising! Yet this 

movement could end a little earlier, shortly before the fugato, whose entry works somewhat 

like a Latin scholastic quote in an inspired love poem. The Scherzo is o f  the same freshness, 

but is more solid, it is one o f the best that has been written since Beethoven. Less satisfactory 

is the Adagio with its rhapsodic form and its superficial oddities. The Finale stands behind the 

first movements. Nevertheless, Brahms’s B flat major Trio is a piece, the like o f which one 

would not find searching with a lantern in the chamber compositions o f recent times.

Brahms Triumphlied and Schicksalslied’̂ ^

The Triumphlied  by Brahms for eight-voice choir, orchestra, and organ, belongs with Ein 

deutsches Requiem  to those great tone poems which rank Brahms among the first masters. In 

these two works the marvellous effects are realised that Schumann forecast “ if  Brahms would 

direct his magic wand over the combined forces o f choir and orchestra.” Here Brahms found 

his true ground, and built upon it up to such a height that no living composer could follow 

him. Nothing has appeared in the area o f spiritual music in the broadest sense since Bach’s 

passion music, H andel’s oratorios and Beethoven’s masses, that comes close to the greatness

Hanslick, ‘Brahms: Trio Op. 8 ’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 23 -24  (1870).
Hanslick, ‘Brahms “Triumphlied” und “Schicksalslied”’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 51-54  

(1872).
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o f conception, the loftiness o f expression, and the force o f  polyphonic movement o f each 

Brahms’s Requiem  and Triumphlied. From all three masters, Bach, Handel, and Beethoven, 

there is an influence in Brahms; they are flowing so completely in his blood, in his own 

independent individuality, that one deduces Brahms not simply from one o f  these three, rather 

can only say that he is somewhat risen up from these three in one spirit in modem rebirth.

Triumphlied originally had the title: “On the Victory o f the German Arms”, and this 

glorious cause will alw^ays clearly speak o f the work itself. Brahms did not want to be seen to 

express a direct tendency. Also, one can not possibly pass o ff a composition whose text was 

written over a thousand years before the Battle o f Sedan. The texts are taken namely from 

Revelations, John, Chapter 19. The first o f the three great double choruses, o f which the 

Triumphlied consxsis, sings the words: “Alleluia; salvation, and glory, and honour, and power, 

unto the Lord our God!” the main motive o f which reproduces the notes o f “Heil dir im 

Siegerkranz”, but in completely altered rhythm and hannony. The jubilant trumpet fanfares in 

D placed at the beginning o f the work establish how close H andel’s character is to the piece, 

which unites the enormous, healthy strength o f expression with the highest art o f the 

movement. “Praise our God, all ye his servants, and ye that fear him, both small and great, 

because the all-powerful God has taken the Kingdom”, those are the words on which the 

second choir is constructed. Towards the end, the movement changes into a lullaby melody 

introduced by gentle triplets: “Let us be glad and rejoice”, whose mildly rapturous expression 

increases itself to true transfiguration through the wonderful piano  at the end. O f 

extraordinary effect is the third and final movement that, after the lyrics o f the first two 

choruses, introduces a dramatic-epic element, certainly very moderate and fast passing. It 

begins with the baritone solo: “And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he 

that sa f’ (here the solo voice stops and both choirs begin:) “he that sat upon him was called 

Faithful and True, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war.” “And he treadeth”, it 

continues with tremendous force, “the winepress of the fierceness and wrath o f  Almighty
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God.” Then the solo voice takes over again: “And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a 

name written, that reads thus: King o f Kings and Lord o f Lords!” With that the Alleluia 

enters again in somewhat altered rhythm which, swelling in ever greater power, finally 

concludes the whole in the highest rejoicing and radiating splendour.

We cannot agree with those who set Triumphlied htsidiQ or above Ein deutsches 

Requiem. Above all the very unequal range o f  the two works hinders such a parallel. 

Moreover, a larger internal variety goes hand in hand with the conception o f Ein deutsches 

Requiem, a wealth o f different tendencies and changes between choir and solo voice which, 

when extremely well done, provide places o f rest. (In Triumphlied these are almost 

completely lacking.) Finally the melodies in the Requiem  appear to us to flow richer, clearer 

and more characteristically, in which sense this work has a more direct and more deeply 

seizing effect upon the unprepared listener. The comprehensible Triumphgesang is by all 

means equally great, but more arduous and difficult in its combinatorial art.

Best however not to compare. We congratulate ourselves that our modem literature 

possesses two so powerful, so highly towering works!

Another tone poem o f deep content and striking peculiarity is Brahms’s Schicksalslied 

for choir and orchestra (op. 54). In terms o f content or verse, this beautiful poem by Holderlin 

does not seem particularly favourable for music; in any case it could only attract a devoted 

tone poet as serious as Brahms, one who is unwavered by the ideas o f the great and immortal. 

The two first strophes o f the poem praise the blessed peace o f the Olympic gods, who, 

“breathe up there in fateless light.” The choir sings this strophe in a noble and broadly ending 

Adagio (E flat major, 4/4). In contrast to this, the third strophe o f the poem describes the 

pitiful lot o f mankind who are “given no place to rest” . The composer brings about this 

contrast in a dark Allegro (C minor, 3/4) with shattering eloquence, and without clouding the 

great style o f the work through categorical courses. How vivid, and quite simply described is 

the fall “from cliff to c l if f ’, how penetrating the long sustained voices on the word
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“Jahrlang” ! The poet finishes in this hopelessness- but not so the composer. He takes an 

extremely beautiful poetic turn, which reveals to us the whole transfiguring power o f music. 

Brahms returns, after the last words o f the choir, to the solemn, slow movement o f  the 

opening, and dissolves the confused hardship o f human life in a long orchestral postlude, in 

blessed peace. In a touching, understandable way, Brahms carries out this train o f thought 

through purely instrumental music, without the addition o f a single word. The instrumental 

music here replenishes and completes, and articulates that which can no longer be seized in 

words: a remarkable counterpart to the reverse procedure in Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9. 

Brahms’s Schicksalslied  reminds us in style and mood o f an after effect o f his admirable 

German Requiem, the same Christian outlook, but in Greek form.

Brahms, Variations for Orchestra on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56^ '̂

We heard a new orchestral work by Brahms for the first time: Theme with Variations (op. 56). 

Brahms appears to us now as a strong tree, full o f vitality, whose green branches continue to 

stretch higher and further, always carrying more plentiful, sweeter fruit. It is a joy  to watch 

this healthy production strengthen. Each success he achieves makes him more strict with 

him self and more generous towards the world; in more serious work that is not laboured, in 

full joyfulness o f his work, each autumn Brahms now brings to us a richer seriousness. The 

theme o f the variations (Andante, B flat major, 2/4) ought originally to have been a 

pilgrimage song o f popular (Volkstiimlich), devout expression, simple and nevertheless very 

idiosyncratic with its five bar rhythms. Brahms orchestrated it very simply and beautifully, 

just winds and bass; the violin features only in the first variation. We would gladly have 

characterised these variations in more details, if  only to show the reader how skilfully Brahms 

prevents each monotony through changes o f major and minor, through differences o f tempo, 

tonality and instrumentation, and nevertheless binds the parts organically to form a unity. But 

it is an idle and sad thing to oppose such a literal description to a genuinely instrumentally

Hanslick, ‘Orchesterconcerte,’ Concerte, C oniponisten und Virtuosen, 7 1 -7 2  (1873).
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conceived work. The serious, almost pious expression o f the whole, along with the 

polyphonic and contrapuntal mastery, are frequently reminiscent o f  Sebastian Bach. However 

this element is not too prominent; it forms, as it were, only the dark, dry ground above which 

the silver flute plays freely, and modem forms and feelings move. The work has the 

advantage both o f  not being too long, and o f becoming stronger and increasingly more lively. 

If the first two variations sound somewhat dry, and strike the unprepared listener as not totally 

transparent in their figuration, in the third variation an ever freer, individual life blooms and 

arrives in the Finale at an enchanting peak. A rich, truly musically constructed strength, which 

does not need to lean on printed or discreet programmes, spreads its treasure without demand 

here. The serious and the wise get along remarkably well with Bralims, with completely new, 

daring courses.

A word about the instrumentation: if  one announced a prize for the composer who 

introduced piccolo and triangle into such a serious, almost spiritually coloured tone poem, 

without becoming vaguely banal or desperate to be admired, what other composer would have 

a chance o f  winning? Brahms was able to use these two objectionable instruments to the most 

beautiful effect, employed them so harmonically and characteristically in his variations, that 

one cannot think o f the piece without them. Moreover he uses the contrabassoon to wonderful 

effect, this so rarely used, and dignified instrument! It gives the whole composition, especially 

the theme, a completely peculiar, dark, solemn colouring, for whose sake we gladly do 

without the hurling brilliance o f the trombones.

7S2Brahms, Seven Songs for Mixed Choir, Op. 62 '

Much more pleasing was the effect o f a modest novelty by J. Brahms, actually a lyrical 

coversheet, three Lieder for mixed choir (from op. 62). One knows the simple warmth o f the 

expression, the sonorous vocal movement that is reminiscent o f a folksong, every now and 

then an antiquated tone, that distinguish the choral Lieder o f Brahms. For the most beautiful

Hanslick, Untitled Review, C oncerte  C om ponisten  und Virluosen, 1 0 6 -10 7  (1874).
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of the three we have decided on; “Dein Herzlein mild” (from Paul Heyse’s Jungbrunnen); in 

the “Waldesnacht”^̂  ̂ the octave leap with the call “o wie ist dein Rauschen su6!” is a 

beautiful and true passage. The love song “Spazieren wollt ich reisen” does not satisfy us to 

the same extent^^"* Its refrain “trab, trab’’ does not work well in such a high a register; a choir 

of soprano voices snatches the staccato high A in this figure with difficulty and harshness.

After Brahms had distinguished himself in the concert as conductor and composer, he 

shone above this as the pianist in Beethoven’s E flat major C o n c e r t o . “To shine” is actually 

not the correct word, because if his noble, solid musical performance departs, so it is precisely 

in his brilliance, that self confident and self content boldness, with which we see the concert 

player explode internally. Brahms’s sensuous, more introvert nature avoids everything that is 

reminiscent of the outward effect of virtuosity, and goes too far in his modesty. He played the 

Adagio unusually beautifully; in the Allegro movements we missed the strong decisiveness of 

the bass and the brilliant refinement of the passage. Brahms wants always only to let the 

composition speak, and to push the player back too modestly.

Brahms, Piano Concerto No. 1 in D Minor, Op. 15’’'̂ ’

The piano concerto by Johannes Brahms takes a high towering, and at the same time 

distinctive, place in the literature of this art form. No composer, including Beethoven, has 

ever sought to surrender the concerto (whose practical task and whose whole development has 

been a merry tournament of virtuosity) to the pathos of painful passion. The thunder of the 

ninth symphony grumbles in the first movement of the Bralims concerto. It almost sounds like 

a free rendering of that tremendous creation; almost as though Brahms wanted to describe the 

powerful feelings that were awakened in him under the fresh influence of the Ninth 

Symphony in his own independent language. It is not only the D minor tonality, the clasps of 

thunder on the timpani on low D, and many details that are common to both, rather the great

Op. 62/3
Hansiick is referring to Op. 62/2, ‘Von alten Liebesliedern,’ which has the incipit ‘Spazieren wollt ich reiten.’
Beethoven, Piano Concerto No. 5 in Eb Major, Op. 73.
Hansiick. ‘Brahms Clavierconcert in D -m oil,’ Concerte, Componisten im d Virtuosen, 109-111 (1874).
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pathetic character o f the whole. “A dark spirit goes through this house” one would like to say 

with Wallenstein, o f the Maestoso o f the Brahms Concerto that stands strangely apart from 

the cheerful spirit o f the remainder o f the piece^^^ But this “dark spirit” drives no eerie ghost, 

he walks head upright and steps through the wide hall.

The similarity does not extend beyond this first movement, which stands next to the 

wealth o f Beethoven’s musical ideas. The noble but somewhat tired and blurry sounds o f the 

Adagio are not reminiscent o f the heavenly transfiguration o f Beethoven’s slow movement; 

finally in the Finale Brahms uses the conventional Rondo form, fills it with a new, rich spirit, 

and solves the problem that is so difficult here, to protect the unified character o f the whole. 

Not cheerfulness, rather stubborn courage to face life, flows through the veins o f this closing 

movement. The D minor Concerto is more a symphony with obbligato piano, developed in 

great dimensions, and free from all conventional passage work. The inner relationship 

between Brahms and Beethoven that appears in Brahms’s piano pieces, as though 

prismatically broken in a Schumannian light, become surprisingly evident in the concerto, as 

it does in most o f his trio and quartet movements. Apart from Franz Schubert, Brahms is 

indisputably the most immediate outlet o f Beethovenian spirit. However, while Schubert has 

independently developed the soft, feminine (to use Schumann’s expression), the “Proven9al 

element” o f  Beethoven, Brahms adheres to the masculine, pathetic side, to the Germanic 

element o f the master. Schubert is much more delightful, more melodic, more sensuous than 

Brahms, he works more directly. However, more prevails in the great compositions by 

Brahms o f the strength to hold a large work together, and o f the strict logic o f thoughts, which 

is impressed on Beethoven’s compositions as a mark o f inner necessity. The D minor

758Concerto is the fifteenth work by Brahms, which has since been exceeded by the sixteenth. 

How slowly he has broken paths! It was played in Vienna by Brahms three years ago for the 

first time. Only rarely and hesitantly does a virtuoso dare to play this concerto, which requires

Hanslick is referring to Friedrich Sciiilier, W allenstein: Ein dram atisches G edich t (1799).
Op. 16, Serenade N o. 2 in A Major for Small Orchestra.
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of the player no Lisztian witch craft, but rather requires a great style, and demands o f the 

listener a serious, collected reception. It is no effortless task to follow this tone poem, not 

possible to seize it completely in one go. Brahms does not belong to the pleasingly obliging, 

he wants to be known exactly, to be studied with devotion. Then, however, he is amply worth 

our trouble, worth our trust.

Brahms, Cello Sonata, Op. 38, and String Quartets, Op. 51, Nos. 1 and 2, Op. 67̂ ^̂

Herr Door, Herr Popper and Herr Em. Wirth opened their trio-Soiree wdth Beethoven’s G 

major Trio, Op. 1. These early works by Beethoven are so important for art history (no 

youthful attempts, rather pure art works), so worthwhile for domestic musical worship, that 

there seems to us little need for public concerts nowadays. These simple trios, influenced by 

Haydn, are only fully enjoyable when one plays themselves; one must have something to do. 

Just listening one feels that their understanding and Phantasie are not adequately occupied. 

Herr Door and Herr Popper played Brahms’s Sonata for Cello and Piano (Op. 38) with 

extraordinary success, a masterwork for which we are gratefully obliged to them for 

introducing to us. The first movement (E minor) with a main motive o f Beethovenian strength 

and concision, flows proudly and clearly in wonderful leadership o f both voices, so rich and 

nevertheless so modest in its genuine lyric poetry! (“Lyrik!”) O f still more immediate and 

beguiling effect is the Minuet with its stately, effortless attitude with a touch o f Rococo and 

its melodious Trio, all free and natural, the “art” hardly noticeable. The Finale is less 

effective. It commences as a two voice fugue and develops a rapid tarantellian motive with 

predominantly intellectual consequences. What one misses most in the three movements o f 

this sonata is a fourth, and indeed an Andante, which would bring the expression o f the cello 

to its full beauty in stately song.

Brahm s’s three String Quartets (op. 51) are the first publications by the tone poet in 

this g e n r e . T h e  Quartet No. 1 in C minor is a thoughtful and clear work, intelligent and

Hanslick, ‘Kammermusik, ’ C oncerte, C om ponisten  im d Virtuosen, 115 -117  (1874).
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nevertheless not extravagant. The first movement, which we rate highest, develops a splendid, 

passionate theme completely masterfially; a sensuous Adagio in A flat major, reminiscent of 

Beethoven’s late quartet style, follows an bright F minor Allegretto with a charming melodic 

Trio in F major. The lively stormy Finale (C minor) stands behind the earlier movements in 

originality o f invention and directness o f effect. The inadequacies o f quartet playing, with 

incessant strain in passionate fo rte  passages, also damages this piece, allowing us to wish for a 

double arrangement with double bass. The quartet is dedicated to a friend o f  the composer’s, 

P rof Billroth in Vienna, who has the Jus prim ae noctis o f  all Brahmsian chamber music, and 

also played the new quartet for the first time. The preference for the second (A minor) or the 

first (C minor) is divided; it is even divided mathematically with my preference being to take 

two movements from each o f the quartets. The passionate Allegro and the witty Scherzo of 

the C minor Quartet tower above the two similar movements in the A minor Quartet, which 

again in the deep, calm melancholy o f  its Adagio, and the rhythmical course o f its Finale, 

eclipses its predecessor.

The third String Quartet by Brahms, B flat major, a work o f the ripest mastery equal to 

the first two, ought to have an advantage over them: it sounds more cheerful, clearer, more 

benevolent. The themes are truly suitable for quartet, as is the whole development -  a rare 

achievement with modern quartets, which seem now to remind us o f  a movement for piano, 

and now to demand the entry o f  an orchestra. Here is the finest contrapuntal art. and the 

boldest harmony, that we are accustomed to with Brahms. Where he surprises us this time is 

the cheerful clarity, which forms the basic character o f  the quartet, evident in the themes of 

the first and last movements which assume an almost popular {Volkstiimlich) colouring. This 

motive could stem from Mozart or Haydn. I f  one wished to enumerate the most beautiful

Hanslick does not seem to be aware that the String Quartets are Op. 51/1 in C minor, Op. 51/2 in A minor, 
and Op. 67 in B flat major. Instead he groups all three as Op. 5 1 .1’his review is purportedly written in 1874. Op. 
67 was written in 1876. Perhaps Hanslick incoirectly remembered the date o f  the original review in Neue Freie 
Presse. Further, the fact that Hanslick does not refer to the movements by their various genre titles, but rather 
refers to them merely in terms o f  tempo designation suggests that he had not seen the scores o f  these works.
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ideas, one would have difficulty finishing. The effect in the first movement o f the rhythmic 

change between the notated 6/8 and the furtively insinuated 3/4 bars is delightfully surprising, 

as in the Finale is the sudden emergence o f the main motive from the Allegro! The Andante 

(F major) is a broad, sweet song on the first violin. The Scherzo, a kind o f  fantastic viola solo 

that is accompanied by the other three instruments with mutes, belongs to Brahm s’s most 

original pieces, but is not easy to grasp on first hearing. The Finale (Poco Allegretto) varies a 

cosy-cheerful theme, a sound from the old Vienna in the simplest Liedform o f four to four 

bars, with tonic and dominant accompaniment.

Brahms, German Requiem  op. 45 and Alto Rhapsody op. 53̂ '̂

What great success Brahm s’s German Requiem  celebrated today! I was reminded o f the first 

fragmented performances o f this work in 1867, and the resistance it met with both the public 

and the c r i t i c s . A t  that time it was a particularly long organ point in the third movement that 

was hammered mercilessly by a manic timpanist that irritated the public and a number of 

elderly fanatics to impertinent hissing. “Brahms”, so I wrote at the time, “has no need to 

grieve. In a few years the public will accept his Requiem with undivided appreciation, and the 

concert-servants o f hearsay themselves will have enough respect for it to set up musical 

hissing vipers at the door.” That was very confidently spoken, but success has proven me 

right. Seldom have I witnessed such devout listening, such a deeply seized audience.

What a strange coincidence that one after the other, in the same hall, scenes from 

W agner’s Gotterddmmerung and Brahms’s German Requiem  were played; the principal 

works o f the two most outstanding tone poets o f the present time! Greater contrasts in the

Hanslick, ‘Brahms: “Deutsches Requiem” und “Rhapsodie”’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, \3 4 - \3 6  
(1875).

The first performance o f  Ein deutsches Requiem was a semi-private concert in Vienna on December 1 1867 at 
the Gesellschaft der Musikfrennde, and dedicated to the memory o f Franz Schubert. A series o f  problems 
wreaked havoc with the performance. The first two movements, Kalbeck and others report, were accepted with 
little hesitation; the third (and for Vienna, final) movement, however, became immediately notorious because o f  
a misunderstanding on the part o f  the timpanist: in the pedal fugue section o f  the third movement, his repeated 
D's were played not as the written pf, but instead as/ or even ff: the effect was to completely drown out the rest 
o f  the orchestra and the vocal soloists. See Michael Musgrave, Brahms: A German Requiem  (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press), 60.
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music o f two contemporaries from the same country are hardly conceivable. In Brahms’s 

Requiem  we see the highest goal achieved with the purest artistic resources. Warmth and 

depth o f mind with complete technical mastery, nothing sensuously brilliant but nevertheless 

everything so deeply touching; no new orchestral effects, but great, new ideas, and with all 

the wealth, all the originality o f  the noblest naturalness and simplicity. With W agner each 

movement is dipped in affectation, with Brahms not even one. Wagner builds his completely 

new art on the rubble o f all earlier music; on the other hand, Brahms believes in the descent of 

ancestors, such as Bach and Beethoven whom he is not ashamed to follow. While music with 

Wagner has the inwardness o f power in order to be painting, with Brahms it remains the most 

individual language o f a strong spirit, and shows us how a tone poem can shake all hearts, 

without shaking the basic celebrations o f music.

One may calmly claim today, that since Bach’s B Minor Mass and Beethoven’s Missa 

Solemnis, nothing has been written in this genre that can take its place beside Brahm s’s 

German Requiem. Yes, the latter still stands nearer to our hearts, because it is stripped o f 

every confessional dress, every sacred convenience. Instead o f the ritual Latin text, German 

words are chosen, and chosen in such a way that both the individual nature o f  the music and 

the mind o f  the listener are drawn into a more intimate involvement. The m ost fortunate ones 

who never experience loss will enjoy the German Requiem  with that internal blessedness, 

which is granted only by beauty. For those, however, who mourn dearly, do not presume to 

remain dry-eyed through the overwhelming, touching sounds o f the soprano’s aria. But one 

will experience how transfiguring and strengthening the purest comfort is that flows from this 

music. Brahms is to have written this requiem after the death o f his beloved mother when he 

him self was in deepest emotion. No son has set a more beautiful monument for his mother -  

and for h im self

A new, important, and completely characteristic work by Brahms: “Rhapsody for Solo 

Alto, Male Choir and Orchestra” (op. 53), could not possibly be more favourably introduced
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then by Frau Amalie Joachim. With her voice sounding incomparably well, and the most 

expressive declamation, she solved the difficult task. The dark seriousness of the composition 

and the musically austere poem by Goethe, which is difficult to understand without 

commentary (it begins questioning with questioning words: “But who is that, on one side?”), 

makes the public reception of this work more difficult. Brahms, who goes somewhat off the 

beaten track, the broad, lyrical military road, in his choice o f texts, has taken those fragments 

of Goethe’s Harzreise im Winter after Goethe’s explanation, that have their own sentimental- 

novel-like story. The Brahms “Rhapsody” works through an extremely dark mood that 

appears strange at first; the poem becomes truly musical initially with the closing strophe, 

which brings comfort and reconciliation. The entry of the male-voice choir, through which the 

female voice bolts like a streak of lightning, is movingly beautiful. The peculiar ethical 

character, which is impressed so completely and utterly on us in Brahms’s music, and through 

which it is so closely related to Beethoven’s music, arises in the rhapsody with an almost 

gentle, tendentious strength, leaving this work to appear as a companion piece to his 

Schicksalslied.

Brahms, Piano Sonata Op. 5̂ ^̂

Herr Door played one o f the earliest compositions by J. Brahms: the F minor Piano Sonata, 

op. 5, which still does not belong to the public. A fantasy of equal tenderness and passion 

weaves through this composition which, at the same time, shelters as many errors as 

attractions of stormy youth. All of Brahms is there in it, however he is still under the spell of 

Schumann, whose ingenious youthful works worked a magic power on our composer. The 

characteristics of the melodies, the frequent jumps, the dreamy singing lines of the middle 

voices, the oddly enchanting harmonies, the far-reaching chords -  all is reminiscent of 

Schumann. There are certain poetic allusions, such as the motto over the Andante, the 

interweaving o f a student fraternity song in the Finale (similar to the “GroBvatertanz” in the

Hanslick, ‘Kamm ermusik’, Concerte, Componisten im d Virluosen, 200-201 (1877).
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“Davidsbiindlem”) and such things. The first movement with its urgent passion has something 

intoxicating about it, after which the love-blessed intimate Andante addresses us all the more 

touchingly. Following the cheeky, flourishing Scherzo (which could stand without fiirther ado 

in Schumann’s “Davidsbundler-Tanzen”) is a short Intermezzo, with “Riickblick” written 

over it. Here again, the A flat major theme o f the Andante is heard in the minor; the story o f a 

distraught love, told with almost the dramatic vividness o f a scenic staging. In the Finale it 

becomes somewhat wild and colourful; the motives accumulate; the development, now 

faltering, now rushing, wants to find no end. But like all genuine passion, even the most 

foolish, it takes its own faith prisoner along with ours. One must have lived inside this work 

in order to understand and enjoy it completely. Technically it belongs to the most difficult 

piano pieces; not one passage lies comfortably under the hand.

764Brahms, Two Motets for Mixed Chorus a capella, Op. 74

A new motet by Brahms followed the “Barber o f Baghdad” o v e r t u r e . H o w  differently this 

last piece affects me! A pure, shining choral song, in the mild light o f transfiguration, almost a 

visual echo o f  Brahm s’s greatest and most perfect work, the German Requiem. The bible- 

setting composer arranged the words from the Holy Bible with an extremely fortunate hand, 

only the generally true and humanly touching, without confessional colouring. “Childlike 

questions, seizing wisdom and m an’s doubts, it’s all in there”, expressed an avid friend o f 

music sitting close by me. The motet consists o f four short vocal movements, the first and last 

for four voices, the two middle movements for six voices. If I should express a preference for 

one o f these unified four movements, it would be the first in D minor. Just one instant stops 

one short o f the unusual declamation o f the word “W arum?”, whose first syllable is sustained 

somewhat longer and more strongly accented. Then the deep, soulful, melancholy 

overwhelms us, with which the choral movement is introduced with a repeated “W arum?” and

Hanslick, Untitled Review, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen,, 222-223 (1878). Originally reviewed in 
Neue Freie Presse, 10 December 1878.

Peter Cornelius, Barber o f  Baghdad Overture.
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quietly closes. An artful fabric o f voices pulls through the whole piece, that almost no other 

contemporary composer could arrange, and nevertheless it flows clearly, naturally and in pure 

melodious sound. It is understood that such a spiritual choral work as this cannot achieve its 

full effect in the concert hall. One would like to hear the motet on an evening in a quiet 

church, undisturbed by worldly impressions and sights.

Brahms, Violin Sonata in G Major, Op. 78’^̂

Brahms’s new sonata for violin and piano is quite a sensuous work spun from silver threads. It 

is o f a more contemplative than passionate character, and is a formal contrast to the F minor 

Quintett played shortly b e f o r e h a n d . W h i l e  during the quintet we are beaten by dark powers, 

wandering in the stormy night between rocks, abysses and raging waterfalls, the sonata leads 

us to a more peaceful landscape, where we rest with a kind o f melancholic pleasure. Instead 

of a stomi in the heart, a reconciled resignation. Instead o f the precipitous rock, a cosy little 

village. Instead of the thundering waterfall, the quiet trickle of warm summer rain. And 

indeed this rain actually plays a part in the sonata, especially in the Finale, whose theme and

768accompaniment figure are taken faithfully from “Regenlied” by Brahms (Op. 59, Book I).

The first movement begins with the three opening notes o f  the song, the first slow raindrops 

pounding at the window, as it were. However this motive is only fieetingly suggested. The 

Regenlied theme is performed more substantially in the final movement. “Pour down 

raindrops, pour down!” the regular sweeping-away accompaniment figure seems to repeat, 

“reawaken for me the dreams again” .

What we have here is in no way a literal repetition o f the song, as we had in 

Schubert’s well known instrumental works with their songs: “Der W anderer”, “Die Forelle”, 

“Der Tod und das M adchen”. Brahms leaves himself, as it were, to work from a subconscious

Hanslick, ‘K am m erm usik’, C oncerte, C om ponisten  und I'irtuosen, 2 5 7 -2 5 9  (1879). Originally review ed in 
N eue F reie Presse, 23 N ovem ber 1879.

Brahms, Piano Quintet in F Minor, Op. 34.
Brahms ‘R egenlied ,’ Op. 59/3.
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memory, and to create in the same mood, from the same main motive, a new one. This final 

movement is clear and graceful, and belongs among the pearls o f Brahms’s chamber music. 

The first two movements develop less freely and originally. There the storm o f feeling is held 

back in that particular superior, reflective way, that is evident in similar works by Brahms. 

Something undecided, blurred or hazy lies therein; the motives are not afraid o f  bright colours 

and plastic forms, valuable rhymes, which do not quite want to emerge to their full 

independent beauty. Brahms loves to smear the contours o f the melody and the rhythm 

through frequent syncopations, sextuplet and triplet accompaniments, and rhythmic shifts. In 

the Adagio o f the sonata the listener feels uncertain every now and then o f where the bar line 

falls. This tempo-adjusting ambiguity is also attributable to Brahms’s piano playing, which in 

its refinement (perhaps too much refinement) neglects the sharp rhythmic modulation, and in 

particular saves the little finger all too tenderly in the left hand. The new violin sonata ranks 

among the most important compositions that improve with repeated hearings. It seems to us to 

have been produced more for the intimate benefit o f the private circle than for the effect in the 

concert hall. A completely sensuous, not to mention secret piece, requires a certain frame o f 

mind from the players.

Brahms, Violin Concerto in D major, Op. 77’^̂

The new Violin Concerto by Brahms that Joachim played to the Viennese public for the first 

time is a ripe fruit o f the friendship between Joachim and Brahms. A work o f high, strong 

stature, o f that calm, genuinely masculine cheerfulness which, to our joy, wins ever more 

ground in the mind o f the composer. The Violin Concerto seems closely related to Brahm s’s 

Symphony No. 2, not only in the tonality o f  D major, rather in its whole character. It is related 

to the Piano Concerto No. 1 in D minor as his second symphony is to the first. The great, dark 

pathos, the painful passion, that pulls through the Piano Concerto, is a kinder mood in the

Hanslick, ‘Virtuosen, Brahms’ Violin-Concert (gespielt von Joachim),’ Concerte, Componisten und 
Virtuosen, 265-268  (1879).
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Violin Concerto, a more graceful river. One should certainly deduce from this that the Violin 

Concerto is already popular and brilliant. Brilliance and popularity are characteristics that are 

furthest from Brahms’s personality and most alien to his style. And yet brilliance and 

popularity are among the characteristics that we have difficulty separating from the genre of 

“concerto”, and are reluctant to overlook in the best individual concertos. Beethoven’s and 

Mendelssohn’s concertos would not possess that dowry of brilliance and popularity without 

their deeper and more difficult characteristics, they would not have found such unparalleled 

vivacious and continuing approval with performers and listeners. Of all existing violin 

concertos Beethoven’s and Mendelssohn’s still assume the highest rank in terms of general 

popularity, they stand almost in isolation. No new violin concerto since their time has been 

able to swing up beside those two, or to remain in the public for any time longer than them.

Of the older concertos, every now and then one still plays those by Viotti or Spohr, although 

they are played less frequently from year to year. In recent times, Joachim’s Hungarian 

Concerto seems to me the most original and fresh. There were violin concertos by Max Bruch, 

Saint-Saens, Goldmark and other interesting appearances, but they lacked sufficient vitality to 

conquer that empty third place, and to stake a claim to indispensability.

Brahms’s Violin Concerto ought, from today, to be recognised as the most important 

one that has appeared since Beethoven’s and Mendelssohn’s. I doubt whether it would ever 

rival the general favour o f those two, however. It lacks the immediately recognisable and 

delightful melody, the rhythmic river that flows not just in the beginning but throughout the 

whole, in which sense the Beethoven and Mendelssohn are so uniquely effective. Many 

wonderful thoughts are not brought to their full effect, because they disappear too quickly, or 

are too closely bound to artful weaving. -  Brahms’s concerto is completely in the old form, 

three movements, the cadenza in the first often left open, filled out naturally with a 

performance by Joachim, the orchestra without trombones. In its mood and rhythmic motion, 

the first movement (D major, 3/4) sounds somewhat like the Eroica; it is reminiscent of
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Beethoven in many details. A Larghetto in F major o f serenade-like character follows. The 

rather long introduction, performed by woodwinds and horns, is complete garden music. In 

gracious curves it bends the song o f the solo violin up and down, at the beginning 

accompanied by only string quartet, to which the winds throw individual calls. Later the 

violin melody sprays a shower o f dainty passages, particularly sextuplet figures, and closes 

with the most delicate pianissimo  exhalation. The Finale is in rondo form, an Allegro giocoso 

in 2/4 time. The expression “giocoso” is used here for the first time by Brahms, who rarely 

jokes to the best o f my knowledge. In this Finale, however, the violin begins quite merrily, 

with a rousing, affable theme, that might fall apart quite easily under the arms o f some 

players. The bravura o f the solo violin faces some o f its most difficult passages here; for 

pages at a time it walks in double stops, a formal sixth-etude flows in a long avenue o f 

arpeggios, from which finally rapid scale runs flash like rockets. The technical virtuosity o f 

this concerto is comparable to that o f the Beethoven concerto, as the bravura o f Joachim is 

comparable to that o f Franz Clement.^^® We ask whether the violin concerto is violinistic and 

composed with violin thoughts? Many virtuosos might risk those incessantly high and highest 

positions; they are the so-called risky places where even Joachim did not always bring it off 

completely purely. To conclude: it is a piece o f music o f masterly formal and cultivated art, 

but o f a somewhat austere invention, and with half spun sails o f expiring fantasy.

Brahms Tragic Overture, Op. 81^’'

The fourth Philharmonic concert opened with “Vorspiel und Isoldes Liebestod” from 

W agner’s Tristan und Isolde. Many a youthful, passionate nature, goes into raptures from the 

sounds o f  the somewhat meaningless words “Liebestod” alone. One can argue how 

completely effective the music o f  W agner’s “Liebestod” is, a music in which each bar is

™  Franz Clement (1780-1842) was an Austrian violinist, conductor and composer. His playing was 
characterised by clarity, elegance and tenderness, and Beethoven him self bore the highest testimony to his 
powers by writing his Violin Concerto, Op. 61, for him.

Hanslick, ‘Brahms “Tragische Ouverture’” , Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 280-81 (1880).
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“outside itse lf’. Moreover this virtuoso orchestral work, which is painted with Makart 

colours, was splendidly performed by the Philharmonic Orchestra.

Johannes Brahms’s Tragische Ouvertiire, performed for the first time, formed an 

interesting contrast to W agner’s pathological mood music. It deals with independent musical 

thoughts, themes, from which the composer organically develops the whole, with his 

characteristic, rigorous logic. Brahms had no specific tragedy in mind for his overture, rather 

an Actus Tragicus (as Sebastian Bach’s title reads). The overture (D minor, alia breve) flows 

in a continuous course. Allegro moderato, without changes o f time signature or tempo, filled 

throughout with a pathetic seriousness that sometimes touches the severe, but never the 

horribly distorting “tragic” . The work is hardly understandable and appreciable in one 

hearing, with its broad conception and its rich, artful combination. I do not believe that many 

hearts will beat for the Tragic Overture. Its pathos is o f a stifling, depressing weight, as 

though soaked with Northern fog. Neither the fair maiden-shape nor the hurling battle fanfare 

(that are not lacking in any Shakespearean tragedy) illuminate the exalted darkness o f the 

Brahmsian Trauerspiel. If one had to call on a tragedy that was to be introduced with 

Brahms’s overture, one would probably call on “Hamlet.”

11"^Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80 "

“Was kommt dort von der Hoh?” Directly from the summit o f tragic tone poems into the

7 7 -2

circle o f merry students, who sing the “Fuchslied” and other student songs. It is Johannes 

Brahms who even the boldest foxes do not venture to call “leather” . Indeed after Brahms’s 

Tragic Overture he composed an Academic Festival Overture that he constructed from the 

themes o f student songs. It begins pianissimo  with a particularly tingling Allegro-Motiv in

Hanslick, ‘Brahms; “A kadem ische Ouvertiire’” , C oncerte, C om ponisten und Virtuosen, 2 9 7 -9 8  (1881). 
O riginally reviewed in N eue F reie Presse, 27 March 1881.

“Fuchslied” or “Fox Song” is another title for “Was kommt dort von Hoh?”, a humorous freshman song in 
Germany. For a discussion o f  the student songs Brahms uses in this overture with musical exam ples, see Chapter 
3.
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staccato quavers, almost like a light clatter o f spurs, which after a while follow the solemn 

song “Wir hatten gebaut ein stattliches Haus” in celebratory, high trumpet tones. 

Accomplished together with the first (belonging to Brahms) Allegro-M otiv, it unexpectedly 

takes the refrain o f the student song “Landesvater” : “H5rt, ich sing das Lied der Liede! Hort 

es, meine deutschen Briider!” Informally and nevertheless surprisingly it closes to the quaint 

“Fuchslied” : “Was kommt dort von der Hoh?” The bassoons, the comedians o f the orchestra, 

first knock quietly, then all o f the instruments answer jubilantly fortissim o  with the refrain. 

How now the composer weaves all o f  these motives through one another and against one 

another, always refined and spiritual and yet never unclear or overloaded. It is absolutely 

delightful to hear. Brahms wisely saved up the '"Gaudeamus ig iturT  for the conclusion; 

surrounded by swirling violin passages, the peaceful Marseillaise o f  student life rises in full 

splendour, crowning the celebration o f studentship. Only a composer who, like Brahms, has 

all the art o f  counterpoint in his power and can play with it gracefully, is able to write a piece 

o f this kind, both artfully combined and o f popular effect. It is a ceremony o f the noblest form 

o f the musical student fraternity to which the newly graduated doctor o f  philosophy is invited, 

with his former fellow students and the dignitaries o f the famous old Breslau University.

This honorary promotion o f our Brahms, which lost none o f its brilliance through the 

snide remarks o f Wagner, was only the outer cause for the composition o f  the Festival 

Overture. With Brahms the inner impulse is the more important. O f the student songs he 

celebrates in his overture there sound many valuable memories o f youth; he had sung them 

often, inspired in the student circles o f Gottingen. “ Wir hatten gebaut ein stattliches Haus” 

and the “Landesvater” had grown in his heart, songs which were sung only once a year for 

especially solemn ceremonies in fraternity meetings, memorable and significant landmarks in 

the history o f German studentship. In Vierma where student life has only recently moved, the 

work found only meagre points o f contact with the public, actually only “Gaudeamus” and the 

“Fuchslied” have become generally known and popular. A gesture o f amused recognition
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rustled gently through the rows o f listeners as the last named song emerged from Brahms’s 

Festival Overture.

Brahms Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat Major, Op. 83’ "̂*

And now to the new Piano Concerto by Brahms in B flat major, which the composer him self 

performed for us in the Philharmonic concert on 26 December. The first and second 

symphonies by Brahms were also Christmas performances in 1876 and 1877, Christmas 

presents. What Brahms hung on the Christmas tree this year for the Viennese is a pearl o f 

concert literature. The B flat major is in the strictest sense (although this is also claimed o f 

other concertos) a great symphony with obbligato piano. It earns this description not only in 

consideration o f the unusual number o f four movements (instead o f the usual three), but also 

on account o f  the orchestra completely penetrating the voice o f the piano, which only emerges 

with a few solo bars in each movement, piano and orchestra acting as equals.

The horn alone introduces the first movement with a simple, concise motif, with 

unusual scope for construction, an Allegro non troppo in 4/4 time. In the course o f the whole 

movement this short main motive develops an undreamt o f wealth, not in the sense o f a dry 

reception o f a didactic art, rather in lively flowering and growth. Conscious strength and 

cheerfully considered seriousness form the basic tone o f this movement, the one most 

frequently performed o f  all four.

The shortest and most energetic movement o f  the concerto follows, a wildly frothing 

Allegro passionato in D minor. There is no actual Scherzo but in its place an almost daring 

bravura belligerently tumults. A tuneful cello solo introduces the third movement, an Andante 

in B flat major. The piano gives it time to unfold before richly winding the most delicate 

garlands o f tones around the singing o f the orchestra. The piece does not belong to the 

meditative, dark Andante movements by Brahms, in whose secretive depths (to borrow a 

phrase from Schumann) “the mining lamp goes out”, rather it belongs to the more seldom,

Hanslick, ‘Brahms: Z w eites Clavierconcert in B-dur’, Concerte, C om ponisten  iind Virtuosen, 29 8 -3 0 3  
(1881).
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second kind o f a lovely, serenading character. The last movement (Allegro moderate, B flat 

major, 2/4 time) appears to me to be the pinnacle o f the whole work. Regardless o f my 

opinion, it achieves this by the most direct, enchanting effect on the public. Its graceful, 

melodious final main theme, which immediately takes the listener prisoner by flattery, finds a 

characteristic counterpart in the equally singable second minor theme, whose tender, 

lamenting path is reminiscent o f a Hungarian folksong. This Finale flows away to a rapid 

conclusion in a continuous golden river.

These feeble suggestions say nothing, and nevertheless they say far too much. Pure 

instrumental music cannot be retold in words, and the more conscientiously one tries the 

clearer the impossibility becomes to capture a certain music in the closed ring o f description. 

Some general remarks on the recent works o f Brahms may perhaps orientate the reader a little 

better. It is an obvious perception that Brahms’s new Piano Concerto No. 2 is related roughly 

to the first in D minor, as his second symphony is to the first. While the D minor Concerto 

and the C minor Symphony are illuminated by the gloomy light o f distressing passion, where 

a wonderful but also frightening drama beckons, we look calmly, gladdened on the safe, green 

landscape that the Second Symphony and the Second Piano Concerto extend before us. A 

partial ambiguity is connected with that thunderous mood o f both first mentioned works, a 

submergence o f musical trains o f thought that the listener excessively exerted and released, 

held on to in between wonderful lookout points, on terrible, evermore puzzling paths. This 

music seems to hardly breath freely, and speaks more to itself than to the people. In contrast 

to the first symphony, the second appears to us not only o f a reconciled and friendly nature, 

rather also more clear musically, more reasonable.

The same can be said in earnest o f the new B flat major concerto that, without 

touching on the great tragedy o f the D minor concerto, nevertheless surpasses it in 

intelligence, wealth o f colour and pure beauty. I would almost like to say it is an all round 

musical completion. Those who see the more “genuine” Brahms in the first symphony also
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claim to prefer the first concerto, as Brahms is more him self in this work than the second. It is 

my feeling that the current Brahms is more genuine and himself, like the earlier but somewhat 

different. He has not only become clearer in his art with the course o f the years, but also 

luckier in life. That can be heard in his music, exactly as is revealed in the reversal o f fate in 

Beethoven’s production. Brahms initially played his first piano concerto in Leipzig in 1859 

(op. 15). Between this and the second there lies 22 years and the publication o f no fewer than 

63 w'orks. At that time Brahms fought with all the bitterness o f life. The first disappointments 

and strokes o f fate rained down on the young man, w-ho required enormous strength in order 

not to timidly break down in view o f the high mission that Schumann had set before the whole 

world. The Brahms o f today, to a wonderful extent, has become part o f what he lacked and 

desired at that time. Without being unfaithful to him self he is not only a greater, rather a more 

dear and beloved artist, a more dear and beloved person. Hence there is the happy and 

delightfully warm sunshine that now breaks out from Brahms’s music, and which it may 

never again miss.

When we speak o f clarity and easy intelligibility in relation to the B flat major 

concerto, none o f Brahms’s trusted friends will misunderstand -  we measure with the 

yardstick o f Brahm s’s music. The new Brahms flows by no means into the ear as fresh and 

original as a concerto by Mozart or Beethoven, as delightfully refreshing as M endelssohn’s G 

minor or Schumann’s A minor.^^^ One knows his kind: “buttoned up music” , as some have 

called it. If now the musically experienced listener is successful in gradually unbuttoning, or 

if  Brahms does so him self in the B flat Concerto -  something else nevertheless always 

remains if  one, like Mozart or Schubert, comes from the house “unbuttoned” to greet us with 

a friendly hand. Brahms is an immoveable feast and secure in his resting individuality, 

serious, true and distinguished to the point o f abruptness, an artistic nature that will never

Hanslick is o f  course referring to the weight placed on the young composer’s shoulders by Robert 
Schumann’s article ‘Neue Bahnen,’ Neue Zeitschrift fu r  M usik 39 (1853) in which he hailed the then twenty one 
year old Brahms as the new Messiah o f  music.
™  Mendelssohn, Piano Concerto No. 1 in G Minor, Op. 25; Schumann, Piano Concerto in A minor. Op. 54.
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change its core, never mind its shell. His melodic invention is, as one knows, not as rich and 

powerful as his harmonic and contrapuntal art, his sensuousness not so developed as his 

intellect, his music is more deep and full o f thought, than it is expressive and warm.

Those are the essential characteristics without which one is unable to think o f Brahms, 

as is also the case with his newest concerto. To wish to invite a great artist to change from 

their own nature is just as presumptuous as it is useless. So often one would like to call to the 

wonderful Franz Schubert; “Do not let yourself go so comfortably and cosily, put yourself 

together energetically!” Just as often one would like to say to Brahms: “Let yourself go more 

freely and easily. Leave down the suit o f  armour for a short while and lie down in the hazy 

grass!” The one would be just as little able to do this as the other, even with the best will. A 

characteristic that Brahms’s newest work has in common with the noblest works o f our 

Classicists -  it certainly does not stand in favour with all listeners -  is still emphasised: It is 

pure music and there is no reference point for poetic in- or after- interpretation. No one will 

find a certain feeling, a situation, a picture, expressed musically. Rather everything is thought 

o f purely musically, flows from a uniformly lifted mood, which is just as far removed from 

deep pain as it is from jubilant delight. Here, as in most o f his chamber music, Brahms holds 

him self in a juste-m ilieu  o f feeling, a middle degree o f temperature, in which his 

extraordinary creative power seems to prosper best. When Tieck puts the reproduction o f “in 

tones” in his much cited strophe “sweet love thinks in tones”, so Brahms puts the word 

“thought” .^̂  ̂ It may now be o f  sweet love or o f what is always animated, his music is in the

• 778most beautiful sense a thinking in tones, a thinking that does not exclude the warmth and 

the poetic momentum. If we should identify a feeling which is unmistakeable in Brahm s’s 

newest concerto, then it would be the pleasant feeling o f having new, good thoughts. Thus in

Hanslick is referring to Ludwig Tieck’s poem ‘Liebe’ that contains the words ‘Liebe denkt in siiBe Tonen’ 
(1798). He misquotes the poet. See Ruprecht Wimmer, Ludwig Tieck, Schriften in zw b lf  Banden, Bd. 7. 
(Frankfurt: Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 1995), 313.

This bears a marked resemblance to Brahms’s own claim that ‘In meinen Tonen spreche ich’ (I speak in 
tones) in a letter to Clara Schumann o f  September 1868. See Berthold Litzmann, Clara Schumann, Johannes 
Brahms, Briefe aus den Jahren 1853-1869, Bd. 1 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1927), 270.
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Brahms’s B flat major concerto we possess a work for which exposure will appoint ever new 

beauties and ever new pleasures. A long youth flowers before it.

Brahms, Ndnie, Op. 82̂ ^̂

A new work by Brahms is Schiller’s Ndnie for choir and orchestra. Only two years ago we 

heard a composition to the same words by Hermann Gotz in a Gesellschaft concert, whose 

warm feeling was all the more touching, due to a spontaneous relationship o f the mourning

70 A

choir with the premature death of the talented composer. This time in Brahms’s choral 

work, a certain relationship to Schiller’s mourning poem is known: the lament “Alles Schone 

muB sterben!”, which is concerned with the ingenious painter Anselm Feuerbach who, 

through his activities in Vienna, also became close to the composer, is carried off in full 

masculine strength. Brahms’s Ndnie is a musical death-fire for Anselm Feuerbach, as is also 

betrayed by the dedication to Feuerbach’s mother. For this marvellous woman the publication 

of the booklet reads: “A bequeathal from Anselm Feuerbach” (1882), which must touch the 

splendid, quite ideal people as well as those who should find Feuerbach’s works strange or be 

unmoved by them. The fragment of an autobiography, the letters to his mother, finally 

Feuerbach’s intelligent aphorisms form a truly valuable bequeathal. Painters tend to be 

sincere, warm-hearted friends of music, usually without playing an instrument themselves. 

The history of art will quote few opposing examples; in my personal experience I find 

absolutely none. The bequeathal betrays Feuerbach’s love for music in more than one place.

A private performance of Gluck’s Orpheus inspired his painting of the same name. His last 

Viennese painting (which he considered to be his best) is called “The Concert”; of his great 

Dante picture he wrote, “it is just like an Andante by Mozart.”

But it was less this love of music, than the similarity in the w'hole Kunstanschauung 

that connected Feuerbach and Brahms in friendship and affinity; their same imperturbable

™  Hanslick, ‘Brahms: “N anie” ’, C oncerte, C om ponisten  im d  Virtuosen, 3 4 5 -4 7  (1882).
Hanslick is referring to N enie  by the Sw iss com poser Hermann G oetz (1 8 4 0 -1 8 7 6 ), which predates Brahms’s 

setting by seven years.
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direction toward the great, the exahed and the ideal, that often led to sharp severity and 

seclusion. The beautiftil utterance o f  Feuerbach made in relation to his painting “Poetry” is 

just as effective when applied to Brahm s’s tone poems: “It is no picture dictated by fashion; it 

is severe and unadorned. I expect no understanding o f it, but I can do nothing else. And he 

who takes the trouble to consider it for a long time becomes somewhat overcome, as though 

the picture is not a picture o f our time.” This severe, noble and pure spirit also flows through 

Ndnie, a work that Brahms dedicated to Feuerbach.

Just how enticing and at the same time dangerous Schiller’s poem is for the composer, 

being heavy in ideas and rich in imagery, was already emphasised in the Gotz composition. 

The Gotz may have an advantage over the deep and artistic work o f Brahms, through pleasing 

melodies and plentiful change. Brahms does without the latter and holds his mourning choir 

together in a final movement o f melancholic ceremony. After a gentle instrumental 

introduction in which the oboe leads the lamenting word, the soprano sings the first verse 

alone, the three other voices follow canonically. In solemn majesty the middle movement 

rises in F sharp major: “she ascends from the sea” , in the most touching simplicity he lowers 

the lament to pianissimo', “that perfection can perish.”

It is a sensuous course that Brahms does not leave the last word with “for the entire 

community goes down to the underworld in silence,” but rather closes with the previous 

verse: “to be a dirge on the lips o f loved ones can be a marvellous thing!” The music takes up 

the opening and main movement again here in D major (6/4), rounding o ff the whole 

harmoniously. The work, which would benefit from a much finer, more solemn performance, 

and a more precise orchestral accompaniment, was given a rather cool reception. Novelties o f 

such deep seriousness and artistic execution have nearly always to fight in order to win the 

comfort o f the public; this battle leads to victory only with later repetitions.
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Brahms, Gesang der Parzen, Op. 89

Brahms’s Gesang der Parzen (Op. 89) belongs among the jew els o f modem choral music. 

Perhaps the choice o f the wonderful poem appears strange. Taken from G oethe’s Iphigenie, it 

finds no general understanding in the concert public, and in this isolation brings us hopelessly 

down to earth. This cold, arbitrary envy o f the Gods who do not oppose the counterweight o f 

human elevation (as in Prometheus), effects us too horrifyingly. The stuff o f  Parzenlied  forms 

a companion piece to Brahms’s Schicksalslied  (by Holderlin), which confronts the eternally 

unspoilt peace o f the Gods, in comparison with the constant fight o f the stressful existence o f 

poor humans. There is a further musical analogy to Brahms’s newest work in his Ndnie, the 

awe-inspiring lament by Schiller. After a few introductory bars o f the most piercing, tragic 

expression, the choir ( a three-voice male choir alternating with a three-voice female choir) 

begins simply reciting: “Let all men on earth be afraid of the Gods!” On the words “let him 

fear them doubly” he unites all six voices to tremendous strength. It brings out the dispute, the 

gloomy tones o f lament, and a penetrating cry, as from the depths, announces the fall in to 

Tartarus, as shining contrasts o f well-being sound fulfilled, rise against the strophe: “the Gods 

though remain there eternally feasting.” Once more the choir repeats the first, dark motive: 

“let all be afraid o f the Gods”, which now carries itself to a mild, stately song in D major: 

“They turn then, these rulers, their eyes that bring blessings.”

This reconciling, almost transfiguring conclusion is not quite explainable from the 

poem itself; it is not necessarily a result o f it; that the Gods turned their blessed eyes away 

from the innocent grandchild o f the unfortunate, once beloved ancestor, does not signify a 

softening, but rather indicates the merciless life o f their cruel sense. We leave it to others to 

find these surprising mood changes in Brahm s's deeply sensuous interpretations, and would 

rather the key to search for it on the surface, particularly in the musical needs o f the 

composer. Just as Rubens or Rembrandt often need a bright colour and, without the

Hanslick, ‘Brahms: “Gesang der Parzen’” , Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 372-374  (1883).
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compulsion o f the subject, use it for individual portions o f a darkly held painting, so, we 

think, Brahms the musician deemed a more reconciled ending to be essential to this choir, and 

therefore arranged it so touchingly, and beautifully, that we too will not be able to do without 

it from now on. Brahms’s Gesang der Parzen is highly important in its perfect union o f  the 

severity and simplicity o f classical antiquity, with the liveliest, most moving expression o f 

feelings. After the dark main motive, the middle movement works with delightful sounding 

beauty; it is harmonically rich, and therefore not so much arranged polyphonically as similar 

works by Brahms. No one can remain insensitive to the ripe, solemn beauty o f Parzenlied; 

however, a more favourable public reception will be just as difficult here as with Ndnie and 

Schicksalslied. Elsewhere certainly both Ndnie and Parzenlied  were stormily in demand for 

repeated performances, in places where the attention to serious choral music is just as 

common and intensive as ours is sporadic and superficial -  in Switzerland or the Rheinish 

states, for example. In Vienna such strict choral compositions are rarely given a respectful 

reception. There is only one way for this to gradually increase to a warm, understanding 

intimacy: frequent repetition o f such works.

Brahms String Quintet in F Major, Op. 88’ '̂

In the new String Quintet (op. 88) we step towards one o f the most perfect creations by 

Brahms, one o f the clearest, and one o f the most charming. His newer compositions bring 

fewer surprises compared to his revolutionary youthful works, to which perhaps only the 

second piano rhapsody is again bound -  however the beautiful is more concentrated in them, 

and the whole mood becomes more cheerful, more satisfied. So it is in the new quintet. The 

simple cantabile main theme adapts an idyllic tone, that animates itself in the attractive sub

theme o f A major, and the transparent interplay o f  these two motives spreads a lasting 

sunshine over the whole first movement. Naturally it looks different when the sun shines with 

Brahms than it would with Haydn or Mozart. They would light up even a more serious, more

Hanslick, ‘Kammermusik’, Concerte, Componisten und Virtuosen, 386-87 (1883).
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harsh landscape, one which had individual rocky reefs and strangely branched trees. One o f 

the most beautiful blooming movements o f Brahms’s chamber music is this Allegro, 

nevertheless exceeded by the following Adagio. It is o f a moving, intimate song, new and 

characteristic in form: a kind o f fusion o f Adagio and Scherzo, the latter missing as an 

independent component in the quintet (of only three movements). The Adagio begins with a 

rapturous, passionate melody in C minor, however soon moves to a merry Allegretto in A 

major that, after a long flight, sinks back into the thoughtful depths o f  the Adagio. The Adagio 

is somewhat broader here than at the opening and closes in the main tonality, but only 

apparently: a delicate Presto in A major flutters in unannounced, in order to lead the early 

Allegretto again to the first Adagio that appears and now remains in A major. The gradual, 

quiet exhalation o f this movement is o f celestial beauty. Friends o f poetic interpretation may 

search their art for a strange and yet nowhere arbitrary change o f mood. We cannot help them, 

certainly also we cannot contradict them, if they imagine themselves transferred in to a violet- 

aired, quiet spring night, looking at an open window full o f joy and sorrow in the small 

moonlit garden. Also in the Finale all is clear, transparent, unified. It begins with a quaver 

figure rising up in the viola for four bars, which later arises as an accompaniment motive o f a 

song theme, and leads, by a number o f intelligent transformations to a brilliant, fiery 

conclusion. It is a splendid movement and its only misfortune is the insurmountable attraction 

o f  the first two movements.

Brahms, Lieder, 0pp. 84, 85 and 86̂ *̂

The second Lieder evening o f the chamber singer G. Walter was devoted exclusively to the 

music o f  Schubert and Brahms. After several frequently and gladly heard Schubert Lieder, 

Walter sang five numbers from Brahm s's three new books o f  songs (op. 84, 85 and 86) for the 

first time. Among this collection are some o f the most beautiful works that Brahms has 

produced in this genre, and that says a lot in view o f over 100 Lieder by this composer. There

Hanslick, ‘Brahms, 3 neue Lieder, Concerte, Componisten und VIrtuosen, 395-396 (1883).
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are two different yet equally characteristic sides o f  Brahms’s Lieder art: the soft, dreamy, 

deeply serious, and the popular, cheerful. They both step towards us this evening in full

784illumination. In relation to the first genre, we would like to point out ‘Feldeinsamkeit; what 

blessed peace in this so deep and agreeably breathing melody: “I rest quite still in the tall 

green grass!” The second Lied “Nachtwandler” *̂̂  sets a sensuous poem by Kalbeck: “Do not 

disturb the gentle slumber o f one encircled by a relieving dream.” It is impossible to convey 

the mysterious, half sweet, half gruesome mood o f this poem more truly and more beautifully 

than Brahms has. There is a fantastic charm in the change from C major to C minor in the 

short prelude, a deeply moving strength in the increase at the end: “Woe to the lips that would 

call out to him .” Like the night wanderer himself, the music cries out here with inconceivable 

peace and security at an abyss in which everyone irredeemably fell to the “dramatic,” gracious 

composer. Incomparable delicacy also filled the third Lied sung by Walter: “In 

W aldeinsamkeit,” which, however, does not match the melodic attraction o f the first two, 

and perhaps goes too far in the intellectual independence o f the harmonically soaked 

accompaniment. What delightful kernels o f  popular idea and amusement are known to the 

more exact connoisseurs o f Brahms’s music -  a kernel that is hardly foreseen in his

787instrumental music. Is there anj^hing more charming than the two duets “Outer Rath” and 

“So laB’ uns wandem” *̂* (op. 75), than the Lieder: “Sonntags” ,̂ *̂  “Mei Mutter mag mich 

nit”^̂ ° and so many others? Walter sang two attractive pieces o f  this kind from the new books: 

“M adchenlied”^ '̂ whose gentle melancholy and strange rhythm (5/4) correspond to the South- 

Slavic character o f  the poem, and “Vergebliches Standchen”.'^^ One would not expect this

Feldeinsamkeit, Op. 86/2 
Nachtwandler, Op. 86/3 
‘Vergebliches Standchen’, Op. 84/4. 
‘Guter Rat’, Op. 75/2 
‘So lal3 uns wandem’, Op. 75/3 
‘Sonntag’, Op. 47/3 
‘Die Trauemde’, Op. 7/5 
‘Madchenlied’, Op. 85/3 
‘Vergebliches Standchen’, Op. 84/4
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popular, refreshing, cheerful melody o f Brahms, with the most refined accompaniment lying 

half-hidden underneath it.

New Quartets, 423-424 (1884)

The farewell-production o f the Heckmann String Quartet was such a clear holiday. It began 

with Schumann’s A major quartet, the same quartet with which the then unknown players 

won the full sympathy o f the public at their first soiree. Thereafter followed the A minor 

quartet by Brahm.s.^^^ Beside his recently heard in B flat major,^^'^ the clear, sensuous 

attraction. An Adagio o f this sweet, long breath o f melody, like that in Brahm s’s A minor 

quartet, had not been written since Beethoven. Positioned in a programme between Schumann 

and Beethoven, Brahms in his beautiful individuality had to suffer neither from the great nor 

greater neighbour. He has taken elements o f Schumann’s and Beethoven’s music in his own -  

initially more in his youthful works, more recently in the later period -  but both influences are 

completely absorbed in Brahms’s individuality, so that nobody who is thoroughly familiar 

with this composer can misjudge him anywhere. No earlier performance made the veins o f 

Brahms’s quartet so transparent as the Heckmann. This warm clarity -  because there is also a 

harsh, cold clarity o f performance, which makes the blood o f  the composer freeze -  could 

only be a product o f deep understanding and countless rehearsals. Obviously everyone o f the 

four performers knew their part by heart along with that o f their colleagues. Their peak was, 

however, the general delight in the incomparable performance o f  the Beethoven C major 

Quartet, op. 59.

Brahms String Quintet in G Major, Op. I l l ;  Dvofak’^̂

In its first production, the Rose Quartet played a new, still unpublished String Quintet (with 2 

violas) by Johannes Brahms. One could not wish for a better opening. The new work is o f that 

sweet, clear ripeness, which is only brought about by complete mastery and strong invention,

Brahms, String Quartet in A minor, Op. 51/2.
Brahms, String Quartet in B flat major. Op. 67.
Hanslick, ‘N eue Quintette von Brahms und D vorak’, Aus dem Tagebuch eines Miisikers, 3 1 6 -2 0 .
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with a harmoniously refined view o f life. In mood and content it follows Brahms’s earliest 

chamber music, which we were glad to praise for the beautiful warm-hearted competence o f 

their content, the continuity o f mood and the admirable conciseness o f the form. Ever more 

Brahms seems to concentrate; ever more consciously he finds the strength to express healthy, 

relatively simple feelings. A rich inner life lives in this piece, with no presumption, with no 

excess. There is nothing o f  the complacent disunity, the mysterious tone painting and the 

“dramatic” descriptions, which are afflicted upon us today in pure instrumental music by 

demanding semi-geniuses. The beauty, which is just as consistent with the harshness as with 

the passionate, steps ever more consciously, ever more purely into the foreground with 

Brahms. In that sense he forms a contrast to the Liszt-Wagnerian, the young Russian and 

Norwegian schools, about whom a word on the “Impressionists” in painting would be 

appropriate: they are continually afraid o f making something beautiful.

Brahm s’s chamber music o f the last ten to fifteen years reminds me in its effect o f 

Beethoven in his second period; the similarity lies not in individual aspects, rather in the 

complete character, in the whole atmosphere, which drifts over us with such agreeable, gentle 

strength. In all probability Bralims may persist with this tendency. He has gone the opposite 

way to Beethoven; from storm to peace, from night to light. As Beethoven wrote his last 

quartets, these grandiose dramas o f pessimism and o f irreconcilable humour, he was exactly 

as old as the Brahms o f today. What a contrast o f  undeniable, internal relationship! Perhaps it 

is only individual preference, that makes no claim to universality, that Brahms always 

appeared most perfect to me in his chamber music. Apart from the German Requiem, a work 

that stands completely above and by itself, I find Brahms to be strong in invention and 

construction, with the most intimate fusion o f particular and nevertheless general human 

contents with beautiful form, at his best in his B flat major Sextet, his String Quartets and 

Piano Quartets, the F major Quintet, the Violin Sonatas.
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The new quintet ranks among those works in which I see not the most original and the 

boldest, but rather the best Brahms. The first movement is completely wonderful, an Allegro 

con brio in G major in 9/8. How joyously victorious the theme from the cellos swings under 

the rushing tremolos o f the violins! Here that sweet melody o f the second subject sung by 

both violas, and the answer o f the violins, gracefully slopes and bends down into the great 

seventh chord! How the motives and motivic fragments o f the first part are so artfully and 

nevertheless so casually used in the development; nearly always surprising, and nevertheless 

as though it could not be any other way! The Adagio sounds gentle and intimate, a 

melancholic, slavic influenced song in D minor. It follows an Allegretto in G minor, with a 

lovely rocking Trio in G major. As with most o f Brahms’s Scherzos, it is neither joking nor 

funny, rather it saunters along in comfortable humour, as if it were singing before itself. The 

Finale, which works its way up from an easily masked B minor to the main tonality G major, 

is a sharply rhythmical 2/4 section o f light Hungarian colour. It is less effective through the 

importance o f its themes than through its temperament, that in cheerful, completely popular, 

yet fading passion sweeps everything away with itself

It so splendidly happened that two days after the Brahms String Quintet, a new Piano 

Quintet by Dvorak was perfonned.^^^ The instrumental music o f today must scold itself often 

enough for being unproductive. But a time that sees two new works such as the Quintet by 

Brahms and that by Dvorak truly cannot be called impoverished. The younger o f  the two does 

not work as consistently and as scrupulously as Brahms. Between good and excellent works, 

he occasionally produces works o f less distinction, especially with Lieder and piano pieces, a 

second harvest, as it were, “between the sheafs” . The new' Quintet, however, belongs to his 

most beautiful pieces. It is real Dvorak: original, directly felt and sung out freshly. He has 

long since broken away from the wild impetuosity and the sudden, sharp contrasts o f his 

“Slavonic Rhapsodies”; likewise from the exaggerated, forward surges o f  the Slavonic

D vorak, P iano Q uintet in A  m ajor, Op, 81.
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character. His newer works, among them the A major Quintet, show freedom o f fantasy, 

logical development o f thought, unity o f form, and a genuinely international style, which is 

reminiscent o f the composer’s homeland only through fleeting, attractive resemblances. 

Dvorak’s compositions are without question more universal, more generally human, than 

those o f his Russian and Norwegian colleagues. A t least he denies the German school, which 

they all followed. Beethoven, Schubert and Brahms are his only models. The spirit o f the 

latter runs underground, as it were, in Dvorak’s later works, without doing its characteristic 

demolition. His Piano Quintet greets us as one o f the most gloomy new buds on the tree o f our 

chamber music. It loses itself every now and then in its breadth, but the many attractive ideas, 

which this composer almost never abandons, always keep our interest alive. The first Allegro 

has strong, cantabile themes in long phrases. The Adagio in F sharp minor, a melancholic 

elegie (“Dumka”) with a delightful singing middle section in D major, appears to us to be the 

most significant o f the four movements. The Scherzo, in which a fleeting Schubert 

reminiscence does not distract us, is more effective through the rapidly flowing course o f  its 

cheerfulness, than through absolute novelty o f  invention. In the Finale Dvorak shows up as a 

courageous contrapuntalist, without being dry or boring. The whole work bears the stamp o f 

healthiness and originality.

Piano Trio in No. 1 in B flat Major, Op. 8̂ ^̂

We are surprised by a completely remarkable novelty: an old composition by Brahms that 

nevertheless has become completely new. I refer to the Piano Trio Op. 8 that, in its thirtieth 

year, the composer now pursues like a malicious goblin to whisper: “Dear Papa, you have 

made what you could have made out o f me better!” The public would never have spoken out 

as poorly o f  it as Brahms himself. They greeted the piece with extraordinary warmth in its 

first performance by Door (1870). “Brahms,” so I wrote after that premiere, “has cultivated 

his talent, refined his art, perhaps he him.self now judges this work more strictly as an

Hanslick, ‘Klaviertrio op. 8 von Brahms’, Aus dem Tagebuch eines Musikers, 320-321.
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• • 70Runripened artistry -  nevertheless it remains a lively, thoroughly poetic composition.” He 

put youth into it, and youth is a beautiful thing.

Now Brahms has lovingly added to the inspiration o f his youth, and yet at the same 

time, being frustrated with its technical lack, has completely reworked the Trio which 

maintains its themes, so that it stands there as a similar, new work. The sharpest eye will not 

notice a trace o f patchwork in it. After his bright, main theme in the first movement, he 

introduces a completely new subtheme, extends it in tremendous development, and only in the 

last few bars does he make his way back to the original theme. The fugato, which at the time I 

said works like a Latin scholastic quote in one’s favourite poem, has disappeared, as have 

many empty places. The Scherzo has been changed the least, whose uniform meagre 

construction does not require assistance. But a new conclusion o f more brilliant effect 

surprises us here. O f the Adagio only the first bars remain, nothing further. The original 

second theme, reminiscent o f Schubert’s “Am M eer” ^̂  ̂has been replaced by another m otif 

The noble flow o f this movement is no longer interrupted by an Allegro, which now ends just 

as solemnly as it began. The Finale has received a completely new, energetic sub-theme in D 

major, from whose entry everything is newly invented up to the conclusion. How much fire 

and passion is now built up in this Finale! The small details that Brahms has changed or added 

cannot be discussed here; but they are certainly no less interesting for the musician than the 

new construction as a whole. Young composers should not neglect making a comparison of 

the original Trio Op. 8 and this new edition. One can be taught here how a master never stops 

learning.

See Hanslick’s review o f  Op. 8 in Concerte, Componisten und Virtiiosen, 23 -24 , translated above.
Schubert, “Am Meer” from Schwanengesang, D. 957. It is interesting that Hanslick did not note the presence 

o f  the Schubert reference in his original review o f Op. 8, but notes its absence here. To my knowledge this is the 
only instance where the allusion to ‘Am Meer’ is noted in Brahms’s lifetime. The earliest critic, other than 
Hanslick, to draw attention to the Schubertian theme is Kalbeck. See Kalbeck, Brahms I, 152.
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Brahms, Piano Concerto No. 1 in D Minor, Op. 15*****

Only rarely does a piano virtuoso dare to play Brahms’s Piano Concerto No. 1 in D minor, 

which we got to hear the Philharmonic play after a considerable absence. The difficulties o f 

this work, both inner and outer, affect not only the creativity o f the player, but also that o f the 

listener. I confess that, despite its unmistakeable geniality, in the beginning the D minor 

Concerto seemed more repellent than attractive to me. Its thunderous, scorching passion and 

defiant force seems, to the mind o f the listener, to threaten like a demon o f pessimism, while 

at the same time our musical thinking attempts to solve its contrapuntal secrets. One must 

hear this powerful piece repeated and hear it well, in order to completely seize and enjoy its 

strange and harsh beauty. To Brahm s’s second concerto, that needs only to be performed to 

triumph, this first behaves somewhat like his first symphony to his second. Not only in its 

dark, wild feeling o f pain, also in its resemblance to Beethoven’s “Ninth”, Brahms’s D minor 

Concerto and the C minor Symphony (of twenty years later) are related. Never before had a 

piano concerto with such serious, severe speech arisen, so absolutely symphonic, and all 

merely virtuosic effects turned away. How remarkable that Brahms wrote the D minor 

Concerto, a work o f mature masculinity and mastery, as a young man, and performed it 

publicly more than thirty years ago in Leipzig. Those who heard the piece by Brahms himself, 

or by Biilow, would have missed much in the performance by Mr. Leonard Vorwick. The 

young man is still lacking sufficient strength, intellectual as well as physical, for this task. Mr. 

Vorwick gets little tone from the piano, his touch is dull in the cantabile parts, hard and 

nevertheless poor in the fo rte  passages. Everything was played correctly -  which in itself 

verifies an important technique -  but the depth and passion, the burning colours were missing. 

In this cool, immaculate, inoffensive manner o f performing, Mr. Vorwick almost seemed to 

me like an English Gentleman, which indeed he really is.

Hanslick, ‘Brahms D-moll-Concert’, Aus dem Tagebuch eines Miisikers, 344-345
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Brahms, Clarinet Quintet, Op. 115, and Clarinet Trio, Op. 114****'

802We heard a still unpublished Trio by Brahms for Piano, Cello and Clarinet. This 

combination o f instruments has the effect o f something new, or more truthfully, o f a fortunate 

renewal o f  an old practice. Our musical ancestors, from whom a lot could still be learned, had 

in their chamber music a much greater diversity o f instruments than us. One need only think 

o f B ach’s Sonata for flute, violin and piano, o f Handel’s trios for two flutes and bass, two 

oboes and bass. The clarinet was at that time a new instrument not yet used, not even cited in

803M atheson’s [5/c.] Neu eroffnete Orchester (1713). Over sixty symphonies by Haydn and all 

the youthful works o f Mozart still do without the clarinet. O f the wind instruments the oboe 

was the former spokesman. From M ozart’s later works we have a delightful piece o f chamber

804music with clarinet -  the so-called Stadler Quintet. Beethoven in his first period, as is well 

known, employed the clarinet in a Piano Trio (op. 11) and a Piano Quintet (op. 16), but all o f 

his later music on piano and string instruments avoids it. The composer who first allowed the 

clarinet to speak to its full extent and its full, characteristic beauty was C. M. Weber. He was 

formally in love with the instrument and gave it the most attractive singing parts in the 

orchestra. For his friend, the excellent clarinet-virtuoso Barmann. Weber wrote three 

concertos, a string quintet with clarinet and a large duo for clarinet and piano. Since then the 

instrument has almost completely retreated to the orchestra. With the exception o f completely

SOSisolated appearances (such as Schumann’s small “Marchen Erzahlungen” ' and Brahms’s

O A r

Hom-Trio ) one can say that since Mendelssohn and Schumann, for the last half century, 

chamber music has done without wind instruments. It was a fortunate idea by Brahms, to 

provide a completely new element o f sound, with the most soulful o f wind instruments, the

Hanslick, ‘Brahms, Klarinettquintett und T rio’, F iin fJahre Musik, 168-173 .
Brahms, Clarinet Trio in A Minor for Clarinet, C ello and Piano Op. 114.
Johann M attheson, D as neu eroffnete O rchestre  (Hamburg: Schiller, 1713).
Presumably Hanslick is referring to M ozart’s Clarinet Quintet in A major K 581, referred to as the Stadtler 

Quintet because it w as inspired by the playing o f  (and the new  instruments invented by) Anton Stadler.
Robert Schumann, M archen E rzahlungen, Op. 132.
Brahms, Horn Trio Op. 40 , the horn part o f  w hich can be played on viola or clarinet.
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clarinet. The first movement of the Trio begins in idyllic stillness, which soon intensifies to a 

more moving, even more passionate mood. The whole process is full of soulful wanderings, 

rich in spirit; the up and down rolling scales o f the development section seem to me not to 

grow out o f the whole, but give more the impression of “redundant full stops”. The elegiac 

song of the Adagio is shared mainly by the cello and clarinet, whose deep shawm-like-tones 

spread a romantic twilight over the whole. The pearl of the work is the third movement 

(Andante grazioso in A major), a sweet, songlike melody of warm-hearted serenity. The 

movement is so immediately enticing, it is popular in the most noble sense, that I could say of 

few works by Brahms. After this refreshing little poem the Finale appears to be more the work 

of compositional combination than joyful creation. At any rate, it stands up less than the first 

two movements on freshness and originality o f melodic invention.

*  *  *

Brahms’s new quintet in B minor for clarinet and string quartet is incomparably more 

significant. For a long time no work of serious chamber music was so immediately ignited in 

public, had such a deep and lively effect. The quintet is a more broadly executed, more 

significant counterpart to the Clarinet Trio in A minor. The particular charm of the sound of 

the clarinet reigned here even more strongly and more mysteriously than in the latter. Like the 

artist who, given a certain external means, a certain material, measure or restraint frequently 

turns into an artistic “motive”, that supplies new ideas, so Brahms’s youngest, grateful 

adopted child, the clarinet, has stimulated in him charming new inventions and combinations. 

The first moderately moving 6/8 movement, fiows in idyllic contentment and light, peaceful 

nostalgia; Just before the end it gives an intense outburst o f all the instruments, which then 

themselves calmly deflect against the depth, and it ends pianissimo.

The most important of the four movements, and in general one of the most beautiful, 

warmest pieces by Brahms, is the Adagio in B major. The clarinet plays a gentle, melancholic, 

leading song, which in its opening bars and its whole mood is reminiscent of the F major
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Quintet, op. 88. All four string instruments {con sordini) carry the lovely simple song on 

gentle, quiet, soft chords. A delayed tempo leads to a remarkable new section, a middle 

section in A minor. The clarinet rises from its coordinated position to one o f supremacy, 

raised to the status of a solo instrument. As though improvising, it strides across in freely 

curving passages repeating the whole range of its richness of tones. Its emancipation from the 

regular rhythm, its sobbing and wailing comes from the gypsies. Gradually this free 

fantasising flows back again into the original bed, and the movement ends, quietly 

resounding. The whole movement is as though it were dipped in dark sunset. For one who 

possesses Heine’s “Sound-picture-talent” the picture of a young shepherd might emerge, who 

in the loneliness of a Hungarian plain melancholically plays his shawm. In this comforting 

release of the soul, his joy mixes unconsciously with the art-rich treatment of the instrument. 

After the Adagio follows an Andantino in D major of a somewhat calm character; it proceeds 

“Presto non assai”, its short, conversational motif reminiscent of something similar by 

Brahms. After an artful development this movement closes, like all the others, pianissimo. 

Again the Finale rises to important heights, which brings something completely new in its 

form. It consists of five variations over a very simple song, whose second part is repeated.

One is aware of Brahms’s sovereign control of variation form. His inexhaustible, always rich 

in spirit control of art binds us from beginning to end. And this ending belongs to the most 

remarkable passages of the quintet; the Finale ends gradually slowing down from a fast 

tempo, ending with exactly the same elegiac closing bars of the first movement.

A peculiarity of style that is minted in almost all of the new chamber music by Brahms 

seems particularly remarkable in the B minor Quintet. There is a much closer relationship, a 

unified character of all four movements. In the quintet everything belongs to a scale o f colour, 

while a diverse life prevails therein. With Haydn and Mozart (and in the beginning with 

Beethoven) the individual movements stand out by their contrast to one another, for instance 

by setting a melancholy Adagio beside a merry Scherzo, and nonetheless ending with a fast
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sweeping away, cheerful or passionate Finale. But with Brahms we see that he has 

endeavoured to bring the four movements closer together in a quiet transition o f moods. The 

actual Scherzo can hardly be blinked at, still less so the Minuet; an “Andantino quasi 

Allegretto,” or “Allegretto non troppo” steps in to their place. The moderate, reserved 

designations “non troppo”, “non assai”, “quasi” and so on, are characteristic o f late Brahms 

who, gladly, does not go beyond a certain level o f  emotion, and prefers to avoid calling on 

glaring contrasts. The fact that many listeners would desire to hear a hearty, cheerful Scherzo 

after a little moved first movement, to hear a fiery, storming Finale after a dark Adagio, 

should neither be concealed nor criticised. But the feeling o f disappointment, if  it occurs at 

all, will rapidly disappear. For those who have occupied themselves seriously and lovingly 

with Brahms, the moderate, refined style o f his late epoch with all o f  its particular features 

will soon be dear to them and trusted. One may claim that each large composition by Brahms 

will uncover a secret favour, that is, we can trust that a second hearing will be rewarded with 

greater joy than the first. Not all works which have this virtue also have the advantage o f 

capturing us immediately and absolutely, as was the case with the clarinet quintet, as it 

recently addressed a completely unprepared public.

New Piano Pieces by Brahms (Opp. 116-119)*®’

Hugo Becker played Brahms’s Cello Sonata Op. 99 with Ignaz Briill. Directly following this 

not so easy to grasp, passionately-rooted composition, Briill played four o f the newest piano 

pieces by Brahms. These are the seven “Fantasies” (op. 116) and the three “Intermezzi” (op.

117). For a long time pianists had longed for something new by Brahms, who did not seem to 

want to traverse this territory again. O f his few piano compositions, most are condensed into 

his first period; after his famous Handel Variations (1862), it was 18 years until the next two 

books o f “Piano Pieces” and the “Two Rhapsodies” appeared. Since then twelve years

Hanslick, ‘N eue Klavierstucke von Brahm s’, F iin fJah re  Musik, 2 5 7 -2 5 9 .
SOS Brahms, Klavierstucke Op. 76, (published in tw o books).

Brahms, Z w ei Rhapsodien, Op. 79.
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have passed. With his best strength in the larger choral and instrumental forms, Brahms

seemed to have become indifferent to the smaller art. If he was drawn towards the miniature

painting, he would not have waited for the urgent “Baal, hear us!” o f  the piano high priests.

Now, nevertheless, three booklets are bestowed upon us at once. The seven “Fantasies” are

short character pieces, roughly in the form o f Schumann’s Nachtstucke, Kreisleriana  and so 

810on, but without headings. The three Intermezzi are o f a similar nature, and could be 

included under the title “Fantasies”. All pieces sound either wildly passionate or painfully 

resigned -  an epitome o f pessimism. O f the ten numbers, only four are major, which move 

slowly, in gentle melancholy. Not one cheerful or joking piece. Almost throughout Brahms 

speaks a harsh, hard language, which in its effect also reaches a cutting dissonance. A strong, 

proud nature steps before us here, at times unreconciled, at times deeply sad, as though 

bothered by secret pain. Beautiful melodies in the narrower, and thus more generally valid 

sense o f the word , can only be praised in the Intermezzi Nr. 2 and 6 in the “Fantasies”. These 

pieces, which do without melodic attraction, will hardly build a big conquest with the greater 

public. However, the musician may look more closely at them. They betray throughout the 

claw o f the lion.

*

Brahm s’s newest “Piano Pieces” (op. 118 and 119) are closely related in form and character 

to their immediate forerunners, the “Fantasies” and “Intermezzi” Op. 116 and 117. They are 

as impressive in their energetic expression, as in the artful technique. It is masculine, serious 

music throughout, sharp and dark, a music that is not won over at first sight. The wild 

storming “Rhapsody” with its five-bar rhythms and light Hungarian touches, the just as 

passionately excited “Ballade” in G minor, finally the F major “Romance” with its lullaby- 

inset is genuine Brahms. One could put the caption “Monologues at the Piano” above both 

these collections -  monologues that Bralims holds with, and for, him self in the lonely evening

Robert Schumann Nachtstucke. Op. 23 and Kreisleriana, Op. 16.
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hours, in stubborn, pessimistic rebelHon, in meditative reflection, in romantic reminiscence, 

every now and then also in dreamy nostalgia. There is much iron content in these pieces, and 

this iron content will conserve them for a long time. How peculiar that directly after these 

character pieces came an Adagio by Spohr, a noble, wallowing song, whose sweet smell once 

delighted us, so long as the flowers were fresh. Now they come before us weary and 

exhausted. The nine Brahms pieces do not speak directly to the mind, nor flatteringly to the 

ear; for that they have no such early withering to fear.

Brahms, Two Sonatas for Clarinet and Piano, Op. 120*'*

Within the last two days we got to hear two new unpublished compositions by Johannes 

Brahms, sonatas for clarinet and piano. Each new work by this economical, reserved 

composer moves our public into a festive mood. This time his magnificent clarinet quintet 

promised a hopeful turnout. One after the other a quintet, a trio, and two sonatas. Brahms’s 

late love for the clarinet seems to grown to a formal bride character. C. M. Weber and 

Brahms, two so entirely different natures, agree in their preference for this organ o f rapturous 

Romanticism, even to the point o f their personal suggestions for the ideal clarinetist. Weber 

found him in Barmann, Brahms in Herr Richard Miihlfeld, the most famous angel o f wind 

players in the Meiningen Court Orchestra. We are grateful to the new clarinet sonata for an 

idiosyncratic enrichment o f  our chamber music. The thrilling effect that the Clarinet Quintet 

has, especially in its ingenious, deeply seizing Adagio, was certainly not reached by Brahms 

in the more delicately formed sonatas. M odesty o f stature and calmer temperaments are both 

merits o f Brahms’s genuine character. Unlike in the quintet, in the duo the clarinet is the 

prominent voice; the composer, whom it knowingly holds in the borders o f its beautiful 

effects, is here in charge o f the not so broad scope. Brahms cannot possibly bring new 

surprises to each o f the eight sonata movements without sometimes recalling some o f his 

earlier compositions for clarinet.

Hanslick, ‘Brahm s’ zw ei Klarinett-Sonaten’, F iin fJah re  Musik, 3 1 2 -3 1 4 .
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The first movement of the E flat major Sonata is dehghtful. A theme, as though it had fallen 

from heaven, or to be more precise with the fragrance of the most beautiful youth, full of 

sweet raptures and impetuous happiness in love. This melody, which the clarinet begins 

without a prelude, wants to be intoxicated in its own song. It is the dearest to me in this 

movement, and it is the reason that the E flat major Sonata is more dear to me than the F 

minor. The second movement, an Allegro appasionato in E flat minor interrupts the less 

beneficial storm of feeling of the clarinet, to give in to a tuneful, slow major middle 

movement, after which the first part returns and lies there dead in deep shawm-like tones. A 

6/8 movement in E flat major, in the reflective, comfortable vein that Brahms loves for his 

middle movements, brings some attractive variations and leads directly to the Finale, which 

forms an effective conclusion despite less invention. ... In the F minor Sonata, the first 

movement (similarly an Allegro appasionato) is the most musically significant, not so much 

through melodic invention as through its multi-form artful combinations. An idyllic, short 

Andante in A flat major, utilizes all of the high and deep sound effects of the clarinet in 

beautiful alternation. This is followed directly by the most appealing of all movements, an 

Allegro grazioso, whose tranquil beauty and serenity is reminiscent of both Schubert’s and 

Brahms’s Landler. It will build conquests everywhere. The Finale flows freshly and swiftly, a 

rapid alia breve movement, in which a clarinet figure of staccato quavers stands out as 

original and witty. With closer acquaintance a growing success stands before both sonatas. 

They by no means belong among the difficult specialist works, nevertheless their finest 

aspects do not lie on the surface. Certainly not every city could share the historical unveiling 

and the Nimbus of the first Viennese performance, Brahms and Miihlfeld working together in 

harmony! O f Muhlfeld’s incomparable art I can today only make the point that it remained 

completely as the old. To see Brahms, the creator of these beautiful things, at the piano 

himself is always a sight filled with joyful emotion to us. Now and then he may play more in
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himself and for himself, than for the public -  almost as Schumann liked to conduct. 

Nevertheless, one cannot replace him.

812Choral Works by S. Bach, Brahms, and Mendelssohn

The penultimate Gesellaschaft concert brought us the first performance of one of Handel’s 

oratorios. Debora. In the last we heard a cantata by Bach that was new to Vienna. The two 

great masters of German music are inexhaustible -  still a century and a half after their death. 

“Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme,” is the name of the cantata that Bach composed in 1731 on 

a 3 strophe church Lied by Philipp Nicolai. A recitative and two duets separate the strophes 

themselves. The listeners followed this music with solemn devotion, but in the end more 

seemed estranged than enthusiastic about the whole. All reverence and admiration for Bach’s 

astonishing art cannot prevent the fact that today we find the sweet, tetchy, pious poetry 

disturbing. Christ sings two formal love duets with his bride. Herewith the ‘faithful soul’ is 

portrayed, a stereotypical figure in old protestant church music, but also in Bach’s wonderful 

cantata: “Ich hatte viel Bekiimmemis” and others are in direct relationship with the Redeemer. 

The endless repetition of words in the first duet: “Wann kommst du. Mein Heil? -  Ich 

komme, dein Heil!” “Komm Jesu! -  Ich komme!” fatigue and disgruntle us; even more so in 

the operatic chain of thirds of the second duet between Christ and his bride: “Mein Freund ist 

mein und ich bin dein! Die Liebe soil nichts scheiden!” One must be an avid believer in 

Protestantism and an absolute Bach enthusiast in order to enter this cantata with their whole 

heart. Certainly it is to our shame, and the shame of the nineteenth century, that we do not 

have the same warmth for these pious views and feelings as Bach and his congregation. But 

we cannot deny this reluctance, and neither historical understanding nor the powerful 

impression o f Bach’s art can make it disappear completely.

Joyfully we greet some all too rarely heard vocal music by Brahms. In particular

o I

“Nachtwache,” an admirable six-voice movement, and “Letztes Gltick” (the beautiful poem 

Hanslick ‘Chore von S. Bach, Brahms und Mendelssohn’, neuer und neuester Zeit, 94-96.
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8 ) 4by Max Kalbeck) belong to the pearls of Brahms’s vocal music. The folk song harmonised 

by Brahms, “Wollust in der Mayen” whose popular effect never fails, had to be repeated, as

O 1 c

with the vigorous choral Lied “Beherzigung”.

The concert ended with Mendelssohn’s cantata Die erste Walpurgisnacht. It is 55 

years since its first performance in Vienna, and this tone poem has lost none of its youthful 

freshness. The victorious immediacy o f its impression hardly belies what conscientious work 

and inspection Mendelssohn applied to this. Composed in Rome in 1831, Walpurgisnacht was 

first performed twelve years later after thorough revision. What doubts over the 

instrumentation of the witch’s chorus! Mendelssohn had repeated doubts about whether he 

should remove the drum. Luckily he defeated his aesthetic scruples; he left the bass drum in, 

not only where it is effective, rather where it is indispensable. Tonight there are no more 

“symphonic poems” to which they do not with-poeticise (mitdichten).

Generally noticeable were the alterations to Goethe’s poem, which the Viennese 

concert programme exhibits. With Goethe, as is well know, the heathen guards sing “Come! 

With prongs and pitchforks/ and with fire and rattling sticks -  let us terrify them with their 

fabled devil/ These foolish-cleric Christians/ Let us make proper fools of them!” Who can the 

lively censor be who made ‘these Christians’ out o f ‘priest-ridden Christians’ and has proudly 

ignored the ‘Gabeln, fabeln’ rhyme, changing fabel {fahelri) to fears ifiirchten)! One would 

think that this “improvement” dictated by anxiety and arrogance, celebrated through 

Mendelssohn’s music in all circles of the native poetry of Goethe, must have crept out of the 

Vormdrz in to our day unnoticed. However, it is not so! As a student, I heard Mendelssohn’s 

Walpurgisnacht sung in Prague and Vienna, always with Goethe’s original text. The 

extraordinarily religious sensitivity of our authorities is thus a small plant newly blossoming. 

“It has come to this!” the old Druid sings.

* '^ 0 p . 104/1 
104/3 

Op. 93a/6
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i )o a  Mt[cr r r f t ^ n t  l a S i ^ n i ^  S rrl<  k r i 94B k «  M t 2 t ! 9 n .  W « a R rs ira ti! r(a rn a ltt!p « ii0iffr.f!> u^,
f N m n t r  « n  1 pkn  I ' / i  S ^ g o -  3Kfct<iM «g(tSfmg b it 2  9lgr. !Raf{f< xnk A irfi^ itU B ngrn  u .

9 n | a U t  Ssftaan tl e r a t i a l  x n  ^w (K . —  V«< —  X. m t n  aaa 9«R tftast<s». aa« i< :
(ifAldttr. — SsttUftan^kUtt.

S c ^ i t u t i  9 9 t a ^ $ .
ff)aa

« # | i a

O a« e<daffrii Mn> 6(tJ6l fin f it
u a l un((gTflnin<ltr3 1*9*« 3nll4*j aujnt «flft
JB f j« ^ u « n g  lltpfH '6f< C d  m lj< R  sw ^  f#
e>t(c g«j(bfB< eUmrutc jvt SSctaul&iK^HitKg cintd 
)u 6IIbfnfcrn Jtuiifivrif^d bdftnnt fdn — l in  
niR l Bjiib imuiit fin ^̂ ***
bt»: US V« u«i|fn« WfWMJ,

in WcjHabung mil b»n ®lnhu(«« bft Cu|<ni 
»*eU, tnU btt ItaWfiOH, wit b«w <hfe«f«ei» u*fc 
errTktm , rin

a«<
«(i Wb<t.

tSniD jffen aS^nff^ <« ©Isa^^ Slflt. 
g liBl»ftt«»b, ia brt im b«t
i&m uiHgrnf «nb ongibcifn* 9l»4^ ®u6jrctiifi* 
tSI, bft M fn ajiflimngeilufrttinfl u«b «fi6flieftlin> 
aiujig P4 ju iw^ifB »fi[i, nnb P>f«* man na4 bcm 
Oiab b(i «»rfai* unb ttcufrqornj, bl* n  frt«
Bjliell, linfD ^dllfcacfn auf fftw OfbmtitHg
flW a(f ^«bl»ibuatU«t jU^tn *a"»: f«

n>(ib bn  Kibi|irft ia nm fs <9i:ob( baffd&f
Vnfvcui^ ttf^tnrn mflffen, unb uHd um fo 

(fbrutiRbft nfc^Hnfn, jr aud(|r|<td{|tfr tinb frUfl^n* 
bigit ffini Sn^jffKBitai (m XttnRierTf auirfpiicSt.

® it fagfn: ,.im jtunflnetr' — unb f^firfcn 
^ictmll «K< ttRfd^^Snbl^fn, fo H»ii aUt eeifff l̂trn, 
nril [fbfn o6)ir((>rn miSf^ttnbr 9}rti
fu4l( finft inrgfrntftfB 0u6j«i(B{ti( frl&fisnRjiibn^ 
Btil, bfnn eb(B fs »(> rla triR »6{K iiiif I 
u e r t  f i t  aiiB nl^t bcn?b«T t(fn i»(nlg ivitb 
bie CttbJrctiBitSi «n fi$OR fin (Ubrn
finnm, fofnB fit {ratn XBnfl^tffgtii, bitfffSc
fipige 0fltung »f< bit 9talucgrrr{|t iaiin  (nriiR fir 
b(^I (ogai in bifft fo3(»)
icibn ^anbrlit rasStt, ekii bri (4}tr>aî r inbivfbuiQc 
I3^a{i br< S^afrnbtn tint ^trnfieitiit bn (9tban» 
(til itnb 9)rtecpe{t2t bn Ot^aublMng stfotMt 

isSif.
(i»n >«flc$f fill babui^ au8}rf(^n(t, 

b«>̂  Pi 9(0(4 UBtn rififB gtreiftn QltbHiigS^rak }u 
niifCltni unb )U grnnali^itn (ImM, bel G tp tia t 
bft ^nbittibBoIitdt )U cnBiif^rn, a b i  bai 
)B fStbtm —  ilnb bif tiinm  €u(}r<fioitdfm 
fm 9«R)(n pftnt^in M un ^fitni, fo bafi t»ii r̂b< otu 
Auftsu^tabt mil ^Ttubni Ifgtdfitn mfl^fR.

SBainm ntft biRR jibe (un^ctifc^ (tbiulrnbt
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b it 9{<Sitti«rgcfang>
s t r c t a  kirfit Ctsbt u ah t (<i>iag M  Sisfif^iKrtocd (<ri4a| 
S B d e r >i(fri Oinlfr }S grfttn

fi(m 2i(7t 3>«. fdtik Ic W rtllK  i(M &nai< %tx d tg a ia *  
WrU dm Rngi|niii9 1* 9]iKa 3 :4 i ) |  €i«M.

3n 0 < t l t a  ging C p o r I I b i ' I  Cfsiiapic «id ^(flr^rr 
S«i k<* b«r XtiiigiR MUIn i t  €tn*.

tSct>«jfdUc. 3 v  Ikdn^CK l^rii am l4Un 9tov«nft. t«c 
^efmxftf^iiTCttK 3*r> | t i .  |g  M

nflnB ^m tnftt«K ati9u i)l77S . ir e « is a rn r la  kU asfxUe }■ 
S9uu(f|<ii 4« (tvjftHiiii ««k murW in  3d6rt 1800
Unn <ii>irrti3iri$rt f m n t .  1827 trfeJjU Wt (S rtcanaij 
|um ^ofMBgr^imtsr.

O m t f f t b l t t .
Jlx. p. « . 2*9, IB* ^jKiHe ift M «€4|lv| foUJ" uatci 

{B l«9«i, »o Mrfeti* tittUl ijt 
9ini Ma<nnt ei{(i4ns«0 [n 9}auicrli>t aai u  km 3tt* 
f |a «  S«TaiU«fcii}.

M'ova-Senduiig H I
fo n

F. B. C. L o s c k a r t  h  B re^ la ti.
B&rgiei. W oldemai, Op IL K a n d i  an d  TM trsigca, 

swei Slficke Ftkr Pianoforlr^ 25  N^r.
B ra n ie r . C- T., Op- 801. y o lk (w «uen . Secits Jciclite 

TofittOcke in Rooiiitioform Qber <i«utsch« Volkt- 
Ue<ter f.Ffie. xu i  EI{;ud«n. 2  DeHt k 1 7 %  Ngr.

fib le i t .  Loui&. Op. 2 4  K oraU etto f. p/U . 35  N |r.
Efli&Bdorit G-» Op. 36. A slp lers H ochzeitarftigm . 

TjroUi*noo fUr Pianoforte. 7 ‘/» Ngr.
K a n tl t .  C., Op. 82a. H c m ic h t i j tg i t lk h l  Koici«cb«s 

MiODflr-QuirfftM, Part. u. St. 20 Ngr.
O icb tix . GarJ, Op. 6. ,̂ eK v io  b t ’» xn&i^Uolt, tl&ii 

ieli ̂ leh  ia u e n  kanu.** T h Q r io $ i i c i i e » V o ] k s -  
Ite rf, f. P/le- Obtrtr. Z w e ite  A n fl. |2V * Mgr.

I le la & id u . L udw ig , O p .d . Dao (in  G>Utir) tQr 
Vfoline uod Pianofortit 2  Tblr. 5 Ngr

O U , B e ro u d , Op. 16 ITocturce at C aprice, detix 
piiKces i^oiir Piano. 15 Ngr.

Bftdecke, R obert, Op. 8  L a Fo&taiae. P iirc  u ra c -  
t^rikUqiit; Pitino. 20  Ngr.

ScbflA. lioriU « Op S. D o u «  E t«dea pour V|o{«n.
^ou^eUe itiiiion e«rrig*«. 1 Thlr. 5 N |r.

------------ , Op. 8. Zw«iDu«tt*ii f. iwei ViolincD zuin
Studtum u. cur 1Jnt«rbnlUiDg f. jeilbter« SrJiuler. 
Z w « iie  A q f la g e .  1 Tlilr.

------------ » D er 8oiLot4«*ff«i|r«i’- Ein« Sauiniiuu;
tfticUler a. ^tf&lUger Unlerb»Uuog^stdckc f. eine 
Violins (D- Be^l. einer zneitec Violinv (ad libitum). 
Befl I. Zvreite Auilagc. 20  N ^ .

W «Bdet, G-. Op. 21 Giu m  &a BreaU«. DfHlir-
Maracli fflf Pionoforla. 5  N»f.

AU* hicp I

lUnt jnnftkalicn
lai tea

tf. J I T e r f e O u c o c r  In £eip ii(i-

Biai& er, C ',T .. FanUti»>TriotcriplionQl)«r Adelaida 
TOO BcdlLovej], Tilr <U« Ptaoororto su i  Bkoden. 
Op. 300. 20 Sgr.

Voi^tr Th., DeozUiud V'alse-Improopttt pour Piaoof.
Op. 12. 10 Sgr.

WidmSQDi B^Q-i i)ia ctclen Lieder am Klariar^ fAr 
diA iug«D d xur Uabnnft im G«»«0|{ uod PiuororU)- 
fpiel com ponirt 2  UoHe k 10 Sgr.

Wurd&, J., Rotnaaca an troia langBCi: All^'jnand, 
Anglait, Fr»»G»l6 par J. WaDac*. 7»/, Sgr.

ln> Verlag« d«r UalerzeicbBeieo i t i  to  ebea 
erchteoeo und durch alle B ucb- aa d  Uuaiiulieo> 
bandlnDgN) lu  bezieb«n:

Die Lehre
0011 tie r m ullR anfcticn X om iiiifition

prakliteb-ibcorclisch 

r o i  l>r. A4i>if J te n i l*  S ian*  

tvttaltr Theit. \ ie r ie  TerbeMsrtu Au»gal;e. gr. 6. 
3  R th lr 

L « i^ i i | ,  la  IfottKibc/ ICQ6.

J t t r e i t k o i t f  &  IM & rieU
a»gTB«ict<A u. 2U«A*r 4(ih1 ta m a l iy .  X a k o t  U  Ijsiptig u i ktbfu-
fS' RiADictB kef 91. f- tmkea |b 5 fTgr. krtfilfKrt.

CfD# v»n 9r. DttidiBaaa.
$ i « j »  t in i  i S t i l a j i  t u n  S i j c t t ' l  S J J n t t t  in S S a iiij .

f#r
g r a t i s  t< ro « ta a iM l4 * r  R tkactca t.

%. Z tsndD da 'f^  ®ai^' a.£*»1U|. (2*. 6 4 " )  •"
SI. ^
O eft. ^ H | ia
Kat^oa fli^flCkfos, Umial U 9eflo«.

3 > T d u n (!v ir r |tg ^  6 a s k . ^ 2 5 .

# A (n t in

9 . SKe^etti qa. C arts (a SBits. 
e .  B ^ f te tn u n a  U- C cau^ la Rt«).9«rf. 
Ihtb. QHctrria (a 0<tfd^o.
CE. 9 4 a f ( t  a. ^ t » b i  la

t̂n 14. IDc<em&<T 18&5.

S oa  kirftr S d tf^ t. uf^K i^
1 RaMAir M8 1 »><t J*/a

^ w l  kd  S4aV(# »M 20 S i r .  £|ix. 
3BfrrHn4|t6fttiia t  flfif.

I ^ ia tw m t g«|ain( iQc $<il$iRl(t, Oa<^^ 
StnfU' aa> an.

3 a | a l t t  a*b4»n«< — | r » l  *» I ffa * . —  a*# Cr*«*n. - -  lUtlt* SCt«tl>

£ c a ^ n < .

D »

H 0 9 U L

U.
(lattTfiaaa.)

(Xla< UUne, frtpfktnie  9rf(^W avag m ar t i  
^ tb tn faO l, fia  fa iu n a n  8 o«p en i|)  ia (riiKti 

(B n f ta  m il eittet brc
(in r t  S^tannigfaUigfrlt b u  ^ a tu e a itt^ tn  unb 
o tifi^fx 8 atfa^<Kng/ atib (in<r in  S rb an frn  
a a f t r a l ,  n U  {̂ i tn  brn .^u g cn tw n ffn  m it 
Z a l tn i t  g<fuitfR  m n b m  ftn n tn ^  b ra  O n u f
)um  (iiijJigca S ^d firr ia  f l^  Uogfx. t t l c t ,  n e t
waflic U ngnffl, ba^ ^ (a l |u la g (  (Olflrfl „ in  b r t  Bof)" 
{ ifg t,  iv a f  m«n viK Jtim p ftn  m
cing tn , gbrt h b ig l i^  a u f  ^ tu u *  rnitvitfrta mafiUT

9 "R tijf» an b ^ iiV  b it Ir^n ife^ t B t^an b lan g  
b f t ^ D ta m r n i r ,  bi* ^a ttaea ifi^ t bit

97?«nA.'gf*(2(9Fd(, ^ak <tltmnU, bt# |fb ri 6f> 
g « i u ,  ia ira laa flf  Sftufifrr j ( | l  tsemSadc^ f ^ c a  mlt 
a u f  b ir  Vitlt iWngM aru ^ , tv /an  n  &(<r^anpt „mil 
fo tifom vtm * ',  H<sn n  S ta ^ t r t  v r tb r a .  nnb tia i 
^ U ffn a g  (n b n  finuf^ftetO f,df gtfinbrft wiff. !Da*

b u t^  bef Qiuit (iatn gtisdobfin itUtflnfcg fii^ttiH, 
Ho anf|»Tri$<abtl 8itb<i^rfly r(n fonntS tabrKoftI 
Q u a ttd l, rial (aftiumfaHttt Ouvrctilrt (seu
Vonittn fann, t|l i^n, aU ftdnflirt ^  ®rgm>
tssil., »c4 r< t̂ ttrnig ob(T ftin< Qu0{li^t, (in rcft 
jtt v rtb tn . 6 t  («t batnlt glHi^faia itKt friat Qi; 
p t» ^ a r t(  in brc Auaftwrlt A^gtgr(nt( r l  ift na 
Siaatt gtnannt miiem b.'< .^ f lb f » ib u a l i l i [ t  
i|) lab u ti^  »o^I VtftTtirn, n o ^  nit^t a k n  4 f tia ( (a ( t  
{ItL SS<I4|a gr^Stig grtiibcit, gul gtfd^uflt unb 
{tnlflRmftfiH gtteaabit junat47l«nR, btjfea tvam  

btfffti P ^ a n ia ^ t  a r i d l d ,  w i n  J r | |
i)(^t im 6 t« n l( ,  (isc |)tof« fttr(i6m, bit at< 
,,{R(i|'(ffiiM'^# „nobrlI( au t bn  w. Im
SDtucf ga&i anflSnbig ou6n5^mt, abtt tintn 9 aa b  

9rg&i||r in bit SQrU }h frb ts , bit nitfit 
r^ItA ltr nab ai<^t n l t tn ,  aU V nb trt aabm  
auf b m  eiS^Kmaifi? SBtnn s u a  aSr bitft i o i l t  

am n/a ntfHt (p ^dli/n {1^ fuiUl̂  
mn'fl baftii) fo niirbc brt ^ « m a | an ((a<r Urbnt 
eSUtTung Ittbtn^ b<T UtbtciBIfttUitg bt4 $i<ia
trtaria il la b<e Ba(r.fp«aiia aamaifi^ a i^ t  '«it{ 
na<^(Sffl bfitfttl

^a(T^{^r Urbttmai btc l^tobucKen |<igt fl^  fu 
b tt 01u|i{^ —  file b«l ^uiU fuia }n»4t ai^ f f« 
auatnf&aig/ fAt l i t  mit bta Drt^&litti(Tm tiitltau lcn
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2.2: Franz Brendel, ‘Zur Anbahnung einer Verstandigung’. Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik 24 (10 
June 1859): 267- 273.
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2.3: Richard Pohl. ‘Die Leipziger Tonkunstler-Versammlung am 1 ^  Juni 1859, erster 
Artikel’. Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik 50/25 (17 June 1859) 281-83; 50/26 (24 June 1859); 
289-96.
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2.4: Deiters, Hermann [H. D.]. ‘Kammermusik. Joh. Brahms, Quartett fiir Pianoforte, Violine, 
Viola und Violoncello, Op. 25’. Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung Neue Folge 3/11 (15 March 
1865): Cols. 182-88. _______________________________
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2.5; Hermann Deiters. ‘Johannes Brahms, Quintett fur Pianoforte, zwei VioHnen, Viol und 
Violoncello. Op. 34." Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 1/17 (25 April 1866): 134-37; 1/18 (2 
May 1866): 142-^5.
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Nr. 18.

d a m a ls  in  W i« o  oonc«rtir«D d«D  R iv a U a  C i d t n e n l i  »a  b e— 

D «r U D gem ein e E r fo lg  ’lo u  M o x t r t ' a  u o d  G l « -  
t n « n l i ' a £ a o a t  im  Im p r o v b ir e u  v o o  V ariaUoueQ  s t e ig s r ie  
^ « s f t  M ode b ia  turn  U «b er0iA A ss, ko d a s s  m an on ch  D i t >  

t « r a d o r r s  B e6 a u p tiu )g  a > « b er*e in k «D n l9 , O b eraii, w o tn r n  
e io  C la v ie r  a D B c lla g e o  hOrt«, m iv >ver)(.rltiseltcD  T h a m a -  
t«D r«gaU rt z u  w a r d m .« * )  A h b  A V o g l e  r ivn r  « in « f  d%r 
b erd h iD le< t«n  P hsn lit& taa fh i«r  ist  d « r  A u sd rtick . w o h l « r -  
U ttb t) an ! d e m  C lav i«r  u o d  d a r  O r g « l, b a k a n n llie b  v e r -  
v v eod ete  er d iM  T a le n l  m il  g r o s s e r  Cb«i-)fttj)RRn« a ir  l ie b -  
t t« i i  t u  grau><Ui(^ T n nm alB m in n . l a  P aris b l e n d e le  e r  g a o i  
b e a o n d er s  d u rc b  a« in  P h a n U s ir e o , da , w i«  r r  f n A b l t ,  1o 
P aris (1 7 8 3 )  d t«M  Xvuast, U o ts  d e r  g r o s se n  A n u b l  iu c h ~  
t% er P ia n ia le a  d a s e lb s i ,  g a n t  o n b e k a o n t  w a r . **)

Nanb U n t a r i  w ar obaQ Z w eifel B e f t t b o v e n d e r  er^to 
Mei&t«r In d ^ r f re ien  P banlaai», nocb li«for, $«w«)Cigar und 
kQhoftr al« *«in YorgSnger, w enogJeich kaum  beM ub«rod  
fUr daa j5foS9« Pub licum . •**) S p i le r  in d e a  Z w a c t ig e r  
JfthroD dintRs jab rhuoU erls  h ubec  H u m m e l  u a d  H o -  
I  o b e l  B9 am  liBufigslen und  erfol^rQ iebsten l ic h  im  frsien  
PhanU isiren (m e itl t tb e r  ibunn aufg«goheo« Th«ir»eQ| p ro -  
d n r ir t  uod  d iesoa Q enre n to i xweitancotil fbrnilicb tu rM ode  
e rb o b o D . J. N . R a m tn e l 'a  B ra w u r ,  E leg ao t u o d  G e la lca - 
gRgnnwarl Jm sfreien PbaQUAlrnu* bMIe lu e r s t  d ie  s ilg e -  
m*in« D e 'n 'undaraag  e rrogt. Dies« tn eh r fn r rU ssr - 
licbkeit oder ti aitiicboB F reandeskrciit ala flir d ie  OeiT«&t~ 
Uobkeit goaigiMlfl Gabc w nr dcm  groaseo PubUounn eia  
n«oea neizto iU e]; in n n m m e l ' s  C ononricn blldnut dto 
freio Pbaniosle rcgeloillgaig d e n  SchluM . Di« stw leren C la -  
'rterviriiio*en g laub ten  n a n , obn« en^tN -xige R uoksicb l ,iu.f 
ib r*  P egsbuog , es ihm  nRchm acbeo xu m O sseo. Mit a n -  
leugbar«m  U nni/ uod  ErfoSg habcD su sae r Hutcm nl iin x e - 
r«s WiMBDS n u r M o i o b e U s  ODd C.M. B » c k U l  d ie  »Ir«ie 
P hanlasiei im  C«ac«rLs»at g eu b l. W lr  S odan  in  d e o  Wie
n e r  C onoertprogrsm m eo d e r  s^ 'ao a ig a r J a h re  (auaaor d en  
ebon  G e n a n n ^ n , H a o m ^ I ,  M o a e f a a l« a ,  R o e  k  l e t )  roil 
tfre ien  PbaaUsi«cM e rsc h e io e a : L. S e b u n k e ,  den e lfjS h - 
rigon L i i x l .  C . M .W e b e r ,  F. C l e m e o t a . A .  Die Mode 
b a t atob fleil 40 Jah reo  seb r v e ra io d e r i  u a d  se it  e ivra  SO 
fast ganxlii^b v e r io re o ; «in w abrfaaft o rig ioa ilcs n o d  r e i -  
ebpa Talenc des lap ro v ia ire o a  is l  a«br M ite n ,  u t ^  d e r  
b ioM »SrJtwiDd*l w ird  jeM t I« ie b t« r  d a rc b b iic k t ood  s (r« a -  
ger b e u rik e ilil L itttp O eg te  in  d en  v ie n ig a r ia l t r e o m a D c b -  

m o l, w en a  e r  w ied« rbo It g e ru fe u  a a J  lu r  R epetition e<n«s 
StUckes slUrmiaeb au fgefo rdert w o rd a ,  d ie  Baupv-M otire 
d ^ s s t lb e a  In  Ire ie r Im proTisalioo *a  re ra rb e i te c .  W ane 
e r  g tit d isp o n irt w a r ,le lc lc to  e r  tn so icben  Itnprovisationen

*} 4 i«rR acb  l*t el» H «rr ilab« r b e rie h ts t d e r bvraa-
rUUaette »V9lirr E ip » I d a u p T « T o a  •4 a u a P rlv a u e n o e r lfO > t;,a d a r  

p h a n t a « ( T ( ' Ick  b«b ' b lib c r  im m M  ^ » < ib l,d a it
B«r 1 ' K a m n

*”] C m n f l r ,  Mtteaiift d  M. 1. J a h rf tn g  t .  U lKte B.7IS.
• • • )  In elnsra W iener lUrleHl der L d p i^ e r  M. i lg .  (t, Bii*d 

9. ITt) bsttU ej ^«n PeotboTA Tt: •Or i« i|t ficb am atier*orUt«lU 
Siricsitn in d»r Phftottyia. 8«2t Ho<« r t 'a  Toda.oor D ir  bier 
neeb im 'M T dM  pint «>(ir4 b le tb l, b«b« Icb dlM on 0«fiua» nlr* 
it«nd IB d«m Maaatt i«loadan •!< b«4 DMlboTfln.*

A asserordentiloboa. Dooh b a t  < r , aU g ere ifie r SOoiUar, 
eioe »frei« P bao laslea a u r  s e h r  sell«D  ao f dent Programm 
tn g e s e t t l .  C. C z e r o T ’a au tfU briicbe »KuB«t ao l dem 
C lavier lu  phaotasireo* , soU te ;ieioor Z ait Aocb dnem  tie f-  
g e fab ltec  fiadU rfnias a b b a l/cn . O egenw artig  isl ebeoa*- 
w enig N ^ th ff^ge  naefa d ieaee  Becapcen, aU oach deu d a r -  
oacb  v e rfe rtig ieo  P b an ta sten . {Sc^ua felfL}

R«cezuion«u.
JobAones irAbraa, QuinteU nir PianoftM'ta, xwel

nen, Tiola und TlotonccD. Op. 3 i .  L«lpa% und WioScr* 
Ihur, Rleler-Bladermann. Preta B TTiJr.

(S c k lsu .)

Im  z tv  9 i l a n  S a  t t  e , A n d m U  ttn paeo Adagio (A»-dur 
*/«)• kom tnl das I^em eD l aUMer Schw H rm erei, aioea s«ho - 
iticb tig en  V erlangens, sum  A osdrucke. P e rac lb e  Mrftfllt 
in  d re i  T b s tie , wovon freiiicb d a r  d r itte  n o r  eioo W iader- 
boluftg dc» e rs te n  i s t .  D or e rs ta  ia t aiganllicb n u r eioa 
lango, w e it  ausgespoD oene P eriede, aua dieaom  Motir doi 
I 'lav ie ra :

r u i r

geb t]det, w elcb es io A ha<ihnitt«i von J<i v iar T okten, Juroh  
H ebung u o d  H inabstejgen  sow ie du rck  d ie  AbachJtWM 
re re c b ia d e n , voo abgcbroflbeneo  A ebieto d e r  InaU u- 
roonte b eg le iie t. In »cbw tSg«ader AwruU) w ie ein« u oeod- 
liobe M aiodie (b ier k u o a le  m an d ie ten  Au»dni<>k aotvoo- 
den) 8fflb a u sd eb o t. D er lanB« o o d  achon T o rb ero H e t*  
S tfbluss fu b rt  ro il c in a r  u iic rw art^ teo  anbonnoniacbeo 
KUokung tiacb E - d u r ,  d e r  T ooart d w  Z w U cbensaue*. 
Nacb k u rse r V orbereJiang e rk iing t iD dao  KiUoSinstnuDeo- 
ien  e io  TrtoleDtDoUv:
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walckera das C liv io r m il ernem  tan g ssD erso  MoUt a n t -  
w ortal, voD rubis-aaH getn  A nsd rook ; dsBxelbe w ird  nach 
einem Abseblnase au f d o r  D om inanu  in v tr s e U ts r  Lags 
w ied e rW t, d a reb  die A chte lbew egaog  dos CiaviermotivB, 
welobe neeb dar MoOtonart h inO beracbw abt, fortgaaoUt 
(atmpra pceo ea tierondo)  tind so cineoi voUeo, frvh«n A b - 
lobiitaa auf E -d u r  g eftih rt; d e r  Com ponist toacbi b ie r voo 
d f r^ e rb io d o n g  von T noleo  u n d  A obteto, d ie  e rilb e rh au p t 
Hebt. w ieder oinon lobUneo G ebraucb . — Non foigt eio 
nig«nthUR)ilcber Rdckgang. N acltklingende A ccordc des 
CUvinra dcotfln die beg te itcodo  Be««agung dea e rs tea  
Tbetnas ^rieder bD, w Sbrend dleto« truo>«ole  die pcokU rte  
P i |« r  d e l  A uflakU i d  dem  ZwisobenUiam a w iederbo it on» 
sUmtnen, uod init deraelb»a in aonderbareo  N oneoapritn- 
gen lu r  A ofaoploD ort xarU ekieilco; offen gosl«>beQ w ir, 
dasa w ir una m il defcseSbeo nich l befreunden  kdnaen und 
die klfilne (/eberg.m gspartie {4f  Takte) m'cbt g liic tlieh  fio - 
den . Sobr achOn is l w ieder, nacbdem  d as  Sloltv dea en tfto  
TheniAJ inrcinial in C -d u r  uod  G~n}o!l ao^edeiite t w orden 
ia t, (ier ra te b a  Aiif.^rbwung d« r e rs len  T b l in e ,  w olcber 
nach A a -d a r  lu rU ckfnbrt. In  d e r  W tederboluog dos e rs leo  
Tbeiis folgt non kf.»Ti« formelle VeiHSnderuug, n* r g e h ld sa  
Ib en ia  R«>br bald  in d ie  t a t t n im o o ia  tlbo r u o d  die goD te  
B ehandlang «^lrd v o lU r  a n d  re icber. In  d a m  la n p  au?ge- 
fulirlen S ch lu ste  eracbeinl dna angofubrte  punktirl«  M otiv 
w ia d c r ;  dora»1l>e I I I  hnrm oniaeb {otercssnnt nod  erhK U  
o a n ian llin b  durob dio D nhandlung e in er gaoz olofachfn 
F ig u r;

elne eigenihum licho P S rhang  Ten Innigkeit uod  W aruie. 
G in i vernchm licb w arden  w ir  b ie r  w ieder ao l dio aptll- 
Beevboveo'acbe W eis* hingewlcaon.

Ein pbaoiastiscbea, gaox von harg o b racb te r Fortn a b -  
welcbendfts SlOck is i daa m in falgeada S e b e r t o  {Aliegro 
C-nM>)l R t biit drei geireoQte D eaum dthoila,dia aicb, 
in d e n a e lb e a  Bbytbnius nfttU rlicb, immw^ort abiCaen. 
Nacbdoni daa C«llo fn tw . d ao  Rhytbm ua angedauiat. b r in -  
gen V icllta und B m lfoha Id O ctaves eio syncopirica Motiv, 
unatat «ud rubeloa b ine ileod , m il h e rh a r barioouiacber 
D*fleiiiing, auf d e r  DomitiaQto ohr»« T o n  anblieaseod. E» 
folgi [■/,) (In  feaierca, dooh autih uarubigds Moiiv-.

' ' ’a lchet •beiij'aila, unaiobar und frageod , iwcb ft Tcklen 
"’‘t  d » «  Dominaniaec<*rde a a fb c rl. Nacb k a n e r  Pause 
w u i  in C -d ttf In groaater P a ile  und  R rafl eiu« glaoxcnde 

•iodie, •cvi* eiocn S iegaaiog  heglailend , eio (fbr UoapV- 
•notiv n a r  iu dw n gcbluase der p u n k tiru n  B cw egung

i c b o s  a o g o d o o ie l} ,  w e lc h e  o a e b  srra itaa ligcm  A oftreten  
gtSaxeod  abseb U eaal. N on  fe l^ t daa c r s la  M allv (w ak b aa  
acboQ i n  e ineiE  b a r b •  krUfligeo A ab aoge  d a s  ehan  g a -  
n a n a lo n  M oliv i b o o a ix t  w ord ea  w ar) ^viedar « i e  i «  A n -  
f a o g , fa b r i a b er  vernjiU elat a e d e re r  U an n on ien  a s  D  a)g 
D o n io a Q ie  %-on G -m o ll;  daa aich a n s eh lie sa eo d e  '/4-K eU v  
eraciiai& l in g a e io r  K r a flv o n  a ile o  iD ttrum eotai] geapieH , 
tn r d  d an a  xu a ioor  fu g ir lan  T erarb c itu u g  m it  e to e r  e«R -  
ir ap-jok liseb eB  B ag le iiu n g  io  A eb te lo  b e n a U t, w e ic b e  loU  
dar D em lo fia te  von  Ra-n>oll aebiioast, o o d  w ie d e r  fo ig l daa 
r eu sc b c n d e  SiegM lbsnM  io  E a -d o r . Daa non  ^ 'ied er -  
k e b ru n d e  erste  Tham a tr i l l  d ie s to a l u ’e b l in  S fo c e p e o ,  
a o n d em  m ii d a io  T a k u  feat und k r if iig  au f, an F u lle  u e d  
K raft aicb in im er a le ig e r n d ; otn irX obliger A bfloblusa, w ild  
u a d  b «rh  k th igond , w ird  m il d e tn  V4-M 8liv  barbelgeflJbrt, 
f fia  E a m p f von U orab a , D efligk eU  u o d  sie g e e g e w is se io  
S t o i i s  tvird QQ» frt d i e u m  SlUeka m il fast drsm aiiacber  
I.eb£Ddigk.eit vorgafU hrl —  w ir  mu&soo c a r , aba w ir  aina 
v e lU o m m e n e  D arsw llu n ?  d e s  Sltick a  geb fir l h ab en , x w e i-  
f« ln , ob  d ie  FOlla dea Stoff? un d  daa Variaaaen dar  b e r -  
geb r a o h le n  F orm  d e r  W irkung d esa e lb a n  gO osU g u l .  —  
In detn n ie b l e n u p r e c lie n d  Jangeo T r io  (C -d o r) koram i 
a loe  oon lroR liren de. w ir  H)t»chlen aagao w sib lic b -a a n fie  
ftliffunuD g lutD A uad rn ek . D ai C lavier  e rgeh t ^tnb in n j -  
b ig  friftdJicbea battoon ispb en  Q angen v o ll e iw aea A o a -  
d m c k a , r sroen lU ob  in  dflrM oduIotion: ntir daa CeJlo bringl 
io  d«r T te fe  e ln e  e lw a s  bew eciU rB  D eg le ilu n g  b ln tu . Djo 
m elo d isc b e  P eriod* w ird  von den  In *trnm en l«a  n u fgonom - 
ffian. D en  A nfang doa iw o iten  T beila  b i id e t  c in e  k«r*a 
P eriod a In % -T n k l, g e b u o d a n a  P jg u m n , tveJcbe a a fs te l-  
g«o, un d coairapO R lU sobe A ch le lb e g lo ilu o g . Zar W ia d cr -  
belu nB deaT hafD a* k l ir g l  f c e s o n d m  b llbacb;
auolj w trd dia  ^ I c d c r k e h r  d ea  ayaeopifV en A ofan gaoU ra  
m ilf a in b e i l  a n g o d e u te l. V ia ila icb l dOrfla raan w U nscben, 
d^ ss d as T rio e iw o a  ivaU er anagafu brt w ir e ;  narcan t-  
licb  a c b a in i una dar A nfang d e s  a w e ita n  T b eJ e s  fm 
TerbMUttlaa *um  P eb r ig eo  o ic b l b e d « u l« o d  gan u g . N uf 
m Ocblen w ir  d i e ,  w e icb e  e lw a  hicr u od  ondorw drta an  
e in e o i gew iaaaa  U abenB aaaa dea  S<oSs Aoatoaa nahm an  
w o llta c , a a fm a r k ta n  m arficn  au f d ie  R Jarb eil der  G egan-  
H b er»l« llon |t a ller  llfoli** u n d  P er io d a a , a u f dia vo llk o m -  
m «na S rm o ietr ia  In d e o  e ia x ek ien  A b a d m ittc n , a a f  dia  
aorgaam o rtiytbtoiacba G U e d e m n g , a u f  d ie  AbiTas«»haH  
jo d e r  rbrjw e a o d  ja d e r  .e r a c b w io m e n d e a  U nbaalli»«D l- 

h a it. D ar.S lo ff alfflmt d cm  C oroponlitea raicb lloh aa, o o d  
w -n n g la k sh  ea v fe lle lc h l d e r  W irku og m anaber sek ier  
SWxa gttnaUger w lr « ,  w a u n  ar w a n lg e r  g llb a , aU  #r *0 
gfthan h a t , a* w ird  d och  o ia m a o d  aich dar  B aabachtuug  
versohliaaaan kflnnen, d a js  e r  das G egebene mil baw oaa- 
te r M eisleraohafl bahorrsah l u ad  geslolw t. U ad  m an nenoa 
una d en  iw e ilan  Inheodan Com paniaiao, bei dero Boan nu r 
enU arni veraocbt wSro xu aagan: gieb nns w aa lg a r, aa 

w ird  ea m ahr soiol
Das F i a a ) a  w ird  durab ain kurxea po<» n s tm v fo  (P - 

moU V») aiBgaleitat, worio alch m il e in e m  u nscbeiabaren
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n« rh  ssm m a^n , um  t« ied e r « b x u b re c h « a , do u c h  du rch
diA chroinaU schen 'W oo «nd  'V crhaU« kein© recfcta i io r -  
ioodU bil<l«n w ill; ca i s i  wlo ein  un6iob«r«8 S u eh en  im 
O unkeln , necb  d«ni DDgeslOro«D DraDge do* Scb«rxo9 is i 
aH ss veni(u<niut u o d  t i ic b u  a b r ig  g eb J iib « a  , A lt dAS 
ruhi d « r  O bnm aobt u n d  iJer N olhvrendigkoit d e r  B rg o b n ag . 
In d*tn von dfttn auageh d lten eo  i>es{al9 k le in e  N oda l u  F -  
ntoU' a b su ig e o d e o , azt S tfbum aao  a r in o e m d e n  G nnga e rb ttit 
d ies  GefUhi « io«a achm erx liehcn  A u sd ru ek . Am S eh io s i 
w ird , n achd«m  d as  OiMavanmoUr noch a in n a !  «rklutig«o 
iat, daa MoUv dee A llagroa acbon laiM  ao g ed eu lc t. Man 
w ird  sinfa an  d ieca  Biflitiivtng gaw obnen  mUS!>an —  S h a -  
iich w is  n u n  sicb a n  d ie  heiD bm ta EioleilUDg d«s M o ia r t '-  
■c-hen C d u r - Q a a r l e t t s  g ew d b a t b a t.  •-> D as fo lgaoda 
AU tgrt non trappo  ( '/« ) b eg in o t ra il ein«‘m  beniiiATnt tiad  
rubjgoiahftrschi'« it«ttdeT i T hem a dasC oD oa, w«)c,h«» in  a e i-  
>mr rhythmiscb(M i B ew e^ung  u n a  an  d«n leU teo  B a u  des 
IhH odigao DuAi von P ra t) t S c b o h a r l  e r m n f r u ,  c u r  «iel 
d u n k la r  g«fArbl t« t. D u s e lb e  w ird  vocn C lav ie r U h arn o m - 
i&«o, a s  koiBiiian ab w o eb so in d a  I^ g u rc n ,  u n d  in F - d u r  
s c b c ia t  a lo  s a t ^  em sch lum m anuU n ' S c b lu u  xlc.b v o rzu «  
lia ra ito n , aoa dom  w ir  d a rc h  b eftiga  StCaaa m it dam  

A  A  / «

IIauptu.oU va ou(ga«v«okl w e rd c a .

Naob d o e r  d u rc h  S aeb s ie h n ta lf lg u re o , d io  lu m  kfoUva 
b in z u tre le n , b e f lig  b a n a g tn n  P arioda o rfo lg t Hn S cb lu ss  
au{ C, u o d  in  e iw a^ gaa ia ig a rfam  T antpo  to tx c n  d i«  In>- 
s iru e ia n te  c ic  xw ailas T h a s a  e i n ;

d«S8«n toD ftrt ofTenbar C-iBoU i s t ,  w ^ lcbas abet- d tirch  
d ia  w ifidor-^rai o Jo lra tao d fo  Y orbslta , d a s  slehU icbe Ver~ 
m aidan  d« r eigenUifihao bartDonixcbao T « s a ,  xvte d a r c b  

so ioe g a n te  n aw eg ting  c inoa B indruok unw iU igpn Z(>g»rn8 
be rY o rb rio g t, dn r d n ro h  d ia  V arseU uogen  u n d  M odula- 
tioi>cn oocb v a rs lS rk t w ird  —  w lr  mtissaQ UQsarer U o b a r-  
saag u n g  gaos^Mt faiDTiiifQgea, o k b t  in m u a ik a lU c h  scb ttnar 
Fo rm . E s a c b e iu t a o s  beao ad e rs  o n g u n stig  l u  s a in ,  d a u  
d iasM  se in a rN a lu r  nacb  h arm oaiiich nicfat ganz boitlim niia 
T bam a im  P o ig e D d e a  so r  V e ra rb « tlan g  m lt b a n u t u  ir i rd ,  
wA« g ro isa o  T ba ilea  d ex  la t t ia n  S e ise s  a iw a s  U nklaraa, 
h a rm o a isch  Ueii>es g iob t. D as T hera* g a h l  in  aina haA iga 
T rio lanb^^ 'aK uag  U bar, w oleha , m il sy cecp ifM a  F iguran  
v e rb u tu lco , e inan  U ng aD<g»rubrt6 0 , s ia rm isc b e o  S&h)<i9s
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b e rb a ifu h rt,  in  w alcbom  l ic b  o a r  l o l e t i t  d ia  A o b te lbew a- 
guog  d&s T h am as  w la d a r  ar.kOndigit. ScbOo is t  aina k leiaa 
ftux (Uaser A c b ta lb aw eg u o g  g ab ildc ia  C e d e , dunkal und 
Irdbfl g a fS rb t; acb ca  ouch d a r  *«garad«  W t«d*r« io iriil 
dtf$ ar* ten  T b aroa* ; ro aa  ftib li d e n  A u sd rack  c in e r n n a r -  
b iu lic b « »  N o tbw end lgko il, d a r  m an  g e m , ftbar Tcrgabliek 
a o i^ a tc b a a  mOchle. Mil k la in en  M odifloalionen k ab rl d«r 
an f ln g lic b a  V crlau f w ia d a r ,  das tw c i te  T ham a m il sa itan  
A nhiD gen in  P -m o U , d ie  S<ibiiw apartia; d ia  k lalna Coda 
diesm oJ is  y e r ia d e r ia m ,  g o n i rubigaiR  C h a rak ta r, so d a u  
m an  n o r  a n  d a r  U trm o c ia  d ia  U abarein iticnm ong a rkannt. 
D ia im m ar Ja isa r v a rb a lla n d a n  T o a a ,  d ia  m rttck h a llan d a  
DaweguDg, obaa  daaa o ia  a igan llicbo r hartnoniaohar A b - 
aob luss  a rra ic b t 1st, ip a n n t  a n ia r a  E w a rtu a g  a u f  s  UOobsta, 
a n d  bQcbst geniBl u n d  phaniA*U.^cb en lw iokaU  aioh tun 
P re s to  (*/•) C is -m o ll in it e inam  baatig  a r ra g te a  Tbaina, 
w alcJiM  be i g e n a a a re m  A ufm arkca aia  ao a  dam  a rs taa  
Tbomft eoL*»Undoa sicb  d a rs lo lU ,w a im  a » « ic b  rbytbm Ucb 
im d  bn rm oniscb  von  d o tc se lb a a  gS a iltch  var»«bladen aiah 
la ig t .  N acb  S TakUsn B obH essta* a u f  n - m o l l ,  naoh wai-r 
ta ro n  ao h t a u f  A -m o il,  jed a ixaa l d u rc b  g fb n n d e n a  Ganga 
d e s  C la r ia r s  vw m iU eU ; d ie  V ioiinen ata lgan  in  bflcbita 
Lage b la  ft {wlr g la u b c n , n icb l m il gUniM gar K langw ir- 
kun g ), wo aicb  p lo tfiich  d ia  M odulstion nftcb P - in a ll  ▼oU- 
l i f h t ;  d ie  In s tru in a a te  a ia ig en  in  vo ilar K rafl b iaab , und 
d a s  a e u a  T ham « tr i t t  hi d e r  G m n d to n a ri a ia ,  o o d  fobrt. 
d iifcb  varscb iadcB e Tonart<(n o io d o l're cd  , cdnea k r tf i ig e a  
Sobluaa b e rb a i —  u o d  b ie r ,  o ta inaa  w ir ,  bS tto  da* G aaia  
f tch iie |sen  k a n n a s . Das* m it d iaacm  n aueo  Jfotiv d «  oban 
a b g a d ru c k ta  aw eito  T b e m a  v e rb u B d ea  su  n « ia r  V a w b tr i -  
l  jB §  banu lJ it w ird , w o rau s  aieh, d a r  • ig en tb tlm llo h a r b a f -  
m oniscban  Basfiijaffenhali d4M«ll>»» in lo lg a , aa to rlich  n*cb 
inancbarlai k o b aa  b anncsiacK a V arh in d a a g a a  ^n tw lckelo  
u a d  w o b e i m l  ib a m a tiic b a  K aost ao fg eb a tan  w lr4 , a*® 
an d ltcb  tb bafU gslar A u tw a llu n g  soai S cb lu ssa  su  gclangao 
—  d as  kan n  n?cbt l u r  g an iilg a n  W irk u n g  deS S tU cis b e i-  
ira g a n , a« ToU andat d « a  sc b w in k a a d a n , ainhaitaloaco C h»- 
r a k ia r  daa IsU tan  Sat*a«, d an  m an  in  dan» so foal a u f tra -  
te n d e c  e rs te o  T bam a g a r  n icb t a rw a rte t .  J^irgaodwo se 
s a b r  w le  b ie r  fliblWH w ir  o rw  xu d a r  F a rd e n trg  das M »aM- 
b a lian a  v a ra n la s s i ,  a irg ead a  atabV d a j  U abartnaaaa  das 
StoBli vv-le d e r  V e ra rb a iiu n g  a iao r bostiron iten  W irkung 
so an tg ag o n ; w ir  kt$i»nea im s u icb i d a n k a a  •—  so 8^**** 
U ab a rw io d u cg  a* u n s  koa ta t a s  auaiM pt^^cban 
d io se r S a ts  e in e n  b a fr ie d ig a n d e n , w irk licb  kO aatU riscb«o 
U^ndruak b io ia r la ssen  kCana.

Man w ird Bescbrftibuogeo von T o n w ark an , wia dia 
vorbergabando, su ausfCbrUcb fiadao, und dsa w ird , w»r 
fttrchtan ei.M ancbanflbhaU aaalaju lasen. Jodessaa baban 
diaselbeo ihran grosson uod barachiigtao VorlbaiJ daria, 
d a «  aolrJban, weleba ein W ark nur durcb Stcdium  kerujan 
10 iaroen Calogaabait babaa, dia«a< Stadium arlaicbtert 
wlfd van Jamandao, dar daasclba (tir aicb durcbg^niicbJ 
b a t; and nnr aia salcbar, d er Bascbraibuag ood Tc®i«upk 
sagieicb Olid rarglaicbcnd darcbttimnst, w ird iiu Staada
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und baracbtigC ta in  xu ta g a n , ia  w ie w a it a a s a r  Urtbeil tu ~  
LraSlDnd, in w iaw ail aa su  an lbn tiM liiiob  a d a r  vialla iob t 
bin a n d  w icder n ich t binlUnglicb ge recb t ta i .  N a r d as  U r-  
tbail salcbar, d ie  a iab  nlobt d am  obarHOcbiicbaa E indrueka 
biogaben odar gar d a r  M aiauag  daa IlaMfona an sab lirssan , 
toadern  dia siab a io a r  a u sg o p rig ie n  R Q asU ariadlvidaaliiM  
n i t  lD t«rea»e a a h trf i  u n d  au f t i e  a iugaban , k an a  fOr uos 
TOO B adeutong sa in ; n o r  to b  ib n ea  w ard en  w ir  le rn en  
k9nDaa, in w iew ait w ir m il dam  G a iag tao  a n d  noch tu  
Sagandaa B acb t bal*aa o d a r  nicb t. Dia teabniscba A rbeit, 
die fo m a tla  G ea ta linng , d ia  co n irsp u n k U scb a , b a rc to -  
Diaoba, rb jtb m iscb a  B ahandlung  — a lias  d a s  a ind  Dioga, 
Ubar d ie  bai Drahias g a r  n icb l l a  ro d a n  1st; d a r  c b w £ ttc b -  
Kchsla BHck aa f irg an d  e ioa  S e iia  la ig t  ibn a ls fartigea 
and  fiahera  U ais ta r io a ll d iaaea  D icgeo . A b ar w ir  finden  
darObar b in a u s  d as , W84 dam  soba fT eD daa  KUnsvtar a igen 
1s t, ainao Bcicblhum  o rig in a lla r G o d an k aa , dio ibtn u e g a -  
sucbt in g r« s ia ra r M anga sa strflm ari, a ls  a r  sie garada 
aotbw andig b re a c b t ;  G ad tn k an  voll das v c r tc b ie d e n a rtig -  
stan  A u sd ru ck a , je d a r  S tim m u n g  a n ttp reo h an d  a n d  in 
paaaeodan C oairasian  a la a n d a r  gagen ttbcrgasta iU . S ia 
laaam  u n w rk a a n b a r  a ina  g ans a a lb s lln d ig a  A nlaga b e r -  
*orlret<*« ; jed c r G odanka aag i a lw a s  DaatimtDtas in  fester, 
knapper Form , uod  ja d a r  S^ali b ild e i e iu  G iD sas , welcbain 
man keia  S tuokw ark  a n m e rk t, w e tc h a a  a u s  aJnem  Gussa 
anu iandea is t.  Das aab liaasi n icb l a u s , deaa w ir  A o - 
JcblOaaa, ja aucb A ck laaga  an  P rtlb a ra  w ab rn ah m an ; b iar 
bat ar a in ita l d i5  r a r  d ao  m e is tao  G laicbssiligon voraus, 
dasa as niobt dia W a ita n  ainaa B insaJoaa s io d , d ia  a r  r a -  
prodoeirt, dasa a r  oiob t S sb u m aao ’aob atft. a ch ra ib t, aon- 
dara  t o o  Alien aicb gaisUg b a ru h r i  la ig t,  ebaa  d ass  *« ina  
Sal^jsM adigkait d itbei gailtt&o b l l l a ; u n d  von basonderem  
latarasaa 1st h'.er aine o ieh t su  vark an n en d a  Y a rw a n d l-  
a«Ka(t sd n aa  laosikaliacbaa D enkann m it d e r  E igen ib flm - 
Hebkeit der sp li-D a a lh o v a a ’achan u n d  danaban  d o r  Fran* 
S ebubert'icban  W ais*. A llas daa b aban  w ir  ouob boi frU - 
bar*Q G elaganbaiten g aaag t; w ir  w lad a rb o laa  a s ,  do 
Brabmg inxw iiobaa raab rfacb  u a d  kainaaw agt Im tnar m il 
d p t aucb aohc« dam  kU ostlariacben  S ireb en  geljflb raadcn  
A neriaannng  beap rochan  w ordan ia t ,  und  u o i  d a h a r  g a -  

j a la i  aina w irk lich  a iag eb cad e  grUndHcba PrDfMng 
aucb Tfto ao d a ra r S a ita  b a r ro rs u ro fc a ,  dia u o s  sa tgaa  
w tirda, «b unsera  M einung ricb llg  o d o r o u r  in w alchan  
Punklaa tie  nnriobtig  sa l. Dean w ir  keaaan  a s  w ad a r fur 
gt‘wis9enba{t baltcn , w an n  e in  K ritikar oboe eigeno P r t l -  
^>Jng attf d ie  S iim iD u n g  d as  Publicu ina bin absp re^bend  
artbeiU , noch fu r aageraeasan  u n d  wQrdig, w ann d ia  n»o- 
i&aMana Uoluat e inaa O rchasta ra  dem  D iriganian a irc a  
wUlkotntnanen A aiasa b ie t« i,  ain Ibm u nbaquaincs W ark 
lurQcksuiagan. W ia von d a n  m anichlicfaaa D in jan  ( ib e r -  
baapt, *0 g ilt aucb  TOC K ttbsU arn uod Rar.Btwariian daS 
bakanaie W o r t: w ir  so ltan  s ia  w ad a r  beklagen  noch v e r -  
lacben, tondarn  s ia  su  v a n ta b a n  tracb tea .

D ie  L e l p z i g e r  C o n c e r t f la i s o n  1 8 d d /8 6 .

Sc^iOM.]
Da» MoaiVlebcn ekiar $(adt, dia wia Laipv^g <U V a ro r t  

ianga aicbarilcb dieean Rang bahaoptan
kdsnia, wa&o ]oiioar dia Sacha der J^onRl iibar dan TarsoneB 
aU ada, o osa  danafb baorOiaitt w arden, welcba Vesik-Oat- 
tunitan and waicha M ailer datalbsl dfa iitllrklilB Pflai^t fiaden. 
Latptig hal alt Kicbl-basidenc Uncnar d »  voraos gabaSt, dasa 
in aatnaa Masafn alclU dia Ofsar. sendarn das Coccart den 
Vorr.'tni babaapteta, wfihaQi wir es aucb iSr wobitbShg bat- 
Ian, d a u  die Miiaikar n ia leha t von dar Sudt and Lbren loaU- 
(attonaa, nicHt »oib Th«8ter-Dirae«»r abbinf«n. Nor dleaffa 
rrastande iai a* su rerdankao, d ia l wir so viela Conoarxa mU 
O cttaatar baban. Frailleb kSnnte mao mit Raobt aigan, iasa 
Id maftcfaar Hlnaiobl aia atwes Weoiyar aia M«br badautiio 
wiirde, taaofeni nin»Kflh bai dar rnicban Falga von Cecoartao 
etna gabSr'.ne \O fb«rallnnj der Prap^m m a and der Apsfab- 
rong oft aosaar dam Bcraiob in  M-lglichkait Uegl. Dnd War- 
u a t«  la«da» |o r td a  Jaaaa Inaiitni am w a«lan, waltjhes jcnal 
mH Bacbt daa aiotiao Kamao ■ConcarltaaHtai« Wbrt ood deta 
dadarch to o  Twnharala die SopT«»aiia »«rli*han l«t Es ddrrta 
indaas aabr achwar batlao. an dar Uisioriaoh be|fOn«Man An- 
ordniirg  wnacfar Abannaniant-Conctarie naob diatar 8»«»a alwaa 
M  in d a ro . und bai {►arsSollohan Wobl-rarblltolaaan, wakbe 
« o  Ulchllges ta*»n3ti>«n»rtfkon mSuBcb macbieo, dann wann 
wir Im fl« tU  elnas grCaaarao f5aa!aa warao, w iJcb tr pasUttet^ 
9ftara Chor- and Orchastar-, aJao oratorlafAa Warka lu r  Aof- 
fijbr«0 |  ta brlngan, wQrda onter dan ^agebanan VefhBltoJs- 
aao IniffiatMi. ain a«br xofriadanatallandaa Mualltlaben mC|Ucb 
aaln. Darch 4»a BartitalioBg aina« groiaan Saalaa oamaniliah 
w arda aasar aralaa lonHoi aowahi dan W aosah »i«lw Jalrt 
auJtaMbJoaaanao Miwikfraimda befried*«an, ais elnan eKrkw«i 
Chor oTBanUh-aB und vervranden kfinoan , »n|l««ab jarjoa k l ^  
Saan kiainlieban PropaD ioen aftUcbao. «  daa DnbadeBie^a 
dna nab«fsaw»rhi bat und sogar nIcM aaitan den Oenoaa <i«a 
Dadaateadan baalolriehUft. and efldllcb auf dia r.alOrlkshrta 
Waiaa dcm Fart«lwa*an wad dem Tralban aliau «hrgaht|ar 
Aofkdioninnee dia i»»hwendi|e Oranta saUefi. *}

Bin Bi»ck auf d »  oban tnilgalhailla Hepertotre onsarar C « -  
cem ostalten aelgt aojlaich ain m aivarhlllnias auf: wir baban 
tuvial *on ro»an»iacltar oad Tirtuoaacmoilk. m  - a w f  Tt» 
«-babenar acrm tia ik . Too dim allan Italiatarn hat man d»a- 
aaa WJuler aar nlcbla, ta n  Hilndel nar e<B Fra^manl aua «UrMU 

■ s  B . .  t  - r  T . r w . .  a m h  J i .  . w « -
M il, K»UMo«fU«oi>, dtrell

W un to h  .M U U F W l" "  ' " " “ I  “ ■'7 '

,lo«loillrl wK-dM; — djiiii d im h  d n  Ja liin n esfm .ijl o»d 
M ni « « « « «  » •  « l ” ' “  5’ “ '  ‘’“ I '* '* ' '' '*  ** *
nni t o  tilr eiK’ » ” * “ l' J . ld i l  0»d
«lrk t h .l, bunlisli » » l f  « n cb « tem ; D m m JIIdi will «• m  

uK i t «  ^ B n a  d a is  m an  niflM da ra o  d a iA t,  daa PubHcam 
ralt d n  w aggai'aaaaneo A rk n  der M .uW tuspaaalon w a o t p t a r t  

M  . ^ « r  C » l .s . .^ .l t  b . » » «  .»  “  S . - ' : ;

5 k  .W « .  hm licM ii (UnUUui, ixoli »»>*™
-  n.nTnr MtibUrt«r B(*d D lp«lor«  i*aa Oawaodb«iisM,

Uaf»taDaog alaaa gjo A«««wihi aaitaal DMsar daokaaswarlfca 

franlan!



2.6: Hermann Deiters. ‘Streichquartette von Johannes Brahms’. Allgemeine musikalische 
Zeitung  13/30 (24 July 1878): Cols. 465-72.
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2.7; Selmar Bagge. ‘Recensionen. Neue Kammermusik-Werke von Johannes Brahms’. 
Leipziger Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 2/2 (2 January 1867): 4-6.______________
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